BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
TRANSCANADA KEystone PIPELINE, LP
FOR ORDER ACCEPTING CERTIFICATION
OF PERMIT ISSUED IN DOCKET HP09-001
TO CONSTRUCT THE KEystone XL
PROJECT

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF
HEIDI TILLQUIST

Pursuant to the Commission’s Order Granting Motion to Define Issues and Setting
Procedural Schedule, Petitioner TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP, offers the following
rebuttal testimony of Heidi Tillquist.

1. Please state your name and occupation.

   Answer: Heidi Tillquist, Director of Oil and Gas Risk Management, Stantec
   Consulting Services Inc., Fort Collins, CO.

2. Did you provide direct testimony in this proceeding?

   Answer: Yes.

3. To whose direct testimony are you responding in your rebuttal testimony?

   Answer: I am responding to the direct testimonies of Richard Kuprewicz of
   Accufacts Inc., Ian Goodman and Brigid Rowan of The Goodman Group, Ltd., and Arden Davis,
   Ph.D., P.E.
question the use of historical incident databases to conduct the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment included as part of the Department of State Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS). Can you comment on the use of historical incident databases, such as the PHMSA database, as industry practice? Additionally, please explain how the PHMSA database was used to determine risk as part of the permitting process for the Keystone XL pipeline.

Answer: During the environmental permitting process, Keystone elected to provide an estimate of failure frequencies and range of probable spill volumes based on historical data since no operational data is available for the proposed project. These statistics are then combined with environmental data to assess the reasonable range of environmental impacts that may occur in the event of a release.

The PHMSA database was used in the development of the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment. While future events cannot be known with absolute certainty, historic incident frequencies are an appropriate basis on which to estimate the number of events that might occur over a period of time. The 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment was developed as a part of the State Department’s environmental review under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) during its permitting process. The purpose of this Risk Assessment is to provide a conservative range of anticipated effects from the operation of the Project that is sufficient for the purposes of federal permitting requirements. Additionally, the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment provides a preliminary evaluation of potential risk during the pipeline’s design phase and provides an initial basis for emergency response planning.
A two-year independent review of Keystone XL's design and the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment was conducted by Battelle Memorial Institute (Battelle) and Exponent Inc. (Exponent) under the direction of the US Department of State (DOS), Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), and the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to address concerns raised by the USEPA in the NEPA review of the proposed project. Battelle (2013) concluded that "because historic data provide a sound basis to assess risk from a historic perspective, it is customary to do such analysis based on the historic record. As stated in the [2009] Keystone [XL] Risk Assessment, the Project is being weighed relative to the US portion of the system; therefore, their assessment focused exclusively on the US database, which is maintained by the PHMSA...As has been noted by Keystone, all data available were used with the exception of information involving terminals and tanks, with a rationale noted for that decision. As needed, gaps were bridged or adjustments were made in the context of judgment, which has been a usual practice since risk analysis emerged in the early 1990s as a viable assessment under the auspices of a joint industry-government task force...Much of what has been done is usual and consistent with industry practices as part of the procedure for obtaining PHMSA approval to commission a pipeline. However, the Risk Assessment presented does go beyond the process typically followed for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) stage of the Federal process [emphasis added]" (Battelle 2013).

5. Kuprewicz (p. 4) and Goodman and Rowan (p. 23, 25, 50, and 52) suggest that PHMSA data have significantly changed since the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment due to the "recent growth in North America crude oil production, the accompanying increase in terrestrial transport of more hazardous non-conventional crudes, as well as the unfortunate advent of very large spills." Based on your analysis, has the PHMSA incident...
database significantly changed such that the findings and conclusions of the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment are no longer valid?

Answer: No. For consistency, the values presented in this testimony are based on the same database used for the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment. Nonetheless, the risk statistics presented in the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment are highly comparable with current PHMSA data. Recent high profile spill events remain extremely uncommon and are not representative of the majority of spills. Spill volume data continue to reflect a highly skewed distribution, with the spill distribution for very large spills decreasing by one tenth of one percent (i.e., spills greater than 10,000 barrels now account for 0.4% of all spills, as compared to 0.5% of all spills as reported in 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment).

6. Goodman (p. 23) states “[m]ost of the data is provided by industry, which tends to underreport spills, particularly the serious ones, which are of greatest concern.” Please comment on this assertion.

Answer: Goodman’s assertion that operators do not comply is contrary to federal regulations is unsupported by data. Since 2002, pipeline operators are required by federal regulations (49 CFR Sections 195.50 and 195.54) to file accident reports for a release of 5 gallons or more. Failure to report incidents constitutes a noncompliance violation and PHMSA can impose fines and other punitive measures. PHMSA regularly audits pipeline operators for compliance. Questions regarding compliance with incident reporting are identified on two separate auditing forms provided by PHMSA. These forms allow operators to conduct internal audits to ensure compliance and provide companies with the minimum documentation that they will be required to produce during an audit.
7. Kuprewicz (p. 5) suggests that a “true risk assessment” should be conducted using “specific pipeline” information. Goodman and Rowan (p. 22, 23, 24, and 25) also suggest that a similar site-specific risk assessment using “the elevation profile and other key information” be conducted. Can you comment on these suggestions?

Answer: As described above, the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment was prepared as part of the environmental permitting process and evaluated all “specific pipeline” information identified by Kuprewicz and Goodman and Rowan.

8. Can you comment on the appropriateness of the PHMSA database for determining risk in areas that are “unique” (e.g., areas of reported high landslide risk as mentioned in testimonies of Kuprewicz [p. 2 and 4] and Goodman and Rowan [p. 22])?

Answer: The PHMSA incident database contains historical incident data for approximately 200,000 miles of liquid pipelines. The extent of US liquid pipelines is shown on Figure 1. These pipelines routinely cross discrete areas of high landslide risk, slope instability, soils with high clay content, and other landscape features. Thus, it is reasonable to use the PHMSA database to estimate incident frequencies for a pipeline that crosses several states for permitting purposes.
While geological hazards are addressed at a macro-scale in the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment, actual routing, design, engineering, and operations incorporate site-specific information and analyses to account for terrain, including slope stability issues.

9. Kuprewicz (p. 6) states, "[l]andslides are most likely to be associated with high water/rain events (e.g., flash floods) where rivers and streams will be at higher flow." Can you comment on that assertion?

Answer: While landslides may be associated with high water/rain events, pipeline failures caused by flooding are not associated with landslides. Instead, pipeline failures caused by flooding are almost always due to the loss of cover caused by either vertical scour or lateral stream migration.

While flooding only causes a small fraction of pipeline failures (0.52%) with a median spill volume of 97.0 barrels (PHMSA 2008), under federal regulations (49 CFR Section 195),
Keystone's Integrity Management Program is required to monitor and reduce risks from a number of threats, including outside forces due to flooding.

Pipeline failures at river crossings are highly uncommon and almost always are associated with loss of depth of cover. According to the PHMSA Report to US Congress (2012), during the 21-year span between 1991 and 2012, only 20 accidents involving water crossings occurred. “A depletion of cover, sometimes in the waterway and other times in new channels cut by floodwaters, was a factor in 16 accidents. The dynamic and unique nature of rivers and flood plains was a factor in each accident. These 16 accidents are 0.3 percent of all reported hazardous liquid accidents and 0.5 percent of the hazardous liquid significant incidents” (PHMSA 2012). A “significant release” is defined by PHMSA as a release of 50 barrels or more, fire, explosion, injury resulting in hospitalization, fatality, or damages of $50,000 or more of cost incurred by operator (PHMSA 2015). PHMSA promulgated 49 CFR Section 195 to establish minimum pipeline safety standards for hazardous liquid pipeline systems. Regulations relevant to depth of cover are found in two subparts: Construction, and Operation and Maintenance.

As part of the 59 Special Conditions developed by PHMSA and set forth in Appendix Z to the State Department’s FSEIS, Keystone has committed to a depth of cover of 48 inches in most locations, which exceeds federal regulatory standards. Additionally, as part of the 59 PHMSA Special Conditions, Keystone is required to maintain that depth of cover for the life of the Project.

10. Kuprewicz (p. 6) states that landslides are the “most likely event that could cause rupture” for the Keystone XL pipeline in South Dakota. Goodman and Rowan (p. 28) state that the worst case scenario for the Keystone XL pipeline is “a full bore rupture...caused by a breakaway landslide in areas of steep elevation change.” Is the risk of
Landslides/ground movement expected to be a leading cause of pipeline failure along the route in South Dakota?

Answer: No. The relevant historical data indicate that the overall probability of an incident related to landslides is very low and unlikely to be the leading cause of pipeline incidents for Keystone XL. Earth movement accounts for approximately 0.56% of pipeline incidents (PHMSA 2008). This is corroborated by Goodman and Rowan on page 27 of their testimony. The majority of earth movement incidents result in relatively small releases, with 50% resulting in releases of 43.5 barrels or less (PHMSA 2008).

11. Kuprewicz (p. 2) and Goodman and Rowan (p. 10 and 36) claim that a rupture would result in substantial volumes of oil being released along terrain in South Dakota. Please comment on the probability of a large volume spill occurring along the route.

Answer: Based on the PHMSA dataset, the probability of a 10,000 barrel spill at any 1-mile segment along the Keystone XL pipeline in South Dakota is equivalent to 1 spill every 1.5 million years. The occurrence intervals for a range of spill volumes, including greater than 10,000 barrels, are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crossing Distance</th>
<th>Occurrence Interval (years) by Spill Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All spills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mile</td>
<td>7,407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PHMSA 2008.

Based on the PHMSA pipeline incident database (2002 to 2009), only 3.8% and 3.2% of spills affected surface water or groundwater resources, respectively, and most of those water resources were not drinking water resources. Only 0.16% of spills actually affect drinking water resources. Consequently, the possibility of a spill occurring and affecting drinking water is very remote.
12. Kuprewicz (p. 2) claims that there would be a "remarkably low amount of released oil that will actually be recovered in the event of a spill." Please comment on the fate of released crude oil in the environment in the event of a spill.

Answer: Crude oil released into the environment undergoes weathering (i.e., the loss and degradation of petroleum products). Using ADIOS2, an environmental fate model for crude oil spills, approximately 20 to 60% of the crude oil evaporates within the first 12 hours following a spill. For Western Canadian Select, approximately 20% evaporates in the first 12 hours, consistent with other heavy conventional crude oils. In addition, according to the PHMSA database, approximately 50% of crude oil released is recovered. Therefore, the vast majority of crude oil either evaporates or is recovered following an incident.

13. Goodman and Rowan (p. 28 and 29) claim that “[i]n light the Line 6B spill, there is now substantial evidence that dilbit can sink in water making a dilbit spill to water significantly more difficult to clean up.” Please comment on this assertion.

Answer: On July 25, 2012, Enbridge's 6B pipeline failed near Marshall, Michigan, and released over 20,000 barrels of oil into Talmadge Creek. At the time of the accident, Enbridge's 6B pipeline was transporting Cold Lake diluted bitumen. An API of 10 is equivalent to water, which means any oil with an API above 10 will float on water while any with an API below 10 will sink (Petroleum 2015). Keystone’s diluted bitumen has an API gravity of 16. In comparison, the API gravities of Western Canadian Select and Bakken crude are 20.6 and 52.9, respectively (Crude Monitor 2013, Shafizadeh 2010). Cold Lake’s API value is lower than most diluted bitumen crude oils but is greater than 10 and, therefore, it was expected to float on the water's surface. According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (DOS 2014, USFWS et
al. 2015) and PHMSA’s on-site coordinator (J. Hess, personal communication, January 2013); the oil did float initially, as expected.

It has been suggested that the type of oil contributed to the severity of the spill and its impacts. Recent evaluations of diluted bitumen (Battelle 2012, Been 2011, National Academy of Sciences [NAS] 2013) found no significant differences in the physical or chemical properties of diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils. Copies of these reports have been attached as Exhibits 1 through 3 of my testimony.

The behavior of the crude oil in the Kalamazoo spill was similar to that expected for other heavy crude oils; it was not unique. Extenuating factors (flood conditions and emergency response times) allowed time for the crude to weather prior to cleanup. As the oil weathered with time (i.e., light end hydrocarbons evaporated), the remaining oil became heavier until the API gravity was less than 10 and portions of the oil slick became submerged. This process was exacerbated by heavy turbulence caused when the oil passed over an overflow dam and flooding that caused sediment, rocks, debris, and water to become incorporated into the crude oil, forming a heavier-than-water emulsion. The resulting submerged oil formed globules that were transported downstream.

References:
14. Following up on Goodman and Rowan's discussion of the Kalamazoo spill (p. 23), can you discuss key differences between Enbridge Line 6B and the proposed Keystone XL pipeline that affect the risk posed by each pipeline.

   Answer: A major failure comparable to Enbridge's 6B failure at Kalamazoo is highly unlikely for the Keystone XL pipeline for the following key reasons: i) the quality of the pipe and longitudinal seam welding procedures; ii) corrosion protection systems; iii) the use of in-line inspection tools; and iv) other key materials and construction procedures.

   Pipeline manufacturing processes and regulatory standards have evolved and improving technologies have resulted in demonstrable improvements in pipeline safety performance. The Enbridge Line 6B pipeline was constructed in 1969 when there were different pipe materials and manufacturing processes than today. The Keystone XL pipeline will be manufactured with much
higher quality and stronger steel that helps reduce the impacts of external forces, such as excavation and flooding damage.

Federal pipeline regulations have evolved over time and pipeline operators are now required to manage their pipelines actively to reduce the possibility of incidents. Keystone has agreed to implement an additional 59 PHMSA Special Conditions identified in the FSEIS. The State Department, in consultation with PHMSA, has determined that incorporation of the 59 PHMSA Special Conditions “would result in a Project that would have a degree of safety over any other typically constructed domestic oil pipeline system under current code and a degree of safety along the entire length of the pipeline system similar to that which is required in HCAs, as defined in 49 CFR 195.450” (DOS 2014).

15. Goodman and Rowan (p. 38 and 52) state, “a slow and undiscovered leak is likely to be the more serious threat to the Ogallala Aquifer and RST water resources.” Kuprewicz (p. 7 and 8, respectively) states, “leaks are probably the most likely risk of concern to the water wells” and that leaks “could migrate underground possibly delaying discovery.” Please comment on the subsurface movement of groundwater plumes and the potential impacts on these specific groundwater resources.

Answer: The proposition that a leak could go undetected for a long period of time that could release thousands of barrels is not realistic. The independent Battelle review (2013) concurred with the conclusions in the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment that a small leak going undetected indefinitely is unlikely. Battelle (2013) estimated that crude oil from a small “pin hole” leak (28 bbl/day) would theoretically reach the ground surface in no more than a few months.

{01972018.1}
Data from actual pipeline spills demonstrate that substantial leaks do not go undetected for long periods of time. Further, those spills that are not detected within the first 48 hours almost always are small. The data used in the 2009 Risk Assessment indicate that the majority of spills are 3 barrels or less, regardless of detection time. These data also indicate that the majority of spills are detected within 2 hours, with 99 percent of spills detected within 7 days. Of those spills not detected within the first 48 hours, the majority of spills were 15 barrels or less. These data demonstrate that the theory of a leak going undetected for months to years resulting in a release of tens of thousands of barrels is not reasonable or realistic.

In the event of a release, crude oil would spread through the interstitial spaces between soil particles. Often the oil will remain in the trench where soils are less consolidated compared to the adjacent soils as well as move to the soil's surface. Crude oil adheres to soil particles and has very limited mobility. If crude oil was not removed from the environment and crude oil came into contact with groundwater, soluble constituents could begin to form a groundwater plume. Plume formation takes months to years to occur due to the limited subsurface movement of petroleum hydrocarbons. Newell and Connor (1998) summarized the results of four nationwide studies looking at groundwater plumes from petroleum hydrocarbon contamination. The results show that the subsurface movement of petroleum hydrocarbons is very limited, moving 312 feet or less in 90 percent of the cases. Additional studies support this plume transport distance. Copies of these reports have been attached as Exhibits 4 through 9 of my testimony.

Petroleum hydrocarbon plumes do not sink within groundwater as observed with chlorinated solvent plumes (e.g., trichloroethylene [TCE], perchloroethylene [PCE]); instead, they form along the uppermost layer of groundwater. Therefore, contamination of groundwater would be limited to the uppermost volume associated with the groundwater surface. Petroleum
hydrocarbons are naturally degraded by microbial communities naturally found within soils. As a result, petroleum hydrocarbon plumes would be expected to result in highly localized effects. Removal of the source oil and remediation actions would help to further minimize groundwater impacts. Kuprewicz reaches the same conclusion (p. 7), specifically stating that impacts to RST groundwater wells are not anticipated due to the slow-moving nature of the groundwater plumes.

16. Goodman and Rowan (p. 32, 37, and 52) also identify groundwater resources associated with the Ogallala Aquifer in Tripp County as being a high value resource. How is Keystone addressing groundwater vulnerability in this region?

Answer: The High Plains Aquifer area in southern Tripp County has been identified as a hydrological sensitive area, as defined by the Public Utilities Commission’s June 2010 Amended Final Order in Docket HP09-001. Keystone has elected to treat “hydrologically sensitive areas” as operator-defined HCAs based on a number of factors, including those identified by the Public Utilities Commission Amended Final Order Condition 35.

17. Kuprewicz (p. 3 and 6) states, “[i]t is my understanding that much of the state gets its water from the Missouri River so the impact on the state’s overall water supply should the pipeline rupture and threaten this resource needs to be properly evaluated.” Please comment on this as it relates to spill distance to this resource and possible impacts.

Answer: The Missouri River is not crossed by the Keystone XL pipeline and is located at least 82 river miles downstream from the Keystone XL pipeline at the closest point. The White River represents the shortest downstream flow path from the pipeline to the Missouri River. The 82-mile distance far exceeds the maximum transport distance observed in even catastrophic pipeline failures during flood conditions. Three major rivers that are tributaries to the Missouri River will be crossed using HDD, thereby reducing the possibility of i) stream scour
resulting in pipeline failure and ii) a pipeline release entering the waterbody due to the amount of overburden. All water crossings were evaluated using a vertical and horizontal scour analysis based on a 100-year flood event and the depth of crossings adjusted accordingly.

Most historic spill incidents are relatively small, are contained in close proximity to the origin of the spill, are cleaned up immediately, and never reach flowing surface water. Most spills would not move significant distances downstream and still be detectable. Under exceptional circumstances, there have been cases where large volume spills have resulted in crude oil being detected miles downstream. Examination of exceptional spill events (e.g., spills into the Coffeyville and Kalamazoo rivers) illustrate that contamination typically does not travel more than 20 miles downstream, with the maximum observed distance of 30 miles. Following a 10,000 barrel release in 2007 from the Coffeyville Refinery in Kansas into the Verdigris River, the USEPA found no detectable concentrations of petroleum products 20 miles downstream at the closest municipal water intake. USEPA samples reported concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons to be below threshold limits at the first sampling point, located 12 downstream miles of the spill. In 2010, an Enbridge 30-inch pipeline ruptured, spilling 19,500 barrels of oil into the Kalamazoo River system. While the majority of contamination occurred in close proximity to the source, USEPA reports that contamination has been documented in localized areas within 30 miles of the spill’s origin. I concur with Kuprewicz’s conclusion on p. 3 and reiterated on p. 7 that the risks to the two RST water supply line crossings and the Cheyenne River are not significant.

18. Kuprewicz (p. 6) states, “[t]he steepness of the terrain also indicates that a rupture release will result in considerable surface migration, either over the ground surface or via
River transport should a rupture release reach a river that crosses the pipeline.” Please comment on river and overland ground transport distances of diluted bitumen.

Answer: Refer to my response to Question 17 for case studies regarding downstream transport distances following large spills. Maximum overland transport distances were calculated using a GIS-based analysis and pipeline product parameters (e.g., transport temperature, dynamic viscosity, and 25,000-barrel spill). Overland transport distances for diluted bitumen are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Overland Transport Distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope (%)</th>
<th>Miles of Route</th>
<th>Transport Distance (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Herbaceous Land</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>35-218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barren Land</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>103-655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. Goodman and Rowan (p. 22 and 24) raise concerns as to whether sufficient attention is being given to these sensitive areas in terms of pipeline safety and oil spill response planning. Please comment on protection of High Consequence Areas.

Answer: Keystone’s evaluation of potential impacts to HCAs has been quantified in a confidential appendix for federal agencies. This preliminary analysis is not required by regulation, but assists regulators with understanding the possibility of an incident and its potential impacts. The 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment is not intended to replace the more detailed Engineering Assessment required by federal pipeline safety regulations as identified in [01972018.1]
49 CFR Section 195.452 and Section 195 Appendix C. That analysis is subject to audit and
review by PHMSA, which has regulatory authority over interstate pipelines, including the
Keystone XL pipeline.

20. Kuprewicz (p. 7) claims that, in his experience, pipeline incidents are often due to a
failure “to incorporate some degree of challenge or reality check to assure spill risk was
really low.” Please comment on this assertion.

Answer: Key features of Keystone’s operational program, where applicable,
include the incorporation of industry best practices and participation in industry conferences and
forums to exchange ideas and information, as well as involvement with industry research and
development programs. Keystone had adopted many of the PHMSA Special Conditions into the
Keystone XL pipeline long before they were mandated by regulators. It has been my personal
experience that Keystone strives to meet or exceed pipeline safety requirements and often leads
the industry in adopting more stringent safety requirements.

The types of errors Kuprewicz refers to can be minimized by independent third-party
review of Keystone’s policies and practices. In addition to the regulator auditing conducted by
PHMSA, the design basis and risk assessment process were reviewed by independent, third-party
contractors (Battelle and Exponent) during a two-year review process that was conducted on
behalf of the DOS to address similar concerns expressed by the USEPA. Battelle concluded that
the 2009 Keystone XL Risk Assessment was appropriate for the permitting process and that the
design of the Project meets or exceeds current regulatory requirements. If approved, the
Keystone XL pipeline will be required to meet more stringent requirements than any other
pipeline built to date. Thus, the review recommended by Kuprewicz has already been conducted.
21. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p.1) states that “the proposed Keystone XL pipeline would cross the recharge areas of several shallow aquifers in the western part of the State, including the Ogallala aquifer and Sand Hills type material, especially in Tripp County.”

Will the pipeline adversely affect these areas?

Answer: Adverse impacts to these areas are highly unlikely. The Keystone XL pipeline crosses a number of formations in western South Dakota that outcrop in hills, stream cuts, and along mesas. Many of these formations are covered by shallow soil. In Tripp County, the pipeline crosses the Tertiary Ogallala Formation of the High Plains Aquifer system. South of the town of Buffalo, in Harding County, the pipeline crosses a section of wind-blown sand mapped as Qe (Quaternary eolian). As discussed in the State Department’s January 2014 Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) for the Keystone XL pipeline project, “typical recharge rates to the Ogallala Formation and associated alluvial aquifers range from 0.5 to 5 inches per year along the proposed route, with the highest recharge rates in the areas of the aquifer associated with the Sand Hills Unit” (US Department of State [DOS] 2014). The 50-foot permanent right-of-way for the Keystone XL pipeline will occupy less than 0.1% of the total recharge area associated with the Fox Hills, Hell Creek, and Ogallala formations, as well as areas of wind-blown deposits (Qe), within counties crossed by the pipeline.

22. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 2) states “the proposed pipeline also would have major stream crossings at water courses...These drainages have associated alluvial aquifers.”

Will the pipeline adversely affect these areas?

Answer: Adverse impacts to these areas are highly unlikely. The Keystone XL pipeline will cross major drainages with alluvial aquifers in South Dakota. Spills at individual river crossings are rare with occurrence intervals of no more than once in 22,000 years to
830,000 years based on representative stream crossing distances (Appendix P of the FSEIS; DOS 2014). Most spills are less than 3 barrels.

The Keystone XL pipeline is designed with a minimum depth of cover of 5 feet below the bottom of waterbodies and that depth is maintained over a distance of 15 feet on each side of the waterbody, measured from the ordinary high water mark. Depth of cover is an important factor to reduce the threat of outside force damage and stream scour.

The Project’s depth of cover meets or exceeds the federal requirements noted in 49 CFR Section 195.248 of 48 inches for inland bodies of water with a width of at least 100 feet from high water mark to high water mark (for normal excavation, 18 inches for rock excavation) and PHMSA Special Condition 19 regarding depth of cover.

23. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 2) states “in Harding County, the proposed route would cross permeable wind-blown deposits shown as Qe on Figure 4. These wind-blown deposits of silt and sand recharge from rainfall and snowmelt, they are capable of supplying water to shallow wells in the area.” Will the pipeline adversely affect these areas?

Answer: Adverse impacts to these areas are highly unlikely. The wind-blown sand south of Buffalo in Harding County has been mapped by Erickson (1956) and Petsch (1956). The deposits are mostly sand overlying the Cretaceous Hell Creek Formation. Erickson (1956) interprets these deposits to be derived from the underlying Hell Creek Formation. Rainfall falling on these sand deposits would infiltrate and form a local, temporary water-bearing zone near the base of the deposits. Because the deposits are found on bluffs and the underlying Hell Creek has a much lower permeability, it is likely that water entering the sand may form temporary springs and seeps at the base of the sand deposits, rather than migrating downward into the Hell Creek Formation.
The Keystone XL pipeline crosses these sand deposits near their eastern edge, where the deposits are thin. Examination of well logs for wells within the 1-mile buffer zone around the pipeline indicates that none of the wells are screened in the wind-blown sands. In the area of the pipeline ROW, the wind-blown deposits are thin and not likely to be water-bearing most of the year. Based on this, along the ROW in areas of wind-blown deposits, a potential release from the pipeline would most likely not encounter permanent groundwater.

References:


Petsch, B.C., 1956. GQ 62K-052. Areal geology of the Mouth of Bull Creek quadrangle, scale 1:62,500 (22 x 17 in. map).

24. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 3) states “South of the Cheyenne River in Haakon County, the proposed route would cross permeable Quaternary terrace gravels (Qt on Figure 6) and wind-blown deposits (Qe on Figure 6)...The terrace gravels and wind-blown deposits are permeable and are recharged by precipitation” and in places “are capable of supplying water to wells.” Will the pipeline adversely affect these areas?

Answer: Adverse impacts to these areas are highly unlikely. The wind-blown deposits crossed in Haakon County south of the Cheyenne River are relatively thin and not likely to form a major aquifer. Wells within 1 mile of the pipeline ROW are not screened in wind-blown material. The Cheyenne River will be crossed employing the HDD method, whereby the pipe is installed at a depth of 50 feet below the river bottom, thereby eliminating the potential for key threats including excavation damage and outside force associated with potential stream scour.
25. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 3) states “In Jones and Lyman counties, the proposed pipeline route would cross permeable wind-blown deposits (Qe on Figure 8) and also would cross Quaternary terrace deposits north of the White River (Qt on Figure 8).” The terrace deposits have a shallow water table, are recharged by rainfall, and provide water to springs. Will the pipeline adversely affect these areas?

Answer: Adverse impacts to these areas are highly unlikely. The wind-blown deposits crossed in Jones and Lyman counties associated with the White River are relatively thin and not likely to form a major aquifer. Wells within 1 mile of the pipeline ROW are not screened in wind-blown material. The White River will be crossed employing the HDD method, whereby the pipe is installed at a depth of 70 feet below the river bottom, thereby eliminating the potential for key threats including excavation damage and outside force associated with potential stream scour.

26. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 3) states “In Tripp County...the route would cross the Ogallala aquifer (To on Figure 9)” and “wind-blown Sand Hills type material (Qe on Figure 9)...The hydrologic situation is similar to the Sand Hills of Nebraska...and therefore deserves consideration for special protection as a high consequence area. As noted by Stansbury (2011), areas with shallow groundwater that are overlain by permeable soils...pose risks of special concern because leaks could go undetected for long periods of time.” Please comment on this assertion.

Answer: “The High Plains Aquifer area in southern Tripp County” has been identified as a hydrologically sensitive area, as defined by the Public Utilities Commission’s June 2010 Amended Final Order in Docket HP09-001. Keystone has elected to treat "hydrologically sensitive areas" as operator-defined HCAs based on a number of factors,
including those identified by the Public Utilities Commission Amended Final Order Condition 35.

The Keystone XL pipeline in South Dakota was routed to reduce impacts to a number of valuable resources, including but not limited to, unconfined aquifers. Keystone has attempted to identify vulnerable aquifers through consultation with State agencies and rural water districts, as well as through the use of data provided by South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources (SD DENR) (http://denr.sd.gov/data.aspx) and published literature. The location of unconfined aquifers is documented in the literature on the hydrogeology of South Dakota. The SD DENR website provides well logs for wells near the pipeline ROW. It is possible that, during construction and through discussion with landowners crossed by the Project, Keystone may identify shallow wells located in unconfined aquifers.

There are multiple leak detection processes that help identify small leaks, as stated in the Public Utilities Commission Amended Final Order Finding of Fact 94. While detection of a smaller leak may require additional confirmation time, examination of historical incident data confirms that small leaks do not remain undetected for long periods of time. PHMSA records (2001 through 2009) indicate that the majority of spills are 3 barrels or less, regardless of detection time. These data also indicate that the majority of spills are detected within 2 hours, with 99 percent of spills detected within 7 days. Of those spills not detected within the first 48 hours, the majority of spills were 15 barrels or less. These data do not support the contention that small leaks remain undetected for long periods of time.

27. Dr. Davis' testimony (p. 3) states that diluted bitumen is "more corrosive than conventional crude oil transported in existing pipelines." Do you agree with this statement?
Answer: No. A number of recent studies have investigated the claim that diluted bitumen is more corrosive to pipelines than conventional crude oil, but none found evidence of corrosion that is unique to the transportation of diluted bitumen. Although some diluted bitumen contains higher concentrations of naphthenic acids than conventional crude oils, these compounds are only corrosive at temperatures above 200 degrees Celsius (392 degrees Fahrenheit). These temperatures do not occur in pipelines (Been 2011). The Keystone XL pipeline will not exceed temperatures of 150 degrees Fahrenheit per PHMSA Special Condition 15. Other compounds within diluted bitumen that are capable of causing corrosion, including water and sediments, occur at very low levels that are consistent with or lower than levels found in other crude oils (NAS 2013). Copies of these reports have been attached as Exhibits 2 and 3 of my testimony.

References:


28. Dr. Davis' testimony (p. 3) states benzene is “known to produce leukemia in humans.” Please comment on this assertion.

Answer: While benzene is a known human carcinogen, cancer formation is associated with long-term chronic exposure, not the short-term exposure that could occur
following an oil spill. For instance, a cohort study of 79 individuals exposed to benzene through their work in the Australian petroleum industry found an increased risk of leukemia following cumulative exposures above 2 ppm-years (Glass et al. 2003). This is equivalent to being exposed to 1 ppm of benzene for 8-hours per day for two working years (500 days). Exposures such as these would not be expected to occur following a crude oil spill due to the low persistence of benzene and preventative actions such as localized evacuations. Further, emergency response personnel would evacuate the area if there were concerns for human health effects. A copy of this report has been attached as Exhibit 10 of my testimony.
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29. Dr. Davis’s testimony (p. 3 and 4) discusses concerns with benzene being “transported downgradient toward receptors, such as public water-supply wells, private wells, and springs or seeps” as well as pipeline releases that have occurred in the past that have threatened groundwater supplies. How will Keystone address these concerns?

Answer: With regard to surface water intakes, Keystone’s Emergency Response Plan would identify downstream public water intakes and associated contact information. In the event of a release, Keystone would immediately notify downstream water users so that the intakes can be proactively shut down. With regard to groundwater, municipal and residential intake users would be notified through the implementation of Keystone’s Emergency Response Plan. Potential impacts would take months to years to occur.
In terms of the potential effects from a release to groundwater, the following points demonstrate why a release would not threaten groundwater sources:

- The subsurface movement of petroleum hydrocarbons is very limited, moving 312 feet or less in 90 percent of the cases (Newell and Connor 1998, as presented in Exhibit 4 of my testimony). Additional studies support this plume transport distance, as presented in Exhibits 4 through 9 of my testimony.

- A plume of dissolved petroleum hydrocarbons could begin to develop if crude oil reached groundwater and was allowed to remain in contact with the groundwater for a period of months.

- The plume would then move in the direction of the groundwater; however, plume movement would be slower than for groundwater.

- The plume would form along the uppermost surface of groundwater; they do not sink within groundwater as observed with solvent plumes. As such, contamination of groundwater would be limited to the volume associated with the groundwater surface.

- Petroleum hydrocarbons are degraded by microbial communities naturally found within soils, and as a result, only highly localized effects would be expected.

- Removal of the source oil and remediation actions would help to minimize groundwater impacts further.

Based on the PHMSA pipeline incident database (2002 to 2009), only 3.8% and 3.2% of spills affected surface water or groundwater resources; however, only 0.16% of spills actually affect drinking water resources. Consequently, the possibility of a spill occurring and affecting drinking water is very remote.
Data from actual pipeline spills demonstrate that substantial leaks do not go undetected for long periods of time. Further, those spills that are not detected within the first 48 hours are typically relatively small. PHMSA records (2001 through 2009) indicate that the majority of spills are 3 barrels or less, regardless of detection time. These data also indicate that the majority of spills are detected within 2 hours, with 99 percent of spills detected within 7 days. Of those spills not detected within the first 48 hours, the majority of spills were 15 barrels or less. In summary, large spills do not remain undetected for substantial periods of time.

Keystone will utilize an integrated leak detection system as stated in the Public Utilities Commission Amended Final Order Finding of Fact 94. Keystone also will have an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) in place to respond to incidents. The ERP contains comprehensive manuals, detailed training plans, equipment requirements, resource plans, and auditing, change management and continuous improvement processes. The Integrity Management Program (IMP) (49 CFR Section 195) and ERP will ensure Keystone will operate the pipeline in an environmentally responsible manner.
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30. Dr. Davis' testimony (p. 5) restates Stansbury (2011) concerns regarding questionable assumptions and calculations by TransCanada of expected frequency of spills.

Do you agree with that analysis?

Answer: No. The majority of pipeline infrastructure in North America was constructed many decades ago at a time when the materials, coating systems, and ongoing
inspection capabilities that will be used for Keystone XL were not available. Studies show the
benefits of these technologies in reducing pipeline incidents. Approximately two thirds of the
pipelines in the US were constructed prior to 1970. It is therefore entirely appropriate to use an
incident frequency for Keystone XL that is derived from pipelines of its class. This is
corroborated by observations included in the FSEIS, “[i]t is reasonable to conclude that modern
and larger-diameter pipelines would experience a lower spill rate than older pipelines. Modern
pipelines have built-in measures to reduce the likelihood of a spill (e.g., modern protective
coatings, SCADA monitoring)...with the application of the Special Conditions and various
studies that indicate more modern pipelines are less likely to leak, it is reasonable to expect a
sizable reduction in spills when compared to the historic spill record” (DOS 2014).

31. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 5) restates the Stansbury (2011) argument that “worst-case
spill volumes from the proposed Keystone XL pipeline are likely to be significantly larger
than those estimated by TransCanada.” Do you agree with that analysis?

Answer: No. Stansbury’s estimate of worst case discharge was based on incorrect
assumptions. Keystone has calculated the worst case discharge for the Keystone XL pipeline in
accordance with 49 CFR Section 194.105. The Stansbury document suggests that, because
shutdown on another pipeline took longer, that increased time should be used as the shut down
time assumption for the Keystone XL pipeline. The referenced Enbridge pipeline was
constructed in 1969, while the Keystone XL pipeline would be constructed to meet or exceed
current regulatory standards. Stansbury does not take into account that the Keystone XL pipeline
is instrumented at every mainline valve, which enhances the leak detection system, and that
Keystone has incorporated API’s recommended practices for computational pipeline monitoring
as well as ASME’s Pipeline Personnel Qualification standards per Special Conditions 27 and 30.
This makes it unlikely that Keystone operators would experience difficulty detecting a leak. Nor does he address industry information sharing or the workings of the regulatory regime, both of which serve to make it unlikely that alleged operational errors on one system are repeated on another system. For example, TransCanada requires the pipeline be shut down if an operator cannot definitively determine the cause of an alarm within a 10-minute validation period.

In addition, Stansbury does not take into account the fact that worst case discharge is determined using a large leak that would be instantaneously detected by the leak detection system resulting in immediate initiation of shutdown procedures. Nonetheless, in determining its worst case discharge, Keystone conservatively assumed a 10-minute leak confirmation period, plus 9 minutes for pump shut down, plus a 3-minute valve closure time, for a total of 22 minutes. While detection of a smaller leak may require additional confirmation time, the small volumes released would not approach worst case discharge amounts. As discussed in my response to Question 26, it is incorrect to assume that there could be a small leak that remained undetected for an extended period of time, as suggested by the Stansbury document. A copy of this report has been attached as Exhibit 11 of my testimony.

32. Dr. Davis’ testimony (p. 5) states concerns regarding transport distance (e.g., up to 120 miles downstream) of petroleum contaminants if a release were to occur at a major water course. What is your response to these concerns?

Answer: Dr. Davis’ testimony does not account for containment and cleanup efforts by the operator that limit downstream movement. As discussed in my response to Question 29, most spills do not affect water resources. Exceptional spills that occur during flood conditions represent the worst case for downstream transport, but these do not support a 120-mile downstream transport distance. For example, following a 10,000 barrel release in 2007 from the
Coffeeville Refinery in Kansas into the Verdigris River, the USEPA found no detectable concentrations of petroleum products 20 miles downstream at the closest municipal water intake. USEPA samples reported concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons to be below threshold limits at the first sampling point, located 12 downstream miles of the spill. In 2010, an Enbridge 30-inch pipeline ruptured, spilling 19,500 barrels of oil into the Kalamazoo River system. While the majority of contamination occurred in close proximity to the source, USEPA reported that contamination had been documented in localized areas within 30 miles of the spill's origin. The material downstream was sedimemented oil, which lost most of its BTEX compounds through weathering and consisted primarily of asphaltenes and other heavy molecular weight petroleum hydrocarbons. As a group, these compounds tend to have low environmental toxicity, adhere to sediments, have low bioavailability, and do not biomagnify in food chains. The BTEX values at these locations did not exceed EPA human heath exposure thresholds. Sedimented oil was removed by dredging due to their environmental persistence.

As part of its Integrity Management Program and consistent with Federal pipeline safety regulations (49 CFR Section 195), Keystone has evaluated the downstream transport of a spill to identify those pipeline segments with the potential to affect High Consequence Areas.
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Executive Summary

This report evaluated the claim made that dilbit is more corrosive than other crudes. This evaluation was benchmarked against conventional and/or sour crude, and was based on the existing literature on crude and dilbit properties and characteristics, data on pipeline integrity and results of engineering assays of pipe that has been transporting dilbit, with such outcomes supplemented by interviews of industry engineering experts from operators with pipelines transporting dilbit.

It was found that the literature on this topic concludes that “the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are comparable to conventional crude oils.” The relative measure of similarity developed in this project did not indicate that crude oil derived from diluted bitumen is significantly more corrosive than any other oil, and that the dilbit oils likely have corrosivities close to the heavy sour conventional oils. In addition to this relative outcome, the experience of operators transporting dilbit does not indicate it behaves differently from typical crudes. That view can be supported with images of the inside of such pipelines, which appear no different after many years of service than those shipping conventional crude and data reported to PHMSA that no releases from pipelines transporting Canadian crudes and caused by internal corrosion occurred from 2002 to early 2011.
Similarity of Dilbit Relative to Conventional Crude Oils

Introduction
Following a brief discussion of factors that affect internal corrosion independent of the type of crude involved, this section evaluates the first of the above-noted claims that dilbit is more corrosive as compared to conventional crude oil. This evaluation is based on available data and a review of published literature: no laboratory experiments were conducted as part of this evaluation. This section draws extensively from one of the most comprehensive yet concise reviews of the corrosivity of dilbit as compared to conventional crude oil, which was developed by Alberta Innovates Energy and Environmental Solutions. Use is also made of the references cited in that report, with the related analysis developed as part of this project founded on basic corrosion science and electrochemistry.

Some Generic Factors that Affect Internal Corrosion
While the focus of this section is to evaluate dilbit relative to other crudes transported by pipeline, for the sake of completeness it is appropriate to briefly note that other factors more strongly influence if and where internal corrosion can occur, and its rate. Among some of the more important factors are the presence of solids like sand, and the design of the line as it influences the flow regime, which depends on the speed of flow and the “dropout” of liquid-phase water and its transport in the line along with solids. The presence of abrasive solids like sand in crude depends on the source of the crude and any prior processing, with sand being found in many sources of crude. As such solids are not unique to dilbit, they are not addressed as part of this comparison. Moreover, existing tariffs include limits on the water and solids content, where the combined total is usually limited to 0.5 weight percent. In regard to factors that are controlled by pipeline design it is important to note that pipelines transporting products that have the potential to cause internal corrosion are designed for turbulent flow, which limits liquid water and its dropout from the product stream. Because this and related aspects are design issues, and common to transported crudes rather than unique to dilbit, these and other such aspects that are not unique to dilbit are not addressed in the comparison that follows.

Approach to Compare and Contrast Crude Types
The approach used to compare the corrosivity of dilbit to conventional crude oil was to examine the factors that would most affect the corrosivity of oil in pipelines. These factors, based on fundamental electrochemical considerations, include oxygen content, water content, effect of Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion (MIC), underdeposit corrosion, and temperature. In addition to the relative outcomes of this analytical approach, input from operators that transport dilbit was assessed to determine an absolute metric of corrosion susceptibility.

Regarding the analytical assessment, other pipeline oil parameters such as total sulfur, sediment, and salt contents were used to derive a relative index of oil similarity. The “average” similarity of conventional oil was defined as a value of 1.0. Based on a consideration of how the common factors varied for dilbit and other oils compared to a conventional crude oil, a similarity index was defined as the ratio of the similarity of dilbit to a conventional Canadian heavy sour crude. A similarity index greater than 1.0 indicated that the oil was more corrosive than conventional crude, whereas an index value less than 1.0 indicated that the oil was likely less...
corrosive than conventional crude. The properties of the Canadian oils that were used for comparison were obtained from the on-line data available from Crude Quality Inc. (CQI)\textsuperscript{iv} and Enbridge 2010 Crude Characteristics.\textsuperscript{v} Data from crude oils from Colombia\textsuperscript{vi} and Mexico\textsuperscript{vii} were also included.

Results
Almost all corrosion processes in metals are electrochemical in nature. When electrochemical processes occur, there is only one anodic reaction that occurs on metals, namely

\[
\text{M} \rightarrow \text{M}^{n+} + \text{n}e
\]

where M stands for a metal and n is the number of valence electrons. In the case of pipeline steel, the predominant metal in the steel alloy is iron. For most anodic reactions in steel exposed to an aqueous phase at ambient temperature, Eqn. 1 becomes,

\[
\text{Fe} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{e}
\]

For every anodic reaction there must be at least one cathodic reaction, otherwise the corrosion process cannot proceed. Corrosion inhibitors are used to interfere with either the anodic or cathodic reaction or both in the attempt to minimize the corrosion reaction rate.

The following paragraphs review the role that water content, oxygen content, temperature, MIC, sulfur, underdeposit corrosion, total acid number (TAN), and salt concentration have on the interior corrosion of pipelines.

Water Content
For corrosion to occur, an electrolyte needs to be present. In oil pipelines, in the presence of sludge, the predominant electrolyte is water. While pure water is not a good electrolyte, the water in oil pipelines is sufficiently contaminated with dissolved solids and salts that it will serve as a good electrolyte. The amount of water that is typically present in any transmission oil pipeline will be quite low, as required by the basic sediment and water (BS&W) limitation of 0.5 volume percent\textsuperscript{iii}. Moreover, this value is significantly less than what is considered the critical water concentration of greater than 10 percent,\textsuperscript{viii} and water that is present must be the continuous phase of any water and oil emulsion.

The necessary condition for water to participate in the corrosion of the interior steel wall of a pipe is that water exists in the oil-in-water (O/W) condition rather than the non-corrosive water-in-oil (W/O) condition\textsuperscript{x}. The water layer on the surface of the pipe wall will be very thin. Unfortunately specific information on water-dropout for the examined crude oils was not available. Moreover, the pH of the water phase, which is an important parameter for determining the corrosivity of the water phase to steel, was also not available in the examined data.

Oxygen and other Gas Content
Oxygen content plays a major role in the corrosion reaction of steel. In neutral and alkaline pH solutions the predominant cathodic reaction involving reduction of oxygen is given by

\[
\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 4\text{e} \rightarrow 4\text{OH}^-
\]

Combining the anodic reaction for iron given in Eqn. 2 with the cathodic reaction in Eqn. 3, yields,

\[
\text{Fe}^{4+} + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2
\]
The reaction product in this case is the relatively insoluble ferrous hydroxide. Ferrous hydroxide can also occur from the reaction of ferrous sulfate with hydroxide ions yielding sulfate ions.

\[ \text{FeSO}_4 + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Fe(OH)}_2 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \]  

[4b]

Sulfate ions, however, were experimentally found to not have an effect on pitting corrosion rate on steel.\(^x\)

In the absence of oxygen, ferrous hydroxide can be further oxidized by the hydrogen ions in water to form magnetite (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)), which is more stable than many other iron oxides and provides a protective coating to the underlying steel surface.

\[ 3 \text{Fe(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + \text{H}_2 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  

[5]

The corrosion of iron can also occur in acid solutions (pH below 7) in the absence of oxygen. Other gases such as hydrogen sulfide (sour gas) can directly react with steel to form iron sulfide without the presence of oxygen and carbon dioxide (sweet gas) can also play a role in some corrosion reactions with pipeline steel. However, these presence or absence of these gases have not been reported in the evaluated crude oils and are therefore not considered.

**Temperature**

It is not clear what the typical operating temperatures of the dilbit pipelines are compared to the conventional crude oil pipelines operating temperatures below 180 F are not expected to contribute to corrosivity of the oil. In addition, there are several factors that would temper the expected increase in corrosion rate as temperature increases. The major mitigating factor is the decrease in oxygen solubility in the water phase of the oil with increasing temperature. When additional constituents are in the water such as salts, the solubility will decrease further. On the other hand, the oxygen solubility increases with pressure. A higher pressure pipeline can have higher oxygen solubility in its water phase than a lower pressure pipeline.

**Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion and Underdeposit Corrosion**

MIC is most often associated with the presence of sludge, which plays a dominant role in underdeposit corrosion. Bacteria responsible for MIC in pipelines include sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB), heterotrophic aerobic bacteria (HAB), and acid producing bacteria (APB).\(^x\)

These bacteria are found in a wide variety of oil pipelines including those carrying conventional crude oil and dilbit.

**Sulfur Content**

The organic sulfur content of the oils at ambient temperature were found to either have no effect or actually decreased the corrosion rate of steel.\(^x^1\) The reported values for sulfur in oil, however, are the total sulfur concentrations that include both organic and inorganic forms of sulfur such as sulfates and sulfides. The presence of sulfate reducing bacteria can lead to pitting attack of the interior pipeline wall. Consequently, the sulfur parameter was included in the similarity index.

**Sediment and Sludge**

While the amount of sediment and sludge present in the oil may or may not be related to the amount of underdeposit corrosion, there are several variables associated with these parameters that need to be considered. These include the particulate size and distribution of sludge particles, the waxiness or oiliness of the deposits, and the velocity and turbulence of the deposits.\(^x^2\)
presence of MIC is also associated with sediments. For these reasons, the concentration of sediment was included in the similarity index.

**Total Acid Number**
The total acid numbers (TAN) for pipeline oils are associated with the presence of naphthenic acids. This parameter is important in determining the crude oils corrosivity at high temperatures encountered in crude oil distillation columns in refineries but not at ambient temperatures of 35 F to 75 F of oil transport in pipelines. The temperature range where the TAN is important is from 430 F to 750 F\textsuperscript{iii}. Because TAN is “not necessarily reflective of the corrosivity of crude oil,”\textsuperscript{iii} it was excluded from the similarity index.

**Salt Concentration**
Chlorides and other halides are usually associated with the corrosive species in most salts but “it has been shown that high salinity brines in contact with oil did not affect the corrosion rate.”\textsuperscript{iii} However, this parameter was included in the similarity index because the ubiquitous nature of these constituents in the oils.

**Nickel and Vanadium Content**
The low-concentration presence of these metals in the pipeline oil will not play any role in the corrosion of steel pipelines and therefore was not included in the similarity index.

**Pipeline Oil Similarity Index**
There have been several attempts to arrive at a corrosivity index for pipelines with the most extensive one being based on a scoring method using points and a parameter weighting scheme.\textsuperscript{xiv} However, because the common properties reported for pipeline oil have not been shown to be directly related to the interior corrosion of the pipeline steel, a similarity index scheme is used in this report that is based solely on published properties of the oil rather than the entire pipeline infrastructure and simply uses equal weighting for three oil parameters. These parameters include the sulfur content, sediment concentration, and the salt concentration. The selection of these parameters does not imply that they are responsible for any corrosion in the pipeline but are simply being used as a basis for comparison of one oil to another. The rationale for this approach is that if similar properties are found for dilbit oils compared to conventional crude that have not exhibited corrosivity, then the dilbit would also be expected to be equally non-corrosive. As a basis for comparison, the heavy sour conventional crude oil designated Western Canadian Blend (WCB) was chosen.

The pipeline oil similarity index (POSI) is calculated as follows:

\[
POSI = \frac{\text{Sulfur (wt\%)} + \text{Sediment (ppmw)} + \text{Salt (ptb)}}{3.16 + 294 + 71.5}
\]

where the values in the denominator for each factor is for WCB; the POSI for WCB, therefore would be 1.0.

Table 1 shows the POSI values calculated for a variety of heavy sour conventional, heavy sour dilbit, heavy sour synbit, heavy sour dilsynbit, medium sour, and light sour crude oils.
Table 1. List of Crude Oil Types and Their Associated Pipeline Similarity Index Based on Eqn. 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Crude Type</th>
<th>Crude Name</th>
<th>Crude Code</th>
<th>POSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Heavy Sour - Conventional</td>
<td>Bow River North</td>
<td>CAN A</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bow River South</td>
<td>CAN B</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fosterton</td>
<td>CAN C</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lloyd Blend</td>
<td>CAN D</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lloyd Kerrobert</td>
<td>CAN E</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smiley-Coleville</td>
<td>CAN F</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Canadian Blend</td>
<td>Control (WCB)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy Sour - Dilbit</td>
<td>Access Western Blend</td>
<td>Dilbit A</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cold Lake</td>
<td>Dilbit B</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peace River Heavy</td>
<td>Dilbit C</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seal Heavy</td>
<td>Dilbit D</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Statoil Cheecham Blend</td>
<td>Dilbit E</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wabasca Heavy</td>
<td>Dilbit F</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Western Canadian Select</td>
<td>Dilbit G</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy Sour - Synbit</td>
<td>Long Lake Heavy</td>
<td>Synbit A</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Surmount Heavy Blend</td>
<td>Synbit B</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy Sour - Dilsynbit</td>
<td>Albion Heavy Synthetic</td>
<td>Dilsynbit</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Sour</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>CAN Med Sour A</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed Sour Blend</td>
<td>CAN Med Sour B</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sour High Edmonton</td>
<td>CAN Med Sour C</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Sour</td>
<td>Light Sour Blend</td>
<td>Light Sour</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Heavy Sour</td>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Medium Sour</td>
<td>Isthmus</td>
<td>Isthmus</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Heavy Sour</td>
<td>Rubiales Oil Field</td>
<td>Rubiales</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 1 to 4 are bar charts of the data listed in Table 1. The red horizontal line in the charts at a POSI of 1.0 represents the similarity of the control oil, namely, the Western Canadian Blend conventional crude.
Figure 1. Pipeline oil similarity indices for heavy sour conventional crude oils.

Figure 2. Pipeline oil similarity indices for Canadian heavy sour dilbit crude oils.
Figure 3. Pipeline oil similarity indices for Canadian heavy sour synbit and dilsynbit crude oils.

Figure 4. Pipeline oil similarity indices for medium and light sour crude oils.
In Figure 1, the POSI of the Mexican heavy sour conventional crude oil is significantly greater than the Canadian and Colombian crude oils, and the POSI values of all Canadian heavy sours are also less than the Colombian crude oil. Six of the seven heavy sour dilbit crude oils had POSI values less than the control and the seventh dilbit crude oil had the same value as the control (Figure 2). The POSI for the heavy sour synbit and dilsynbit crude oils were either slightly greater or less than the control (Figure 3). All of the medium sour crude oils had POSI values less than the control and the light sour Canadian oil was only slightly greater than the control (Figure 4).

Conclusions and Recommendations
The selection of a Pipeline Oil Similarity Index (POSI) to compare the similarities of various crude oils to one another revealed that the heavy sour dilbit crude oils were either less than or had the same similarity than a typical North American heavy sour conventional crude oil. More striking was the relatively high POSI value of the selected Mexican heavy sour crude, which was greater than any of the other oils randomly chosen for comparison. The key question that is left unanswered is what significance are the POSI values in terms of actual pipeline corrosion.

While choosing a different conventional crude oil as a control will yield different POSI values, the general approach is reasonable from a corrosion engineering consideration for calculating the relative corrosiveness of pipeline oils. While it is clear that the POSI approach does not indicate that crude oil derived by diluted bitumen is more corrosive than any other oil it also shows that the dilbit oils in particular likely have corrosivities close to or less than other heavy sour conventional oils commonly used in North America. In other words, based on the information available, diluted bitumen poses no more of a corrosion risk to pipelines than conventional crudes.

Further insight into similarity follows from absolute metrics of the extent of metal loss due to corrosion for pipelines that transport dilbit as well as conventional crudes. Dialog with operators clearly indicates operational experience with dilbit shows that it does not behave any differently than typical crudes. That dialog is supported by images of the inside of pipelines transporting dilbit, which appear no different than shipping conventional crude after many years of service. This observation is consistent with literature on this topic\textsuperscript{1}, which concludes that “the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are comparable to conventional crude oils.”

Should there be interest in corrosivity as quantified by the POSI approach, it is recommended that it be further refined to perhaps introduce additional weighting factors to capture the fact that some parameters are anticipated to have a greater affect on pipeline oil’s corrosivity than others. Such refinement will likely require collection of additional field data specifically relevant to similarity of pipeline oil, and possibly also benchmark experiments.
Summary and Conclusions

This report evaluated the claim that dilbit is more corrosive than currently transported crudes. This evaluation was made benchmarked against conventional and/or sour crude, and based on the existing literature on crude and dilbit properties and characteristics, data on pipeline integrity and results of engineering assays of pipe that has been transporting dilbit, with such outcomes supplemented to a limited extent by interviews of industry engineering experts from operators with pipelines transporting dilbit.

Major conclusions at a high-level follow:

- Literature on this topic concludes that “the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are comparable to conventional crude oils.”
- The relative measure of similarity developed in this project did not indicate that one oil is significantly more corrosive than any other oil, and that the dilbit oils likely have corrosivities close to the heavy sour conventional oils.
- In addition to this relative outcome, the experience of operators transporting dilbit does not indicate it behaves differently from typical crudes. This view can be supported with images of the inside of such pipelines, which appear no different after many years of service than those shipping conventional crude.
References
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Pipeline expansions for the transportation of Canadian crude to refining markets in the United States are currently under regulatory review. The transported oil originates primarily from the Alberta oil sands and consists of diluted bitumen, also referred to as dilbit. Alberta Innovates – Technology Futures completed a project for Alberta Innovates – Energy and Environment Solutions reviewing the current status on the corrosivity of dilbit in pipelines as compared to conventional or ‘non-oil sands derived’ crude oil.

It has been suggested that dilbit has higher acid, sulfur, and chloride salts concentrations, as well as higher concentrations of more abrasive solids. It is furthermore suggested that dilbit transmission pipelines operate at higher operating temperatures compared with conventional crude, which would make the dilbit more corrosive, thus leading to a higher failure rate than observed for pipelines transporting conventional crude. This review examines these concerns in light of the properties of dilbit in comparison with conventional oils. In addition, statistical data are presented to show if the concerns are supported by operating experience.

Conventional crude and dilbit are subject to quality control measures and regulation. Pipeline operators employ further measures during transportation to manage and control the quality of delivered crude. Alberta crude quality information is available online and accessible to the public. The properties of heavy, medium, and light conventional Alberta crude oils were compared with three dilbit and one dilsynbit crude.

Whereas two of the four dilbit crudes displayed a slightly higher naphthenic acid and sulfur concentration than the conventional Alberta heavy crudes, there are conventional crudes on the market that have displayed higher values yet. The chloride salt concentrations were either comparable or lower than all grades of conventional crude. Naphthenic acid, sulfur, and chloride salt concentrations can result in corrosion at temperatures greater than 200 °C at refineries, where mitigation is addressed through upgrading of materials and the use of inhibitors. At the much lower pipeline transportation temperatures, the compounds are too stable to be corrosive and some may even decrease the corrosion rate.

The sediment levels of the dilbit crudes were comparable to or lower than the conventional crudes, except for a dilsynbit crude, which showed more than double the quantity of solids than most other crudes, but was still well below the limit set by regulatory agencies and industry. The solids size distribution is unknown as is the role of larger size solids in the formation of pipeline deposits. Erosion corrosion was found to be improbable and erosion, if present, is expected to be gradual and observed by regular mitigation practices.

The dilbit viscosities are comparable to those of heavy conventional crudes, where the viscosity is controlled and adjusted for temperature through the addition of diluent. The
resulting dilbit viscosity supports acceptable operating temperatures, which will be monitored at and downstream of the pumping stations.

Adjustment of the Alberta and U.S. pipeline failure statistics to compare similar crude oil pipeline systems on an equivalent basis indicated that the Alberta systems (with a large percentage of dilbit lines) experienced comparable internal corrosion failure rates than the U.S. systems (predominantly conventional crude lines).

Pipeline steel wet by oil does not corrode. The basic sediment and water (BS&W) content of crude oil transmission pipelines is limited to 0.5 volume percent. This water is primarily present as a stable emulsion, maintaining an oil wet pipe, protected from corrosion. Pitting corrosion has been observed underneath sludge deposits. These deposits are a mix of sand and clay particles, water, and oil products. The corrosivity of these sludges varies but seems to be linked to water content, which can exceed 10%, and large bacterial populations. The sludge deposition mechanism and the contributions of each of its components to its corrosivity are not clear. Sludge deposition and similar underdeposit corrosion is not unique to dilbit lines and also has been observed in pipelines transporting conventional crudes.

This review has indicated that the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are comparable to conventional crude oils. Additional work is recommended in areas of sludge formation, deposition, and underdeposit corrosion. It is further recommended to expand the current crude oil property database to include downstream qualities, as well as information on H₂S concentration, asphaltene and water content, and viscosity. Finally, it is recommended that better statistics be made publicly available with separate information on dilbit and conventional crude oil pipelines as well as for upstream gathering lines and transmission pipelines.
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CONFIDENTIAL
1.0 INTRODUCTION

TransCanada Pipeline’s (TCPL’s) $13 billion Keystone pipeline system will provide a secure and growing supply of Canadian crude oil to the largest refining markets in the United States. The second Phase of this project has been completed in February 2011, enabling the transport of 591,000 barrels of oil per day from Hardesty, Alberta to Cushing, Oklahoma, and Patoka, Illinois. Phases III and IV will increase the pipeline’s capacity to 1.3 million barrels of oil per day to major refineries in the Houston area. These latter two phases are under regulatory review. The transported oil primarily originates from the oil sands. Crude or bitumen obtained from the oil sands is too viscous to transport by pipeline and needs to be diluted with diluent, hence the name ‘dilbit.’ In the context of this report, conventional oil refers to ‘non-oil sands derived’ crude oil.

The same month that TCPL completed Phase II of the Keystone pipeline system, a report was issued by a group of environmental action groups on Tar Sands Pipeline Safety Risks [1]. The report contains many damaging statements to the use of dilbit, most notably that “diluted bitumen is more corrosive than conventional or crude products and is more likely to result in pipeline failures,” and that “Alberta pipelines have had a higher failure rate than similar U.S. pipelines due to leaks caused by internal corrosion from transportation of diluted bitumen (dilbit).” The ERCB responded within hours of the release of the report and twice on the same day with news releases responding to ‘falsehood’ of the report’s statements [2].

Environmental groups opposed to the pipelines continue to find material to fuel their concerns: the more than 800,000 gallons of oil spilled into the Kalamazoo River in Michigan last year came from the Cold Lake oil sands region, and the Exxon Mobil spill of 42,000 barrels of oil in the Yellowstone River may have contained dilbit. Protestors against the Keystone pipeline are gathering in demonstrations across North America leading to mass arrests and drawing widespread attention.

The arguments of these environmental groups don’t go unheard with congressmen and other government officials, who have iterated reported statements and concerns [3]. The United States Department of States (DOS) has spent the last three years in review with the industry, scientific community, and other interest parties (including numerous public meetings), evaluating the purpose and need for the Project (pipeline), alternatives, and the associated potential environmental impacts. The result was issued on August 26, 2011 in a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), a comprehensive, detailed volume of work that is available to the public [4]. Public hearings were held and online comments were accepted.

The US Department of Transportation’s (DOT) Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) administers the national regulatory program to ensure the safe transportation of hazardous materials by pipeline. In February 2011, PHMSA issued 57 Project-specific Special Conditions above and beyond the requirements of the pipeline code for the Keystone pipeline [Appendix U, 4]. In a news release on August 26, TCPL stated that they are pleased with the FEIS, which reaffirmed the environmental integrity of the project and concluded that oil sands derived crude oil does not have unique characteristics that would suggest the potential of higher corrosion rates during pipeline transportation. The company noted that incorporation of the 57 Special Conditions would result in a pipeline with a greater degree of safety than typical domestic pipelines.
Despite the review completed by the US DOS, there still exists confusion with regard to the corrosivity of dilbit versus that of conventional oil. The 57 Special Conditions are not sufficient according to the environmental groups opposed to the pipelines. Alberta Energy Minister Ron Liepert considers it a challenge of combating emotion with facts, and assures that the facts could be obtained without too much difficulty [5]. Concerns continue to surface in the media [6] and in the face of few factual studies and a strong confidence in the ERCB tracking statistics that dilbit is not more corrosive than conventional oil, corrosivity claims continue to be used as fuel by certain environmental groups. The current work will review the current status of information and concerns regarding the corrosivity of dilbit in pipeline transportation as compared to conventional crude oil. The focus of this work will be on transmission or transportation pipelines that transport oil over large distances to delivery points such as refineries and are subject to tariff quality specifications that include a limitation on the total amount of allowable sediment and water of 0.5 percent by volume. The Keystone pipeline is such a pipeline.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

To provide a confidential report including:
- Summary of the current concerns
- Status review on the corrosivity of dilbit in pipeline transportation as compared to conventional oil and
- Description and analysis of the current scientific information, assessing the validity of the concerns, identifying significant gaps, and recommending follow-up studies.

3.0 CURRENT CONCERNS

The Natural Resources Defense Council [1] has done an excellent job in summarizing the concerns presented by interest groups regarding the corrosivity of dilbit as compared to conventional crude oil and many of the same concerns have been expressed in other conversations and publications. The following is a summary of claims with regard to dilbit corrosivity [1] and include a few corrosion concerns from comments to the FEIS [4].

It has been suggested that dilbit may be more corrosive to pipeline systems than conventional crude and the following claims have been made:

Claim #1: Dilbit contains fifteen to twenty times higher corrosive acid concentrations than conventional crude oil [1].

Claim #2: Dilbit contains five to ten times as much sulfur as conventional crudes; the additional sulfur can lead to the weakening or embrittlement of pipelines [1].

Claim #3: Dilbit has a high concentration of chloride salts, which can lead to chloride stress corrosion cracking in high temperature pipelines [1].

Claim #4: Oil sands crude contains higher quantities of abrasive quartz sand particles than conventional crude, which can erode the pipelines [1].
Claim #5: It has been suggested that dilbit could be up to seventy times more viscous than conventional crude oil. It has been claimed that the increase in viscosity creates higher temperatures as a result of friction [1].

Claim #6: The Alberta pipeline system has had approximately sixteen times as many spills due to internal corrosion than the U.S. system, indicating that the dilbit is much more corrosive than the conventional oil that is primarily flowing through U.S. lines [1].

Claim #7: An increased risk of internal corrosion may be related to the sediment composition of dilbits and specific sediment characteristics, including particle hardness and size distribution [4].

Claim #8: A combination of chemical corrosion and physical abrasion can dramatically increase the rate of pipeline deterioration [1].

Claim #9: As a result of the high viscosity of dilbit, pipelines operate at temperatures up to 158°F, whereas conventional crude pipelines generally run at ambient temperatures. The high temperature would significantly increase the corrosion rate which doubles with every 20 degree Fahrenheit increase in temperature [1].

Claim #10: Dilbit pipelines may be subject to a higher incidence of external stress corrosion cracking [4].

These claims will be examined in light of the properties of dilbit in comparison with conventional oils. In addition, statistical data are presented to show if the concerns are supported by operating experience.

4.0 QUALITY CONTROL OF DILBIT PROPERTIES

Any discussion on the different risks and hazards of the transportation of dilbit versus that of conventional crude should start with a consideration of the differences in properties of the oils that enter the transmission pipeline system and how these properties are controlled and managed by the industry using regulatory and industrial quality assurance guidelines.

The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) has established a crude oil committee to work with regulated segments of the industry such as transportation, storage, and market access. Crude oil quality subcommittees address specific crude quality issues and issues inherent in refining and shipping these crudes. Priorities that are addressed on an ongoing basis include [14]:

- management of oil quality issues to ensure maximum value amid growing crude oil types and blends, specifically,
  - condensate quality specifications and quality recommendations
  - new crude approvals process
  - quality test method improvements

One significant effort pertains to the definition of quality specifications of the condensate stream managed by Enbridge, also referred to as CRW [7]. This condensate stream consists of field condensates, ultra-light sweet crudes, and refinery and upgrader naphtha streams from several supply sources. Historically, this condensate commodity was sold to downstream refiners. Currently, its main use is as diluent for Canadian heavy crude. Dilbit uses typically ~25% of condensate, where companies use their own supply sources of light hydrocarbons or
purchase CRW. Establishment of a CRW criteria document provides a guideline for new streams that are proposed to be blended with the CRW stream and ensures that the CRW pool characteristics remain acceptable for the use as diluent. Quality specifications include minimum and/or maximum levels, a referee test method and test frequency, as well as comments on enforcement measures to be taken [8].

Crude Quality Inc. (CQI) is a private company in Edmonton with a mandate “to produce, provide, and manage crude quality information that increases the productivity of our customers and the petroleum industry” [9]. CQI’s crude quality measurement and management system is supported by Canadian producer associations, Alberta/Canadian and US government departments, including the Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB), and Canadian and US technical organizations. CQI maintains a website with available data for most western Canadian crude oils, including conventional crudes as well as dilbit and other nonconventional grades and blends [10]. The site was established to enhance communication of data on the quality and quality issues of western Canadian crudes. Figure 1 summarizes some of the data in a series of graphs (see also Table 1). These are the properties of the crude oils entering the transmission pipeline system to be delivered to the refineries, after the addition of diluent in case of the dilbits. Enbridge has additional crude oil characteristics on their website [11]. Petroleum quality specifications of crude permitted in the pipeline system is further defined in National Energy Board (NEB) and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulatory documents outlined in pipeline Tariffs (e.g. [12], [13], and [14]).

The above illustrates that conventional crude or dilbit is not transported indiscriminately without quality control measures and regulation. Work is ongoing continuously to improve overall quality control and product quality, primarily considering the effects on refining of the product.

The majority of pipelines are used for batches of different categories of crude. The pipeline operators are responsible for managing and controlling the quality of delivered crude and a number of measures are applied, including [15, 16]:

1. The use of turbulent flow, which minimizes the mixing area between batches. In laminar flow, the flow velocity near the pipe wall is much smaller than the velocity in the center of the pipe, which results in a relatively large mixing zone when one crude is followed by a different crude. The flow velocity is more even throughout the pipe cross-section in the case of turbulent flow, decreasing the subsequent mixing zone between different crudes.
2. The establishment of a crude ranking order, which serves as a guideline when changing crudes (e.g. a Medium Crude may be followed by a Medium Sour Crude, but not by a Heavy Crude).
3. The use of buffers at the front and the back of the batch to prevent mixing with the preceding batch or the following batch when the crude contains components that are undesirable by the refineries. In some instances, interface pigs can be used, but some contamination can occur at the pump and pig trap locations.
4. Maximization of batch size will minimize contamination from the mixing zones.
5. Minimization of start/stop operations.
6. Minimization of contamination in tanks from receipt to delivery.
Although the operator will make an effort to deliver the same type of crude as received, the operator is not obligated to deliver the identical crude [12, 13, 14]. Changes in density, specification, quality and characteristics as a result of the transportation in the pipeline system are acknowledged. Unfortunately, crude quality information of the received oil product is not currently readily available. CQI is currently working with industry partners on the development of a downstream quality database for direct comparison with the upstream qualities with the goal to provide financial incentives for consistency and rateability [9]. The transparency offered by the information of crude oil quality databases on both the shipped and delivered product will be of tremendous assistance in communications between industry and the public.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crude</th>
<th>Type of Crude and Designation Used in Figure 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bow River North</td>
<td>Heavy Sour A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bow River South</td>
<td>Heavy Sour B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Blend</td>
<td>Heavy Sour C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fosterton</td>
<td>Heavy Sour D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Kerrobert</td>
<td>Heavy Sour E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midale</td>
<td>Medium Sour A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Sour Blend</td>
<td>Medium Sour B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sour High Edmonton</td>
<td>Medium Sour C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sour Light Edmonton</td>
<td>Light Sour A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Sour Blend</td>
<td>Light Sour B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Sweet Blend Crude</td>
<td>Light Sweet A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Western Blend</td>
<td>Dilbit A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Lake</td>
<td>Dilbit B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal Heavy</td>
<td>Dilbit C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albian Heavy Synthetic Crude</td>
<td>Dilsynbit A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1a Properties of various conventional crudes and dilbits in Western Alberta illustrating acidity and sulphur contents. The data were obtained from Crude Quality Inc.'s website crudemonitor.ca [10]. Error bars represent the standard deviation over five years of data.

Figure 1b Properties of various conventional crudes and dilbits in Western Alberta illustrating the content of sediments and chloride salts. The data were obtained from Crude Quality Inc.'s website crudemonitor.ca [10]. Error bars represent the standard deviation over five years of data.
Properties of various conventional crudes and dilbits in Western Alberta illustrating the degree of API gravity and viscosity (after ref [11]). The API gravity data were obtained from Crude Quality Inc.'s website crudemonitor.ca [10]. Error bars represent the standard deviation over five years of data. One representative set of viscosity data is plotted.

The gravity-viscosity relationship of conventional crude oils (after ref [17]).
Properties of various conventional crudes and dilbits in Western Alberta illustrating heavy metal concentrations. The data were obtained from Crude Quality Inc.'s website crudemonitor.ca [10]. Error bars represent the standard deviation over five years of data.

Comparison of the Corrosivity of Dilbit and Conventional Crude

CONFIDENTIAL
5.0 DILBIT AND CONVENTIONAL CRUDE OIL PROPERTIES

With quality control measures in place, the properties of crudes entering the pipeline will be within defined boundaries. Yet, differences can be observed across the different crudes as well as within each crude category. Figure 1 displays data obtained from the Crude Monitor [10], where the plotted data are averages over periods of approximately five years. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. Data is presented for five different conventional heavy sour crudes, three conventional medium sour crudes, two conventional light sour crudes, one conventional light sweet crude, three dilbit crudes and one dilsynbit crude. Whereas dilbit can also refer to heavy conventional crudes that have been diluted with diluent or diluted crudes obtained by other means e.g. enhanced oil recovery, the dilbits in Figure 1 refer to oil sands crudes, where dilbit A is obtained from steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) processes and dilbits B and C from cyclic steam stimulation (CSS). Oil sands crude obtained from mining operations were either upgraded or blended with other crudes. For this reason, dilsynbit A has been added, which originates from mining operations, but is partially upgraded.

5.1 Naphthenic acids

Claim #1: Dilbit contains fifteen to twenty times higher corrosive acid concentrations than conventional crude oil [1].

Under refinery conditions and temperatures, naphthenic acids compounds can be corrosive. Naphthenic acids are a group of organic acids measured in terms of a total acid number (TAN), which is obtained by titration of the oil with KOH. TAN numbers have, therefore the units of mg KOH/g. Crude oils with TAN values greater than 0.5 are generally considered corrosive. However, recent work has indicated that not all naphthenic acids are equally corrosive and the acid groups attached to large hydrocarbon molecules found in heavy crudes and dilbits are more stable and less corrosive [19, 20, 21, 22]. Consequently, the TAN number is not necessarily reflective of the corrosivity of crude at elevated temperatures.

Figure 1a indicates a higher TAN for dilbits A and C, whereas dilbit B and dilsynbit A are comparable to the conventional heavy sour crudes. Research is continuing into the effects of these parameters at refineries, where upgrading of materials and the use of inhibitors can be used to mitigate any increase in corrosivity [19]. However, the acids are too stable to be corrosive under transmission pipeline temperatures. On the contrary, long chain organic acids have been found to decrease the corrosion rate at room temperature [23]. Furthermore, a number of Californian crudes have TAN numbers up to 3.2, and these crudes have been produced and transported by pipeline throughout California for many years [24].

5.2 Sulphur content

Claim #2: Dilbit contains five to ten times as much sulfur as conventional crudes; the additional sulfur can lead to the weakening or embrittlement of pipelines [1].

Under refinery conditions and temperatures, organic sulphur compounds can be corrosive. A wide variety of sulphur compounds are present in crude oil, which, when heated, will be released as corrosive hydrogen sulphide. The release of hydrogen sulphide again depends on
the stability of the organic sulphur compound, and high temperatures between 220 and 400 °C are required. With a wide variety of sulphur compounds and stabilities, the sulphur content of crude is also not a good measure of the corrosivity of crude at refinery conditions [22].

Similar to the TAN numbers, Figure 1a indicates a higher sulphur concentration for dilbit A and C, whereas dilbit B and dilsynbit A are comparable to the conventional heavy sour crudes. Under transmission pipeline temperatures, organic sulphur compounds are too stable to be corrosive. At room temperature, sulphur containing compounds were found to have no effect or resulted in a decrease in the corrosion rate [23].

The sulphur content does not correlate to the hydrogen sulfide content, which is not typically reported. As an example, two Mexican crudes with sulfur contents of 3.4% and 0.9% contained 100 ppm and 116 ppm of H₂S, respectively [4]. Small concentrations of H₂S may be present in sour as well as sweet crudes. Concentrations could vary from a few ppm to over a hundred ppm. The CRW diluent is limited to 20 ppm of H₂S [8]. Although the H₂S concentrations in dilbits are not available, there is no indication that these levels would be higher than in conventional crudes [4]. If available hydrogen sulfide could separate from the oil into an aqueous phase in the pipeline, the corrosivity of the water could increase. This would be valid for all oil systems and not specific to dilbit lines.

5.3 Chlorides

Claim #3: Dilbit has a high concentration of chloride salts, which can lead to chloride stress corrosion cracking in high temperature pipelines [1].

Figure 1b illustrates the levels of chloride salts for the crudes; light sour crude A and light sweet crude A did not have any data. The highest chloride salt concentration was observed for the conventional light sour B crude, with the dilbits displaying some of the lowest salt concentrations. Chloride salts can lead to the formation of strong hydrochloric acid in the presence of steam at upgrading and processing temperatures greater than 150 °C, which can result in serious corrosion problems [26]. These conditions are not encountered in transmission pipelines. In fact, it has been shown that high salinity brines in contact with oils did not affect the corrosion rate [25]. Chloride stress corrosion cracking can be an issue in stainless steel equipment, but is not a mechanism encountered in carbon steel transmission pipelines [53].

5.4 Sediments

Claim #4: Oil sands crude contains higher quantities of abrasive quartz sand particles than conventional crude, which can erode the pipelines [1].

Figure 1b illustrates the levels of sediments for the crudes; light sour crude A and light sweet crude A did not have any data. The sediment content in Figure 1b is far below the limit of 0.5 volume percent (water + sediment) specified in the pipeline tariffs [12, 13, 14]. The sediment levels of the dilbit crudes were comparable to or lower than the conventional crudes, except for the dilsynbit crude with an oil sands mining origin, which showed more than double the quantity of solids than most other crudes. However, at ~800 ppmw (~0.027 volume percent), it is still well below the limit set by regulatory agencies and industry.
5.5 API gravity and viscosity

Claim #5: It has been suggested that dilbit could be up to seventy times more viscous than conventional crude oil. It has been claimed that the increase in viscosity creates higher temperatures as a result of friction [1].

The API gravity is a measure of how 'heavy' the crude is; heavy crudes have low degrees of API gravity (10-25) and light crudes have high degrees of API gravity (30-40). The formula for API gravity is defined by:

\[
\text{API gravity (in degrees)} = \frac{141.5}{\text{SG}} - 131.5 \quad \text{Equation 1}
\]

where SG = specific gravity at 15.6°C

Based on the density of water, any oil with an API value greater than 10 degrees at ~15.6°C is lighter than water. Figure 1c illustrates that the dilbit crudes have similar degrees of API and viscosities to the conventional heavy sour crudes. All of the crudes are well above the minimum of 19 degrees API gravity; only dilsynbit A has an average value below 20 at 19.5 degrees API gravity. Also, the viscosities are well below the limited receipt viscosity of 350 cSt specified by the crude petroleum tariffs [12, 13, 14]. The lower the viscosity, the easier the oil flows, where water has a viscosity of one cSt at 20°C. The viscosity is very sensitive to temperature and will increase at colder temperatures. To compensate for fluctuations in viscosity as a result of varying seasonal temperatures, the amount of diluent added to the crude will be adjusted to control the viscosity to the desired level. Figure 1d [17], shows how the API gravity is related to the viscosity at 50°C, representing gravities and viscosities of conventional heavy crudes. Based on the data from Figures 1c and 1d, the dilbit viscosities are not different from the conventional oil viscosities as a function of degrees API gravity.

Figure 1c shows that viscosities of the dilbit are comparable to those of conventional heavy crudes, but are significantly lower for the conventional medium and low sour crudes, which means that these crudes are easier to pump. Consequently, they require less pumping energy and/or the pumping capacity can be increased. The requirement for higher pumping energy to maintain a certain throughput of more viscous oil can translate into an increase in temperature at the pump station. Downstream of the pump station, the pipeline temperature decreases as a result of heat loss to the environment [18]. The maximum allowable temperature on the proposed Keystone line has been set at 70°C with a normal operating temperature of 49°C. Temperatures must be measured at the pump and at a downstream location to ensure compliance ([48], Appendix U). The dilbit crude quality and viscosity that are accepted for transportation support operating temperatures within an acceptable range.

5.6 Other properties for consideration

The following properties are important for downstream processing of the crude and further illustrate where differences can be expected between dilbit and conventional crude. These properties have not been linked to pipeline transmission corrosion.
5.6.1 Heavy metals: nickel and vanadium

Crude oil analyses often include the nickel and vanadium content, since these metals have detrimental effects on catalysts used in refinery cracking and desulphurization processes. Figure 5.1e shows that the vanadium levels are markedly higher for the dilbit crudes as compared to the conventional crudes. The nickel levels are more comparable with the conventional heavy sour crude levels. These metals have not been linked to corrosive processes in oil transmission pipelines [25].

5.6.2 Total C4s and C5s

The C4s and C5s in Figure 5.1f represent the lighter fractions of the crude. The higher fractions of C5s in Dilbits A and B are likely largely originating from the added diluent.

5.6.3 Total MCR

The Micro Carbon Residue (MCR) content in Figure 5.1f is a measure of the crude oil tendency to form coke, where crudes with a high MCR are more expensive to refine. The MCR content increases with the content of large high carbon molecules and can, therefore, be considered a measure of the heavy fraction of the crude [17, 27]. The MCR content of the dilbits are only slightly higher than that of the conventional heavy sour crudes. The asphaltenes content was not reported in the Crude Monitor database [10].

The above illustrates that the dilbit properties as displayed in Figure 1 are not significantly different from the conventional heavy crude oils for pipeline transportation. However, internal pipeline corrosion has occurred in some dilbit lines whereas others have enjoyed a long trouble free existence [28]. Our understanding of some of the parameters and their interactions are discussed in the following sections.

6.0 INTERNAL PIPELINE CORROSION IN WATER-WET CONDITIONS

Steel wet by oil does not corrode. Consequently, for corrosion to occur, separation of a water phase from the oil is required. Unlike transmission pipelines, gathering oil pipelines can contain significant quantities of water when transporting oil from wells to nearby treatment facilities and internal corrosion is observed when the pipe is water-wet. The corrosion generally consists of localized pitting. The corrosivity of the water phase depends on the water chemistry, which is also dependent on the oil chemistry. Water soluble inhibitive or corrosive components may separate from the oil into the water phase, either inhibiting corrosion or increasing the water corrosivity [23, 25]. Work by Papavinasam et al. has considered pipeline characteristics, and operating conditions in the development of an internal pitting corrosion model using laboratory and field measurements [29, 30]. The model addresses water-wet conditions with no corrosion occurring in oil-wet conditions. Parameters that increased the pitting corrosion rate included flow turbulence, temperature, and chlorides. The pitting corrosion was decreased by protective scale formation (sulfide or carbonate scales) [31]. The model was validated using data obtained from seven operating pipelines [29]. A comprehensive review of other predictive models of internal pipeline corrosion is provided from a corrosion science perspective [32], electrochemical perspective [33], and using a corrosion engineering approach [34].
7.0 INTERNAL CORROSION OF DILBIT TRANSMISSION PIPELINES

Claim #6: The Alberta pipeline system has had approximately sixteen times as many spills due to internal corrosion than the U.S. system, indicating that the dilbit is much more corrosive than the conventional oil that is primarily flowing through U.S. lines [1].

The ERCB responded to the above statement that the comparison is not valid since the ERCB statistics includes a much broader array of pipelines [2]. For example, the US Code of Federal Regulations does not include all gathering lines in their hazardous liquids classification [35], whereas a large percentage of all Alberta lines are upstream gathering lines. Gathering lines are generally more prone to failure since they contain more water and can contain corrosive carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide gases. Furthermore, the ERCB requires operators to report any pipeline incident that results in a loss of pipeline product, whereas the US data is based on incidents with a release of 5 gallons or more. In response to the above concern, PHMSA and the ERCB adjusted the statistics to comparable crude oil systems, where the oil sands derived crude oil consisted of a much larger percentage in Alberta than in the entire U.S. [4]. The criteria used to produce the Alberta statistics are quite open and based on pipe diameter, where, as a rule, larger diameter pipelines (12” dia. and up) transport oil over longer distances and are oil-wet [54]. Table 2 is reproduced from the FEIS, page 3.13-38 [4]. The data shows that the internal corrosion rates in Alberta and in the U.S. are comparable, which indicates that there is no evidence that dilbit would be more corrosive than conventional crudes.

The publicly available ERCB data do not separate the statistics for dilbit and conventional crude pipelines or for upstream gathering lines and long distance transmission pipelines. Whereas the ERCB licenses pipelines for the use of crude oil, they may not be aware of what type of crude is shipped through the lines, which is further complicated by the fact that lines can transport dilbit and conventional crude at different points in time. It is recommended that better statistics be provided as an improved presentation of the integrity of the Alberta pipeline system and to facilitate continuous monitoring of the performance of dilbit pipelines. The required information for these statistics may need to come from the operators and could be managed by the ERCB or other company organizations such as CAPP or the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA). CEPA represents Canada’s transmission pipeline companies; its members transport 97% of Canada’s daily production of crude oil and natural gas.

The remainder of this chapter considers how a corrosive situation can occur in crude oil pipelines and considers the role of dilbit and conventional crude oil properties.
Table 2  Crude Oil Pipeline Failures U.S. and Alberta (2002-2010) [4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident/Failure Case</th>
<th>Failures/Year</th>
<th>Failures per 1,000 Pipeline Miles per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Crude Oil Pipeline Incident Historya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion - External</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion - Internal</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Failures</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Crude Oil Pipeline Incident Historyb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion - External</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosion - Internal</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Failures</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aPHMSA includes spill incidents greater than 5 gallons. U.S. has 52,475 miles of crude oil pipelines in 2008.


7.1 Presence of Water

The internal corrosion models referred to in the previous chapter have been developed for a wide range of operating pipelines varying from upstream to transmission, for both oil and gas lines, as well as multi-phase pipelines with high cuts of water. The current review is aimed primarily at transmission pipelines, which will have a limitation on the basic sediment and water (BS&W) content entering the pipe of 0.5 volume percent [12,13,14]. The presence of a small quantity of water is inevitable, since complete removal of emulsified water is not possible with the current techniques such as desalting and naphtha-froth treatment. A survey performed in 1997 of Western Canadian oil producers indicated an average BS&W of 0.35%, with solids up to 60% of the BS&W [36]. At that time, some American pipeline companies shipped crude containing as much as 3% water, but did not experience a great increase in the corrosion rate. A typical BS&W of the CRW diluent is as low as 0.003 vol% [8]. The critical water content that will lead to water-wet conditions during transportation can vary widely depending on chemistry and operating conditions, but is generally much greater than 10 percent [30]. Consequently, less than 0.5% of water is usually not a corrosion concern unless conditions exist that enable the precipitation and accumulation of this water on the pipe wall. The following paragraphs discuss some of the crude oil components that could promote the accumulation of water and the formation of a corrosive environment. The discussion does not consider entry of water through batch upsets or water remaining in the system after hydrostatic testing. These are operational issues and not unique to the transported crude.

7.2 Asphaltenes

Asphaltenes are found in heavy crude oil and consist of positively charged complex large multi-ring hydrocarbon systems. They are in effect a solubility class, i.e. a fraction of the crude oil that is not soluble in paraffinic solvents, which are chained non-polar hydrocarbons [37, 38]. They are known to aggregate in solutions in a micro-emulsion, where an asphaltenes core is surrounded by resins (with fewer hydro-carbon rings), which are surrounded by
smaller hydro-carbon ring molecules, which in turn are dissolved in the non-polar solvent. This micro-emulsion structure allows the asphaltenes to dissolve in the crude oil [39]. When this micro-emulsion structure is disrupted through, for example, the addition of a paraffinic solvent that removes the protective resin layer, the asphaltenes will become insoluble and precipitate out.

Depending on the characteristics of the diluent, its addition to bitumen could result in the formation of unstable asphaltene micro-emulsions that could deposit during pipeline transportation [37, 40]. The asphaltene content of typical oil sand bitumens is 15-17 wt% and is partly responsible for the high viscosity. Complete removal of the asphaltenes does not reduce the viscosity to the required 350 cSt, but partial removal of the asphaltenes reduces the diluent requirement significantly. The additional benefit is that asphaltene precipitation is much less likely to occur [37].

The quality specifications of the CRW pool are primarily directed towards the downstream properties of the crude for refinery purposes, which affects the economic value of the crude. The Crude Monitor database contains 5-year averages of the CRW hydrocarbon composition, which indicates that ~80% consists of paraffinic solvents of eight carbons or less [10]. The remaining 20%, however, may contain the required properties to provide suitable compatibility with the mixed heavy crude oil. The Canadian Crude Quality Technical Association (CCQTA) is considering the compatibility of blending crude oils and diluent [52] in an effort to ensure that the product can be processed and refined. Calculator tools are provided on the Crude Monitor website [10]. Whereas asphaltene deposition can occur in response to incompatible blends in pipelines, the role of asphaltenes in pipeline sludge formation is unclear.

7.3 Emulsified water droplets

The solubility of water in oil is very small and of the order of 50 – 100 ppm [41]. The remainder of the water is primarily present as an emulsion, where the pipeline surface remains protected from corrosion by the continuous oil phase. These water droplets are very small and typically less than 10 microns in diameter [42, 43]. They carry chlorides and solids and can result in corrosion when the emulsion breaks up on the pipe wall, wetting the carbon steel surface. The stability of water-in-oil emulsions is a function of the oil chemistry, the water chemistry, and operating conditions.

One of the major players in stabilizing water in oil emulsions is asphaltene, forming an interfacial layer together with smaller surface active molecules and submicron mineral solids that is several tens of nanometers thick [44]. Ultrafine submicron clay particles are thought to be just as important in the stabilization of the water droplets, behaving similar to the asphaltenes [45, 46]. The formed skin is strong enough to resist coalescence of the droplets when they touch each other. These small micro-emulsions are too light to settle out in turbulent flow of crude oil and are expected to travel harmlessly through the pipeline. However, if bitumen is mixed with paraffinic solvents resulting in the precipitation of asphaltenes, these polar asphaltene flocs could bind to water droplets and clay particles forming much larger 100 to 1000 micron clusters that could settle out during transportation [43].
7.4 Pipeline sediment and sludge formation

Claim #7: An increased risk of internal corrosion may be related to the sediment composition of dilbits and specific sediment characteristics, including particle hardness and size distribution [4].

Figure 1b did not indicate a much higher content of sediments for the dilbit crudes compared to the conventional crudes, except for dilsynbit A. The data, however, only indicates the total amount of sediments and does not provide information on the size distribution. It is unknown how the solids in the conventional crudes compare to those in dilbits.

Analyses of pipeline deposits obtained from pigging operations have indicated the presence of larger solids to over 400 microns [47]. Most of the solids, however, were fine particles less than 44 microns in diameter (see Figure 2a), where the larger and fine particles consist primarily of silica sand and iron compounds. The larger sand particles were uniformly coated with very fine clays surrounded by a film of water in oil (see Figure 2b) [47]. Under low flow conditions, these particles are heavy enough to precipitate out with the water, oil products, and possibly asphaltenes, forming a sludge deposit. Sludge deposits are mixtures of hydrocarbons, sand, clays, corrosion by-products, biomass, salts, and water.

One might expect deposition of sludge to occur at the lowest spots. However, Enbridge observed underdeposit corrosion in their dilbit lines near over-bends, which are locations of low fluid shear stress (low fluid flow pressure) [47]. Little is known about the sludge deposition mechanism and it is not known if sludge formation would occur in the presence of only fines.

7.5 Underdeposit corrosion

The water layer on deposited sand particles in a pipeline sludge can subsequently join to form a water layer on the pipeline steel [47]. The water will contain chloride salts as well as bacteria, which now form a corrosive mix. The sludge chemistry can vary widely, where some sludges have a large percentage of waxy oil and exhibit low or no corrosion. Other sludges can contain more than 10% water and large bacterial populations, which can contribute to underdeposit pitting corrosion [48]. Figure 3 shows extensive pitting of a sludge covered test coupon, whereas a bare coupon showed no corrosion after both were exposed to dilbit for a month. No significant corrosion has been measured in a wide variety of different dilbit crudes in the absence of sludge, where the measured corrosion rate generally was within the standard deviation of the measurement technique.
The pipeline sludges used for analysis and testing are obtained from pigging runs and are considered averages over the length of the pipe and the time between pigging runs. The actual sludge chemistry may vary within a stratified sludge deposit or between different locations or with time as a function of transported crude. Questions remain regarding the controlling corrosion parameters and little is known with regard to the sludge deposition mechanism and the role of the dilbit chemistry. Whereas underdeposit corrosion has been observed on transmission pipelines transporting dilbit, there are also dilbit pipelines that have operated trouble-free for 25 years [28].

Underdeposit corrosion, however, is not unique to dilbit lines. Earlier this year, BP shut down their Trans-Alaska pipeline, which transports oil from their Prudhoe field. Previous leaks in 2006 resulted in the shutdown of 57 oil wells in Alaska [49]. Corrosion was attributed to the deposition of sludge, the presence of carbon dioxide, and, what was considered to be the biggest threat, the presence of bacterial populations resulting in microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) [50]. It is not known what the solid content or solid size distribution was in this line, but the conditions obviously favoured sludge deposition.
7.6 Erosion and Erosion Corrosion

Claim #8: A combination of chemical corrosion and physical abrasion can dramatically increase the rate of pipeline deterioration [1].

Erosion by sediment particles would occur by impact. Since corrosion can only occur in the presence of a water phase, which most likely requires sludge formation in dilbit pipelines, a combination of erosion and corrosion is improbable. No information could be found on dilbit pipeline erosion in the scientific literature or from field experience. Erosion in a uniform smooth pipeline generally displays itself as even wear as opposed to the localized pitting corrosion observed underneath sludge deposits. If present, effects are generally more gradual and should not be a concern due to the fact that regular mitigation strategies such as intelligent pigging and monitoring technologies will catch this wall loss.

8.0 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

8.1 The effect of temperature on the internal corrosion rate

Claim #9: As a result of the high viscosity of dilbit, pipelines operate at temperatures up to 158 F, whereas conventional crude pipelines generally run at ambient temperatures. The high temperature would significantly increase the corrosion rate which doubles with every 20 degree Fahrenheit increase in temperature [1].

An increase in the temperature can increase the rate of corrosion if the corrosion mechanism is controlled by kinetics or diffusion. There are, however, many other factors that affect the rate of corrosion such as scale formation, limiting concentration of reactants, or chemical reactions. Especially in a complex aqueous environment, possibly with dissolved organics, acid gases, oxygen, sub-micron clay particles, etc., the corrosion rate can either increase or decrease as a function of temperature. The concentration of oxygen or carbon dioxide is generally not known and, if present, may change along the length of the pipeline. The most likely internal corrosion mechanism in dilbit pipelines consists of underdeposit corrosion as a result of sludge formation. As discussed in the preceding section, microbiologically induced corrosion could play a dominant role in the corrosion process. Complex populations containing multiple types of bacteria are known to be present and support each other’s viability such as sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB), heterotrophic aerobic bacteria (HAB), and acid producing bacteria (APB) [48]. These bacteria are most active between 10 C and 40 C. Consequently, higher temperatures up to 70 C may reduce the corrosion rate underneath sludge deposits, if the mechanism is controlled by microbial action.

Little is known about the controlling factors of corrosion underneath sludge deposits and it is recommended that research continue to improve our understanding of sludge formation, the resulting corrosion mechanism, the role of dilbit chemistry and solids, mitigation practices and frequencies, and preventive measures. Enbridge has been quite successful in mitigating underdeposit corrosion through a pigging and inhibition program. However, there are still many uncertainties regarding the effectiveness of each and the required frequency [47].
8.2 The effect of temperature on external stress corrosion cracking

Claim #10: Dilbit pipelines may be subject to a higher incidence of external stress corrosion cracking [4].

In the field, the pipeline is protected by coatings and cathodic protection. Increased temperatures may result in coating disbandment, which would expose the bare pipe to the soil environment, which can be corrosive containing water, dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide. Together with fluctuating pipeline operating stresses, this has resulted in stress corrosion cracking (or fatigue cracking) of pipelines covered with tape or asphalt coatings. These coatings can behave as shielding coatings, preventing the secondary protection of applied cathodic current. The Keystone pipeline is coated with Fusion Bonded Epoxy (FBE), which is considered permeable to the cathodic protection current. Temperatures up to 60 °C have indicated a higher rate and extent of coating disbandment, but it has also been shown that, in the presence of cathodic protection, the pipe will remain protected, and blistering and coating disbandment does not present an integrity threat to a pipeline [51]. No stress corrosion cracking failures have been reported for FBE coatings in over 40 years of experience.

9.0 SUMMARY

Pipeline expansions for the transportation of Canadian crude to refining markets in the United States are currently under regulatory review. The transported oil originates primarily from the Alberta oil sands and consists of diluted bitumen, also referred to as dilbit. Alberta Innovates – Technology Futures completed a project for Alberta Innovates – Energy and Environment Solutions reviewing the current status on the corrosivity of dilbit in pipelines as compared to conventional or ‘non-oil sands derived’ crude oil.

It has been suggested that dilbit has higher acid, sulfur, and chloride salts concentrations, as well as higher concentrations of more abrasive solids. It is furthermore suggested that dilbit transmission pipelines operate at higher operating temperatures compared with conventional crude, which would make the dilbit more corrosive, thus leading to a higher failure rate than observed for pipelines transporting conventional crude. This review examines these concerns in light of the properties of dilbit in comparison with conventional oils. In addition, statistical data are presented to show if the concerns are supported by operating experience.

Conventional crude and dilbit are subject to quality control measures and regulation. Pipeline operators employ further measures during transportation to manage and control the quality of delivered crude. Alberta crude quality information is available online and accessible to the public. The properties of heavy, medium, and light conventional Alberta crude oils were compared with three dilbit and one dilsynbit crude.

Whereas two of the four dilbit crudes displayed a slightly higher naphthenic acid and sulfur concentration than the conventional Alberta heavy crudes, there are conventional crudes on the market that have displayed higher values yet. The chloride salt concentrations were either comparable or lower than all grades of conventional crude. Naphthenic acid, sulfur, and chloride salt concentrations can result in corrosion at temperatures greater than 200 °C at refineries, where mitigation is addressed through upgrading of materials and the use of...
inhibitors. At the much lower pipeline transportation temperatures, the compounds are too stable to be corrosive and some may even decrease the corrosion rate.

The sediment levels of the dilbit crudes were comparable to or lower than the conventional crudes, except for a dilsynbit crude, which showed more than double the quantity of solids than most other crudes, but was still well below the limit set by regulatory agencies and industry. The solids size distribution is unknown as is the role of larger size solids in the formation of pipeline deposits. Erosion corrosion was found to be improbable and erosion, if present, is expected to be gradual and observed by regular mitigation practices.

The dilbit viscosities are comparable to those of heavy conventional crudes, where the viscosity is controlled and adjusted for temperature through the addition of diluent. The resulting dilbit viscosity supports acceptable operating temperatures, which will be monitored at and downstream of the pumping stations.

Adjustment of the Alberta and U.S. pipeline failure statistics to compare similar crude oil pipeline systems on an equivalent basis indicated that the Alberta systems (with a large percentage of dilbit lines) experienced comparable internal corrosion failure rates than the U.S. systems (predominantly conventional crude lines).

Pipeline steel wet by oil does not corrode. The basic sediment and water (BS&W) content of crude oil transmission pipelines is limited to 0.5 volume percent. This water is primarily present as a stable emulsion, maintaining an oil wet pipe, protected from corrosion. Pitting corrosion has been observed underneath sludge deposits. These deposits are a mix of sand and clay particles, water, and oil products. The corrosivity of these sludges varies but seems to be linked to water content, which can exceed 10%, and large bacterial populations. The sludge deposition mechanism and the contributions of each of its components to its corrosivity are not clear. Sludge deposition and similar underdeposit corrosion is not unique to dilbit lines and also has been observed in pipelines transporting conventional crudes.

This review has indicated that the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are comparable to conventional crude oils.

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are provided based on the completed review. It has to be understood that this was a high-level review and a focused, peer-reviewed study has not been conducted. The scope of the work did not include interviews with industry, regulators, or colleagues.

1. CQI is currently working with industry partners on the development of a downstream quality database for direct comparison with the upstream qualities with the goal to provide financial incentives for consistency and rateability. The data provided on upstream qualities has been instrumental in the evaluation of differences between dilbit oils and conventional crude oils. The transparency offered by the information of crude oil quality databases on both the shipped and delivered product will be of tremendous assistance in communications between industry and the public. It will
also be a valuable resource for the evaluation of sludge deposition and underdeposit corrosion during transportation. It is recommended that this effort be supported.

2. To further increase the value of the above database, it is recommended that the following information be added:
   a. \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) concentration
   b. Asphaltene content
   c. Water content
   d. Viscosity (currently available from [11])
   e. Sediments' identity and size distribution, if possible

3. The compatibility between diluent and bitumen should be investigated further with regard to sludge formation and deposition, and the role of asphaltenes. It is recommended that current efforts by CCQTA on crude oil compatibility be supported and expanded to link the crude oil chemistry to pipeline sludge formation and sludge corrosivity, including the ability of the sludge to support microbial populations.

4. The underdeposit corrosion mechanism should be studied further with regard to the effect of dilbit chemistry, sludge deposition mechanism, microbial activity, temperature, and effectiveness of mitigation tools (chemicals and cleaning pigs). Current work by Enbridge as well as by the industry working group PiCoM (Pipeline Corrosion Management) is addressing these issues through long-term testing and correlating sludge corrosivity with a chemical and microbial geochemical characterization of the sludge. The work is further considering and optimizing monitoring technologies to enable measurement of the effectiveness of mitigation treatments. It is recommended that this effort will continue to be supported.

5. The publicly available ERCB data does not separate the statistics for dilbit and conventional crude pipelines or for upstream gathering lines and transmission pipelines. It is recommended that better statistics be provided as an improved presentation of the integrity of the Alberta pipeline system and to facilitate continuous monitoring of the performance of dilbit pipelines. The required information for these statistics may need to come from the operators and could be managed by the ERCB or other company organizations such as CAPP or the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA).
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Preface

This National Research Council (NRC) study was sponsored by the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation.¹ The study charge and origins are explained in Chapter 1. The contents and findings of the report represent the consensus effort of a committee of technical experts, who served uncompensated in the public interest. Drawn from multiple disciplines, the members brought expertise from chemistry and chemical engineering; corrosion and materials science; risk analysis; and pipeline operations, research, and safety regulation. Committee member biographical information is provided at the end of the report.

The study committee convened five times over 10 months, including a visit by several members to a pipeline terminal and energy research laboratory in the Edmonton and Fort McMurray areas of Alberta, Canada. Data-gathering activities during and between meetings were extensive. All but the final meeting contained sessions open to the public. During meetings, the committee heard from speakers from the oil and pipeline industries, environmental interest groups, research and standards organizations, oil testing companies, and government agencies from the United States and Canada. The committee also provided a forum for private individuals to contribute information relevant to the study. In sum, more than 40 people spoke before the committee during public meetings and site visits. To obtain additional information on the practice of transporting diluted bitumen by pipeline, the committee provided the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association with a questionnaire for distribution to pipeline operators with experience transporting diluted bitumen and other crude oils in North America. The questionnaire responses and agendas for the public meetings are provided in appendices to this report.
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Executive Summary

Legislation enacted in January 2012 called on the Secretary of Transportation to determine whether any increase in the risk of a release exists for pipelines transporting diluted bitumen. 1 Bitumen is a dense and viscous form of petroleum that will flow in unheated pipelines only when it is diluted with lighter oils. The source of the diluted bitumen in North America is the oil sands region of Alberta, Canada. Diluted bitumen has been imported from Canada for more than 30 years and is currently transmitted through numerous pipelines in the United States. As imports of this and other Canadian crude oils have grown, new U.S. pipelines have been constructed, the flow directions of several existing pipelines have been reversed, and additional pipeline capacity is planned.

Determination of the risk of a pipeline release requires an assessment of both the likelihood and the consequences of a release. To inform its review of the former, the U.S. Department of Transportation asked the National Research Council to convene an expert committee to study whether shipments of diluted bitumen differ sufficiently from shipments of other crude oils in such a way as to increase the likelihood of releases from transmission pipelines. A finding of increased likelihood would lead the committee to conduct a follow-up review of the adequacy of federal pipeline safety regulations. In the absence of such a finding, the committee was tasked with issuing this final report, which documents the study approach and results.

STUDY APPROACH

The committee analyzed information in a variety of forms. Early in its deliberations, the committee provided a public forum for individuals to contribute information relevant to the study. The committee reviewed pipeline incident statistics and investigations; examined data on the chemical and physical properties of shipments of diluted bitumen and other crude oils; reviewed the technical literature; consulted experts in pipeline corrosion, cracking, and other causes of releases; and queried pipeline operators about their experience in transporting diluted bitumen.

The review of incident data revealed the ways in which transmission pipelines fail. Some failures can be affected by the properties of the transported crude oil, such as its water and sediment content, viscosity and density, and chemical composition. These properties were examined for diluted bitumen and a range of other crude oils to determine whether pipelines transporting diluted bitumen are more likely to experience releases. In addition, the committee considered whether pipeline operations and maintenance (O&M) practices, including internal and external corrosion control capabilities, are subject to changes that inadvertently increase the likelihood of release when pipelines transport diluted bitumen.

---

1 Public Law 112-90, enacted January 3, 2012.
RESULTS

Central Findings

The committee does not find any causes of pipeline failure unique to the transportation of diluted bitumen. Furthermore, the committee does not find evidence of chemical or physical properties of diluted bitumen that are outside the range of other crude oils or any other aspect of its transportation by transmission pipeline that would make diluted bitumen more likely than other crude oils to cause releases.

Specific Findings

Diluted bitumen does not have unique or extreme properties that make it more likely than other crude oils to cause internal damage to transmission pipelines from corrosion or erosion. Diluted bitumen has density and viscosity ranges that are comparable with those of other crude oils. It is moved through pipelines in a manner similar to other crude oils with respect to flow rate, pressure, and operating temperature. The amount and size of solid particles in diluted bitumen are within the range of other crude oils and do not create an increased propensity for deposition or erosion. Shipments of diluted bitumen do not contain higher concentrations of water, sediment, dissolved gases, or other agents that cause or exacerbate internal corrosion, including microbiologically influenced corrosion. The organic acids in diluted bitumen are not corrosive to steel at pipeline operating temperatures.

Diluted bitumen does not have properties that make it more likely than other crude oils to cause damage to transmission pipelines from external corrosion and cracking or from mechanical forces. The contents of a pipeline can contribute to external corrosion and cracking by causing or necessitating operations that raise the temperature of a pipeline, produce higher internal pressures, or bring about more fluctuation in pressure. There is no evidence that operating temperatures and pressures are higher or more likely to fluctuate when pipelines transport diluted bitumen than when they transport other crude oils of similar density and viscosity. Furthermore, the transportation of diluted bitumen does not differ from that of other crude oils in ways that can lead to conditions that cause mechanical damage to pipelines.

Pipeline O&M practices are the same for shipments of diluted bitumen as for shipments of other crude oils. O&M practices are designed to accommodate the range of crude oils in transportation. The study did not find evidence indicating that pipeline operators change or would be expected to change their O&M practices in transporting diluted bitumen.

In accordance with the study charge, these results focus on whether pipeline shipments of diluted bitumen have a likelihood of release greater than that of other crude oils. As indicated at the outset of this summary, the committee was not asked or constituted to study whether pipeline releases of diluted bitumen and other crude oils differ in consequences or to determine whether such a study is warranted. Accordingly, the report does not address these questions and should not be construed as having answered them.
Introduction

This chapter describes the study charge and scope, analytic approach, and report structure.

STUDY CHARGE

Section 16 of the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011 calls for the Secretary of Transportation to “complete a comprehensive review of hazardous liquid pipeline facility regulations to determine whether the regulations are sufficient to regulate pipeline facilities used for the transportation of diluted bitumen. In conducting the review, the Secretary shall conduct an analysis of whether any increase in the risk of a release exists for pipeline facilities transporting diluted bitumen.”

Bitumen is a dense and viscous form of petroleum that will flow through unheated pipelines only when it is diluted with lighter oils. At present, the source of bitumen supplied to refineries in North America is the oil sands region of Alberta, Canada. Bitumen from Canada has been diluted for pipeline transportation to the United States for more than 30 years, primarily to refineries located along the Great Lakes and elsewhere in the Midwest. Bitumen production and imports from Canada have grown during the past decade, and this traditional U.S. oil-processing market no longer has the capacity to refine all of the supply. Meanwhile, refineries on the Gulf Coast, which have traditionally processed South American and Mexican crude oils with properties similar to bitumen, have sought access to the heavy crude oils from Canada. To accommodate the Canadian imports as well as the growth in domestic crude oil production, the flow directions of several existing pipelines have been reversed, new transmission pipelines have been constructed, and additional pipeline capacity is planned.

Within the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), the regulation of pipeline safety resides with the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). USDOT has thus delegated to PHMSA the responsibility of determining whether pipelines transporting diluted bitumen have an increased risk of release. A determination of risk requires an assessment of both the likelihood and the consequences of a release. To inform its assessment of the former, PHMSA contracted with the National Research Council (NRC) to conduct the study documented in this report. Specifically, PHMSA asked NRC to convene a committee of experts in pipeline operations; risk analysis; safety regulation; and chemical, materials, and corrosion engineering to “analyze whether transportation of diluted bitumen by transmission pipeline has an increased likelihood of release compared with pipeline transportation of other crude oils.” PHMSA did not ask NRC to study the consequences of potential pipeline releases of diluted bitumen.

The full statement of task (SOT) for the study is contained in Box 1-1. The SOT calls for a two-phase study, with the conduct of the second phase contingent on the outcome of the first. In the first phase, the study committee is asked to examine whether shipments of diluted bitumen can affect transmission pipelines and their operations so as to increase the likelihood of release.

---

1 Public Law 112-90, enacted January 3, 2012.
Statement of Task

The committee will analyze whether transportation of diluted bitumen (dilbit) by transmission pipeline has an increased likelihood of release compared with pipeline transportation of other crude oils. Should the committee conclude that an increased likelihood of release exists, it will review the federal hazardous liquid pipeline facility regulations to determine whether they are sufficient to mitigate the increased likelihood of release.

In the first phase of the project, the committee will examine whether dilbit can affect transmission pipelines and their operations so as to create an increased likelihood of release when compared with other crude oils transported through pipelines. Should the committee conclude there is no increased likelihood of release or find there is insufficient information to reach such a conclusion, a second phase of the project will not be required and the committee will prepare a final report to the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) of the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). This report may include recommendations for improving information to assess the likelihood of failure.

Should the committee conclude there is an increased likelihood of release on the basis of dilbit's effects on transmission pipelines and their operations, it will issue a brief Phase 1 report of its findings and then proceed to the second phase of the project to determine whether hazardous liquids pipeline regulations are sufficient to mitigate the increased likelihood of release. The committee's final report following completion of this second phase will contain the complete set of findings, conclusions, and recommendations of both project phases.

When compared with shipments of other crude oils transported by pipeline. In the potential second phase—to be undertaken only in case of a finding of increased likelihood—the committee is asked to review federal pipeline safety regulations to determine whether they are sufficient to mitigate an increased likelihood of release from diluted bitumen. If the committee does not find an increased likelihood of release or the information available is insufficient for a finding, the committee is expected to prepare a final report documenting the study approach and results.

STUDY SCOPE

The SOT makes reference to several terms that delineate the study scope and require explication. First, the SOT specifically requests an examination of “transmission” pipeline facilities. The pipelines in these facilities contain large-capacity pipe, usually 20 inches or more in diameter, and generally transport fluids over long distances under relatively high pressure (400 to 1,400 pounds per square inch). Transmission facilities also contain storage tanks, pumping equipment, and piping within terminals. Gathering pipelines used for collecting crude oil from production fields do not transport diluted bitumen in the United States and are not part of this study.
As used in the SOT, the term “diluted bitumen” does not define a single product composition or specific set of product or shipment properties. Blending bitumen with lighter oils to lower viscosity is the common method of transporting this form of petroleum by pipeline. The volume of bitumen in a pipeline shipment will vary with the diluent, as will the chemical and physical properties of the shipment. The Canadian diluted bitumen transported in transmission pipelines to the United States generally contains 50 to 75 percent bitumen by volume, with light oils constituting the remainder. These bitumen blends are the subject of this study. It is recognized that the source and composition of bitumen shipments may change depending on technological advances, diluent supplies, refinery demands, and other technical and economic developments.

Finally, the SOT asks the committee to examine whether pipelines transporting diluted bitumen have a higher likelihood of release than pipelines transporting “other crude oils.” Accordingly, the aim of this study is to determine whether shipments of diluted bitumen have a release history or specific properties associated with pipeline failures that lie outside the range of experience and properties represented by the full spectrum of crude oils transported by pipeline in the United States.

ANALYTIC APPROACH

An assessment of release likelihood requires information on the potential sources of pipeline failure. PHMSA mandates the reporting of releases from U.S. transmission pipelines and categorizes each according to its immediate, or proximate, cause. Historically, about one-third of reported releases have involved corrosion damage (Figure 1-1). Other causes include outside force damage, such as an excavator striking a buried pipe, and faulty equipment, operator error, and deficiencies in welds and materials used in pipeline manufacturing and installation.

The committee reviewed U.S. and Canadian data on reported pipeline releases. The review provided insight into the main causes of releases, but the incident statistics alone could not be used to determine whether pipelines are more likely to experience releases when they transport diluted bitumen than when they transport other crude oils. Few incident records contain information on the type of crude oil released in an incident or document the properties of the shipments moved through the pipeline over time. Causal details are also limited. Incidents categorized as corrosion damage, for example, do not specify whether the damage occurred as a result of the action of microorganisms, in combination with stress cracking, or at sites of previous mechanical damage. Such detailed information is important in determining the causative role of the crude oils being transported in the pipeline, particularly for failures arising from cumulative and time-dependent degradation mechanisms such as corrosion and cracking.

Having identified the main causes of pipeline releases, the committee assessed each cause with respect to its potential to be affected by the chemical and physical properties of the transported crude oil. Consideration was given to specific shipment properties that can contribute to internal degradation, external degradation, and mechanical damage in pipelines. While the committee did not perform its own testing of crude oil shipments, information on many of the chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen and other crude oils was obtained from public websites and assay sheets. Additional information was obtained from a review of government reports and technical literature, queries of oil producers and pipeline
operators, field visits, and inferences from secondary sources such as the maximum water and sediment content specified in pipeline tariffs. The committee then compared the relevant properties of diluted bitumen with the range of properties observed in other crude oils and looked for instances in which diluted bitumen fell outside or at an extreme end of the range.

Recognizing the possibility that some pipeline operators may modify their operating and maintenance practices when they transport diluted bitumen, the committee asked operators about their procedures in transporting diluted bitumen and other crude oils. The committee looked for evidence of changes in standard procedures, including corrosion monitoring and control practices, that could inadvertently make pipelines more susceptible to failure.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

The remainder of the report is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides background on the transportation of crude oil by pipeline, including the main components of pipeline systems.
and common aspects of their operations and maintenance. Chapter 3 describes the production, properties, and pipeline transportation of diluted bitumen. Chapter 4 reviews pipeline incident data from the United States and Canada. The analyses of how the comparative properties of diluted bitumen and other crude oils pertain to sources of pipeline failure are carried out in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 summarizes the main discussion points from the preceding chapters and presents the study results.

Appendix A contains the questionnaire developed for pipeline operators and the responses. A brief description of the federal hazardous liquid pipeline regulations and PHMSA safety oversight is provided in Appendix B. Agendas from the information-gathering sessions of committee meetings are provided in Appendix C.
Crude Oil Pipelines in the United States

This chapter provides background on the network of crude oil transmission pipelines in the United States; the main components of these systems; and common aspects of their operations, maintenance, and integrity management. The background was derived from several sources: National Petroleum Council 2011, Argonne National Laboratory 2008, Rabinow 2004, and a presentation to the committee by Thomas Miesner.1

NATIONAL PIPELINE NETWORK

Crude oil is transported, both onshore and offshore, in gathering systems and transmission pipelines. The gathering systems are made up of low-capacity pipelines—typically less than 8 inches in diameter—that move crude oil from wells to high-capacity transmission pipelines that are usually 8 to 48 inches in diameter. Before the crude oil leaves the production field, it is processed to remove excess water, gases, and sediments as necessary to meet the quality specifications of transmission pipelines and the refineries they access.

Most of the estimated 55,000 miles of crude oil transmission pipeline in the United States are interconnected to form a national network that links oil production regions, storage hubs, and refineries.2 This extensive network accounts for more than 90 percent of the ton-mileage of crude oil transported within the United States.3

Transmission pipelines are critical in providing refineries with a steady supply of feedstock consisting of various types of crude oil. About 140 refineries operate nationwide. Some are vast complexes that can process more than 500,000 barrels of crude oil per day, while others serve relatively small and specialized markets and process less than 50,000 barrels per day.4

About 40 percent of U.S. refining capacity is located along the Gulf Coast, and the next largest center is in the Upper Midwest. Originally, the Gulf Coast refineries were supplied by domestic sources, primarily from Texas and Louisiana and from shallow waters in the Gulf of Mexico. As domestic production declined in the 1970s, the Gulf Coast refineries increasingly sourced their crude oil from Mexico, Venezuela, and the Middle East. Because the imports tended to be denser and higher in sulfur, refiners invested in facilities capable of processing such feedstock. In recent years, increased production from Canada, deep Gulf waters, and domestic shale fields has replaced waterborne imports. These supply shifts have had significant implications for the transmission pipelines that once moved crude oil from Gulf Coast ports to inland refineries as far north as Illinois and Ohio. Many of these systems have had their flow directions reversed and are now being used to transport Canadian crude oil to the Gulf Coast.

---

2 The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) has estimated that the crude oil transmission pipeline network extended for 55,330 miles as of 2011.
3 "Ton-mile" is a measure of the weight of a substance carried multiplied by the distance over which it is carried.
4 One U.S. barrel of crude oil contains 42 gallons.
refineries. The transition is under way, with major investments to add more north-to-south capacity by reversing more lines and building new ones.
For many decades, U.S. crude oil produced in the northern Rocky Mountains and Dakotas, as well as that produced in the western provinces of Canada, was transported to refining centers in Eastern Canada and the Upper Midwest. In recent years, as output from these oil-producing regions has grown significantly, crude oil supplies have exceeded refining capacity and are being transported south, where they are displacing crude oil traditionally sourced from Mexico, South America, and the Gulf of Mexico.

Both the East and West Coasts have remained largely independent markets for crude oil supplies. The eastern states have little oil production and no significant crude oil transmission pipelines. While the recent development of shale resources in New York and Pennsylvania is adding production capacity, truck and rail remain the dominant regional modes of crude oil transportation. The main East Coast refining centers in northern New Jersey, Philadelphia, and coastal Virginia receive most of their supplies from tanker vessels. In comparison, California has an extensive network of crude oil transmission pipelines because of significant in-state oil production. These pipeline systems, some of which consist of heated lines to move the native viscous crude oils, do not connect to pipeline systems in other states. Refineries in Washington State receive crude oil by tanker and from Western Canada by pipeline.

PIEpline SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The individual pipeline systems that make up the U.S. crude oil transmission network vary in specific design features and components. Nevertheless, the systems have many common elements.

Line Pipe

Pipelines are made of sections of line pipe that are welded together and generally buried 3 or more feet below grade. Virtually all line pipe is made of mild carbon steel that is coated externally but not internally. Pipe sections are typically 40 feet long, manufactured with longitudinally welded seams and joined by circumferential girth welds during installation. Pipe wall thickness depends on many factors, including planned capacity and operating pressure. Most line pipe in crude oil transmission systems is operated at pressures between 400 and 1,400 pounds per square inch, is 20 or more inches in diameter, and has a nominal wall thickness ranging from 0.2 to 0.75 inches. Federal regulations in the United States require that pipeline operating pressures and other forces not generate stresses that exceed 72 percent of the specified minimum yield strength (SMYS) of the pipe, and therefore a higher operating pressure requires thicker pipe or pipe with higher yield strength. Depending on pipeline design and routing factors, thicker-walled pipe may also be used where the pipeline crosses a body of water or in areas that are densely populated, environmentally sensitive, or prone to additional external forces such as seismic activity.

\footnote{Federal regulations concerning SMYS are contained in 49 CFR §195.406. The federal hazardous liquid pipeline safety regulations, as administered by PHMSA, are outlined in Box B-1, Appendix B. Some pipelines operate at 80 percent of SMYS with permission of PHMSA.}
Inlet Stations and Tank Farms

Transmission pipelines originate at one or more inlet stations, or terminals, where custody of the shipment is transferred from the owner to the pipeline operator. Accordingly, inlet stations are access points for truck tankers, railroad tank cars, and tanker vessels as well as other pipelines, including gathering lines connecting production areas. Along with pumping stations, sampling and metering facilities are located at inlets to ensure that the crude oils injected into the pipeline meet the quality control requirements of the pipeline operator and intended recipients. Metering instruments usually include densitometers and may include viscometers, which are used to measure density and viscosity, respectively.

Tanks at inlet stations are used to consolidate shipments into batches sized for main-line movement, blend crude oils to meet quality specifications, and schedule shipments according to the needs of refiners. Tanks can vary in capacity from tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of barrels. All are made of steel and are unpressurized. They are usually designed with floating roofs that rise and fall with the liquid level to limit hydrocarbon loss from vaporization and minimize emissions of volatile organic compounds. Tanks usually have lined floors and are inspected and cleaned periodically to remove any water and sediment settling to the floor.

Pump Stations

To maintain desired flow rates, booster pumps are positioned at points along the pipeline at intervals of 20 to 100 miles depending on many factors, including topography, line configuration, pipe diameter, operating pressure, and the properties of the fluids being transported. Pump stations are often automated and are equipped with sensors, programmable logic controllers, switches, alarms, and other instrumentation allowing the continuous monitoring and control of the pipeline as well as its orderly shutdown if an alarm condition occurs or if established operating parameters are violated.

Valves

Shutoff valves are strategically located at pump stations, certain road and water crossings, and other points to facilitate the starting and stopping of flow and to minimize the impact of leaks. These valves, many of which can be controlled remotely, ensure that portions of the line can be isolated in the event of a leak or the need for repair or maintenance. In addition, check valves that prevent backflows may be located at elevation changes and other intermediate points. The opening and closing of valves, along with pumping station operations, are sequenced to prevent flow reversals and problems associated with over- and underpressurization. Bypass lines, safety valves (e.g., pressure and thermal relief), and surge tanks may be sited at stations to relieve pressure.

Intermediate and Terminal Facilities

Depending on the scope of operations, a transmission pipeline system may have intermediate points, in addition to terminal facilities, that connect to other pipelines, other modes of transport, and storage facilities.
and refineries. These stations usually contain tanks and crude oil sampling and metering facilities. Smaller “breakout” tanks at intermediate points may also be used to support maintenance and emergency activities; for example, to relieve pressure or to allow for temporary draining of a pipeline segment.

OPERATIONS AND CONTROL

Batch Operations

A transmission pipeline will rarely carry a single type of crude oil. At any given time, a large pipeline will usually be transporting dozens of shipments, typically in batches of at least 50,000 barrels and covering a variety of crude oil grades. Sometimes the batches are physically separated by plugs known as pigs, but most of the time they are not. To reduce undesirable mixing at interfaces, the batches are separated and sequenced according to characteristics such as density, viscosity, and sulfur content. Accordingly, batches are scheduled to permit the proper lineup of crude oils being moved into and out of storage tanks. Maintaining batch separation requires that operators closely monitor the flow characteristics of the pipeline, since reductions in flow velocity and loss of flow turbulence can lead to undesirable intermixing of batches.

Flow Regime

Most shipments flow through the pipeline at 1.5 to 3 meters per second (3 to 6 miles per hour), which equates to a delivery rate of 500,000 to 1,000,000 barrels of crude oil per day in a 36-inch transmission pipeline.\(^7\) Flow conditions in the pipeline will remain turbulent within this range of flow velocities.\(^8\) Pipeline operators strive to maintain turbulent flow, characterized by chaotic motion and the formation of eddies, to reduce intermixing of batches and to keep impurities such as water and sediment suspended in the crude oil stream. Choosing a desired flow regime requires the balancing of many technical and economic factors. Increasing operating pressure will increase pipeline throughput, which is generally desired by an operator to increase revenue capacity. Higher operating pressures, however, require a larger investment in pipe materials and pumping capacity and will increase energy use and operating costs.

The characteristics of the crude oil to be shipped are important considerations in establishing the flow regime. More energy is needed to pump dense, viscous crude oils than light crude oils with lower viscosity. Some crude oils are too viscous naturally to be pumped. The normal response when a highly viscous crude oil is transported is to dilute it with lighter oil. When a diluent is too costly or unavailable, an alternative approach is to transport the crude oil in a heated pipeline. However, heating a pipeline is an expensive option and presents construction

\(^7\) http://www.aopl.org/aboutPipelines/?fa=faqs.
\(^8\) Whether a flow is turbulent or nonturbulent (i.e., laminar) depends on the diameter of the pipeline, the velocity of the flow, and the viscosity of the crude oil. These parameters can be used to calculate the Reynolds number, which defines the flow regime as laminar to turbulent. As described later in Chapter 3, the kinematic viscosity of heavy crude oils can range up to about 250 centistokes (0.00025 square meter per second) at room temperature. These oils will need to be transported at about 2 meters per second (6.5 feet per second or 4.4 miles per hour) in a pipe with a diameter of 20 inches to achieve a Reynolds number higher than 4,000, which is at the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. In a larger pipe, lower velocities are required to maintain turbulence (e.g., 1 meter per second or 2 miles per hour for a 42-inch pipe). Further consideration is given to the beneficial effects of maintaining turbulent flow in Chapter 5.
and operating challenges that preclude its common use. Where the throughput capacity of a line needs to be increased without adding pumping capacity, an operator may inject drag-reducing agents to enhance flow. These chemicals, which consist of long-chain polymers, dampen turbulence at the interface between the crude oil and the pipe wall to reduce friction and enable increased flow velocity.

Pipeline flows are usually monitored and controlled by operators from one or more central control centers, where supervisory control and data acquisition systems collect and analyze data signals from sensors and transmitters positioned at pumps, valves, tanks, and other points en route. Parameters other than flow rate, such as line pressure, pump discharge pressures, and temperatures, are also monitored for routine operational and maintenance decisions and for leak detection.

**Shipment Quality Control**

In the United States, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) oversees the tariffs that interstate pipeline operators are required to publish as common carriers. For intrastate transmission pipelines, state authorities such as the Texas Railroad Commission and the California Energy Commission function much like FERC in overseeing tariffs for in-state movements.

Pipeline tariffs define the terms and conditions for the transportation service, including the quality specifications applicable to all shipments in the pipeline. The specifications are driven by both operational and commercial considerations. Measurements to ensure adherence to the specifications are usually taken at custody transfer points. It is common for these specifications to define the maximum allowable sediment and water content, viscosity, density, vapor pressure, and temperature of the shipment. Other shipment qualities, such as levels of sulfur, acid, and trace metals, are seldom delineated in published tariffs but may be specified in private agreements. Quality specifications are designed to protect the integrity of the pipeline and the ancillary facilities, ensure that the shipped crude oil meets the specifications of the refiner, and prevent valuable throughput capacity from being consumed by transporting sediment and water.

**MAINTENANCE**

Each operator tailors pipeline maintenance and integrity management practices within the parameters allowed by safety regulations and according to the demands of the specific system, including its age, construction materials, location, and stream of products transported. Nevertheless, many practices are standardized. Some of the most common cleaning, inspection, and mitigation practices are described below. Regulatory requirements that govern integrity management are outlined in Appendix B.

**Cleaning**

Periodic cleaning of crude oil pipelines and equipment is often performed to facilitate inspection as well as to maintain operational performance. Cleaning intervals, typically measured in weeks or months, will vary depending on operating conditions and crude oil properties. A variety of tools are used for cleaning the pipe and monitoring interior condition. Mechanical pigs equipped
with scrapers and brushes remove debris from the inner wall. The scraped deposits and scale are transported to clean-out traps. The scrapings may be tested for contaminants and corrosion by-products.

Inspection and Monitoring

A regular inspection regime that assesses the condition of rights-of-way, pipes, pumps, valves, tanks, and other components is important to maintaining pipeline operational integrity and preventing unplanned shutdowns. Rights-of-way are routinely monitored by aerial patrols looking for threatening activities and encroachments and by field inspectors conducting detailed surveillance of line and equipment conditions. While visual inspection of buried pipe is not possible, pipes exposed for repair are usually inspected for evidence of mechanical damage or signs of degradation that may be indicative of problems elsewhere on the line.

From time to time, instrumented, or "smart," pigs are run through the line to detect anomalies. The three primary instruments are geometry, metal loss, and crack tools. Geometry tools are normally equipped with mechanical arms that survey the pipe wall to detect dents and other geometry changes. Metal loss tools use either magnetic or ultrasonic technology. Crack tools are designed to detect cracks in the pipe body, especially those that are longitudinally oriented. The frequency of instrumented pig runs is determined by the risk management program of the operator, as influenced by government regulation. Some pipeline sections, mostly in older systems, are not configured to accept some instrumented pigs.

Other techniques for monitoring conditions inside the pipe include the use of corrosion coupons and electrical resistance probes. Coupons are steel samples inserted into the pipeline and periodically removed for examination. Because the coupons are weighed before and after the exposure, the amount of corrosion can be determined by weight loss. Electrical resistance probes inserted into the pipe provide information on the corrosivity of the stream. External corrosion is monitored primarily through the use of pipe-to-soil potential surveys, whereby the voltage is measured with respect to a reference electrode to determine whether adequate cathodic protection levels are present along the length of the pipeline. Techniques are also used to measure the voltage gradients in the soil above a protected pipeline to determine the size and location of coating defects. Coupons buried in the soil can supplement this external corrosion monitoring. In addition, coatings are inspected whenever portions of the pipeline are uncovered.

Corrosion Mitigation Practices

It is standard practice for buried transmission pipelines to be coated externally to provide a physical barrier between the steel and the surrounding corrosive environment. Desired coating characteristics include low permeability to water and salts, strong adhesion to steel, and good abrasion resistance (Beavers and Thompson 2006). The coating also needs to be durable and resist chemical and thermal degradation at pipeline operating temperatures.

Pipeline coatings have improved over the past several decades. Along with cold and hot applied tapes, field-applied coatings made from coal tar, asphalt, and grease were the dominant systems used through the 1950s (Michael Baker Jr., Inc. 2008; Beavers and Thompson 2006). Because of nonoptimal conditions for field applications, early coatings often had poor adhesion characteristics, with pinholes and other imperfections. Some also exhibited degradation of the
polymers. After time in service, the coatings tended to become porous or to detach from the pipe surface.

During the 1960s and 1970s, fusion bonded epoxy (FBE) coatings were introduced. Unlike other coatings, FBE coatings are formed by heating a powder on the surface of the metal. The components of the powder melt and flow to initiate a cross-linking process. These heat-cured coatings exhibit good mechanical and physical properties, including adhesive strength and resistance to degradation, and they are widely used today.

Even a well-coated pipe may have imperfections and develop small holes in the coating that can expose the pipe to corrosion attack. To counter this effect, pipelines are fitted with cathodic protection systems. In some systems, the electrochemical potential of the pipe is reduced by galvanically coupling to sacrificial anodes typically made of magnesium, aluminum, or zinc alloys that will preferentially corrode instead of the pipe. Other systems employ an impressed current applied to the pipeline with the use of a power supply to lower the pipeline potential. The cathodic protection system is designed to supply enough current to a pipe to prevent external corrosion at defects or holes that form in the coating where the external environment can come in contact with the steel surface. Defects in coatings are especially problematic when the disbonded coating shields distribution of the cathodic current to the defect site. This shielding is most often associated with the impermeable tapes and shrink sleeves used on some older pipelines. An advantage of modern FBE systems is that they are permeable to ionic flow and thus do not shield the exposed sites from cathodic protection.

Preventing the internal corrosion of pipes starts with basic quality control and operational procedures that limit the entry and accumulation of water and other contaminants. As noted above, transmission pipelines are typically constructed of steel with no internal coatings, so the transported product is in contact with the steel. While oil is not corrosive, even small amounts of contaminants such as water and salts in the oil can be corrosive if they are allowed to accumulate on the steel surface. Certain gases dissolved in the product stream, especially oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon dioxide, can also increase the rate of corrosion. Actions to mitigate internal corrosion include controlling ingress of air at pumps and other entry points, limiting water and sediment content, and chemical treatment of the crude oil stream.

The chemicals injected into the crude oil stream usually consist of a mixture of additives that inhibit corrosion by various means. The most common mixtures contain surfactant chemicals that adsorb onto the steel surface and provide a barrier between the corrosive water and pipe steel. Many surfactants confer additional benefits by reducing the surface tension at the oil–water interface, which keeps the water entrained in the flow rather than depositing on the pipe wall. Chemical additives may also have properties that repel the water from the pipe wall, neutralize acids, and act as biocides to help inhibit microbiologically influenced corrosion. The rates of flow in transmission pipelines are normally sufficient to prevent the deposition of contaminants and to sweep away deposits that settle to the pipe bottom. Areas of low flow, such as steep angles of elevation and sections of isolated piping (called dead legs), are vulnerable to water and sediment accumulation and subsequent internal corrosion. Because the hydrodynamic and chemical processes of water and sediment accumulation are well understood, models for

---

9 Inspections performed on gas gathering lines equipped with an early generation FBE coating (from the mid-1970s) revealed that less than 0.2 percent of pipeline sections exhibited blistering of the coating despite some operating in temperatures as high as 76°C (170°F). Removal of the blistered coating revealed no underlying corrosion because of the permeability of FBE to cathodic fields (Boerschel 2010; Batallas and Singh 2008).
analysis are available to guide pipeline construction and operating parameters to decrease the tendency for accumulations and to identify areas of greatest vulnerability to corrosion.

Additional details on the mechanisms of pipeline damage and factors that contribute to them are discussed in Chapter 5.

SUMMARY

The crude oil transmission network in the United States consists of an interconnected set of pipeline systems. Shipments traveling through the network often move from one pipeline system to another, sometimes being stored temporarily in holding tanks at terminals. Most operators of transmission systems are common carriers who do not own the crude oil they transport but provide transportation services for a fee. Few major transmission pipelines are dedicated to transporting specific grades or varieties of crude oil. They usually move multiple batches of crude oil, which are often provided by different shippers and include a range of chemical and physical properties. Crude oil shipments are treated to meet the quality requirements of the pipeline operator as well as the content and quality demands of the refinery customer.

Pipeline systems traverse different terrains and can vary in specific design features, components, and configurations. These differences require that each operator tailor operating and maintenance strategies to fit the circumstances of its systems in accordance with regulatory requirements. Nevertheless, the systems tend to share many of the same basic components and follow similar operating and maintenance procedures. Together, regulatory and industry standards, system connectivity, and economic demands compel both a commonality of practice and a shared capability of handling different crude oils.
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This chapter describes the chemical composition and physical properties of bitumen, the methods used to produce it, and the properties of the bitumen shipments that are diluted for pipeline transportation to the United States.

BITUMEN COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES

Like all forms of petroleum, bitumen is a by-product of decomposed organic materials rich in hydrocarbons. According to the World Energy Council, bitumen deposits exist in about 20 countries, but the largest are in Canada, Kazakhstan, and Russia (WEC 2010, 123–150). Because only the Canadian bitumen is diluted for transportation by pipeline to the United States, it is the subject of the description in this chapter.1

Canadian bitumen deposits are concentrated in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), and particularly in the province of Alberta. Three regions in the WCSB have large reserves: the Athabasca, Peace River, and Cold Lake regions (Strausz and Lown 2003, 21). According to the government of Alberta, about two-thirds of the world reserves of recoverable bitumen are contained in the three regions, which total some 140,000 square kilometers (55,000 square miles) (ERCB 2012a). In some locations in Alberta, surface deposits are easy to spot, since the black bitumen is impregnated in sandstone along the sides of lakes and rivers. Most of the bitumen is not visible because it is deposited below the surface.

The bitumen-impregnated sands in the WCSB are referred to as bituminous sands, oil sands, and tar sands (Strausz and Lown 2003, 29). Canadians use the term oil sands, which is also used in this report. The typical composition of the WCSB oil sands is 85 percent sand and clay fines, 2 10 percent bitumen, and 5 percent water by weight.3 Oil sands also contain salts, trace gases, and small amounts of nonpetroleum organic matter.4 These components exist together in a specific microstructure with a film of water that surrounds each sand and clay particle, and the bitumen surrounds the film, as shown in Figure 3-1. When freed from this microstructure, bitumen has a typical elemental composition of 81 to 84 percent carbon; 9 to 11 percent hydrogen; 1 to 2 percent oxygen, nitrogen, and other elements; and 4 to 6 percent sulfur, most of which is bound in the bitumen in stable (e.g., heterocyclic rings) hydrocarbon structures (Dettman 2012; Strausz et al. 2011; Gogoi and Bezbaruah 2002; Strausz and Lown 2003).

---

1 Canada contains the vast majority of the natural bitumen in North America. According to the U.S. Geological Survey, bitumen deposits exist in the United States in several states, mainly in Utah, California, and Alabama. While commercial mining operations are being planned in Utah, many technical and economic challenges remain to exploit this resource (USGS 2006).

2 The solid particles consist of sand grain minerals, mostly of quartz but also feldspar, mica, and chert. The solid particles also consist of clay minerals, mostly kaolinite and illites (Strausz and Lown 2003, 31–32).

3 Up to 18 percent of the ore can be made up of bitumen (Strausz and Lown 2003, 62).

4 The organic matter consists of humin, humic acids, fulvic acids, and chemiabsorbed aliphatic carboxylic acids (Strausz and Lown 2003, 29–32).
Hydrocarbon molecules account for 92 to 95 percent of the weight of bitumen.\(^5\) These molecules range from light alkanes, such as ethane, to long-chain compounds with relatively high molecular weights and boiling points. The latter molecules are more common in bitumen than in the lighter, more paraffinic crude oils that have undergone less microbial degradation.\(^6\) Bitumen contains relatively high concentrations of asphaltenes, which account for 14 to 17 percent of the total weight of the material (Strausz and Lown 2003, 95; Rahimi and Gentzis 2006, 151). Trace elements, such as vanadium and nickel, usually reside in the asphaltenes along with sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen (Strausz and Lown 2003, 93–99, 495–498). The nitrogen in the bitumen is bonded with carbon in pyridinic structures, including quinolines and acridines (Rahimi and Gentzis 2006). The asphaltenes, as well as other nonparaffinic compounds such as naphthenes, give bitumen its high density and high viscosity (Strausz and Lown 2003, 99).

Bitumen is usually distinguished from other forms of petroleum on the basis of physical properties that derive in part from its relatively high asphaltene content. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has used the following definition to distinguish bitumen from other heavy crude oils:

---

\(^5\) The ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms is about 1.5 in bitumen, compared with 2.0 for very light oils (Strausz and Lown 2003, 95–96).

\(^6\) Bitumen has undergone more biodegradation than have other petroleum oils. Because straight-chain paraffinic hydrocarbons are more readily metabolized by microorganisms, these hydrocarbons are depleted in bitumen (Strausz and Lown 2003, 90).
Natural bitumen is defined as petroleum with a gas-free viscosity greater than 10,000 centipoises (cp) at original reservoir temperature. Petroleum with a gas-free viscosity between 10,000 and 100 cp is generally termed heavy crude oil. In the absence of viscosity data, oil with API gravity less than 10 degrees is generally considered natural bitumen, whereas oil with API gravity ranging from 10 degrees API to about 20 degrees API is considered heavy crude oil. The term extra-heavy crude oil is used for oil with a viscosity less than 10,000 cp but with API gravity less than 10 degrees. (USGS 2006)

The American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity scale referenced by USGS is an inverse measure of the density of a liquid relative to that of water at room temperature. A liquid with API gravity greater than 10 degrees will float on water; if the API gravity is lower than 10 degrees, it will sink. Canadian bitumen (undiluted) typically has an API gravity between 7 and 13 degrees, whereas most heavy crude oils have values that are 5 to 15 degrees higher (Srausz and Lown 2003, 100). The viscosity of bitumen is also high compared with that of other crude oils across a range of temperatures. Figure 3-2 compares the effects of temperature on viscosity [in centipoise units (cp)] for bitumen derived from two WCSB reservoirs (Cold Lake and Athabasca), a Canadian heavy crude (Lloydminster), and typical light crude oils. At most pipeline operating temperatures [0°C to 40°C (32°F to 100°F)], the lighter crude oils will behave as liquids, while the bitumen will remain in a semisolid state, having viscosities comparable with that of peanut butter. Although they are less viscous than bitumen, the heaviest conventionally drilled Canadian crude oils have relatively high viscosities as well. Several Canadian crude oils, including the Lloydminster crude oils shown in Figure 3-2, are routinely diluted with lighter oils to improve their flow in transmission pipelines.

**BITUMEN PRODUCTION**

The WCSB has long been a major oil-producing region of North America. Oil exploration commenced in the early 20th century, and by the 1960s hundreds of millions of barrels of Western Canadian crude oil were being exported each year through pipelines to the United States. Nearly all of this oil was produced with conventional drilling and well technology. By the 1990s, Western Canadian exports of conventionally produced oil were declining just as new technologies were being introduced to recover the vast deposits of bitumen contained in oil sands.

---

7 API gravity values are referred to as “degrees.” Most crude oils have API gravities in the range of 20 to 40 degrees, but some range 10 degrees higher or lower.
8 Centipoise is a measure of resistance to shear flow, or the dynamic viscosity of a fluid. A more common measure of resistance to flow by crude oils is the centistoke (cSt), which is the ratio of dynamic viscosity to fluid density, also known as kinematic viscosity. At room temperature, the kinematic viscosity of bitumen will exceed 100,000 cSt, compared with about 25 cSt for a medium-density crude oil. Kinematic viscosity is referenced more often in this report.
9 This Canadian heavy crude oil is usually diluted with lighter oils for pipeline transportation.
10 Lloydminster heavy crude oils have API gravities of 12 to 23 degrees (Srausz and Lown 2003, 26).
While natural bitumen had long been used as sealing material, Canadian entrepreneurs started mining deposits for refinery feed during the early 20th century. However, separating the bitumen from the mined ore required significant amounts of heated water, which made recovery expensive compared with the lighter crude oils that were less costly to drill elsewhere in Canada and the United States. Commercial ventures to mine bitumen began in the 1920s, but it took another 40 years of declining North American crude oil reserves, increasing consumer demand for gasoline and other refined petroleum, and advances in extraction and processing technologies to transform the mined bitumen into a commercially viable refinery feedstock.\textsuperscript{11}

During the 1990s, thermally assisted in situ recovery methods were introduced in the WCSB to exploit the large reserves of bitumen located too deep for surface mining. After this development, the quantity of bitumen produced surpassed the quantity of conventionally produced oil from the basin. Today, bitumen accounts for more than 70 percent of the petroleum produced in Alberta, and in situ recovery methods account for nearly half of this bitumen production (ERCB 2012a).

\textsuperscript{11} Oil Sands Discovery Centre. Facts About Alberta's Oil Sands and Its Industry.  
One in situ method in particular—steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)—led to the recent growth in Canadian bitumen production for export to the United States. Indeed, no significant quantities of mined bitumen are diluted for pipeline transportation to the United States, the main market for bitumen recovered by using the SAGD process.12

Bitumen Mining and Upgrading to Synthetic Crude Oil

About 20 percent of the bitumen deposits in the WCSB are less than 60 meters (200 feet) deep and can be recovered by surface mining. Mining operations use diesel-powered shovels to excavate the ore, which is transported by truck to field facilities containing crushers. The crushed ore is mixed, or washed, with hot water to create a slurry that is piped a short distance, where it is agitated and filtered in separation vessels. The hot water heats and releases the water that surrounds the sand and clay particles. The agitation causes air bubbles to attach to bitumen droplets, which float in a froth to the top of the vessel. The froth is then deaerated with steam and diluted with a hydrocarbon solvent such as naphtha. The solvent coalesces and causes settlement of emulsified water and mineral solids. The suspended bitumen is then separated with a centrifuge and skimmer.

The extraction process for mined bitumen yields a product that typically contains 0.5 percent solids and 1 to 2 percent water by volume. This solid and water content is generally too high to be accepted by transmission pipelines. As a consequence, mined bitumen is nearly always upgraded, usually at nearby field plants, into synthetic crude oil. The field plants consist of refinery-type cokers that crack the bitumen into lighter products that are then processed in hydrotreating units to remove sulfur and nitrogen.13 The processed streams are then mixed to produce a low-viscosity, low-sulfur synthetic crude oil that can be transported by transmission pipeline to refineries in Canada and the United States. The synthetic crude oils are also blended with other heavy Canadian crude oils, including in situ–produced bitumen, for pipeline transportation to the United States.

Nearly all of the bitumen mined in the WCSB is upgraded to synthetic crude oil.14 This situation is subject to change as alternative methods are introduced to yield mined bitumen with reduced viscosity and water and sediment content comparable with that of the bitumen produced in situ and transported in diluted form through transmission pipelines. One alternative is to deasphalt the mined bitumen partially to produce synthetic crude oil that retains some of the heavier hydrocarbon fraction by substituting a paraffinic solvent for the aromatic-rich naphtha solvent traditionally used during removal of water and solids (Rahimi et al. 1998). Composed largely of pentanes and hexanes, a paraffinic solvent is more effective than naphtha in promoting aggregation and settlement of asphaltenes and suspended water and solids. Removal of asphaltenes through paraffinic treatment yields a processed bitumen that is less viscous and has lower levels of water and solids than mined bitumen that is processed with a traditional naphtha solvent.

---

12 The discussion focuses on surface mining and SAGD, which are the most common bitumen recovery methods. Other methods not discussed include cyclic steam stimulation, toe-to-heel air injection, vapor-assisted petroleum extraction, and cold heavy oil production with sand. More information on recovery methods can be found at http://www.oilsands.alberta.ca/.

13 According to the Alberta Energy Ministry, the five upgraders operating in Alberta in 2011 had the capacity to process approximately 1.3 million barrels of bitumen per day (ERCB 2013).

14 According to the Alberta Energy Ministry, in 2011 about 57 percent of oil sands bitumen production was upgraded to synthetic crude oil in Alberta. Most upgraders produce synthetic crude oil, but some also produce refined products such as diesel (ERCB 2013).
Mined bitumen processed with paraffinic solvent can be transported by transmission pipeline, usually by retaining some of the solvent as diluent. Mined bitumen treated in this manner is being piped several hundred miles from oil sands production regions to large, centrally based upgraders elsewhere in Alberta, where it is processed into synthetic crude oil. The mined bitumen, however, is not transported through pipelines to the United States (except when upgraded to synthetic crude oil) because paraffinic solvents are too expensive to use as diluent for long-distance transportation. Instead, the solvent is recovered at the Canadian upgraders and piped back to bitumen production fields for reuse as a solvent.

In Situ Recovery

Because most Canadian bitumen is located deep underground, it can only be recovered in place. Although reaching the deposits is not difficult, the challenge in recovering them is in separating and thinning the bitumen for pumping to the surface. A recovery method that is now common involves the injection of pressurized steam into the deposit. The steam thins the bitumen and separates it from the sand while the pressure helps to push the bitumen up the well.

A number of thermally assisted recovery methods are used in the WCSB. The two main methods are cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) and SAGD. CSS involves injecting steam into the bitumen deposit and letting it soak for several weeks. This process causes the bitumen to separate from the sand and become sufficiently fluid for pumping. Over the past decade, SAGD has surpassed CSS as the preferred thermal recovery method because a higher proportion of the bitumen is recovered. SAGD involves drilling two horizontal wells, one located a few feet above the other as shown in Figure 3-3. Steam is injected into the upper well, which heats the bitumen and causes it and steam condensate to drain into the lower well for pumping to the surface. At the surface, condensed water is separated from the recovered bitumen and recycled to produce steam for subsequent applications.

The high recovery ratio of SAGD is an important reason for the growth in Canadian bitumen production. SAGD now accounts for about half the bitumen recovered from the WCSB. Compared with mining, SAGD has the advantage of eliminating the need to wash the ore with hot water because the bitumen is separated from the sand and clay underground. After further treatment (e.g., standard degassing, dewatering, and desalting), the recovered bitumen contains much lower levels of water and sediments (generally less than 0.5 percent by volume) than mined bitumen, and it is sufficiently stable for acceptance by long-distance pipelines. Whereas nearly all mined bitumen is upgraded into synthetic crude oil in Alberta, less than 10 percent of the SAGD-derived bitumen is processed into synthetic crude oil (NEB 2009). Most SAGD-derived bitumen is diluted with lighter oils for transportation by pipeline to U.S. refineries.

---

15 While asphaltene concentrations have significant implications for bitumen viscosity, the removal of all asphaltenes would not reduce viscosity enough for undiluted bitumen to meet pipeline specifications (Rahimi and Gentzis 2006).
16 The exploited deposits are generally less than 750 meters (2,500 feet) underground.
17 In 2011, about 1.7 million barrels per day of bitumen were produced, with surface mining accounting for 51 percent and in situ processes accounting for 49 percent of the production (ERCB 2013).
Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage

1. Feedwater is heated to produce steam.
2. Steam is injected into bitumen-rich oilsands by the upper of two horizontal wells.
3. Steam lowers the viscosity of bitumen, which flows into the lower well and is pumped to the surface.
4. Bitumen and condensed water are stored for transport to an upgrader facility.

FIGURE 3-3 Bitumen recovered using SAGD (ERCB 2012b).

PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION OF DILUTED BITUMEN

According to the U.S. Department of Energy, imports of Canadian diluted bitumen and other crude oils have grown by more than one-third since 2000.18 Partially as a result of Canadian supplies as well as newly exploited domestic oil shale, crude oil imports from other regions of the world are declining. In particular, the Canadian feedstock has supplanted heavy crude oils once imported in large volume from Venezuela and Mexico (Figure 3-4). While more than two-thirds of the Canadian crude oil is refined in the Midwest, refinery demand for this feedstock has been growing in other regions of the country, particularly at Gulf Coast refineries that are equipped to process heavy feed.

U.S. Pipelines Transporting Diluted Bitumen

Figure 3-5 shows U.S. refinery destinations for diluted bitumen and other Canadian crude oils, and Figure 3-6 shows the main pipeline corridors that access these refineries. Major export pipelines from Canada include the Enbridge Lakehead network, which serves several Great Lakes refineries; the TransCanada Keystone pipeline, which accesses the Cushing, Oklahoma, hub and refineries in southern and central Illinois; and the Kinder Morgan Express and Prairie

pipelines, which transport Canadian crude oils to refineries in the Rocky Mountains and provide surplus to refineries farther east and south. These trunk lines are connected to pipelines that deliver feed to refineries as far east as Ohio and western Pennsylvania and as far south as the Texas Gulf Coast and New Mexico. Several connecting pipelines have recently undergone flow reversals, such as the 375-mile Occidental Centurion line, which now runs southwest from Cushing in the direction of El Paso, Texas; the 858-mile ExxonMobil Pegasus line, which runs south from Illinois to refineries on the Gulf Coast; and the 670-mile Enbridge Seaway line, which crosses East Texas and is expected to become fully operational during 2013.

Properties of Diluted Bitumen Shipped by Pipeline

In Canada, the National Energy Board (NEB) administers the tariffs, or terms and conditions, that govern the transportation of crude oil by transmission pipeline. For shipments entering the United States, pipeline operators must also file tariffs with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. As explained in Chapter 2, tariffs contain quality specifications for crude oil shipments that are intended to ensure compliance with the operational requirements of pipelines as well as possession of properties required by refiners. At custody transfer points, pipeline operators sample shipments to confirm compliance with tariff specifications.
Density and Viscosity Levels

To ensure pipeline transportability, NEB tariffs specify that the density of crude oil shipments not exceed 940 kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m³) (about 20 degrees API gravity) and that viscosity not exceed 350 cSt¹⁹ when measured at the posted pipeline operating temperature.²⁰ To meet the specifications, Canadian bitumen is diluted into either “dilbit” or “synbit.” The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers describes dilbit as a bitumen blend consisting of diluent that has a density of less than 800 kg/m³ (45 degrees API). If it has a density greater than or equal to 800 kg/m³, the diluent is presumed to be synthetic crude oil, and the blend is called synbit (CAPP 2013).


¹⁹ Kinematic viscosity and the centistoke (cSt) unit of viscosity measurement have been defined earlier in this chapter.
²⁰ For an example, see Article 1, page 3 (Definition for Heavy Crude) of NEB Tariff Number 4, Keystone Pipeline System Petroleum Tariff (http://www.transcanada.com/docs/Key_Projects/06_NEB_Tariff_No_4_Rules_and_Regs_CL.pdf).
In the case of dilbit, the most common diluents are naphtha-based oils, including natural gas condensate.\textsuperscript{21} The light oils that are used have low densities (<750 kg/m\textsuperscript{3}), high API gravities (>60 degrees), and low viscosities (<1 cSt at room temperature). Compared with condensate, synthetic crude oils have higher densities (825 to 875 kg/m\textsuperscript{3}), lower API gravities (30 to 40 degrees), and higher viscosities (5 to 20 cSt). Some bitumen shipments are diluted with both condensate and synthetic crude oil to produce "dilsynbit."

Dilution and blending activity is common in the petroleum industry, as distillates and light oils are regularly mixed with heavier oils to alter shipment density and viscosity characteristics. The chemical compatibility of the oils and distillates must be considered before blending, particularly to avoid precipitation of asphaltenes. Thick deposits of these components can foul pipelines, pumps, and other equipment to create an increased need for pig cleaning to prevent flow assurance problems (Cimino et al. 1995; Saniere et al. 2004; Leontaritis and Mansoori 1988). Dilution with distillates containing high concentrations of light hydrocarbons such as pentanes and hexanes can cause asphaltenes to precipitate from oils if the distillate makes up a majority of the volume of the blend (Maqbool et al. 2009). The acceptable types and ratios of distillates blended with bitumen have therefore been analyzed to ensure chemical compatibility as well as a transportable product that does not deposit asphaltenes during postproduction storage and transportation (Schermer et al. 2004).

\textsuperscript{21} Condensate liquid is produced from raw natural gas when the temperature is reduced below the boiling temperature of the gas.
As discussed earlier, distillates such as naphtha are usually mixed with bitumen at the production plant to facilitate water and sediment removal. Indeed, all or most of the diluent in diluted bitumen is blended during the processing stage before delivery of shipments for transmission by pipeline. In some cases, more diluent may be added after delivery to the transmission pipeline if further dilution is necessary to meet the density and viscosity levels required for long-distance transportation. Like all crude oil blending, the mixing of diluent and bitumen is designed to make the shipped product miscible, or fully mixed in all proportions. As discussed in Chapter 2, once in the pipeline, batch shipments of diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils are sequenced to avoid contact with lighter crude oil and condensate shipments. Meters along the pipelines track the batched stream to detect any changes in shipment density and viscosity.

After blending, diluted bitumen becomes a mixture of hydrocarbons with a range of molecular weights. As in the case of other crude oils, these hydrocarbons are separated by distillation at recipient refineries. Table 3-1 compares the distilled volume of light (low-molecular-weight) hydrocarbons in three diluted bitumen crude oils and five light, medium, and heavy crude oils imported from Canada. The light hydrocarbons in all crude oils are mainly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-1 Percentage (by Volume) of Low-Molecular-Weight Hydrocarbons in Selected Diluted Bitumen Blends and Other Canadian Crude Oils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access Western Blend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Recovered</th>
<th>Distillation Temperature °C (°F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% 38 (101)</td>
<td>93 (200) 64 (147) 45 (114) 69 (156) 64 (147) 62 (144) 51 (123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% 70 (158) 152 (307) 93 (200) 92 (198) 87 (188) 93 (200) 114 (237) 136 (276)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


22 Information on production processes was obtained from briefings by and interviews with bitumen producers and pipeline operators.
pentanes or heavier, with some measurable butanes and trace amounts of lighter molecules. Because of the diluent, the light fraction of diluted bitumen is comparable with that of medium and heavy crude oils and accounts for 17 to 27 percent of hydrocarbon volume.

The specific diluents used in blending are selected on the basis of many factors, including their availability in bitumen production regions. Table 3-2 shows the chemical and physical properties of the common diluent Southern Lights, a condensate produced in the United States and piped to Alberta. Because of its low viscosity, this condensate and others can be mixed with bitumen at a ratio of about 30:70 by volume. The specific properties are shown in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 also shows the chemical and physical properties of a Suncor synthetic crude oil. Because it has a higher density than condensate, this and other synthetic crude oils are usually blended in even (50:50) ratios with bitumen. Illustrative blending ratios and resulting density and viscosity values for synbit and dilbit are given in Table 3-3.

**TABLE 3-2 Selected Properties of Two Common Diluents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Southern Lights Condensate Diluent</th>
<th>Suncor Synthetic Crude Oil Diluent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API gravity (°)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur (weight percent)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 20°C (68°F) (cSt)</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment (parts per million by weight)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3-3 Example Blending Ratios and Density and Viscosity Levels for Synbit and Dilbit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blend Component</th>
<th>Volume Percent</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Viscosity [cSt at 15°C (59°F)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitumen</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>760,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic crude oil</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilbit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitumen</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>760,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensate</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


23 These blending ratios are nominal and will vary somewhat depending on seasonal temperatures and the flow regime of individual pipeline operators.
Once they are diluted for transportation, shipments of bitumen have physical properties comparable with those of other heavy crude oil shipments, and they can be stored and transported through the same pipeline facilities in a similar manner—that is, without a need to heat the crude oil to increase fluidity. API gravities for dilbit and synbit blends are generally in the low 20 degrees (a density of about 925 kg/m³), and viscosities generally range between 75 and 200 cSt at pipeline operating temperatures.

Table 3-4 shows average density, API gravity, and viscosity values for six common diluted bitumen blends. The values are compared with those of six other heavy Canadian crude oils that are commonly piped to the United States. In some cases, these other heavy crude oils are also blended with lighter oils. As would be expected of commercial crude oils, the 12 sampled products have viscosities that conform to requisite pipeline tariff specifications.

According to API, shipments of diluted bitumen enter transmission pipelines at the same temperatures as other Canadian crude oils, generally in the range of 4°C to 25°C (40°F to 75°F) (API 2013). Temperatures will increase as a result of friction as the crude oil flows through the pipeline and because of high ambient temperatures during summer months. Because more pumping energy is needed for viscous crude oils, the temperature will be elevated in pipeline segments downstream from pumps. The temperature gain from pumping, however, will be the same for diluted bitumen as for other crude oils with similar densities and viscosities. Increasing pumping energy to boost the flow rate will raise the temperature further, but this effect will remain the same for all crude oils with corresponding levels of density and viscosity. Within the constraints of the design and safety factors of a pipeline, an operator may elect to increase the flow rate of any crude oil type as a means of adding throughput capacity, but this is strictly an economic decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-4 Comparison of Density, API Gravity, and Viscosity of Diluted Bitumen and Other Canadian Crude Oils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canadian Heavy Crude Oils</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API gravity (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 20°C (68°F) (cSt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 40°C (104°F) (cSt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diluted Bitumen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API gravity (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 20°C (68°F) (cSt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 40°C (104°F) (cSt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Water and Sediment Content

Refiners dislike crude oil feed containing excess water and sediment that requires filtration and added treatment for effluent disposal. Furthermore, they do not want to pay for the transportation of these impurities in crude oil shipments. Water and sediment are also undesirable from the standpoint of pipeline operators because of the potential for internal corrosion, as discussed in Chapter 5. Canadian pipeline tariffs specify that basic sediment and water (BS&W) in crude oil shipments not exceed 0.5 percent by volume. While U.S. tariffs tend to allow higher BS&W limits (1 percent in most cases), the lower Canadian threshold becomes the constraining factor for diluted bitumen and other crude oils piped into the United States from Canada.

Data specifically on the water content of pipeline shipments are difficult to obtain (as distinguished from data on combined water and sediment volumes). Nevertheless, because the Canadian tariffs are generally more restrictive than those in the United States, it can be inferred that shipments of Canadian crude oils, including diluted bitumen, do not contain more water than other crude oils transported in U.S. transmission pipelines. In the case of sediment, any amounts measured in diluted bitumen are likely to derive from the bitumen, since the diluents are largely free of sediment (as shown in Table 3-2). Some sediment sampling data are available to compare diluted bitumen with other Canadian crude oils. Figure 3-7 shows the average sediment levels for

![Figure 3-7 Average sediment content for nine diluted bitumen blends and 10 light, medium, and heavy Canadian crude oils.](http://www.crudemonitor.ca/condensate.php?acr=SLD; http://www.crudemonitor.ca/crude.php?acr=SYN). Accessed March 1, 2013.]
nine diluted bitumen blends and 10 light, medium, and heavy Canadian crude oils. Average sediment levels range from 18 to 265 parts per million by weight (ppmw) for the diluted bitumen and from 98 to 322 ppmw for the selection of Canadian crude oils. Sediment quantities in this general range (<500 ppmw) will constitute less than 0.05 percent of the crude oil stream. The comparisons suggest that shipments of diluted bitumen contain sediment levels that are within the range of other crude oils piped into the United States.

Other characteristics of entrained sediments, such as the size, shape, mass, and hardness of solid particles, are seldom measured in pipeline shipments or reported in standard crude oil assays. Particle size is a potentially important factor in the tendency of sediments to clog pumps and other pipeline equipment and settle to the pipe bottom to form sludge. The shape, mass, and hardness of solid particles in sediment can also affect the potential for internal erosion.

While data on physical properties are limited, some values for particle size and other properties have been reported in laboratory studies of diluted bitumen and other crude oils. Figure 3-8 shows the particle size distribution of solids in diluted bitumen as measured by McIntyre et al. (2012). Median particle size was 0.1 micron (µm) and rarely exceeded 1 µm. Other data indicate that the distribution of particle size observed by McIntyre et al. (2012) is well within the range of other crude oils shipped by pipeline. The Canadian Crude Quality Technical Association (CCQTA) has spot sampled the desalter effluent from three refineries in Canada and the United States. The effluent was derived from crude oils other than diluted bitumen. The

![Graph: Particle size distribution of solids in diluted bitumen](image)

**FIGURE 3-8** Particle size distribution of solids in diluted bitumen. (Source: McIntyre et al. 2012.)

---

24 Most contaminants are expressed as parts per million (ppm), which is 1 milligram per kilogram for weight (noted as 1 ppmw) or 1 milligram per liter for volume (noted as 1 ppmv). 1,000 ppmw = 0.1 percent of weight.
particle size distributions from these samples are shown in Table 3-5. The median particle sizes for the samples ranged from about 0.4 to 1.6 µm, higher than the median particle size reported for the diluted bitumen sampled by McIntyre et al. (2012).

CCQTA data on the nature of solids filtered from five diluted bitumen and two heavy crude oil samples show median particle sizes that are comparable across the samples, ranging from 1.0 to 2.4 microns for four of the five diluted bitumen samples and from 1.9 to 2.3 microns for the two heavy crude oil samples. The fifth diluted bitumen sample had a median particle size of 5.6 microns. The maximum particle sizes in the five diluted bitumen samples ranged from 11 to 92 microns, while the maximum value for the two heavy crude oils was 33 microns. Data are more limited for characterizing the shape, mass, and hardness of solids in diluted bitumen and other crude oils. As noted earlier, the sand grains in unprocessed bitumen contain hard silicate minerals such as quartz, feldspar, and mica, in addition to the softer minerals found in clay fines (Strausz and Lown 2003, 31–32). However, the in situ–produced bitumen that is processed and diluted for pipeline transportation does not contain the same high levels of sand, clay fines, and other sediments found in bitumen in its native state. McIntyre et al. (2012) reported that about 1 percent of the solids in sampled diluted bitumen consisted of quartz, while clay materials (16 percent) and hydrocarbon and coke-like materials (83 percent) accounted for the remainder. X-ray diffraction analysis of the solids in the five diluted bitumen and two heavy oil samples taken by CCQTA indicate that silicate particles are more abundant in the solids of diluted bitumen (accounting for 13 to 45 percent of crystalline solids) than in the solids of other heavy crude oils sampled (accounting for 5 to 8 percent of crystalline solids). However, the five diluted bitumen samples did not contain high levels of sediment, with none exceeding 350 ppmw (0.035 percent).

### TABLE 3-5 Size Distribution of Solid Particles Obtained from Refinery Effluent for Crude Oils Other Than Diluted Bitumen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Size (µm)</th>
<th>Refinery A</th>
<th>Refinery B</th>
<th>Refinery C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>Sample 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Data provided by CCQTA and derived from Oil Sands Bitumen Processability Project. Presented to the committee on October 23, 2012 (http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/dilbit/SegatoLimieux102312.pdf).

---

25 Data obtained from the CCQTA Oil Sands Bitumen Processability Project. Presented to the committee on October 23, 2012 (http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/dilbit/SegatoLimieux102312.pdf).

26 Data obtained from the CCQTA Oil Sands Bitumen Processability Project. Presented to the committee on October 23, 2012 (http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/dilbit/SegatoLimieux102312.pdf). According to the CCQTA representative presenting the data, X-ray diffraction analysis does not measure the noncrystalline solids, which can account for 30 percent or more of the solids of sediment.
Other Properties

Pipeline tariffs in Canada and the United States generally do not contain specifications for shipment properties apart from those discussed above, although crude oil producers and refiners may have private agreements that specify qualities such as acidity and sulfur content. Table 3-6 shows the acidity and sulfur content for several sampled Canadian heavy crude oils and diluted bitumen blends.

The acidity of crude oil is generally referenced by using total acid number (TAN), a measure of the amount (in milligrams) of potassium hydroxide (KOH) needed to neutralize the acid in a gram of oil. TAN usually increases with the extent of oil biodegradation and generally is in the range of 0.5 to 3.0 for heavy oils (Strausz and Lown 2003, 430). Although it overlaps with the range of TANs found in heavy Canadian crude oils (as shown in Table 3-6), the range of acid content in diluted bitumen blends is generally higher than the range in other crude oils because of the greater biodegradation of the natural bitumen and resulting concentrations of high-molecular-weight organic acids.

The type of acid in diluted bitumen is more important to pipeline operators than total acid content. High-molecular-weight organic acids, such as naphthenic acids, are stable in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3-6 Sulfur and Total Acid Content in Sampled Canadian Heavy Crude Oils and Diluted Bitumen Blends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sulfur</strong> (percentage by weight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canadian Heavy Crude Oils</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fosterton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloydminster Blend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloydminster Kerrobert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canadian Select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diluted Bitumen Blends</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albian Heavy Synthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Western Blend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Rock Seal Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace River Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smiley–Coleville Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statoil Cheecham Blend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surmount Heavy Blend Synbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canadian Blend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pipeline transportation environment. These acids have boiling points higher than water and do not react at pipeline operating temperatures. Although the organic acids can be corrosive to metals used in refineries processing crude oils at temperatures above 300°C (570°F), they are not corrosive to steels at pipeline temperatures (Nesic et al. 2012). This distinction is discussed further in Chapter 5.

The Canadian heavy crude oils and diluted bitumen contain 2.5 to 5 percent sulfur by weight. Whereas condensate and synthetic crude oils are largely free of sulfur (as shown in Table 3-2), natural bitumen contains 4 to 6 percent sulfur. As described earlier, most of the sulfur in bitumen is bound in stable hydrocarbon structures. Sulfur levels in the 2.5 to 5 percent range, as found in processed bitumen diluted for transportation, are high for light- and medium-density crude oils but not unusual for heavy crude oils. While high sulfur content in crude oil is generally undesirable for refining, it is problematic for transmission pipelines mainly if it exists in surface-active compounds and hydrogen sulfide (H₂S). H₂S is a weak acid that is corrosive to pipelines for reasons explained in Chapter 5. Available test data on the H₂S content in crude oil indicate lower levels in diluted bitumen (less than 25 ppmw in liquid phase) than in other crude oils of various densities (Figure 3-9).

![Graph showing H₂S content of diluted bitumen and other crude oils](image)

**FIGURE 3-9** H₂S content of diluted bitumen and other crude oils. (H₂S is measured in liquid phase by using ASTM Test Method 5263. H₂S remains in a liquid state in pipelines because the partial pressures of operating pipelines are below the bubble point.) (Data submitted to the committee on November 13, 2012, by the Pipeline Sour Service Project Group of CCQTA.)
Shipment Properties and Operating Parameters Reported by Operators

For additional data on the transport properties of diluted bitumen, the committee prepared a questionnaire for the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA). CEPA distributed the questionnaire to member companies that regularly transport diluted bitumen by transmission pipeline. The questionnaire and responses from five Canadian operators are provided in Appendix A. A summary of the operator responses on the properties of diluted bitumen is provided in Table 3-7. All of the reported values for BS&W, H₂S, sulfur, density, TAN, and operating temperature are within the ranges provided in the preceding tables and figures.

With respect to the pipeline flow regime, the surveyed pipeline operators reported average flow velocities of 0.75 to 2.5 meters per second (2.5 to 6.7 feet per second) in transmission pipelines that mostly range in diameter from 20 to 42 inches but that include some mileage consisting of pipe having smaller (8 inches) and larger (up to 48 inches) diameters. Without knowledge of the pipe diameter associated with each reported flow velocity, the resulting flow cannot be verified as turbulent. In general, flow velocities ranging between 0.75 and 2.5 meters per second would be expected to maintain turbulent flow in pipelines ranging from 8 to 48 inches in diameter when they transport crude oils with the range of viscosities (113 to 153 cSt at 20°C) reported for the diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils shown in Table 3-4.

The committee asked pipeline operators for information on the content of oxygen and carbon dioxide in shipments because these dissolved gases can be an important factor in the corrosion of pipe steel, for reasons explained in Chapter 5. Pipeline operators do not routinely measure oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in crude oil shipments because of the difficulty associated with sampling and detecting these gases. Nevertheless, the operators reported that because diluted bitumen and other crude oils enter the pipeline system deaerated, there should be no significant difference in the concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide gas in products transported in the same pipelines. Operators also reported that as a general matter they aggressively seek to limit avenues for air entry into the pipeline at all times, including periods of storage and blending and pumping operations.

### TABLE 3-7 Properties and Operating Parameters of Diluted Bitumen Shipments Reported by Five Canadian Pipeline Operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property or Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Range of Reported Averages</th>
<th>Lowest and Highest Values in Reported Normal Ranges</th>
<th>Highest Reported Extremes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS&amp;W</td>
<td>Volume percent</td>
<td>0.18 to 0.35</td>
<td>0.05 to 0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂S</td>
<td>ppmw</td>
<td>&lt;0.50 to 6.77</td>
<td>&lt;0.50 to 11.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur</td>
<td>Weight percent</td>
<td>3.10 to 4.00</td>
<td>2.45 to 4.97</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>API gravity</td>
<td>19.8 to 22.1</td>
<td>19.0 to 23.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>mg KOH/g</td>
<td>1.00 to 1.30</td>
<td>0.85 to 2.49</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>°C (°F)</td>
<td>10 to 27 (50 to 81)</td>
<td>4 to 43 (39 to 109)</td>
<td>50 (122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate</td>
<td>feet/second</td>
<td>2.5 to 6.7</td>
<td>0.5 to 8.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>430 to 930</td>
<td>43.5 to 1,440</td>
<td>1,440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Operators reported that oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations are not routinely measured in shipments of crude oil. See Appendix A for complete survey results.
SUMMARY

The bitumen imported into the United States is produced from Canadian oil sands. The bitumen is both mined or recovered in situ by using thermally assisted techniques. Because a large share of the bitumen deposits is too deep for mining, in situ recovery accounts for an increasing percentage of production. Because mined bitumen does not generally have qualities suitable for pipeline transportation and refinery feed, it is processed in Canada into synthetic crude oil. Bitumen recovered through use of thermally assisted methods has water and sediment content that is sufficiently low for long-distance pipeline transportation. The bitumen imported for refinery feed in the United States is recovered through in situ methods rather than mining.

Like all forms of petroleum, Canadian bitumen is a by-product of decomposed organic materials and thus a mixture of many hydrocarbons. The bitumen contains a large concentration of asphaltenes and other complex hydrocarbons that give bitumen its high density and viscosity. At ambient temperatures, bitumen does not flow and must be diluted for transportation by unheated pipelines. The diluents consist of light oils, including natural gas condensate and light synthetic crude oils. Although the diluents consist of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, diluted bitumen does not contain a higher percentage of these light hydrocarbons than do other crude oils. The dilution process yields a stable and fully mixed product for shipping by pipeline with density and viscosity levels in the range of other crude oils transported by pipeline in the United States.

Shipments of diluted bitumen are transported at operating temperatures, flow rates, and pressure settings typical of crude oils with similar density and viscosity. Water and sediment content conforms to the Canadian tariff limits, which are more restrictive than those in U.S. pipeline tariffs. Solids in the sediment of diluted bitumen are comparable in quantity and size with solids in other crude oils transported by pipeline. While the sulfur in diluted bitumen is at the high end of the range for crude oils, it is bound in stable hydrocarbon compounds and is not a source of corrosive hydrogen sulfide. Diluted bitumen has higher total acid content than many other crude oils because of relatively high concentrations of high-molecular-weight organic acids that are not reactive at pipeline temperatures.
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Review of Pipeline Incident Data

This chapter reviews U.S. and Canadian pipeline incident statistics and investigations for insight into whether transmission pipelines experience more releases when they transport diluted bitumen than when they transport other crude oils.

U.S. AND CANADIAN INCIDENT DATA

The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) requires that all regulated pipeline operators report unintended releases that meet certain thresholds of release quantities or impact severity. PHMSA tracks and analyzes these reports to inform its inspection, investigation, and enforcement activities. PHMSA inspectors also conduct more in-depth investigations of selected incidents. Incidents involving especially severe consequences, such as deaths, injuries, evacuations, and environmental damage, may also be investigated by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). Through field and forensic investigations, NTSB assesses both causal and contributing factors and recommends preventive and follow-up actions, including regulatory responses. The National Energy Board (NEB) and Transportation Safety Board (TSB) serve similar functions, respectively, for incidents involving pipelines in Canada. PHMSA and NEB incident statistics and investigations, as well as relevant investigations by NTSB and TSB, are reviewed next.

PHMSA Incident Data and Investigations

PHMSA regulations require that operators of hazardous liquid pipelines, which include crude oil pipelines, report any incident that involves a release of 5 gallons or more or explosion, fire, serious injury, or significant property damage. Incidents that involve any component of the pipeline facility, including line pipe, tanks, valves, manifolds, and pumps, must be reported. A short reporting form is required for notifying the agency of small releases, and a longer form is required for larger releases and any release into water exceeding 5 gallons. Before 2002 the threshold for reporting releases was 50 barrels. The reporting changes make comparisons of recent release data with historical performance difficult. A further complication of the reporting system is that while PHMSA reporting covers most crude oil pipelines, there are exceptions to coverage, such as some intrastate pipelines and gathering systems.

The number of incidents reported for regulated crude oil pipelines during 2002 to 2011 is shown in Figure 4-1. During the 10-year period, the number of large incidents fluctuated from about 80 to 120 per year. Total releases trended downward from about 190 to 150 per year, with small releases accounting for between one-third and one-half of the total. System components involved in the releases are shown in Figure 4-2. Main-line pipe and tanks were involved in

---

1 More discussion of PHMSA safety oversight programs can be found in Appendix B.
2 NTSB recommendations pertaining to PHMSA’s pipeline safety authorities can be found at http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/regs/ntsb.
3 49 CFR 195.50.
about one-third of the incidents, while all other equipment, such as pumps, valves, and fittings, accounted for the rest. A generalization that can be made is that the larger releases tend to be associated with main-line pipe, and sometimes with tanks, whereas the other system components tend to experience smaller releases on average. For 2002 to 2012, the pattern of releases by system component and cause is shown in Figure 4-3 and Table 4-1. The causal distribution differed by component. For main-line pipe, internal corrosion was the cause of about one-third of releases, while external corrosion and outside force damage accounted for most of the remainder. For most other pipeline components, incorrect operation and malfunctioning equipment were the main causes of incidents. Most of the corrosion-related incidents reported to PHMSA occurred in pipes and pumps. Main-line pipe was the dominant location for external corrosion. Whereas main-line pipe also accounted for about one-third of incidents involving internal corrosion, more of these incidents occurred in pumps.

Each year, PHMSA inspectors select as many as two dozen pipeline incidents for more thorough investigation on the basis of the severity of the consequences, the nature of the suspected failure modes, and the incident and compliance history of the pipeline system involved. The investigations normally consist of site visits, forensic tests, interviews with operating personnel, and reviews of operator records. Since 2005, PHMSA has conducted 63 investigations of natural gas and hazardous liquid pipelines, including 14 incidents involving onshore crude oil transmission pipelines. The latter incidents are referenced in Table 4-2. In the

![Annual releases](image)

**FIGURE 4-1** Crude oil pipeline incidents reported to PHMSA, 2002 to 2011. (Incident data were provided to the committee by PHMSA during the October 23, 2012, committee meeting.)

---

two cases found to have involved internal corrosion, factors other than the properties of the crude oils transported were cited as causes. In three other cases, investigators reported that internal pressure cycles and associated stress loadings may have contributed to the formation and growth of cracks initiated at sites of external corrosion.

Apart from providing some examples of possible failures related to the transported product, the PHMSA investigations do not provide evidence that pipelines transporting diluted bitumen are more susceptible to release. In the next chapter, the chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen are examined to deduce possible susceptibilities to pipeline damage.
FIGURE 4-3 Crude oil pipeline incident reports to PHMSA by cause of release and system component involved, 2002 to 2012. (Source: U.S. Department of State 2013, Volume IV, Appendix K.)

TABLE 4-1 Crude Oil Pipeline Incident Reports to PHMSA by Cause of Release and System Component Involved, 2002 to 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reports of Pipeline Releases to PHMSA, 2002–2012</th>
<th>Pipe</th>
<th>Tanks</th>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>Pumps</th>
<th>Unspecified Component</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weather or natural force</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect operations</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside force</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment malfunction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture or construction</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified corrosion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal corrosion</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External corrosion</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified cause</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>1,695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: U.S. Department of State 2013, Volume IV, Appendix K.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Failure</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Commodity Released</th>
<th>System Component</th>
<th>Attributed Cause</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/12/05</td>
<td>Jayhawk Pipeline</td>
<td>Stevens, Kansas</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>7-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Internal corrosion</td>
<td>Sand and saltwater collected in a low point in the pipeline, resulting in corrosive conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1/07</td>
<td>Enbridge Energy Partners</td>
<td>Clark County, Wisconsin</td>
<td>Crude oil from Canada</td>
<td>24-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Defect in manufacture</td>
<td>Weld seams did not fuse during pipe manufacture. The defect grew to a critical size by fatigue from operating pressure cycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/13/07</td>
<td>Enbridge Energy Partners</td>
<td>Clearbrook, Minnesota</td>
<td>Crude oil from Canada</td>
<td>34-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Defect in manufacture</td>
<td>Pipe was transported to the construction site on rail cars, causing fatigue cracks from cyclical loading. Pressure cycling during operations may have caused the cracks to grow to failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/18/09</td>
<td>Mid-Valley Pipeline</td>
<td>Cygnet, Ohio</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>12-in. branch connection to main line</td>
<td>Material failure</td>
<td>The combined loading of the branch connection, valve, and flanging caused the branch attachment to crack at the weld.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/9/09</td>
<td>Enbridge Energy Partners</td>
<td>Gowan, Minnesota</td>
<td>Crude oil from Canada</td>
<td>26-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Material failure</td>
<td>A sleeve installed 20 years earlier to repair a pipe split opened at a deficient weld.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/23/09</td>
<td>Enterprise Products</td>
<td>Galveston, Texas</td>
<td>Crude oil from offshore</td>
<td>Meter station component</td>
<td>Material failure in a fitting</td>
<td>Cap screws on a stainless steel pressure switch failed because of hydrogen-assisted cracking promoted by galvanic corrosion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/1/10</td>
<td>Mid-Valley Pipeline</td>
<td>Gregg County, Texas</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>Tank farm manifold piping</td>
<td>Internal corrosion</td>
<td>Internal corrosion occurred in a dead-leg section of pipe with no flow during normal operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/11/10</td>
<td>Chevron Pipe Line</td>
<td>Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>10-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Outside force damage</td>
<td>An electric charge jumped from a metal fence to the pipe, creating a 0.5-in. hole in the top of the pipe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/14/10</td>
<td>Suncor Energy Pipeline</td>
<td>Laramie, Wyoming</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>Breakout tank</td>
<td>Incorrect operation</td>
<td>Operating personnel did not respond to an alarm indicating tank capacity had been reached.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
TABLE 4-2 (continued) PHMSA Crude Oil Pipeline Incident Investigations, 2005 to 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Failure</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Commodity Released</th>
<th>System Component</th>
<th>Attributed Cause</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/16/10</td>
<td>Shell Pipeline</td>
<td>Vinton, Louisiana</td>
<td>Crude oil from offshore</td>
<td>22-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Material failure</td>
<td>The coating disbonded at a bend in the pipe allowing the onset of corrosion. Cyclical loading due to normal batch operations may have contributed to crack growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/1/10</td>
<td>Chevron Pipe Line</td>
<td>Salt Lake County, Utah</td>
<td>Crude oil (condensate)</td>
<td>Valve used for water injection in main line</td>
<td>Incorrect operation</td>
<td>Water was not properly drained from the valve. Internal pressure brought on by freezing water caused the valve connection to leak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/26/11</td>
<td>Chevron Pipe Line</td>
<td>Plaquemine s Parish, Louisiana</td>
<td>Crude oil from offshore</td>
<td>10-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Excavation damage</td>
<td>The pipeline was being lowered while in service. Stress concentrations from the procedure caused fracturing in an area with preexisting dents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/21/11</td>
<td>Enterprise Products</td>
<td>Cushing, Oklahoma</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>8-in. pipe within terminal area</td>
<td>Incorrect operation</td>
<td>Personnel purging a pipe failed to shut down the pump, which resulted in the delivery being pumped against a closed valve, causing a pipe with preexisting manufacturing defects to fail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/11</td>
<td>ExxonMobil Pipeline</td>
<td>Laurel, Montana</td>
<td>Crude oil</td>
<td>12-in. main-line pipe section</td>
<td>Outside force damage</td>
<td>River flooding caused debris to strike and rupture the line.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: PHMSA’s pipeline failure investigation reports can be found at http://phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/library/failure-reports.

NEB Incident Statistics

NEB regulates interprovincial pipelines in Canada. The regulated network consists of 11,000 miles of crude oil pipeline, nearly all of which are in transmission systems. Regulated operators must file an “accident” record if a pipeline facility experiences a fatal or serious injury, fire, or explosion due to a release; any other damage to the pipeline that causes a release; and any form of outside force damage, even if it does not lead to a release. In addition, operators are required to file an “incident” report in the event of an uncontrolled release, operations that exceed design limits, an abnormality that reduces structural integrity, or a shutdown for safety reasons. These reported incidents do not necessarily involve releases.
From 2004 to 2011, NEB received 12 accident reports and 292 incident reports involving crude oil transmission pipelines (TSB 2012, Table 5). Of the 292 incidents involving pipeline integrity issues—such as internal and external degradation—cracks accounted for the largest share, almost 30 percent (see Figure 4-4). Metal loss, mainly from corrosion, was reported in 16 percent of incidents. Of the 12 accident reports, one involved combined corrosion and cracking (stress corrosion cracking), as discussed in more detail below.

NTSB and TSB Investigations

The main transportation safety investigative bodies in the United States and Canada are NTSB and TSB, respectively. Although their pipeline investigations are thorough, they are infrequent and selective. For example, over the past decade NTSB has investigated fewer than a dozen

FIGURE 4-4 Causes of crude oil transmission pipeline incidents reported to NEB, 2004 to 2011. (Source: TSB 2012, Table 5.)

\footnote{Before 2004, the definition of reportable incident used by NEB was different from that used today. The reporting change makes longer-term trend analysis less meaningful.}
pipeline incidents, most involving pipelines carrying volatile commodities such as natural gas and refined products. The investigations are helpful in understanding factors that can interact to cause pipeline damage and failures, but they produce limited information useful in assessing the effect of specific crude oil types or crude oil properties on pipeline release probabilities.

In 2012, NTSB completed an investigation of a pipeline failure in which diluted bitumen was reported to have been released. The incident involved a 30-inch transmission pipeline that ruptured and released 20,000 barrels of product into a river near Marshall, Michigan (NTSB 2012). The investigators determined that the cause of the rupture was cracks that had formed in a corrosion pit on the outside of the pipe under a disbanded polyethylene tape coating. The cracks coalesced and grew as a result of stresses on the pipe, a process known as environmentally assisted cracking (EAC), which is described in more detail in Chapter 5. The Marshall release attracted considerable attention because of the consequences of the release and the actions of the operator. However, NTSB did not report that specific properties of the products transported through the pipeline at the time of the event or in the past had caused or contributed to the pipeline damage.

As noted above, one of the 12 crude oil pipeline accidents reported to NEB since 2004 involved a corroded and cracked pipeline. This release, which occurred in 2007, was investigated by TSB. The release was from a 34-inch transmission pipeline originating in Alberta and transporting crude oil to the United States (TSB 2007). A forensic analysis of the ruptured pipe joint detected a shallow corrosion pit at a weld on the outside of the pipe that led to a stress corrosion crack, which eventually spread and fractured the pipe. TSB investigators determined that the polyethylene tape coating had tented over the weld, shielding the pipe from the beneficial effects of the cathodic protection current. The corrosion pit that developed because of the tape failure became a stress concentration site where cracks formed and grew. TSB noted that 2 years earlier the operator had converted the pipeline to batch operations and surmised that this operational change may have contributed to crack growth as a result of more cyclic stress loadings from internal pressure fluctuations. Whether specific varieties of crude oil in the stream had properties that contributed to more severe pressure cycling was not reported by TSB.

A review of other NTSB and TSB investigations over the past decade did not indicate any cases in which specific crude oil types or shipment properties were associated with causes of pipeline damage or failure.

Assessment of Information from Incident Reports

The causes of pipeline incidents reported to PHMSA are proximate and broadly categorized. Incidents categorized as corrosion damage, for example, do not distinguish among those occurring as a result of the action of microorganisms, in combination with stress cracking, or at sites of preexisting mechanical damage. Some types of damage, such as EAC, may be categorized alternatively as caused by corrosion, a manufacturing defect, or a material failure. Whereas NTSB and TSB investigations provide detailed information on factors causing and
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6 NTSB pipeline investigation reports are available at http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/reports_pipeline.html.
7 NEB may conduct its own investigations of a reported incident to ensure that safety regulations are being followed and to determine the need for remedial actions.
8 When the tape disbands from the pipe steel, moisture can accumulate beneath the tape surface. Because the tape has fairly high electrical insulation properties, it can prevent cathodic protection current from reaching the exposed steel subject to corrosion.
contributing to pipeline releases, the investigations are too few in number to assess the causal effects of specific crude oil types and their properties.

Because of the potentially large number of factors associated with a given release, it is often difficult to isolate the role of any single causative factor, such as the effect of the specific crude oil being transported on time-dependent mechanisms such as corrosion and cracking. Sources of pipeline damage affected by the crude oils transported, either at the time of the release or in earlier shipments, are most pertinent to this study. Neither PHMSA nor NEB incident data contain information on the types of crude oils transported or the properties of past shipments in the affected pipeline.

STATE AND PROVINCIAL INCIDENT DATA

Some U.S. states and Canadian provinces maintain reporting systems for incidents in intrastate and intraprovincial pipeline systems, including gathering lines. The Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) holds this responsibility in Alberta. In the United States, several state regulators have authority over intrastate pipelines, including the state fire marshal of California. Pipeline incident data and analyses derived from both of these jurisdictions were considered.

Alberta ERCB Incident Data

The Alberta ERCB regulates and monitors the safe performance of oil pipelines in the province, with the exception of approximately 700 miles of NEB-regulated transmission pipeline crossing into other provinces and the United States. ERCB mandates reporting of all pipeline incidents involving a release or damage from an outside force. In 2007, the agency reviewed the causes of 411 crude oil pipeline incidents reported from 1990 to 2005 (EUB 2007). The ERCB analysis showed that the largest single cause was internal corrosion, which the agency ascribed to the effects of the large percentage of gathering pipelines in the province. These small-diameter lines were described as susceptible to internal corrosion because of repeated low-flow conditions; frequent stopping and idling of movements; and the mixture of raw crude oil, gases, sediments, and waters carried from production fields (EUB 2007, 30). About 29 percent of the roughly 11,000 miles of ERCB-regulated pipeline mileage consisted of pipe with a diameter of 4 inches or less, and 73 percent had a diameter of 12 inches or less. Only about 1 percent of the mileage consisted of pipelines having a diameter of more than 22 inches.

Although ERCB release statistics have at times been cited as evidence of a corrosive effect of diluted bitumen on pipelines (Swift et al. 2011), the regulated systems represented by these incident statistics are not comparable with transmission pipelines in size, operations, or, most important, contents. As a result, the committee concluded that the ERCB data were not useful for the purposes of this study.

California Pipeline Safety Study

Pipeline operators in California have a long history of transporting crude oils with physical properties similar to those of Canadian crude oils and diluted bitumen. Most of the oil from the

---

9 The Energy and Utilities Board regulated pipelines in Alberta until it was replaced in 2008 by ERCB.
San Joaquin Valley, for instance, has an American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity of 18 degrees or less, with the Kern River field producing especially dense crude oil with an API gravity of about 13 degrees (Sheridan 2006). Like bitumen producers, California oil producers commonly use thermal recovery techniques, such as injecting steam through the wellbore, to reduce crude oil viscosity and facilitate pumping to the surface. Heavier California crude oils are often transported undiluted through heated pipelines. This is not the case for Canadian bitumen, which is diluted for transportation.¹⁰

California has nearly 3,300 miles of transmission pipelines subject to federal safety regulation.¹¹ In addition, the state contains 3,000 to 4,000 miles of state-regulated pipeline, most of it in gathering systems. Responsibility for regulating the safety of hazardous liquid pipelines in California is shared by PHMSA and the California State Fire Marshal (CSFM).

In 1993, CSFM issued a report of the incident history of hazardous liquid pipelines in the state from 1981 to 1990 (CSFM 1993). The report examined releases from state and federally regulated lines, including those transporting refined petroleum products. Operators were required to submit records of releases during the period regardless of release quantity or consequences, along with information on pipeline diameter, length, age, operating temperature, and external coating type. Although the report is now 20 years old, its results have been cited as indicative of the potential effects of diluted bitumen on pipeline integrity (NRDC 2011).

The CSFM study documented 502 releases from hazardous liquid pipelines in California during the 10-year period. Analyses of the incident records indicated that external corrosion was the leading cause of releases, accounting for 59 percent, followed by third-party damage (20 percent), equipment malfunctions (5 percent), and weld failures (4 percent). Internal corrosion accounted for 3 percent, while operator error accounted for 2 percent.¹² Crude oil pipelines generated 62 percent of total releases, including 70 percent of the releases attributed to external corrosion.

While the CSFM study did not investigate each reported incident in depth, statistical analyses of the 502 records presented some patterns of interest. The age of the pipeline was correlated with a higher release rate. For example, 62 percent of the releases occurred in pipelines constructed before 1950, even though these lines accounted for only 18 percent of pipeline mileage. CSFM noted that many of the pipelines built in California during the first half of the 20th century lacked cathodic protection for most of their service lives, which suggests that the lack of cathodic protection, coupled with the absence of coatings or use of older coating materials, may have led to the high incidence of external corrosion relative to other failure causes.¹³ The CSFM analysis revealed that 22 percent of the external corrosion incidents occurred in pipelines that were uncoated, and another 53 percent occurred in pipelines coated or wrapped with certain materials, most often asphalt and tar.

One finding that stood out among pipelines experiencing external corrosion was the disproportionate number of small-diameter pipelines that were operating at relatively high temperatures. Operating temperature was highly correlated with external corrosion—more than half the releases from external corrosion occurred in the 21 percent of pipeline mileage in which

---

¹⁰ As discussed in Chapter 2, California oil fields are served by transmission pipelines that connect to refineries elsewhere in the state. The transmission pipelines do not cross state borders.
¹¹ Pipeline mileage by state is available at the following PHMSA website:
¹² All other causes accounted for 7 percent of releases.
¹³ As is discussed in Chapter 5, some older coating technologies shield cathodic protection currents.
the operating temperature regularly reached or exceeded 55°C (130°F). In addition, a large portion of the pipelines experiencing external corrosion consisted of small-diameter pipe. Although they accounted for only 13 percent of pipeline mileage, pipelines with diameters of less than 8 inches accounted for 21 percent of external corrosion incidents. Larger pipelines, with diameters of 16 inches or more, accounted for 23 percent of mileage but only 6 percent of the external corrosion incidents.

The preponderance of external corrosion incidents in smaller-diameter pipe and pipelines with high operating temperatures does not indicate that transmission pipelines contributed to the high rate of pipeline releases in California during the 1980s. Instead, the results suggest that older lines, many of which lacked modern coatings and cathodic protection for much of their operating history, were the main source of the releases. The high operating temperatures of many of these pipelines can be attributed to the thermal recovery methods used for California crude oil production. While the California experience illustrates the problems that can arise when pipelines are not properly protected against external corrosion, it is not indicative of the protections afforded crude oil transmission pipelines today.14

SUMMARY

A logical step in addressing the question of whether shipments of diluted have a greater propensity to causes pipeline releases than shipments of other crude oils is to examine historical release records. The incident statistics can be used to identify the general sources of pipeline failure. However, the information contained in the U.S. and Canadian incident records is insufficient to draw definitive conclusions. One reason is that the causal categories in the databases lack the specificity needed to assess the particular ways in which transporting diluted bitumen can affect the susceptibility of pipelines to failure. Another reason is that incident records do not contain information on the types of crude oil transported and the properties of past shipments in the affected pipeline. Because many pipeline releases involve cumulative and time-dependent damage, there is no practical way to trace the transportation history of a damaged pipeline to assess the role played by each type of crude oil and its properties in transport.

Incident reporting systems in Canada and the United States do not have uniform reporting criteria and coverage. Given the relatively small number of pipeline incidents, even minor variations in reporting criteria can lead to significant differences in incident frequencies and causal patterns. Some reporting systems combine incident reports from oil gathering and transmission systems, while others do not. Variation in reporting coverage is problematic because gathering pipelines are fundamentally different from transmission pipelines in design, maintenance, and operations and in the quality and quantity of the liquids they carry.
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Assessing the Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Pipelines

This chapter examines the main causes of pipeline failure and the physical and chemical properties of the transported crude oils that can affect each. The relevant properties of diluted bitumen and other crude oil shipments are compared to make judgments about whether transporting diluted bitumen increases the likelihood that a pipeline will fail. Consideration is then given to whether pipeline operators, in transporting diluted bitumen, alter their operating and maintenance procedures in ways that can inadvertently make pipelines more prone to failure.

The following sections examine the potential sources of failure in pipelines from (a) internal degradation, (b) external degradation, and (c) mechanical forces. Because it is exposed to the shipped liquid, the inside of the pipe is the most obvious location to look for possible sources of damage from shipments. Corrosion is the main cause of internal degradation in crude oil transmission pipelines, followed to a lesser extent by erosion. Although the outside of the pipeline is not in contact with the shipped liquid, pipeline operating conditions associated with the shipment can affect the exterior of a transmission pipeline. Corrosion and cracking are the main sources of external degradation that can be affected by these conditions. Mechanical damage to the pipeline from overpressurization and outside forces also can be affected indirectly by the liquid in the pipeline.

SOURCES OF INTERNAL DEGRADATION

Pipelines sustain internal damage primarily as a result of progressive deterioration caused by corrosion and erosion of the mild steel used to manufacture line pipe. Internal corrosion is an electrochemical process that typically causes damage to the bottom of the pipe when water is present. Erosion is a mechanical process that causes metal loss along the interior wall of the pipe because of the repeated impact of solid particles, particularly at bends and other areas of flow disturbance. Both forms of attack reduce pipe wall thickness and can penetrate the wall fully to cause leaks or decrease the strength of the metal remaining in the wall to produce a rupture. Internal corrosion is more prevalent than erosion in crude oil transmission pipelines. Both sources of internal pipeline damage are reviewed next, and the potential for diluted bitumen to affect their occurrence in crude oil transmission pipelines is assessed.

Internal Corrosion

The electrochemical process that causes iron in steel to corrode involves anodic and cathodic reactions. The main anodic reaction is the oxidative dissolution of iron. The main cathodic reaction is reductive evolution of hydrogen. The main species that contribute to a higher rate of corrosion are dissolved acid gases such as carbon dioxide (CO₂) and hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) as well as organic acids. For the electrochemical reactions to occur, an ionizing solvent must be present, which in the pipeline environment is usually water. Salts, acids, and bases dissolved in the water create the necessary electrolyte.
To prevent external corrosion, pipes are coated on the outside surface and cathodic protection is applied. In the case of internal corrosion, protecting the steel through the use of a coating or cathodic protection is impractical for various reasons. To prevent internal corrosion, therefore, pipeline operators try to keep water and other contaminants out of the crude oil stream and to design their systems so as to reduce places where any residual quantities can accumulate on the pipe bottom. They also use operational means to limit deposition, including maintenance of turbulent flow; periodic cleaning with pigs; and the injection of chemicals, called corrosion inhibitors, that disperse and suspend water in the crude oil and form a protective barrier on the pipe surface.

When crude oil is pumped from the ground, it is accompanied by some water and varying amounts of CO₂ and H₂S as well as certain organic acids. Crude oil producers try to minimize these impurities in delivering a stabilized product to the transmission pipeline, but eliminating them is prohibitively expensive. Transmission pipelines carrying crude oil therefore typically have some small amount of water and sediment (usually less than 1 percent by volume), and dissolved CO₂ and H₂S will exist in even smaller quantities. Of interest to this study is whether diluted bitumen contains any more of these corrosive contaminants than do other crude oils or whether these contaminants are more likely to settle and accumulate on the bottom surface of pipelines transporting diluted bitumen.

The various means by which water, sediment, dissolved gases, and other materials can cause internal corrosion of crude oil transmission pipelines are reviewed next.

**Water Deposition and Wetting**

Oil by itself is not corrosive to mild steel pipe in the temperature range in which transmission pipelines operate, which is typically well below 100°C. Water contact with the inside pipe wall is an essential precondition for internal corrosion. Pure water is not a significant source of corrosion when it acts alone. As discussed in more detail below, however, water in the presence of certain dissolved contaminants, such as CO₂, H₂S, and oxygen (O₂), will cause corrosion if the water is allowed to contact and wet the steel surface of the pipe. In theory, a pipeline carrying oil and a small amount of water will not experience internal corrosion if the water is dispersed and suspended in the oil rather than flowing as a separate phase in contact with the bottom of the pipe. The following factors can affect whether water falls out of the oil flow to cause water wetting of the steel surface:

- **Flow rate:** When oil and water move through a horizontal pipeline at low flow rates, gravitational force will dominate turbulent forces and cause the water to flow as a separate layer. As the rate of flow increases, the turbulence energy of the flow will increase, causing the water to become gradually more dispersed and entrained in the oil. The turbulence will cause water to break up into smaller droplets, and it will keep these finer droplets suspended.

- **Water content:** The more water present in the flow, the harder it becomes for the flowing oil to suspend all water droplets. Thus, water settles more readily when there is more of it in the pipeline stream.

- **Pipe diameter and inclination:** Water is more difficult to keep entrained as the diameter of the pipeline increases as long as other parameters remain the same, including the flow rate and physical properties of the crude oil. Pipe inclination has a comparatively small effect on the ability of oil to entrain water if the inclination is less than 45 degrees.
• **Physical properties of the oil and water**: The density and viscosity of water and oil play an important role in water entrainment and settling. In general, oils that have high density and viscosity are better able to entrain water than are lighter oils, in part because the density of a heavy oil will be close to that of water. Another important physical property is the oil and water interfacial tension, or tendency of the water and oil to mix or separate. Interfacial tension is affected by the presence of surface-active substances naturally found in the crude oil as well as by surfactant chemicals that may be injected into the flow by the pipeline operator.

• **Chemical additives**: Chemicals injected into the flow stream can significantly influence water entrainment, primarily by affecting interfacial tension. As explained in Chapter 2, pipeline operators add corrosion-inhibiting chemicals to the oil stream to adsorb onto the steel surface and provide a protective layer against corrosion and water wetting. Another benefit of these additives is that they usually contain surface-active compounds that decrease oil and water interfacial tension so as to make it more difficult for water to separate from the oil flow. Conversely, chemical demulsifiers that are added to oil to remove water during processing before delivery to the pipeline can have the undesired effect of increasing the interfacial tension and thus causing easier separation of oil and water in the pipeline flow. Finally, the drag-reducing agents that are sometimes added by pipeline operators to enhance throughput can lower the ability of flowing oil to entrain water by dampening turbulence.

### Solids Deposition

Solids in the crude oil stream settle to the pipe bottom for the same hydrodynamic reasons described above for water dropout. Typically the settled solids consist of a mix of inorganic and organic components. Sand, clay, detached scale, and corrosion products (such as carbonates and sulfides) are usually the main inorganic components of settled solids. Organic components commonly consist of asphaltenic and paraffinic compounds as well as other organic material formed by the action of microorganisms (Mosher et al. 2012; Friesen et al. 2012). The corrosive effect of microorganisms in pipeline deposits is discussed in more detail later in the section.

When the flow rate and associated turbulence are low, solids can settle and accumulate, particularly at the bottom of horizontal lines. When no water is present, the deposition of solids can impede flow to create a flow assurance problem. When the solids settle with water, the mix is often referred to as sludge. A porous layer of settled solids can retard corrosion by water containing aggressive species, because the solids will cover part of the steel surface and make it harder for those species to reach the surface. However, a porous layer of solids can also impede access to the steel surface by corrosion-inhibiting chemicals. In this case, the internal surface of the pipe that is covered by a layer of solids may corrode faster than the rest of the surface not covered by solids but protected by the chemical inhibitors. This adverse effect can be compounded by an unfavorable galvanic coupling between the unprotected area covered by the solids and the surrounding areas that are chemically inhibited.

The basic sediment and water (BS&W) content of a crude oil shipment, as described in the previous chapters, is a common measure of the amount of solids and water carried and can be used to predict the likelihood of deposit formation. Even when BS&W is very low (less than 0.5 percent by volume) and the fluid velocity is relatively high (>1 meter per second or >2 miles per hour), some accumulated solids and water may be found in low spots in the pipeline and in dead legs, where the flow rate is low or stagnant. Sludge deposits holding water containing the
dissolved gases, acids, and microorganisms discussed next are the source of a common form of localized internal corrosion commonly referred to as underdeposit corrosion.

**Corrosive Effect of CO₂**

CO₂ dissolved in water can have a particularly corrosive effect in pipelines, as evidenced by the series of reactions that ensue (DeWaard and Milliams 1975). Water containing dissolved CO₂ that forms carbonic acid (H₂CO₃) and wets the pipe surface leads to the dissolution of iron (Fe) from the pipe steel and the evolution of hydrogen (H₂) from the water. This weak acid partially dissociates in water to produce the bicarbonate ion (HCO₃⁻) and protons (H⁺); in water the protons are present as hydronium ions (H₃O⁺). Bicarbonate ions dissociate further to produce more hydronium ions and carbonate ions (CO₃²⁻). The hydronium ion is highly reactive as it seeks to obtain a missing electron from nearby species. In giving up electrons to hydronium ions, the iron atoms on the pipe surface are destabilized, and they dissolve in the water to form iron ions (Fe²⁺). By obtaining the resulting electrons, the hydronium ions are converted to dissolved hydrogen gas (H₂). The corrosion by-product is iron carbonate (FeCO₃), which may deposit on the steel surface and be protective in some cases.

Keeping CO₂ out of the crude oil stream is particularly important because the ensuing corrosion process can occur rapidly. The reason is that as the hydronium ions are consumed by the corrosion reaction, the carbonic acid dissociates further to replenish the reactive ions, which allows the corrosion process to continue at a fast rate. As long as there is sufficient CO₂ to produce the carbonic acid, the iron in pipe steel that is water wet will continue to corrode. The full series of chemical reactions involved in CO₂ corrosion is detailed in Box 5-1.

**Corrosive Effect of H₂S**

H₂S is another gas that may be present in the crude oil stream to create corrosive conditions inside pipelines when it is dissolved in water. Crude oil is often extracted with some amount of H₂S. The concentrations in crude oil can be small [less than 100 parts per million (ppm) in the gas phase] or substantially larger. Other sulfur compounds in crude oil are less common, and they are typically soluble in oil rather than water, requiring high temperatures (>300°C) to become reactive (Nesic et al. 2012). Thus, their concentrations do not present a corrosion problem in transmission pipelines.

The reactions that cause H₂S to corrode pipe steel are generally similar to those described for CO₂. Like CO₂, H₂S gas is soluble in water. As a weak acid, the dissolved H₂S behaves in a manner similar to carbonic acid (H₂CO₃) by providing a reservoir of reactive hydronium ions. An important difference is that the layer of protective iron sulfide (FeS) always forms on the steel surface as a result of the reactions involving H₂S. Experimental evidence indicates that H₂S corrosion initially proceeds by adsorption of the H₂S to the steel surface. This adsorption is followed by a fast surface reaction at the steel and water interface to form a thin (about 1 micron) film of the iron sulfide mackinawite (Wikjord et al. 1980). The formation of mackinawite is an important factor governing the corrosion rate because the surface film can create a barrier that impedes the ability of other species to reach the steel. Accordingly, corrosion due to other contaminants such as CO₂ can be reduced when small amounts of H₂S (in the low ppm range in the gas phase) are present in crude oil.
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Box 5-1

**CO₂ Corrosion of Mild Pipe Steel**

CO₂ gas dissolved in water forms a weak carbonic acid (H₂CO₃):

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \Leftrightarrow \text{H}_2\text{CO}_3
\]

Carbonic acid partially dissociates in water to produce acidity [i.e., hydronium ions (H⁺); water is omitted for simplicity]:

\[
\text{H}_2\text{CO}_3 \Leftrightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{HCO}_3^-
\]

Further dissociation occurs in the bicarbonate ion (HCO₃⁻) to produce more H⁺ and form carbonate ions (CO₃²⁻):

\[
\text{HCO}_3^- \Leftrightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{CO}_3^{2-}
\]

The surface atoms of iron (Fe) in the steel will readily give up electrons to hydronium ions and dissolve into the water in the form of iron ions (Fe²⁺):

\[
\text{Fe} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + 2e^-
\]

In obtaining the additional electron, the hydronium ion will form hydrogen gas (H₂), and the reaction is complete.

\[
2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2
\]

When the concentrations of the corrosion products in water (Fe²⁺ and CO₃²⁻ ions) exceed the solubility limit (typically at neutral and alkaline pH), they form solid iron carbonate on the surface of the steel:

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} \Leftrightarrow \text{FeCO}_3(s)
\]

The layer of iron carbonate can become fairly protective and reduce the rate of underlying steel corrosion by blocking the surface and preventing the corrosive species from reaching it.

The rapid kinetics of mackinawite formation favor it as the initial product of H₂S reactions. However, with time, and as H₂S concentrations increase, mackinawite is less prevalent, and other forms of iron sulfide are seen, such as pyrrhotite. At high H₂S concentrations, pyrite and elemental sulfur are formed. While layers of any iron sulfide will offer some corrosion protection, there is no well-defined relationship between the type of iron sulfide layer and the ensuing rate of corrosion. It is well understood that high H₂S levels accompanied by elemental sulfur can lead to high rates of localized corrosion. However, elemental sulfur is usually associated with the production of natural gas with a high H₂S content. For a crude oil to have similarly high H₂S and elemental sulfur content would be unusual.

**Corrosive Effect of Oxygen**

Oxygen dissolved in water is undesirable in pipelines because it is highly reactive with iron. Corrosion generally becomes a problem when levels of dissolved oxygen reach those found in aerated surface water (typically about 8 ppm). Smaller amounts of oxygen (below 1 ppm) can become a problem when the oxygen reacts and impairs protective iron carbonate and iron sulfide.
layers. In general, the water associated with oil production does not contain oxygen, and therefore such high concentrations are seldom observed in shipments of stabilized crude oil transported in pressurized pipelines with controlled air entry points. Oxygen may become elevated when air is introduced into the pipeline inadvertently. Air may be introduced during shutdowns for inspections and repairs. Chronic sources of air ingress, such as during injection of chemicals and in storage tanks holding liquids at atmospheric pressure, are potentially more problematic. Nevertheless, how and why these air entry points would differ from one crude oil shipment to the next in the same pipeline facility are not evident.

**Corrosive Effect of Organic Acids**

Organic acids with low molecular weights are water soluble and thus present a significant corrosion threat when they are found in settled water that wets the steel surface of crude oil pipelines. A common representative of the family of water-soluble organic acids is acetic acid (CH₃COOH). Other low-molecular-weight organic acids that can lead to corrosion of mild steel include propionic and formic acids. These weak acids create a corrosion scenario similar to the one described for CO₂ attack, with the organic acid taking the place of carbonic acid. Much like carbonic acid, organic acids provide a reservoir of hydronium ions. Their corrosive effect is particularly pronounced at low pH and higher temperatures, when their abundance can increase corrosion rates dramatically. At a higher pH (>6), the corrosive effect of organic acids on mild steel is negligible, regardless of concentrations.

Other organic acids found in crude oil—and notably in bitumen—are compounds with high molecular weight, which are often referred to as naphthenic acids. While these organic acids can be a significant corrosion threat at the high temperatures (>300°C) reached in refineries, they are not a threat to pipe steel because they are not soluble in water but are rather dissolved in the oil phase (Nesic et al. 2012). Accordingly, high-molecular-weight organic acids do not pose a corrosion threat to steel at pipeline temperatures. In some crude oils these acids may even have moderately inhibitive properties (Nesic et al. 2012).

**Effect of Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion**

The term microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is used to designate the localized corrosion affected by the presence and actions of microorganisms (Little and Lee 2007). The types of damage that can be caused by these microorganisms are not unique, which means that MIC cannot be identified by visual inspection of the damage. Although MIC is discussed here with respect to internal corrosion, it can also contribute to corrosion on the outside of the pipe, as noted later.

Microorganisms that cause MIC are bacteria, archaea, and fungi. Some occur naturally in crude oils, while others may be introduced as contaminants from air, sediment, and water. The temperature range in which these organisms can grow is that in which liquid water can exist, approximately 0°C to 100°C (32°F to 212°F) (Little and Lee 2007). However, individual groups of microorganisms have temperature optima, including sometimes narrow ranges, for growth. The temperature range over which transmission pipelines operate will therefore select for specific microorganisms, but it will not prevent microbial growth.

---

1 A household name for acetic acid is vinegar, which consists of 2 to 3 percent acetic acid dissolved in water.
For microorganisms to grow and proliferate, they require not only liquid water but also nutrients and electron acceptors for respiration. Accordingly, how microorganisms use water, nutrients, and electron acceptors to grow and how they influence corrosion is explained, and consideration is then given to whether levels of any of these essentials are likely to be affected by diluted bitumen.

**Water Availability** Microbial growth is limited by the availability of liquid water. Growth is therefore concentrated at oil–water interfaces and in the aqueous phase, including the water in deposits of sludge in pipelines. The volume of water required for microbial growth in hydrocarbon liquids is extremely small (Little and Lee 2007). Because water is a product of the microbial mineralization of organic substrates, microbial mineralization of hydrocarbon can generate the additional water needed for proliferation.

**Nutrient Availability** Microorganisms need suitable forms of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur as nutrients (Little and Lee 2007). In oil pipelines, hydrocarbons can be degraded by aerobic or anaerobic processes to yield assimilable carbon. Aerobic degradation of hydrocarbons is faster than anaerobic degradation, with the rate depending on the specific electron acceptors used in the process. In general, the susceptibility of hydrocarbon compounds to degradation can be ranked as follows: linear alkanes, branched alkanes, small aromatics, and cyclic alkanes (Atlas 1981; Das and Chandran 2011; Perry 1984). As the chain length of alkanes increases, bacteria show decreasing ability to degrade these compounds (Walker and Colwell 1975). Some high-molecular-weight polycyclic aromatics may not be degraded at all (Atlas 1981). As a practical matter, however, carbon availability is often not the main constraint for crude oil biodegradation. Both nitrogen and phosphorus are required for microbial growth. Low concentrations of assimilable forms of these elements can limit biodegradation.

**Electron Acceptors** Microorganisms can use a variety of electron acceptors for respiration. In aerobic respiration, energy is derived when electrons are transferred to oxygen, which is the terminal electron acceptor. In anaerobic respiration, a variety of organic and inorganic compounds may be used as the terminal electron acceptor, including sulfate, nitrate, nitrite, iron (III), manganese (IV), and chromium (VI) (Little and Lee 2007). Anaerobic bacteria can therefore be grouped on the basis of the terminal electron acceptor, such as sulfate-, nitrate-, and metal-reducing bacteria. In petroleum environments, the bacteria most often associated with MIC are sulfate reducers. In anaerobic environments, sulfate reducers produce H₂S when they use the sulfate as an electron acceptor. In addition, many archaea can produce sulfides, and therefore the inclusive term for this group of anaerobes is sulfide-producing prokaryotes (SPP). SPP-related corrosion of metals used in oil exploration and production has been reported around the world (Mora-Mendoza et al. 2001; Ciaraldi et al. 1999; El-Raghy et al. 1998; Jenneman et al. 1998). A main concern is that these microorganisms produce H₂S. As discussed
earlier, $\text{H}_2\text{S}$ reacts with the iron ions to form a thin layer of the iron sulfide mackinawite that adheres to the steel surface. In the absence of oxygen, and if the concentration of iron ions in the solution is low, this mineral layer will protect the iron in the steel pipe surface from dissolution (Wikjord et al. 1980). However, if oxygen is introduced, the iron sulfide can be converted to an iron oxide and elemental sulfur, which will cause the rate of corrosion to increase substantially for reasons already given.\(^6\) Pipelines operators, therefore, seek to prevent the formation of colonies of SPP and other microorganisms in pipelines through design, operations, maintenance, and chemical means.

*Internal Erosion*

Solid particles flowing in the crude oil stream can cause erosion of pipe wall, particularly at flow disturbances such as pipe bends. The propensity for erosion is affected by the pipe material; angles of flow impact; flow velocity; and the amount, shape, mass, and hardness of solid particles in the stream. While pipeline erosion is common in the oil production industry, it occurs to a greater extent in production (field) pipelines that contain fluids with high levels of sand and minerals. For example, slurry flow in the pipelines used to move oil sands ore before bitumen extraction can be highly abrasive (Zhang et al. 2012). Because processed crude oils do not contain similarly high concentrations of solids, erosion is not observed to a significant degree in transmission pipelines. Of interest to this study is whether the diluted bitumen delivered to transmission pipelines contains significantly higher concentrations of abrasive solids than do other crude oils and whether it is transported at higher flow rates conducive to erosion.

*Assessment of Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Sources of Internal Degradation*

The properties of diluted bitumen as they pertain to the identified factors affecting susceptibility to internal degradation from corrosion and erosion are examined next.

*Internal Corrosion*

**Water Wetting and Solids Deposition** An important factor in water dropout and wetting is the total water content of the crude oil stream, which is measured by pipeline operators as part of shipment BS&W sampling. As reported earlier, Canadian transmission pipelines require that crude oil shipments not have a BS&W exceeding 0.5 percent. These levels are comparable with, and more often lower than, the levels commonly required by U.S. transmission pipelines. Accordingly, the level of water contained in shipments of diluted bitumen and other crude oils imported by pipeline from Canada will not be higher than that contained in shipments of other crude oils piped in the United States.

Even relatively small amounts of water in crude oil can settle to the pipe bottom. In considering the propensity of water to drop out of the oil stream, important factors include the viscosity, density, and surface tension of the oil and whether it is transported in a flow that is sufficiently turbulent to disperse and suspend water droplets. Shipments of diluted bitumen are

---

\(^6\) The impact of oxygen on corrosion from anaerobic SPP was examined by Hardy and Bown (1984) by using mild steel and weight loss measurements. Successive aeration–deaeration shifts caused variations in the corrosion rate. The highest corrosion rates were observed during periods of aeration. Hamilton (2003) concluded that oxygen was the terminal electron acceptor in all MIC reactions. In laboratory seawater and fuel incubations, Aktaş et al. (2013) demonstrated that there was no biodegradation of hydrocarbon fuels, little sulfate reduction, and no corrosion of carbon steel in the absence of oxygen.
transported at the same pressures and under the same turbulent flow regimes as shipments of other heavy crude oils. The report has demonstrated that diluted bitumen is more viscous than light and medium-density crude oils and is comparable in viscosity with heavy crude oils. A stream of diluted bitumen in turbulent flow should therefore confer the beneficial effect, relative to lighter crude oils, of dispersing and suspending any free water that may exist in the pipeline stream.

A low likelihood that a shipment of diluted bitumen contains water that will settle and wet the bottom of the pipeline will lead to a low likelihood of internal corrosion regardless of the corrosion mechanism or the presence of other contaminants that can contribute to corrosion. All crude oil shipments can carry particles consisting of sand, clay, organic materials, and hydrocarbons that have the potential to drop out of the stream at vulnerable locations in the pipelines. Given its high viscosity, diluted bitumen will suspend the very fine particles that may be contained in its sediment. The solids contained in diluted bitumen are not unusual in quantity or particle size but are within the range of other heavy crude oils, as established in the earlier comparisons. Whether any of the sediments that settle to the pipe bottom threaten underdeposit corrosion will depend critically on associated water, as well as the presence of corrosive gases, acids, and microorganisms.

**Corrosive Gases (CO₂, H₂S, and Oxygen)** If water does settle and wet the bottom of a pipeline carrying diluted bitumen, such as at low spots and dead legs, consideration of whether shipments of this type of crude oil contain comparatively high levels of dissolved gases that will increase the potential for corrosion is warranted. Data on the CO₂ contained in crude oil lines, including those carrying diluted bitumen, are not readily available. Nevertheless, concentrations can be inferred from the CO₂ levels present at the last point of gas–liquid separation upstream of delivery to the transmission pipeline. As is the case for shipments of other crude oils, various tanks will hold shipments of diluted bitumen before they are delivered to the transmission pipeline facility. This upstream storage, which occurs at atmospheric pressure, will provide the same opportunity for shipments of diluted bitumen as it does for shipments of other crude oils to degas CO₂ before entry to transmission pipelines. Such a comparable upstream environment will produce similarly low CO₂ concentrations and corrosion rates.

Likewise, the quantities of H₂S reported for diluted bitumen (>25 parts per million by weight in liquid phase), as reported in Chapter 3, are lower than in many other crude oils and do not pose a corrosion threat. Even if other corrosive agents are present, the small concentrations of H₂S would contribute little to the corrosive effect, except perhaps to provide a mildly mitigative impact because of the formation of protective iron sulfide layers. The conclusion is that concentrations of dissolved CO₂ and H₂S in diluted bitumen shipments are likely to be low and not greater than those found in other crude oil shipments that are stored and transported similarly.

Transmission pipeline operators restrict air entry points to prevent ingress of oxygen. There are no data on the oxygen content in crude oil pipelines to assess the effectiveness of these restrictions. However, diluted bitumen is transported in the same pipelines as other crude oils, and the number of air entry points can be assumed the same and purposefully restricted. Because crude oils are stored by pipeline operators in large atmospheric pressure tanks, the possibility of air ingress cannot be eliminated, but the ingress will be as low for shipments of diluted bitumen as it is for shipments of other crude oils stored similarly. Even if some free water is assumed to settle to the bottom of a pipeline carrying shipments of diluted bitumen, low levels of oxygen
(e.g., below 1 ppm) will not constitute a serious corrosion threat or one that differs from that of a pipeline carrying shipments of other crude oils.

**Acids** In reviewing the chemistry of diluted bitumen in Chapter 3, no evidence emerged that it contains relatively high levels of low-molecular-weight organic acids such as acetic acid. The high total acid number of diluted bitumen derives from the presence of high-molecular-weight organic acids. These oil-soluble naphthenic acids do not pose an internal corrosion threat under pipeline conditions and may have mitigative effects on corrosion. The acid contained in diluted bitumen is therefore not a threat to internal corrosion of transmission pipelines.

**Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion** To understand whether diluted bitumen is more likely than other crude oils to cause MIC, it is helpful to examine whether this crude oil is more prone to providing the essential resources required for microbial growth. The water content of diluted bitumen shipments is comparable with that of other crude oil shipments, and diluted bitumen does not have constituents or operating requirements that make pipelines more prone to forming sludge that can harbor microorganisms. The other essential resources that deserve consideration are the availability of critical nutrients (especially carbon and nitrogen) and electron acceptors (especially oxidized sulfur compounds).

While microbial growth requires carbon, it may be limited more by the scarcity of nitrogen in petroleum. As reported earlier, most of the nitrogen in bitumen is bound in carbon structures and unavailable. Lighter oils provide a more readily available source of degradable carbon than do heavy oils, including bitumen. The percentage of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons is similar in diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils and lower than the percentages in lighter crude oils. More of the carbon in diluted bitumen is contained in relatively high concentrations of asphaltenes. The molecular weight and structure of asphaltenes vary, but biodegradation of these compounds is an extremely slow process that does not provide a readily available source of carbon for microorganisms (Pineda-Flores and Mesta-Howard 2001).

With regard to the availability of electron acceptors, it was reported earlier that sulfur content is higher in diluted bitumen than in many other crude oils, but the sulfur is not in oxidized forms available for sustained sulfate reduction by SPP. Furthermore, the high sulfur content of bitumen is not correlated with high H\textsubscript{2}S content. Most of the sulfur in bitumen is organic sulfur bonded to carbon in heterocyclic rings, which are not easily degraded by microorganisms and thus largely unavailable for metabolism.

In sum, the chemistry of diluted bitumen is not more favorable for microbial growth and activity than is that of other crude oils.

**Erosion**

The propensity for erosion is affected by the presence and physical properties of the solid particles in the stream, pipe material, angles of particle impact, and impact velocity. Pipe materials and impact angles are the same for diluted bitumen as for other crude oils transported through the same pipelines. Chapter 3 indicated that the velocity of diluted bitumen flowing through pipelines is not higher than the velocity of other crude oil flows. Furthermore, the diluted bitumen imported by pipeline into the United States is produced by using in situ methods that limit the amount of sand, minerals, and other solid particles recovered with the bitumen. The

\[\text{See Chapter 3.}\]
extracted bitumen is processed to remove water and solids to achieve the requisite BS&W for pipeline transportation to yield solids levels that are similar to those of other crude oil shipments. While limited data are available on the specific physical properties of the solid particles in diluted bitumen, the generally low levels of solids (less than 0.05 percent) do not suggest that shipments of diluted bitumen increase the already low potential for erosion in crude oil transmission pipelines.

**Summary of Effects on Sources of Internal Degradation**

A review of product properties relevant to internal pipeline corrosion and erosion does not indicate that diluted bitumen is more likely than other crude oils to lead to these failure mechanisms. Shipments of diluted bitumen do not contain unusually high levels of water, sediment, dissolved gases, or other agents that can cause internal corrosion. The organic acids contained in diluted bitumen are not corrosive to steel at pipeline temperatures. Diluted bitumen has density and viscosity levels comparable with those of other crude oils, and it flows through pipelines with velocity and turbulence comparable with other crude oils so as to limit the accumulation of corrosive deposits. On the basis of an examination of the factors influencing microbial growth and activity, shipments of this crude oil do not have a higher likelihood than other crude oil shipments of causing MIC in pipelines. Because it has solids content and flow regimes comparable with those of other crude oils, diluted bitumen does not have a higher propensity to cause erosion of transmission pipelines.

**SOURCES OF EXTERNAL DEGRADATION**

**External Corrosion**

External corrosion of pipelines is usually characterized by uneven metal loss over localized areas covering a few to several hundred square centimeters of the outside steel surface of the pipe (Beavers and Thompson 2006). The electrochemical reactions that are involved usually occur at physically separate locations on the surface. While the anodic reaction is primarily oxidation of iron, the cathodic reaction can be either the hydrogen evolution that occurs in the anaerobic electrolyte trapped under an impermeable pipe coating or the reduction of oxygen under a permeable coating. The water and soluble compounds needed to create the electrolyte can be present in the soil surrounding the buried pipe or in the atmosphere when a pipe is above grade. In addition, a portion of external corrosion incidents involve MIC (Koch et al. 2002; Beavers and Thompson 2006). As discussed later in the section, external corrosion pits can also be sites for the formation and growth of stress corrosion cracks.

External corrosion is thus affected by the pipe material, the corrosivity of the environment, and the performance of coatings and cathodic protection systems. For mild grades of carbon steel commonly used in transmission pipelines, the main concern is the corrosivity of the surrounding environment and the performance of coatings and cathodic protection systems. Although the transported product does not come in contact with either the coating or the environment surrounding the pipeline, it can influence both factors by affecting the operating pressure and temperature of the pipeline.
Because pipeline segments are located below and above ground, they can be exposed to corrosive conditions in the soil and atmosphere. Many factors affect soil corrosivity, including moisture and oxygen content, electrical resistivity, pH, temperature, porosity, microbial activity, and the presence of dissolved salts (Uhlig and Revie 1985; Escalante 1989; Beavers and Thompson 2006). For pipeline segments exposed to the atmosphere, the primary environmental factors influencing corrosion are relative humidity, salt deposition, pollution, and temperature. Operating pressure does not affect these corrosive conditions, but elevated pipeline temperatures and resulting heat flux to the air or soil medium can increase corrosion rates.

Pipeline temperature and pressure can both affect the condition and performance of coatings and cathodic protection systems. As discussed in Chapter 2, coatings provide a barrier between the pipe and the corrosive environment. Coatings can fail in a variety of ways including disbonding from the steel surface. In pipelines using some older coating technologies, such as asphalt mastic systems, elevated temperatures can cause the coating material to deform and potentially reduce surface coverage. Elevated pipeline temperatures can also result in degradation of adhesive properties and increase the diffusion of moisture through the coating in the direction of the steel surface. Moisture diffusion can cause swelling of the coating relative to the steel and bring about increased surface stresses that lead to disbondment. Fluctuating line pressures can cause interfacial strain between the coating and the pipe surface to produce mechanical disbondment of the coating.

An intact coating that prevents contact between the corrosive environment and the steel surface will generally prevent external corrosion. However, all coatings contain some defects that expose the steel. Accordingly, a critical defense against external corrosion is the application of cathodic protection. As discussed in Chapter 2, many cathodic protection systems use an electric current to prevent corrosion where coating coverage is imperfect. Temperature and pressure conditions that cause coating disbondment, therefore, can be more problematic if they impede, or shield, the distribution of cathodic current to sites where steel is exposed. An advantage of modern coating systems, such as fusion bonded epoxy, is that they are compatible with cathodic protection. Shielding is nevertheless a problem observed in some older pipelines wrapped with impermeable tapes and at girth welds treated with field applied shrink sleeves.

**Cracking**

The potential for transported products to affect the two main forms of cracking in pipelines is reviewed. Consideration is given to the mechanical process of fatigue cracking and forms of environmentally assisted cracking (EAC) that involve interactions of mechanical and corrosion processes.

**Fatigue Cracking**

Fatigue is characterized by the formation and growth of microscopic cracks on one or both sides of the pipe wall.\(^8\) The first stage in the fatigue process is crack initiation, or nucleation. Nucleated cracks do not cause a fracture, but some may coalesce into a dominant crack as the variable amplitude loading continues. In the second stage, the dominant crack grows in a more stable manner and may eventually reach the thickness of the wall to produce a leak. Alternatively, the dominant crack may grow to a critical length and depth that the pipe steel can

---

\(^8\) See Beavers and Thompson (2006) for additional description of stress cracking processes.
no longer endure, leading to a rupture. Pipeline internal and external surface conditions caused by factors other than fatigue can lead to initial cracks or enhance crack fatigue crack growth from stress concentration. These factors can include preexisting dents, weld defects, corrosion pits, manufacturing flaws, and damage incurred during pipe transportation to the installation site.

Fatigue cracking can ensue as a result of repetitive, or cyclic, stress loadings on a pipe. Cyclic stresses can be axial (parallel to the axis of pipeline), circumferential (stress in the tangential direction), or radial (perpendicular to the axis). Circumferential, or hoop, stress is usually the most important source of cyclic loadings because the stress created by internal pressure is normally the largest stress on the pipeline.

Because viscous crude oils create more friction, they will require a higher operating pressure than do less viscous crude oils to achieve the same flow rate. In practice, pipeline operators reduce the flow rate when they transport viscous crude oils rather than increase operating pressure. Operating pressure cannot be increased if the pipeline is at the stress limit prescribed in regulations. Thus, only when a pipeline is operating below its stress limit can operating pressure be raised to increase the flow rate of a viscous crude oil.

The pipe segments vulnerable to cracking are those with preexisting flaws or dents and other surface deformities caused by mechanical forces during installation or while in service. Stresses can concentrate at these damage sites, enabling cracks to form and grow after a relatively small number of load cycles, a phenomenon known as low-cycle fatigue. Other locations on the pipe susceptible to stress concentrations include discontinuities at longitudinal and girth welds and at voids formed during pipe manufacturing (Zhang and Cheng 2009).

Pressure cycling is reported to have contributed to fatigue failures in crude oil transmission pipelines. An example is the July 2002 rupture of a 34-inch crude oil pipeline near Cohasset, Minnesota (NTSB 2004). In that incident, the originating crack formed at the seam of the longitudinal weld as a result of vibrations experienced during railroad transportation of the pipe to the installation site. According to the National Transportation Safety Board report, the preexisting crack grew to reach a critical size in response to pressure cycling stresses associated with normal in-service operations.

**Environmentally Assisted Cracking**

EAC results from the combined action of a corrosive environment and a cyclic or sustained stress loading. In general, EAC emerges in three basic forms: corrosion fatigue, stress corrosion cracking (SCC), and hydrogen-assisted cracking. EAC requires both a sufficient stress and a corrosive environment specific to the metal and thus is rare in crude oil transmission pipelines. However, when EAC failures do occur, they can be destructive; for example, the 2010 failure of a pipeline near Marshall, Michigan, was caused by EAC (NTSB 2012).

Corrosion fatigue cracking arises from a combination of corrosion and the same pressure-related cyclic stresses that produce fatigue cracking. In corrosion fatigue, the stresses sufficient to cause failure can be less severe because of the corrosion reaction and resulting damage. For example, corrosion pits can become stress concentrators that allow normal in-service pressure cycling to cause the formation and growth of cracks in the pit. In the case of pipeline SCC, the same corrosive factors may exist, but the main acting stress is the sustained hoop forces generated by the operating pressure as well as its cycling. The acting stress may also be residual.

---

9 Conversely, high-cycle fatigue occurs under a low-amplitude loading in which a large number of load cycles is required to produce failure.
in nature, introduced during bending and welding in manufacturing, or it may arise from external soil pressure or differential settlement. The same locations on the pipe that concentrate cyclic stresses, such as dents, scrapes, and other surface discontinuities, can concentrate static stresses. Furthermore, breaks in the surface film may occur at these discontinuities to make the area more prone to electrochemical corrosion.\textsuperscript{10}

The factors that create corrosive environments enabling EAC, such as soil properties and the performance of coatings and cathodic protection, have already been discussed with respect to external corrosion. As with external corrosion, the maintenance of coating performance and cathodic protection is critical in controlling EAC (CEPA 2007). In the case of SCC, limiting the introduction of residual stresses during pipe manufacturing, transportation, and installation is also important in reducing susceptibility. Operating pressure is the major in-service source of static hoop stress. Lowering the operating pressure of a pipeline would be expected to reduce the potential for SCC. However, the specific relationship between SCC and hoop stress is not well established. For example, SCC failures have occurred in pipelines experiencing hoop stresses that have varied from 46 to 77 percent of the specified minimum yield strength of the pipeline.\textsuperscript{11} Accordingly, adjusting operating pressures as a way to prevent SCC can be difficult.

EAC can be caused or exacerbated by hydrogen-assisted cracking. For example, when sources of hydrogen are present—such as from agents in the crude oil stream (e.g., H\textsubscript{2}S) or from external sources (e.g., excessive cathodic protection voltage)—cracking potential may increase. Although hydrogen-assisted cracking is rare in crude oil transmission pipelines, it can occur as a result of the diffusion and concentration of atomic hydrogen at the crack tip or other microstructural trap site in a metal. The ingress of hydrogen into a metal is enhanced in the presence of sulfur species. The trapped hydrogen can cause internal stresses within the metallurgical structure favorable to enhanced cracking or act to reduce local roughness in the region of the crack tip. Hydrogen can also adsorb to the metal surface to reduce surface energy and migrate into the microstructure, thereby reducing interatomic bond strength and providing nucleation sites for cracks. Hydrogen-assisted cracking can occur on the inside or outside of the pipe, depending on the source of the hydrogen and its ability to reach the pipe surface.

**Assessment of Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Sources of External Degradation**

Because diluted bitumen only contacts the inside of a pipeline, it can contribute to external degradation only indirectly. In the case of external corrosion and EAC, one concern is that elevated operating temperatures can adversely affect the performance of the coating as a barrier to corrosion. The relevant question with respect to both external corrosion and EAC is whether diluted bitumen creates operating temperatures and pressures that are sufficiently different from those of other crude oils to increase coating disbondment. As has been reported, diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils have similar densities and viscosities and flow through pipelines at the same rate and within comparable pressure and temperature ranges (see Chapter 3, Tables 3-4 and 3-7). For this reason, the likelihood of coating degradation and any associated external damage resulting from the operating parameters of diluted bitumen should be equivalent to that of other crude oils with comparable density and viscosity.

\textsuperscript{10} At sites of surface damage, such as dents and corrosion pits, stress levels in the circumferential and axial directions are higher than on undamaged portions of the pipe surface.

\textsuperscript{11} National Energy Board, notes from January 12, 1996, meeting between National Energy Board SCC Inquiry Panel and Camrose Pipe Company Ltd., Exhibit No. A-58.
Pipelines transporting diluted bitumen and other heavy crude oils should not differ in the stress loadings generated by their transportation because operating pressures are comparable. Other sources of static stress, such as residual stresses from pipe fabrication and installation, would not be affected by the product in the pipeline. Transmission pipelines, therefore, should not experience more stress cracking from transporting diluted bitumen than from transporting other crude oils of similar density and viscosity.

Finally, if the exterior coating of the pipe disbands, hydrogen may diffuse into the surface metal with a rate of uptake and subsequent potential for embrittlement that will depend on a number of factors, including pH and temperature. However, the operating parameters of diluted bitumen should not increase the potential for coating disbondment. With respect to the interior of the pipeline, the availability of H₂S and free sulfur to form hydrogen in diluted bitumen is relatively low. Thus, transporting diluted bitumen is not likely to increase the potential for hydrogen-assisted cracking.

**SOURCES OF MECHANICAL DAMAGE**

Mechanical damage to the pipeline and its components can occur as a result of overpressurization or outside forces. Mechanical forces can cause an immediate, and sometimes catastrophic, breach and release or make the pipeline more susceptible to releases by destabilizing support structures and damaging other components such as valves, joints, and other fittings. Damage from mechanical forces can also weaken the resistance of the pipeline to other failure mechanisms. Sites on the pipeline that sustain even light damage, such as scrapes, are vulnerable to corrosion attacks and stress-related cracking. Accordingly, consideration of whether the transportation of diluted bitumen creates an elevated potential for phenomena that can lead to mechanical damage is warranted.

**Overpressurization**

Various events can generate excessive pressure in a pipeline, including surges, thermal overpressure, column collapse, and human error. If the pipe is already weakened by corrosion, cracking, or deformities from earlier mechanical damage, overpressure events can increase the potential for damage and failure.

Pipeline operators prevent overpressure events through personnel training; standardized procedures; system design; and safety systems such as pressure relief valves, pressure switches, surge tanks, and bypass systems. Nevertheless, excessive pressure in a pipeline can occur as a result of operator error, thermal overpressure, and column separation. A transported fluid that increases the likelihood of any of these outcomes could increase the potential for mechanical damage.

**Surge**

Any action in a pipeline system that causes a rapid reduction in the velocity of the transported fluid could cause a pressure surge. Transient, high-amplitude pressure waves, or surges, are not normal and can cause mechanical damage to pipes, components (e.g., valves, seals, joints), instrumentation (e.g., meters and gauges), and support structures. Because all crude oils have
relatively high bulk modulus (incompressibility), they have a comparable propensity for energy to be transferred in high-pressure waves when events trigger abrupt reductions in flow velocity.

Operator Error

Overpressurization can be caused by direct human error. Unintentional pumping of fluids against a closed valve with coincidental failure of pressure switches, pressure relief valves, and other protective devices is an example of a rare-event overpressurization scenario. Most pipelines are equipped with safeguards such as pressure switches and relief devices to avoid damage from these scenarios. If a transported liquid adds complexity to operational requirements, operator errors could increase.

Column Collapse

Pressure surges can arise from pressure differentials, or slack conditions, in the pipeline. A slack line can occur when the liquid being transported develops a vapor void at a point in the pipeline where line pressure drops below the vapor pressure of the liquid. The void will temporarily restrict the flow of liquid. When the void collapses, a pressure wave comparable with that of a rapid valve closure can be produced. The transformation of the liquid into a vapor phase is known as column separation. To prevent the occurrence of column separation, pipeline operators strive to maintain line pressure above the vapor pressure of the liquid. Locations vulnerable to pressure differentials are elevation peaks and the downstream side of slopes. A liquid that has certain properties, such as a relatively high fraction of hydrocarbons with high vapor pressure, can theoretically increase the potential for column separation.

Thermal Overpressure

A pipe segment that is full of liquid will experience a rapid pressure increase when it is exposed to a heat source and when volume expansion is restricted. Special procedures and thermal relief valves are used to prevent this occurrence in aboveground pipe segments where the flow may be impeded or blocked and the segment may be subsequently exposed to a heat source such as sunlight or fire. Because the chemistry of the trapped fluid determines the amount of pressure increase corresponding to an incremental increase in temperature, some transported liquids could have greater potential for thermal overpressure.

Outside Force Damage

Pipelines can sustain external mechanical damage from both natural forces and human activity. Natural forces include seismic movements and other ground shifts, such as those from landslides and subsidence. Examples of damage from human activity include accidental strikes from vehicles, earth moving activity, and surface loading by farm equipment. Intentional damage to a pipeline, or sabotage, is a potential source of mechanical damage, although it is rare.

There are ways in which the contents of a pipeline can affect or interact with an outside force failure mechanism. One possibility is that a denser, heavier fluid adds weight to a pipe that is free-spanning (i.e., unsupported) or traverses a terrain susceptible to inadequate support. Another possibility is that the heat flux from a fluid transported at an elevated operating
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Temperature reduces the stability of a pipeline in a frost zone. Similar interactions with the outside environment related to pipe vibrations, expansion, and contraction may be postulated as potential sources of mechanical damage.

Assessment of Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Sources of Mechanical Damage

Mechanical damage to the pipeline and its components can occur as a result of outside forces and overpressurization events. Several causes of outside force damage that could be affected to some degree by the properties of the transported liquid have been postulated. The most relevant properties of the transported liquid are density, viscosity, and operating temperatures. However, because these properties are the same for diluted bitumen as many other crude oils, there is no reason to believe their interactions with outside forces will differ. The same conclusion can be reached concerning the potential for mechanical damage due to chemical or physical properties that can affect the propensity for surge, column separation, or thermal expansion. The potential for these sources of mechanical damage should be indistinguishable from that of other crude oils. Diluted bitumen is blended like many other crude oils to remain fully mixed in the pipeline environment and it does not contain a high percentage of light (high vapor pressure) hydrocarbons.

EFFECTS ON OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The preceding analysis has consistently found that the properties of diluted bitumen are within the range of other crude oils. These findings do not indicate a need for operations and maintenance (O&M) procedures that are customized to diluted bitumen, nor do they suggest that pipeline operators apply O&M procedures in transporting diluted bitumen that are different from those applied in transporting other crude oils with similar properties. Of course, if operators who traditionally carry only light crude oils do not make appropriate adjustments to line pressure and flow rates when they transport diluted bitumen or any other similarly dense and viscous crude oil, a greater potential for some of the failure mechanisms examined above could result.

Because most pipeline operators transport many varieties of crude oil, they routinely make adjustments to operational parameters to accommodate different crude oil grades. There is no reason to believe that operators fail to make these adjustments when they transport heavy crude oils generally or, more specifically, when they transport diluted bitumen. Nevertheless, to be comprehensive, a search was undertaken for evidence of O&M practices being altered in inadvertent ways that could be detrimental to pipeline integrity.

Operational Procedures

As discussed in Chapter 2, the operation of most pipelines is monitored and controlled by a combination of local and remote systems by using a centralized supervisory control and data acquisition system. Instrumentation at pump stations, tank farms, and other facilities includes sensors, programmable logic controllers, switches, and alarms. Remote systems allow for monitoring and coordination at centralized locations distant from the pipeline facilities. Together, these local and remote capabilities provide protection against abnormal operations—for example, by allowing for the orderly shutdown of pumps and cessation of flow if an alarm
condition occurs or if certain operating parameters are violated. Maintaining the integrity of control systems is essential in ensuring safe pipeline operations.

Therefore, whether there are any characteristics of diluted bitumen that could introduce more complexity into or otherwise compromise the satisfactory functioning of pipeline control systems and their components is worth investigating. As previously noted, none of the chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen suggests that such an effect could be expected, because the properties fall within the range of other crude oils commonly transported by pipeline. Nevertheless, the committee undertook a search of any instances in which operators modified or were advised to modify their standard control and monitoring activities in transporting diluted bitumen. A search of published documents did not reveal any noteworthy reports, special standards, or guidance documentation. In consulting Canadian pipeline operators (see Appendix A), the committee asked whether the transportation of diluted bitumen required changes to set points for safety and control instrumentation. The response was as follows: “There are no differences. Standards and procedures are in place for control that are generic for all crude oil commodities shipped. The standards and procedures are structured to ensure safe operation regardless of the commodity.” Likewise, all pipeline operators interviewed in public meetings convened by the committee stated that transporting diluted bitumen did not require different control or monitoring procedures.

In its investigation of the July 25, 2010, EAC-related rupture near Marshall, Michigan, the National Transportation Safety Board found that the control center made repeated errors by increasing the delivery rate of the pipeline under the impression that low-pressure readings caused by the undetected rupture were indicative of slack line conditions caused by column separation (NTSB 2012). The product released in the incident, discussed in Chapter 4, was diluted bitumen. The phenomenon of column separation has already been reviewed, and no evidence that diluted bitumen has properties associated with it was found. Furthermore, the National Transportation Safety Board did not indicate that the shipment of diluted bitumen that was being delivered through the ruptured pipeline had actually experienced column separation or that any of the properties of the shipment had any other specific effect on the actions of the control center.

Maintenance Procedures

As described in Chapter 2, pipeline operators use various methods for preventing, detecting, and mitigating damage in pipelines. Methods for preventing external cracking and corrosion include use of coatings and cathodic protection. Methods for preventing internal corrosion include chemical treatments, flow maintenance, and in-line cleaning. Operators also monitor pipeline conditions by using various inspection tools, probes, and surveys. If transporting diluted bitumen compromises the ability of operators to carry out any of these activities, more adverse conditions could arise and persist and thereby increase the potential for failures.
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12 Representatives from Enbridge, Inc., and TransCanada Pipeline Company were invited to make presentations to the committee during its first meeting on July 23, 2012. During the public meeting, the representatives were asked to identify any special operational or maintenance demands associated with transporting diluted bitumen. None was identified. On October 9–10, 2012, committee members convened a public meeting in Edmonton, Alberta, in which representatives of several pipeline companies that transport diluted bitumen were interviewed. In conjunction with the meeting, committee members also visited a transmission pipeline terminal in Fort McMurray, Alberta, where representatives from the pipeline company explained operational and control procedures associated with diluted bitumen transportation. They also responded to questions from committee members. None of the interviews and information obtained from the site visit suggested that operators use different procedures for system control and monitoring when they transport diluted bitumen.
As with other potential issues, the absence of significant differences in the chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen compared with other heavy crude oils suggests that no changes are required in pipeline maintenance and inspection regimes. Nevertheless, the committee searched for reports of operators experiencing difficulties in carrying out standard maintenance, mitigation, and inspection activities while transporting diluted bitumen. The committee also searched for standards and other guidance documentation alerting operators to issues associated with maintenance and inspection, such as advisories on the use of in-line inspection tools, chemical inhibitors, and coupons and probes for corrosion monitoring. The search did not uncover any issues or added complexities.

In addition, in its questionnaire to Canadian pipeline operators (see Appendix A), the committee asked whether the transportation of diluted bitumen required changes in pipeline cleaning intervals or predictive and preventive maintenance programs. No differences in cleaning intervals or predictive and preventive maintenance programs were reported. Pipeline operators who met with the committee during public meetings (as noted above) were asked similar questions, and all stated that no special maintenance and inspection issues arose in transporting diluted bitumen. They did not report any adverse affects on their ability to carry out their normal maintenance and inspection activities.

Assessment of Effects of Diluted Bitumen on O&M Procedures

As common carriers, operators of transmission pipelines generally have the ability to transport the wide range of crude oil varieties that are in the commercial stream. Accordingly, operations and maintenance procedures are designed to be robust, capable of ensuring operational reliability and safety without the need for significant procedural modifications from one crude oil shipment to the next. The chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen do not suggest that transporting this product by pipeline requires O&M procedures that differ from those of other crude oils having similar properties. Likewise, inquiries with operators and searches of industry guidelines and advisories did not indicate any specific issues associated with transporting diluted bitumen that would negatively affect operators as they carry out their standard O&M programs, including their corrosion detection and control capabilities.

SUMMARY

The chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen shipments have been examined to determine whether there are any differences from those of other crude oil shipments that increase the likelihood of pipeline failures from internal degradation, external degradation, or mechanical damage. Any differences that could affect either the frequency or the severity of a failure mechanism or the ability to mitigate it would suggest a difference in failure likelihood. The chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen shipments were not found to differ in ways that would be expected to create a likelihood of release that is higher for a transmission pipeline transporting diluted bitumen than one transporting other crude oils. An assessment was also made with regard to whether pipeline operators transporting diluted bitumen alter their O&M procedures in ways that can inadvertently make pipelines more prone to the sources of failure. No differences were found in these procedures. The assessment results are summarized in the next chapter.
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Summary of Results

The study charge and approach and the main points from the preceding chapters are summarized in this chapter. The discussion summaries provide the basis for the findings presented at the end of the chapter.

RECAP OF STUDY CHARGE AND APPROACH

Section 16 of the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011 calls for the Secretary of Transportation to “complete a comprehensive review of hazardous liquid pipeline facility regulations to determine whether the regulations are sufficient to regulate pipeline facilities used for the transportation of diluted bitumen. In conducting the review, the Secretary shall conduct an analysis of whether any increase in the risk of a release exists for pipeline facilities transporting diluted bitumen.”

A determination of release risk requires an assessment of both the likelihood and the consequences of a release. To inform its assessment of the former, the U.S. Department of Transportation contracted with the National Research Council to convene an expert committee to “analyze whether transportation of diluted bitumen by transmission pipeline has an increased likelihood of release compared with pipeline transportation of other crude oils.”

As detailed in Chapter 1, the project statement of task calls for a two-phase study, with the conduct of the second phase contingent on the outcome of the first. In the first phase, the study committee was asked to examine whether shipments of diluted bitumen can affect transmission pipelines and their operations so as to increase the likelihood of release when compared with shipments of other crude oils transported by pipeline. In the potential second phase—to be undertaken only if a finding of increased likelihood of release is made in the first—the committee was asked to review federal pipeline safety regulations to determine whether they are sufficient to mitigate an increased likelihood of release from diluted bitumen. If the committee did not find an increased likelihood of release, or the information available was insufficient to make a finding, the committee was expected to prepare a final report documenting the study approach and results.

The committee reviewed data on reported pipeline releases. The review provided insight into the general causes of pipeline failures, but the incident records alone could not be used to determine whether pipelines are more likely to fail when they transport diluted bitumen than when they transport other crude oils. Having examined the general causes of failures, the committee focused on the specific sources of pipeline damage that can be influenced by the transported crude oil. Specifically, it identified the chemical and physical properties of crude oil that can cause or contribute to sources of pipeline failure from damage sustained internally or externally or as a result of mechanical forces.

The committee did not perform its own testing of pipelines or crude oil shipments. Information on the properties of shipments of diluted bitumen and other crude oils was obtained from public websites and assay sheets. Additional information was obtained from a review of
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1 Public Law 112-90, enacted January 3, 2012.
government reports and technical literature, queries of oil producers and pipeline operators, field visits, and inferences from secondary sources such as the maximum water and sediment content for pipeline shipments as specified in pipeline tariffs. The committee then compared the relevant properties of shipments of diluted bitumen with the range of properties observed in other crude oil shipments to identify instances in which diluted bitumen fell outside or at an extreme end of the range.

In view of the possibility that some pipeline operators may modify their operating and maintenance practices in transporting diluted bitumen, the committee first posited potential differences and then sought evidence. Operators were questioned about their practices. The committee looked for indications of changes in standard procedures, including corrosion control practices, that could inadvertently make pipelines more susceptible to sources of failure.

MAIN POINTS FROM CHAPTER DISCUSSIONS

Crude Oil Pipeline Transportation in the United States

As described in Chapter 2, the crude oil transmission network in the United States consists of an interconnected set of pipeline systems. Crude oil shipments traveling through the network often move from one pipeline system to another and are sometimes stored at terminals. Most operators of transmission systems are common carriers who do not own the crude oil they transport but provide transportation services for a fee. Few major transmission pipelines are dedicated to transporting specific grades or varieties of crude oil. They usually move multiple batches of crude oil, often provided by different shippers and encompassing a range of chemical and physical properties. Crude oil shipments are treated to meet the quality requirements of the pipeline operator as well as the content and quality demands of the refinery customer.

Pipeline systems traverse different terrains and can vary in specific design features, components, and configurations. The differences require that each operator tailor operating and maintenance strategies to fit the circumstances of its systems in accordance with the federal pipeline safety regulations. Nevertheless, the systems tend to share many of the same basic components and follow similar operating and maintenance procedures. Together, regulatory and industry standards, system connectivity, and economic demands compel both a commonality of practice and a shared capability of handling different crude oils.

Bitumen Properties, Production, and Pipeline Transportation

As discussed in Chapter 3, the bitumen imported into the United States is derived from Canadian oil sands. Canadian bitumen is both mined and recovered in situ using thermally assisted techniques. A large share of the bitumen deposits is too deep for mining, so in situ recovery accounts for an increasing percentage of bitumen production. Because mined bitumen does not generally have qualities suitable for pipeline transportation and refinery feed, it is processed into synthetic crude oil in Canada. Bitumen recovered in situ with thermally assisted methods has lower water and sediment content and is thus better suited to long-distance transportation by pipeline than is mined bitumen. Bitumen imported into the United States is produced in situ through thermally assisted methods rather than by mining.

Like all forms of petroleum, Canadian bitumen is a by-product of decomposed organic materials and thus a mixture of many hydrocarbons. The bitumen contains a relatively large
concentration of asphaltenes that contribute to its high density and viscosity. At ambient temperatures, bitumen does not flow and must be diluted for transportation by unheated pipelines. Diluents consist of light oils, including natural gas condensate and light synthetic crude oils created from bitumen. Although the diluents consist of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, shipments of diluted bitumen do not contain a higher percentage of these light hydrocarbons than do other crude oil shipments. The dilution process yields a stable and fully mixed product for shipment by pipeline with density and viscosity levels in the range of other crude oils transported by pipeline in the United States.

Shipments of diluted bitumen are piped at operating temperatures, flow rates, and pressure settings typical of crude oils with similar density and viscosity levels. Shipment water and sediment content conforms to the Canadian tariff limits, which are more restrictive than those in U.S. pipeline tariffs. Solids in diluted bitumen shipments are comparable in quantity and size with solids in other crude oil shipments transported by pipeline. While the sulfur in diluted bitumen is at the high end of the range for crude oils, it is bound with hydrocarbons and not a source of corrosive hydrogen sulfide. Diluted bitumen has higher acid content than many other crude oils, but the stable organic acids that raise acidity levels are not corrosive at pipeline temperatures.

**Review of Pipeline Incident Data**

A logical step in addressing the question of whether shipments of diluted have a greater propensity to cause pipeline releases than shipments of other crude oils is to examine historical release records. The incident statistics can be used to identify the general sources of pipeline failure. However, the information contained in the U.S. and Canadian incident records is insufficient to draw definitive conclusions. As explained in Chapter 4, one reason is that the causal categories in the databases lack the specificity needed to assess the particular ways in which transporting diluted bitumen can affect the susceptibility of pipelines to failure. Another reason is that incident records do not contain information on the types of crude oil transported and the properties of past shipments in the affected pipeline. Because many pipeline releases involve cumulative and time-dependent damage, there is no practical way to trace the transportation history of a damaged pipeline to assess the role played by each type of crude oil and its properties in transport.

Incident reporting systems in Canada and the United States do not have uniform reporting criteria and coverage. Given the relatively small number of pipeline incidents, even minor variations in reporting criteria can lead to significant differences in incident frequencies and causal patterns. Some reporting systems combine incident reports from oil gathering and transmission systems, while others do not. Variation in reporting coverage is problematic because gathering pipelines are fundamentally different from transmission pipelines in design, maintenance, and operations and in the quality and quantity of the liquids they carry.

**Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Sources of Pipeline Damage**

The chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen were examined in Chapter 5 to determine whether any differ sufficiently from those of other crude oils to increase the likelihood of pipeline failures from sources of damage internally or externally or from mechanical forces. Any differences that could affect either the frequency or severity of the failure mechanism or the ability to mitigate a potential failure mechanism would suggest a difference in failure likelihood.
No properties were found to differ in any way that may change the likelihood of pipeline damage and failure. An assessment was also made with regard to whether pipeline operators transporting diluted bitumen alter their operating and maintenance procedures in ways that can make pipelines more prone to the causes of failure the procedures are intended to prevent. No differences were found in these procedures. Summaries of the assessments are presented in Box 6-1.

Box 6-1

Summary of Assessments of the Effects of Diluted Bitumen on Causes of Pipeline Damage

Internal Degradation
A review of product properties pertaining to internal pipeline corrosion and erosion did not find that shipments of diluted bitumen are any more likely than shipments of other crude oils to cause these failure mechanisms. Shipments of diluted bitumen do not contain unusually high levels of water, sediment, dissolved gases, or other agents that can cause internal corrosion. The organic acids contained in diluted bitumen are not corrosive to steel at pipeline temperatures. The densities and viscosities of diluted bitumen shipments are within the range of other crude oils, and the velocity and turbulence with which shipments flow through pipelines are comparable and limit the formation of corrosive deposits. On the basis of an examination of the factors that influence microbial growth, diluted bitumen does not have a higher likelihood than other crude oils of causing microbiologically influenced corrosion. Because shipments of diluted bitumen have solids content and flow regimes comparable with those of other crude oil shipments, they do not differ in their propensity to cause erosion of transmission pipelines.

External Degradation
Pipelines can sustain external damage from corrosion and cracking. Because diluted bitumen only contacts the inside of a pipeline, it can contribute to external degradation only as a result of changes in pipeline operational parameters, specifically pipeline temperature and pressure levels. Elevated operating temperatures can increase the likelihood of external corrosion and cracking by causing or contributing to the degradation of protective coatings and by accelerating rates of certain degradation mechanisms. Elevated operating pressures can cause stress loadings and concentrations that lead to stress-related cracking, particularly at sites of corrosion and preexisting damage. Because the densities and viscosities of diluted bitumen are comparable with those of other crude oils, it is transported at comparable operating pressures and temperatures. For this reason, the likelihood of temperature- and pressure-related effects is indistinguishable for diluted bitumen and other crude oils of similar density and viscosity. Consequently, diluted bitumen will not create a higher propensity for external corrosion and cracking in transmission pipelines.
Mechanical Damage
Mechanical damage to the pipeline and its components can occur as a result of overpressurization or outside forces. Mechanical forces can cause an immediate release or make the pipeline more susceptible to release by destabilizing support structures; damaging other components such as valves and joints; and weakening resistance to other failure mechanisms, such as corrosion attack. The study examined several possible causes of an increased potential for mechanical damage due to the properties of the transported liquid, including the potential for shipments of diluted bitumen to cause pressure surges or to interact with outside forces that can cause damage in pipelines. None of the properties or operating parameters of diluted bitumen shipments was found to be sufficiently different from those of other crude oils to suggest a higher potential to cause or exacerbate mechanical damage in pipelines.

Effects on Operations and Maintenance Procedures
As common carriers, operators of transmission pipelines generally have the ability to transport the wide range of crude oil varieties that are in the commercial stream. Accordingly, operations and maintenance procedures are designed to be robust, capable of ensuring operational reliability and safety without the need for procedural modifications from one crude oil shipment to the next. The chemical and physical properties of diluted bitumen shipments do not suggest that transporting them by pipeline requires operations and maintenance procedures that differ from those of other crude oil shipments having similar properties. Likewise, inquiries with operators and searches of industry guidelines and advisories did not indicate any specific issues associated with transporting diluted bitumen that would negatively affect operators as they carry out their standard operations and maintenance programs, including their corrosion detection and control capabilities.

STUDY RESULTS

Central Findings

The committee does not find any causes of pipeline failure unique to the transportation of diluted bitumen. Furthermore, the committee does not find evidence of chemical or physical properties of diluted bitumen that are outside the range of other crude oils or any other aspect of its transportation by transmission pipeline that would make diluted bitumen more likely than other crude oils to cause releases.

Specific Findings

Diluted bitumen does not have unique or extreme properties that make it more likely than other crude oils to cause internal damage to transmission pipelines from corrosion or erosion. Diluted bitumen has density and viscosity ranges comparable with those of other crude oils. It is moved through pipelines in a manner similar to other crude oils with respect to flow rate, pressure, and
operating temperature. The amount and size of solid particles in diluted bitumen are within the range of other crude oils so as not to create an increased propensity for deposition or erosion. Shipments of diluted bitumen do not contain higher concentrations of water, sediment, dissolved gases, or other agents that cause or exacerbate internal corrosion, including microbiologically influenced corrosion. The organic acids in diluted bitumen are not corrosive to steel at pipeline operating temperatures.

_Diluted bitumen does not have properties that make it more likely than other crude oils to cause damage to transmission pipelines from external corrosion and cracking or from mechanical forces._ The contents of a pipeline can contribute to external corrosion and cracking by causing or necessitating operations that raise the temperature of a pipeline, produce higher internal pressures, or cause more fluctuation in pressure. There is no evidence that operating temperatures and pressures are higher or more likely to fluctuate when pipelines transport diluted bitumen than when they transport other crude oils of similar density and viscosity. Furthermore, the transportation of diluted bitumen does not differ from that of other crude oils in ways that can lead to conditions that cause mechanical damage to pipelines.

_Pipeline operating and maintenance practices are the same for shipments of diluted bitumen and shipments of other crude oils._ Operating and maintenance practices are designed to accommodate the range of crude oils in transportation. The study did not find evidence indicating that pipeline operators change or would be expected to change such practices while transporting diluted bitumen.

These study results do not suggest that diluted bitumen will experience pipeline releases at a rate that is higher than its proportion of the crude oil stream. Future pipeline releases can be expected to occur, and some will involve diluted bitumen. All pipeline releases can be consequential. As explained at the outset of this report, the committee was not asked or constituted to study whether pipeline releases of diluted bitumen and other crude oils differ in their consequences or to determine whether such a study is warranted. Accordingly, the report does not address these questions and should not be construed as having answered them.
APPENDIX A

Questionnaire to Pipeline Operators on Transporting Diluted Bitumen

The following questions were developed by the committee and given to the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) in January 2013. CEPA distributed the questionnaire to member pipeline companies and returned the results in March 2013. Operator responses are indicated in bold text.¹

1. Please provide the following information:
   a. Total amount of transmission crude oil pipeline mileage: Approximately 24,000
   b. Mileage dedicated to dilbit service: Approximately 890
   c. Mileage in batch service: Approximately 20,530
   d. Percentage of barrels transported per day consisting of diluted bitumen:
      Operator A: 82 percent
      Operator B: 15 to 65 percent
      Operator C: 65 percent
      Operator D: 65 percent
      Operator E: 28 percent dilbit; 3 percent synbit

2. Please provide the following parameters on the properties of diluted bitumen measured at points of custody transfer or in-line (as appropriate and available):
   Table A-1 includes information gathered on a best-effort basis. One operator also reported some data for synbit, and these data were included for reference. In addition, H₂S data for a large number of crude oils are available from a study performed by Omnicon supported by several pipeline operators. These data were collected by using ASTM D5263 and have been included below for reference (see Figure A-1).

3. How often (e.g., percentage of barrels transported) is specified basic water and sediment (BS&W) exceeded at diluted bitumen initial custody transfer?
   For dilbit batches, between 0 and 0.6 percent of the barrels transported exceeded specified limits.

4. Is BS&W exceeded more often for diluted bitumen compared with other crude oils transported?
   Three operators reported no differences. In two cases, dilbit batches did exceed specified limits more often than other crude oils by a small margin of between 0.1 and 0.3 percent.

¹ API = American Petroleum Institute; CO₂ = carbon dioxide; H₂S = hydrogen sulfide; KOH = potassium hydroxide; O₂ = oxygen; ppm = parts per million; ppmw = parts per million by weight; psi = pounds per square inch; TAN = total acid number.
### TABLE A-1  Operator Responses to Question 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Normal Range</th>
<th>Extreme High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total BS&amp;W (volume percentage)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.25 to 0.40</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.05 to 0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11 to 0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.05 to 0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (dilbit)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.38</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (synbit)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28 to 0.34</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water share of BS&amp;W</strong></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>50 percent</td>
<td>40 to 60 percent</td>
<td>100 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sediment share of BS&amp;W</strong></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>50 percent</td>
<td>40 to 60 percent</td>
<td>100 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solid content (ppmw)</strong></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 to 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solids particle size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(microns)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>0.1 to 11.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H₂S (ppmw)</strong></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>0.1 to 11.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon dioxide (ppm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.62 to 3.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sulfur (weight percentage)</strong></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.45 to 4.76</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.45 to 4.76</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.79 to 3.89</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.0 to 4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (dilbit)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.46 to 4.97</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (synbit)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.04 to 3.21</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>API gravity</strong></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>19.0 to 23.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>19.3 to 21.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>21.4 to 22.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19.0 to 23.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (dilbit)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>20.3 to 21.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (synbit)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.5 to 20.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reid vapor pressure (psi)</strong></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.54 to 7.58</td>
<td>7.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3 to 11.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (dilbit)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.85 to 7.79</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (synbit)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.4 to 3.0</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAN (mg KOH/g)</strong></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85 to 1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0 to 2.17</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.52 to 1.64</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.6 to 1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (dilbit)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.92 to 2.49</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E (synbit)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4 to 2.22</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
TABLE A-1 (continued) Operator Responses to Question 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Normal Range</th>
<th>Extreme High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport temperature (°C), transmission pipelines</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26 to 34</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>10 (winter); 22 (summer)</td>
<td>4 to 29</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5 to 35</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13 to 43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.5 to 22.7</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate (ft/s) in transmission pipelines</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.0 to 6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>4.5 to 7.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5 to 4.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.8 to 8.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (psi) in transmission pipelines</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>700 to 1,200</td>
<td>1,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>43.5 to 1,160</td>
<td>1,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>175 to 1,350</td>
<td>1,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>50 to 1,440</td>
<td>1,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Do tank storage methods for diluted bitumen differ from those of other crudes to possibly affect level of O₂, CO₂, water, and other contaminants?
   No, the storage method is the same as for all crude oil commodities. Dilbits are generally stored in their own commodity group to reduce downgrading.

6. Note any differences in set points for safety and control instrumentation for pipelines in diluted bitumen service as opposed to lines in other service:
   There are no differences. Standards and procedures are in place for control that are generic for all crude oil commodities shipped. The standards and procedures are structured to ensure safe operation regardless of the commodity.

7. Note any differences in the frequency of shutdowns, low-flow, and non-turbulent flow conditions while in diluted bitumen service:
   There are typically no differences that are related to dilbit service. One operator reported a small increase of shutdown frequency due to BS&W exceedance.

8. Note any special surge control equipment and/or vibration monitors on pipelines that carry diluted bitumen:
   No special equipment has been installed specifically to accommodate dilbit.

9. Are drag reducing agents used for diluted bitumen transportation?
   If so, does their use differ (more or less?) compared with other crude types?
   Three of five operators are currently not using drag-reducing agents for dilbit transportation. The use of drag-reducing agents is not specific to dilbit transportation. Their use is based on the operational requirements of a particular pipeline segment and throughput required.
10. Do pipelines undergo more pressure cycling when in diluted bitumen service?
   The operating philosophy and function of a pipeline drive pressure cycling, not the
type of product transported. Batching between heavy and light products in the same
pipeline may cause additional cycling; however, this is related to the switch in
products rather than the products themselves. One operator reported that dilbit
service lines cycle less frequently than those in conventional crude oil service.

11. Are pressure cycles measured and monitored for use in fatigue calculations?
   Three of five operators currently monitor and use pressure cycles in fatigue
calculations, and one operator is planning to complete this activity in the future.
   One operator does not currently complete this activity.

12. Are corrosion inhibitors, including biocides, used for diluted bitumen shipments?
   If so, do quantities differ from those used for other crude types?
   Three of the operators use chemical treatment for bacteria or corrosion control in at
   least some of their pipelines. Chemical treatment requirement is determined by the
   flow conditions and pipeline condition. When such treatments are required, the
   volume and quantities are the same as for other crude oil pipelines.

13. Is cleaning required at different intervals for pipelines in diluted bitumen service versus
    pipelines in other service?
    The requirement for a cleaning program and cleaning intervals are primarily
determined by consideration of flow conditions and the potential for water and
sediment deposition for all crude oil types. No differences in cleaning intervals were
reported by any operator.

14. Is the debris from pig cleaning analyzed?
    If so, note any differences in composition for pipelines in diluted bitumen service?
    Four of five operators complete testing of debris from pig cleaning, and no
differences in composition have been reported for pipelines in dilbit service versus
other heavy commodity pipelines. For pipelines in batch service with multiple
products including dilbit, it is not possible to differentiate the sediment collected.

15. Is there any evidence from in-line inspection and/or other corrosion monitoring activities
    indicating unusual or unexpected corrosion locations for lines in diluted bitumen service?
Corrosion in heavy-oil pipelines can occur in areas where water or sediment
accumulates—including low areas, critical inclines, and overbends. The latter
location was unexpected when it was identified in 2005, but this does not appear to
be unique to dilbit pipelines and is common to heavy commodities in general. No
unusual or unexpected corrosion locations have been attributed to dilbit service.

16. Note any difference in clogging or wear of equipment, such as pumps, for lines in diluted
    bitumen service:
    No clogging or unusual wear has been identified for lines in dilbit service.
17. Note any differences in predictive/preventive maintenance practices for lines in dilbit service:
   No special predictive or preventive maintenance practices are required for dilbit pipelines.

18. More generally, do you have integrity management programs specific to lines in dilbit service?
   No, dilbit lines are incorporated into overall integrity management programs. In more than 25 years of diluted bitumen service on some pipelines, no unique or more severe threats specific to diluted bitumen service have been observed.

FIGURE A-1 Supplemental information on H₂S content.
APPENDIX B

Federal Pipeline Safety Regulatory Framework

ORIGINS OF HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS PIPELINE SAFETY REGULATION

The Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act (HLPSA) of 1979, as amended, provides the statutory authority for the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to establish regulatory standards for the transportation of hazardous liquid by pipelines, including those transporting crude oil.1

Within the department, authority to carry out the act is delegated to the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), which implements its authority through the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS). OPS promulgates rules governing the design, construction, testing, inspection, maintenance, and operations of hazardous liquid pipelines. The regulations are intended to establish minimum safety standards applicable to all hazardous liquid pipeline facilities, thereby setting a safety floor that all operators must meet across the spectrum of pipeline systems. The regulations cover pipelines that transport crude as well as refined products.

A review of past OPS rulemaking notices reveals that as the regulatory program evolved and matured, USDOT and Congress began to question whether the regulatory program was having sufficient effect in reducing the risk of transporting hazardous liquid by pipeline. A central concern was that individual pipeline operators could be complying with each of the actions prescribed in the federal rules in a procedural, or “checklist,” manner without really knowing whether these actions were collectively producing the desired safety assurance. Because pipeline facilities vary in their designs, construction, environments, and operating histories, specific safety assurance methods—including those not prescribed in federal rules—might be more suitable for one facility than for another. Moreover, OPS had long been concerned that it could not identify all facility-specific risks, which made a strictly prescriptive approach to safety regulation impractical. The changes made in response to these concerns have led to changes in the role of OPS and to new expectations for safety assurance by the pipeline industry.

PRESCRIPTIVE AND PERFORMANCE-BASED STANDARDS

After several major pipeline releases during the late 1980s and early 1990s, OPS started experimenting with other regulatory approaches to accompany its rules, which prescribed such specific actions as maintaining operating pressure at levels not to exceed 72 percent of specified minimum yield strength (SMYS).2 The agency sponsored a series of demonstration projects that gave operators the incentive and flexibility to tailor their safety assurance methods to their specific circumstances. OPS reasoned that because pipeline operators have the most comprehensive and detailed knowledge of their systems, they are in the best position to devise their safety assurance programs, as long as they are given the motivation, tools, and regulatory flexibility to make effective choices.3

---

2 §195.406.
In 2000, OPS issued a landmark rulemaking titled Pipeline Integrity Management in High Consequence Areas. Rather than prescribing specific operations and maintenance procedures, new rules laid out the key steps to be followed in developing and implementing a rationalized integrity management program based on principles of risk management. The regulations defined the core elements of the required program, such as the development of a written plan explaining how risks are to be identified; the logic used in choosing the tools, methods, and schedules employed for detecting and assessing risks; and the timetable for completing risk assessments and correcting deficiencies. The rules were written in performance-based language that does not tell operators exactly how they must conduct the risk assessments or precisely how they must act to mitigate identified risks. For example, if internal corrosion is identified as a threat in a particular pipeline segment, the operator is held responsible for selecting the best means to mitigate it—by using corrosion inhibitors, increasing the frequency of line cleaning, shortening inspection intervals, or selecting other defensible options.

Although performance-based rules have the advantage of allowing customized responses to specific circumstances, they can at times lack the clarity of a specific measure prescribed in rules applicable to all. Accordingly, OPS has retained many of its prescriptive rules and continues to adopt new ones, depending on the safety concern. Box B-1 outlines the basic set of rules governing the transportation of hazardous liquids by pipeline, as contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Part 195. Examples of prescriptive rules, in addition to the aforementioned standard for maximum operating pressure, are those concerning pipeline design and construction features, such as the requirement for shutoff valves located at each side of a water crossing. Nevertheless, in instances where alternatives to prescribed measures have safety merit, the operator can seek a waiver, or special permit, from OPS by demonstrating that the alternative measures will yield the same or higher levels of safety than the prescribed ones.

An example of a special permit application is the original plan of TransCanada Corporation to construct the Keystone XL pipeline. When the pipeline was first proposed in 2008, the company petitioned OPS to allow for maximum operating pressures of 80 percent of SMYS. OPS agreed to the special permit conditioned on TransCanada Corporation implementing 57 measures not currently delineated in the regulations and on adding a degree of rigor not currently required. The conditions covered, among other things, quality control checks during the manufacture and coating of the pipe, tighter valve spacing, remote control valves, monitoring and control of operating temperatures, more frequent pig cleaning, and specific limits on the levels of water and sediment contained in the products transported. Although TransCanada Corporation eventually withdrew the special permit application, it agreed to comply with the 57 conditions as part of its separate presidential application to build and operate a pipeline that crosses a national border.
Finally, in addition to having special permit authority, OPS has broad authority in the name of public safety to demand that pipeline operators take certain actions not specifically called for in regulations. For example, if the agency discovers a hazardous condition, it can issue orders requiring operators to take certain responsive or precautionary measures. On discovering a condition that may be of concern to multiple pipelines, OPS can issue advisory bulletins that notify operators about the condition and how it should be corrected.

SUPPORTIVE PROGRAMS

The emphasis on risk- and performance-based standards has not only affected OPS rulemaking activity but also changed other aspects of its safety oversight program. Where it does not prescribe specific safety actions or practices, OPS seeks to ensure that operators are in compliance with the performance-oriented demands outlined in the regulations. Aided by its inspection and enforcement capabilities, OPS will verify that pipeline operators are developing and implementing risk management programs that have a rigorous and technically sound basis. A checklist compliance inspection approach is not considered adequate. Inspecting for compliance under these circumstances requires an approach more akin to a quality assurance audit to ensure that operators are following a well-defined set of actions. In addition, the advent of performance-based regulations has meant that OPS safety researchers now have responsibility for providing technical guidance to aid operators in developing rigorous risk management programs, including development of the requisite analytic tools.

About half of the 200-person OPS staff is responsible for inspecting pipeline facilities, with assistance from more than 300 state inspectors. Inspectors are authorized to review the manual for operations and maintenance required of each operator. Inspectors also review records documenting the evaluations that have been performed to identify and prioritize risk factors, devise integrity management strategies, and prioritize the preventive and mitigative measures. If OPS has reason to believe that a specific risk factor is escaping the scrutiny of a pipeline operator, it can review company records to determine whether and how the risk is being treated. As described in Chapter 4, PHMSA also requires operators to report incidents involving releases from pipelines. The agency uses the reports to guide its regulatory, inspection, and enforcement priorities.

Through its research and engineering capacity, OPS can assist pipeline operators in complying with both prescriptive and performance-based rules. In 2012, the agency funded about $7 million in research, with most projects conducted in collaboration with industry through cooperative programs such as the Pipeline Research Council International, Inc. Much of the research is designed to help operators comply with regulatory demands; for example, by developing tools and methodologies to detect and map pipeline leaks, locate and diagnose faults in cathodic protection systems, inspect lines that cannot be pigged, and conduct risk analyses. Research projects are also designed to provide technical support for industry standard-setting activities; for example, by evaluating new test methods being considered by standards development committees.

consequences of the project on energy security, the economy, and foreign policy (Federal Register, Vol. 77, No. 23, Feb. 3, 2012, p. 5614).

49 CFR §190.
Box B-1

Summary of Coverage of Federal Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Regulations
Title 49, Part 195—Transportation of Hazardous Liquids by Pipeline

Subpart A—General
§195.0 to §195.12 Regulation coverage, definitions, incorporations by reference of consensus standards, and compliance responsibility.

Subpart B—Reporting
§195.48 to §195.64 Includes reporting requirements for accidents and safety-related conditions as well as requirements for operators to provide assistance during investigations.

Subpart C—Design
§195.100 to §195.134 Includes pipe and component design requirements governing design temperature, internal design pressure, external pressure and loads, valves and fittings, closures and connections, and station pipe and breakout tanks.

Subpart D—Construction
§195.200 to §195.266 Includes construction-related requirements governing material inspection, transportation of pipe, location of pipe, installation and coverage of pipe, welding procedures and welder qualifications, weld testing and inspection, valve location, pumping stations, and crossings of railroads and highways.

Subpart E—Pressure Testing
§195.300 to §195.310 Includes requirements governing pressure testing of pipe, components, tie-ins, and breakout tanks. Also contains requirements for risk-based alternatives to pressure testing of older pipelines.

Subpart F—Operations and Maintenance
§195.400 to §195.452 Includes requirements for an operations, maintenance, and emergency response manual; maximum operating pressure; inspections of breakout tanks and rights-of-way; valve maintenance; pipe repairs; line markers and signs; public awareness and damage prevention programs; leak detection and control room management; and integrity management in high-consequence areas.

(continued)
Box B-1 *(continued)*

**Subpart G—Qualification of Pipeline Personnel**

| §195.501 to §195.509 | Requirements for qualification programs and record keeping. |

**Subpart H—Corrosion Control**

| §195.551 to §195.589 | Includes regulations on coatings for external corrosion control, coating inspection, cathodic protection and test leads, inspection of exposed pipe, protections from internal corrosion, protections against atmospheric corrosion, and assessment of corroded pipe. |

**Appendix A**

Delineates federal and state jurisdiction.

**Appendix B**

Risk-based alternative to pressure testing older pipelines.

**Appendix C**

Guidance for integrity management program implementation.
APPENDIX C

Data-Gathering Sessions

Committee for a Study of Pipeline Transportation of Diluted Bitumen

First Meeting
July 23–24, 2012
Washington, D.C.

July 23

9:45 a.m. Briefing by study sponsor, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
Linda Daugherty, Deputy Associate Administrator for Policy and Programs
Alan Mayberry, Deputy Associate Administrator of Field Operations
Jeffery Gilliam, Senior Engineer and Project Manager
- Origins and scope of study
- Overview of PHMSA’s regulatory program
- Agency data sources and technical reports
- Additional background

11:30 a.m. Overview of relevant industry consensus standards and state of the practice in detecting, preventing, and mitigating internal corrosion of oil pipelines
Oliver Moghissi, President, National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE), and Director, DNV Columbus, Inc

1:00 p.m.

Crude
Alberta Innovates report, *Comparison of Corrosivity of Dilbit and Conventional Crude*

John Zhou, Alberta Innovates Energy and Environment Solutions
Harry Tsapraulis, Alberta Innovates Technology Futures

1:45 p.m. Industry associations
Peter Lidiak, Director, Pipelines, American Petroleum Institute

2:30 p.m. Operator experiences—Enbridge Pipelines, Inc.
Scott Ironside, Director, Integrity Programs

3:30 p.m. Operator experiences—TransCanada Corporation
Bruce Dupuis, Program Manager, Liquid Pipeline Integrity
Jenny Been, Corrosion Specialist, Pipe Integrity

4:15 p.m. Concerns raised in Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) report
Anthony Swift, Attorney, International Program, NRDC
5:00 p.m. General discussion
5:45 Adjournment

July 24
9:35 a.m. National Energy Board (NEB)—Overview of Regulatory, Data, and Technical Activities
   Iain Colquhoun, Chief Engineer, NEB
10:15 a.m. Standard and Non-Standard Methodologies to Evaluate Crude Oil Corrosivity Under Pipeline Operating Conditions
   Sankara Papavinasam, Senior Research Scientist, CanmetMATERIALS
11:00 a.m. Public forum
12:15 p.m. Adjournment

Subcommittee Meeting
   October 9, 2012
   Edmonton, Alberta

8:40 a.m. Introductions: Enbridge Pipelines, Inc.; TransCanada; Inter Pipeline; Kinder Morgan; Crude Quality, Inc.
9:30 a.m. Experience with diluted bitumen quality and cleanliness when entering the pipeline system
10:45 a.m. Pipeline control and operations: diluted bitumen versus conventional crude oils
12:30 p.m. Integrity knowledge of pipelines
   Findings from inspecting pipelines in high consequence areas for anomalies
1:30 p.m. Other presentations
3:00 p.m. Tour of Natural Resources Canada, CanmetENERGY laboratory
Second Committee Meeting
October 23, 2012
Washington, D.C.

10:50 a.m.  Overview of pipeline equipment, field operations, control center, leak detection, maintenance, regulation, and economics
            Thomas Miesner, Pipeline Knowledge and Development

1:30 p.m.  Background on crude oils and diluted bitumen
            Harry Giles, Executive Director, Crude Oil Quality Association
            Randy Segato, Suncor Energy
            Andre Lemieux, Canadian Crude Quality Technical Association

2:30 p.m.  Diluted bitumen: chemical and physical properties
            Heather Dettman, Natural Resources Canada, CanmetENERGY

3:30 p.m.  Evidence from pipeline incident reporting systems
            PHMSA data: Jeffery Gilliam and Blaine Keener, PHMSA
            Pipeline Performance Tracking System: Peter Lidiak, American Petroleum Institute, and Cheryl Trench, Allegro Energy Consulting

4:30 p.m.  Overview of PHMSA supplemental regulatory authorities to mitigate risk
            Jeffery Gilliam, PHMSA

5:00 p.m.  Adjournment

Third Committee Meeting
January 31, 2013
Washington, D.C.

10:30 a.m.  Summary of NACE conference proceedings on heavy oil and corrosion
            Sankara Papavinasam, Senior Research Scientist, Natural Resources Canada, CanmetMATERIALS

11:15 a.m.  Operational experience transporting heavy crude oils by pipeline in California
            Art Diefenbach, Vice President of Engineering, Westpac Energy

1:00 p.m.  Overview of federal hazardous liquid pipeline regulatory approach
            Jeffrey Wiese and Jeffery Gilliam, PHMSA

2:00 p.m.  Changing patterns of crude oil supply and demand
            Geoffrey Houlton, Senior Director, Global Crude Oil Market Analysis, IHS

3:00 p.m.  Adjournment
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Crude Oil at the Bemidji Site: 25 Years of Monitoring, Modeling, and Understanding
by Hediaf I. Essaid1,2, Barbara A. Bekins2, William N. Herkelrath2, and Geoffrey N. Delin3

Abstract

The fate of hydrocarbons in the subsurface near Bemidji, Minnesota, has been investigated by a multidisciplinary group of scientists for over a quarter century. Research at Bemidji has involved extensive investigations of multiphase flow and transport, volatilization, dissolution, geochemical interactions, microbial populations, and biodegradation with the goal of providing an improved understanding of the natural processes limiting the extent of hydrocarbon contamination. A considerable volume of oil remains in the subsurface today despite 30 years of natural attenuation and 5 years of pump-and-skim remediation. Studies at Bemidji were among the first to document the importance of anaerobic biodegradation processes for hydrocarbon removal and remediation by natural attenuation. Spatial variability of hydraulic properties was observed to influence subsurface oil and water flow, vapor diffusion, and the progression of biodegradation. Pore-scale capillary pressure-saturation hysteresis and the presence of fine-grained sediments impeded oil flow, causing entrapment and relatively large residual oil saturations. Hydrocarbon attenuation and plume extent was a function of groundwater flow, compound-specific volatilization, dissolution and biodegradation rates, and availability of electron acceptors. Simulation of hydrocarbon fate and transport affirmed concepts developed from field observations, and provided estimates of field-scale reaction rates and hydrocarbon mass balance. Long-term field studies at Bemidji have illustrated that the fate of hydrocarbons evolves with time, and a snap-shot study of a hydrocarbon plume may not provide information that is of relevance to the long-term behavior of the plume during natural attenuation.

Introduction

It has long been recognized that spills of crude oil, gasoline, aviation fuel, diesel fuel, heating oil, and other petroleum hydrocarbon fuels all pose a risk of groundwater contamination by benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes (BTEX) (Council on Environmental Quality 1981). Significant research efforts initiated in the 1980s (summarized by Mercer and Cohen 1990; Chapelle 1999; Cozzarelli and Baehr 2003; Oostrom et al. 2006) were devoted to understanding the processes controlling the subsurface flow, dissolution, volatilization, and biodegradation of nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL) hydrocarbon mixtures so that effective remediation strategies could be designed. These studies ranged from laboratory experiments to field studies, and involved the development and application of complex numerical models.

By the mid-1990s, considerable evidence suggested that the extent of subsurface hydrocarbon plumes was limited by natural attenuation processes, mainly biodegradation of hydrocarbons by naturally occurring bacteria (National Research Council 1993, 2000; Wiedemeier et al. 1999). The high costs of hydrocarbon source removal and groundwater cleanup, as well as recognition of the limited effectiveness of pump and treat systems (National Research Council 1994), led the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to adopt guidelines for risk-based site...
assessments (EPA 1995) and the application of natural attenuation for petroleum hydrocarbons in groundwater (EPA 1997). In some cases, regulatory decisions of "no further action" (also known as site closure) were implemented at sites where groundwater benzene concentrations were dropping but did not yet meet state cleanup standards. The expectation was that natural attenuation would result in a continuing decrease in concentrations (Pelayo et al. 2008). However, a recent survey of 10 closed hydrocarbon contaminated sites in Wisconsin has shown that benzene concentrations exceed those measured at the time of site closure at five of the sites (Pelayo et al. 2008). The Wisconsin results indicate that natural attenuation of petroleum hydrocarbons can take longer than expected and that attenuation rates can change with time. Understanding the progression and evolution of natural attenuation processes, and determining the factors that control the spatial and temporal extent of a subsurface hydrocarbon plume, has been the subject of over 25 years of research at the crude-oil spill site near Bemidji, Minnesota.

On August 20, 1979, approximately 16 km northwest of Bemidji, an 86-cm diameter crude-oil pipeline burst along a seam weld, spilling about $1.7 \times 10^6$ L (10,700 barrels) of crude oil onto glacial outwash deposits (Figure 1) (Pfannkuch 1979; Hult 1984; Enbridge Energy 2008). The oil sprayed over an area of about 6500 m$^2$ (the spray zone) and collected in a wetland and topographic depressions where crude oil infiltrated through the unsaturated zone to the water table resulting in three subsurface oil bodies (termed the north, middle, and south oil pools, Figure 1). An estimated $1.1 \times 10^6$ L (6800 barrels) of the spilled oil was removed by pumping from surface pools and trenches, and an additional $0.2 \times 10^6$ L (1300 barrels) was removed by burning and excavation of soil. After cleanup efforts were completed in 1979 to 1980, about $0.4 \times 10^6$ L (2600 barrels) of crude oil remained in the subsurface. The NAPL oil trapped in the unsaturated zone and floating on the water table has provided a continuous source of hydrocarbon contamination. Hydrocarbon compounds have volatilized and dissolved from the oil at varying rates, changing the source composition and forming a soil vapor and groundwater plume within physically and chemically heterogeneous subsurface sediments (Figure 2). The compounds have been transported mainly by diffusion (with some advection) in the unsaturated zone, and by advection and dispersion in the saturated zone. Reactions and biodegradation have transformed the hydrocarbons to less toxic compounds,
modifying the subsurface redox conditions, and resulted in changes in mineral characteristics.

A long-term, interdisciplinary research project sponsored by the U.S. Geological Survey Toxic Substances Hydrology Program was established at the Bemidji site in 1983 in response to the research community's need for in situ field-scale studies of hydrocarbon fate to complement ongoing experimental and modeling efforts (Delin et al. 1998). An overview of the project with site maps and data is available at http://toxics.usgs.gov/sites/bemidji_page.html and http://mn.water.usgs.gov/projects/bemidji/.

Research at this site has been oriented toward characterizing and quantifying the physical, chemical, and biological processes controlling the fate of hydrocarbons in the subsurface. From 1983 to 1999, scientists working at the site were able to study and document the extent and progression of hydrocarbon contamination under natural, undisturbed conditions. In 1999, a 5-year remediation effort focused on removing the NAPL oil source was initiated by the pipeline company in response to a mandate from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.

Twenty-five years of comprehensive, interdisciplinary research has made Bemidji one of the best characterized hydrocarbon spill sites in the world and has resulted in over 200 publications (complete list available at http://toxics.usgs.gov/bib/bib-bemidji.html). Research efforts at Bemidji have focused on developing and applying methods for measuring and investigating in situ properties and processes. Work at the site has ranged from characterization of microscopic-scale water-mineral interactions to plume-scale geochemical and microbial evolution, and has included testing of complex models of multiphase flow, reactive transport, and biodegradation.

Investigations have involved the collection and analysis of more than 5000 samples of crude oil, water, soil, vapor, sediment, and microbes. The NAPL oil distribution and composition have been characterized and modeled to provide an understanding of the nature of the continuous hydrocarbon source. Monitoring and modeling of the geochemistry of the contaminated aquifer have elucidated the chemical and biological processes controlling the evolution and extent of the groundwater and soil vapor hydrocarbon plumes. Simulation has been used to test conceptual models, quantify properties and rates, and evaluate hydrocarbon mass balance. This paper presents an overview of Bemidji studies that have contributed to understanding the fate of hydrocarbons in the natural field setting. The approaches developed and processes studied at Bemidji are universal and can be adapted and used to evaluate other hydrocarbon spill sites.

Site Hydrogeology

The Bemidji oil spill is located in a pitted and dissected outwash plain comprised of moderately calcareous, moderately to poorly sorted sandy gravel, gravelly sand and sand with thin interbeds of silt (Franzi 1988). The average organic carbon content of these sediments was 0.09% (Baedecker et al. 1993), and the mean porosity was 0.38 (Dillard et al. 1997). At a depth of 18 to 27 m the outwash sediments are underlain by a low-permeability till layer. Local groundwater flow is to the northeast and discharges to an unnamed lake 300-m downstream from the point of the pipeline rupture (Figure 1). Depth to the water table ranges between 0 (near the wetland) and 11 m, and water levels fluctuate as much as 0.5 m seasonally. The observed average water-table gradient was 0.0035 m/m (Essaid et al. 2003). Estimates of mean hydraulic conductivity at the north oil pool site ranged from 5.6 x 10^{-6} m/s (estimated from particle-size distributions, Dillard et al. 1997) to 7.0 x 10^{-5} m/s (calibrated model estimate, Essaid et al. 2003). Mean porosity, conductivity, and gradient estimates yield average velocity estimates that range between 0.004 and 0.056 m/day. A small-scale natural-gradient bromide tracer test conducted within the hydrocarbon plume, along a 1.6-m long flow path, yielded a mean flow velocity of 0.06 m/day and longitudinal dispersivity of 0.15 m (Essaid et al. 2003).

Mean annual temperature and precipitation at the site are 3°C and 508 m, respectively (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 1983). Recharge rates at the site have been estimated using a water-table fluctuation method and an unsaturated zone water balance method based on time-domain-reflectometry measured soil moisture (Delin and Herkelrath 1999, 2001; Herkelrath and Delin 2001). Estimated values range from 0.1 to 0.3 m/year. The greatest recharge rates have been observed below areas of topographic lows, primarily as a result of accumulation of surface runoff in these depressions—the same depressions where spilled crude oil infiltrated to the water table.
The Oil Phase Hydrocarbon Source

Crude oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbon compounds that volatilize into the gas phase, dissolve in water, and biodegrade at different rates. The NAPL oil distribution in the subsurface affects its contact with the water and gas phases and consequently the rates of volatilization and dissolution of hydrocarbons. Increased oil in the pore space decreases the ease with which water and air can flow past the oil and reduces the oil surface area in contact with air and water phases, reducing the transfer of hydrocarbons. Furthermore, as mass transfer of hydrocarbon components from the oil to soil gas and water progresses, and biodegradation occurs, the composition of the hydrocarbon mixture in the oil changes. These processes can be individually isolated and studied in laboratory experiments, however, in the field they occur simultaneously with complex interactions.

Oil Phase Distribution

Characterizing the subsurface oil-phase distribution is a necessary step for understanding the influence of the NAPL oil source on the vapor and groundwater plumes. Often, the only information available at a field site is the thickness of oil floating on water in an observation well, a measurement that does not correlate well with the thickness of oil in the adjacent sediments (Kemblowski and Chiang 1990). Methods to determine the subsurface distribution of oil saturation, the fraction of the pore space occupied by oil (volume of oil/volume of pore space), were developed and applied at the Bemidji site. In 1989 and 1990, cores were collected at the south and north oil pools (Figure 3) using a sampling technique that could recover relatively undisturbed core samples from both the unsaturated and saturated zones while maintaining the in situ pore-fluid distribution (Hess et al. 1992). Cores were immediately frozen and cut into 78-mm long sections. Oil and water saturations, porosity, and particle-size distribution were determined for 146 core sections aligned along a 120-m transect at the south pool (Hess et al. 1992), and 269 core sections aligned along a 90-m transect at the north pool (Dillard et al. 1997). Both transects were approximately parallel to the direction of groundwater flow.

The observed south pool oil body (Figure 3A) was more than 70 m long with, the greatest oil saturation (0.62) measured near its center in a localized zone of high oil saturations. Outside this zone there was a large area with oil saturations less than 0.20. The oil body was asymmetric and it appeared that there may have been some downgradient lateral migration of oil below the water table, possibly through zones of high permeability. The thickness of oil measured in three wells at the time of core collection did not correspond to the oil-saturation distribution in the adjacent sediments (Hess et al. 1992), illustrating that accumulated thickness in wells is a poor indicator of the actual distribution of oil in the subsurface.

The distribution of oil at the north pool site was more complex than that at the south pool site (Figure 3B). A considerable amount of oil remained in the unsaturated

Figure 3. Oil-phase distribution at the Bemidji site (modified from Essaid et al. 1993; Dillard et al. 1997): (A) oil saturation (volume of oil/volume of pore space) distribution at the south pool; (B) oil-saturation distribution at the north pool; (C) oil saturation and percent grain size smaller than 0.1 mm at borehole 9016 showing the influence of heterogeneity on oil-phase distribution; (D) photograph of an oil core crossing the water table showing oil exclusion from a finer grained horizon.
zone where oil infiltrated following the spill. The body of oil floating on the water table was not lens shaped, but rather consisted of zones of high and low oil saturation distributed along the general direction of groundwater flow. The maximum oil saturation of 0.74 was measured in the downgradient part of the oil body. Figure 3C shows profiles of oil saturation and particle size for borehole 9016 and illustrates the influence of fine-grained layers on oil-saturation distribution. A layer containing almost 80% fines occurred in the unsaturated zone at an elevation of about 426 m. Oil saturations above this layer were greater than 0.3, even though it was more than 2 m above the water table. Apparently the fine-grained layers impeded the infiltration and redistribution of oil. The peak oil saturation was below the water table within a zone that was lacking in fines, rather than at or above the water table as buoyancy would predict. Fine-grained layers occurred above and below the zone of high oil saturation, suggesting that migration of oil near the water table was controlled by heterogeneous layering. Figure 3D is a photograph of a core collected at the water table that illustrates the effect of grain size on oil saturation. The gray zone in the center is of slightly smaller grain size and is free of oil, whereas the coarser overlying and underlying zones are heavily saturated with oil. These field data illustrate the importance of heterogeneity and capillary effects on the distribution and movement of the oil phase.

By 1990, many modeling approaches had been developed to simulate the flow of NAPL oil, however, their field applicability was untested because of a lack of field-scale and site-specific knowledge of multiphase distributions and hydraulic properties (Mercer and Cohen 1990). Observed fluid saturation and particle-size distributions at Bemidji were used in conjunction with a multiphase cross-sectional flow model of the unsaturated and saturated zone to simulate the movement of oil and water at the spill site (Essaid et al. 1993; Dillard et al. 1997). Comparisons between observed and simulated oil-saturation distributions were used as indicators of the appropriateness of using prevalent multiphase flow modeling approaches, and the relative importance of factors controlling oil flow. Spatially variable sediment hydraulic properties and constitutive relations (capillary pressure-saturation and relative permeability-saturation) were estimated from particle-size data. At the south oil pool, the general asymmetrical shape of the observed oil body was reproduced only when hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation curves with oil entrapment and representations of spatial variability of hydraulic properties were incorporated into the model (Essaid et al. 1993). The small-scale details of the observed subsurface oil distribution were not reproduced in the simulations due to uncertainty in spatial correlations, hydraulic properties, and constitutive relations estimated from particle-size distributions.

Analysis of the permeability distribution estimated from particle-size data from the north oil pool site suggested that fine-grained layers were more predominant than at the south pool site. Permeability was distributed bimodal lognormally with two population distributions corresponding to two predominant lithologies: a coarse glacial outwash deposit and fine-grained interbedded lenses. A two-step geostatistical approach was used to generate a conditioned realization of permeability representing the observed bimodal heterogeneity (Dillard et al. 1997). This permeability distribution was used to simulate flow of oil and water in the presence of air along the north pool transect for the 1979 to 1990 period. Inclusion of bimodal aquifer heterogeneity was needed to reproduce the observed entrapment of oil in the unsaturated zone and the irregular shape of the oil body. When bimodal heterogeneity was included, pore-scale capillary pressure-saturation hysteresis did not have to be incorporated into the model because a large-scale hysteretic effect was produced by the presence of low-permeability fine-grained lenses that impeded oil flow.

The field observations and modeling indicate that subsurface oil-phase flow is very sensitive to porous media heterogeneity. Oil tends to occur at higher saturations and to be more mobile in the coarser-grained higher-permeability sediments. Pore-scale capillary pressure-saturation hysteresis and the presence of fine-grained sediments can impede oil flow, causing entrapment and relatively large residual oil saturations. Realistic simulated oil distributions were obtained only when the effects of heterogeneity on capillary pressure-saturation and relative permeability-saturation constitutive relations were represented. However, there is still considerable uncertainty in estimating these constitutive relations for NAPLs, especially in the case of three-phase oil relative permeability (Dillard et al. 1997). Inclusion of the observed 0.5-m water-table fluctuations in the south and north pool models did not significantly improve the correspondence between simulated and observed oil-saturation distributions, suggesting that spatial variability was a stronger influence on oil flow and/or there was limited oil-phase mobility.

Remediation at oil spill sites often targets removal of the NAPL oil phase in order to minimize the hydrocarbon source. The Bemidji remediation effort initiated in 1999 focused on removing sufficient NAPL oil so that it would only occur as a sheen on the water-table surface. Oil was recovered by inducing depressions in the water table by pumping from beneath the north, middle, and south oil pools, with removal of inflowing oil by skimming. Efficacy of oil removal by pump-and-skim remediation depends on oil mobility and flow to the pumped well. Herkelrath (1999) made a prediction of oil removal at the north pool based on oil saturations measured in cores. This analysis indicated that about 25% of the oil was recoverable assuming a residual oil saturation of 0.2 based on observed oil-saturation distributions (Figure 3). The remediation from 1999 to 2004 resulted in the removal of about $1.14 \times 10^5$ L of crude oil from the north, middle, and south oil pools (Enbridge Energy 2008), or about 27% of the oil that remained following the
Oil Phase Composition

The composition of subsurface oil at the Bemidji site has changed over time due to volatilization, dissolution, and biodegradation. In 1987, Eganhouse et al. (1993) measured the molecular composition of oil samples obtained from the pipeline and locations spanning the length of the north pool oil body. The composition of the oil body samples was dominated by saturated hydrocarbons (58% to 61%), with aromatics representing most of the remainder (33% to 36% of total oil). The dominant hydrocarbons were normal alkanes (C₆-3₂). Eganhouse et al. (1996) showed that the oil near the upgradient edge of the oil body was depleted of the more soluble aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene and toluene as compared with the downgradient edge of the oil body. Eganhouse et al. (1996) also observed that concentrations of hydrocarbons in groundwater flowing beneath the oil increased as the water flowed from the upgradient to the downgradient edge of the oil, approaching the effective solubility limit. These results suggested that the upgradient portion of the oil body had undergone more hydrocarbon dissolution than the downgradient portion because of the continuous inflow of groundwater with low hydrocarbon concentrations from the area upgradient of the oil body. As this water flowed past the oil body and hydrocarbon concentrations increased, the mass transfer of soluble components from the oil to the water phase decreased.

Landon and Hult (1996) collected 31 oil samples from wells at various locations within the oil body during 1988 to 1989. They characterized the physical and chemical characteristics of the oil samples, compared them to relatively unaltered oil (Landon 1993), and determined the mass loss from the oil phase. Changes in physical properties of the oil samples indicated that the rate of mass loss ranged from 0% to 1.25% per year. In the oil samples with the greatest mass loss, the alkanes accounted for about 80% of the loss and aromatic compounds accounted for the other 20%. In the less altered oil samples, aromatic compounds accounted for nearly all of the loss of mass. Landon and Hult (1996) concluded that oil mass was being lost primarily by volatilization of low chain-length alkanes in the highly altered oil samples, and dissolution of aromatics in the least altered samples.

Bekins et al. (2005a) examined the composition of the NAPL oil present in core samples 25 years after the spill. They observed that substantial biodegradation of the n-alkane fraction in the oil had occurred under methanogenic conditions and that methanogenic biodegradation first depleted the ≥C₁₈ n-alkanes (Figure 4A), the reverse of the aerobic biodegradation progression (Peters and Moldowan, 1993). The degree of alkane depletion (degradation state) varied with position in the oil body (Figure 4B). The least degraded oil occurred near the land surface, because of extremely low moisture conditions, and at the downgradient end of the oil body. Enhanced methanogenic biodegradation occurred where there was increased groundwater recharge. Recharge rates over twice the average value occur in a topographic low above the upgradient end of the oil body (Delin and Herkelrath 2005). The increased biodegradation below the high recharge zone could not be explained by recharge transport of favorable anaerobic electron acceptors because it was observed that all electron acceptors, except carbon dioxide (CO₂), were consumed in the vadose zone before the recharge reached the floating oil (Bekins et al. 2005a). Moreover, enhanced dissolution could not be the cause, because the degradation affected highly insoluble alkanes and was not correlated with oil saturation and water relative permeability. Bekins et al. (2005a) concluded that the most likely explanation for the variation in alkane degradation states was enhanced methanogenic biodegradation caused by recharge-facilitated transport of microbial growth nutrients from the land surface, in particular dissolved phosphate, believed to be the nutrient limiting microbial growth (Rogers et al. 1998).

These studies of the NAPL oil source at Bemidji have shown that the oil phase is slowly evolving with time as hydrocarbon components are lost through mass transfer to water and soil gas, and biodegradation. The oil-phase loss of relatively soluble components (e.g., BTEX) is sensitive to factors controlling dissolution, such as water concentrations and flow rates. Relatively volatile components (e.g., short chain-length alkanes) can be rapidly lost through volatilization under favorable conditions. Alkanes are also lost from the oil body by methanogenic degradation. Bekins et al. (2005a) pointed out that hydrologic conditions at a site can control oil degradation rates, and that techniques for dating a spill on the basis of the degree of degradation may yield very different results depending on where the sample was collected. In addition, techniques to identify spilled product based on fingerprinting may provide misleading results when methanogenic conditions are present, because the fingerprint of the degraded product in such cases differs from the expected pattern under aerobic conditions (Hostettler et al. 2007, 2008).

The Groundwater Hydrocarbon Plume

By the mid-1980s it was recognized that hydrocarbons could be effectively degraded by naturally occurring indigenous microbial populations (Wilson et al. 1986).
Aerobic degradation of BTEX was accepted as an effective biodegradation process, and the potential of anaerobic degradation was just being documented (Wilson and Rees 1985). Studies initiated at Bemidji since 1984 have provided concrete evidence of the importance of anaerobic degradation for limiting the extent of hydrocarbon plumes, and significant insight into the succession of redox processes, microbial populations, and geochemical interactions. Hydrocarbon components dissolving from the oil phase have undergone different rates of transport and biodegradation. Within the plume, biologically mediated geochemical reactions have resulted in mineral alteration.

**Geochemical Evolution of the Plume**

Early characterization of the groundwater hydrocarbon plume (Baedecker et al. 1989, 1993; Bennett et al. 1993) identified five distinct geochemical zones below the water table (Figure 5). Zone 1 consisted of oxygenated uncontaminated native groundwater very low in nitrate, ammonia, and sulfate. Zone 2, below the spray zone, was characterized by reduced oxygen concentrations and the presence of refractory high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons transported from oil residues on the land surface. Zone 3, beneath and immediately downgradient from the separate phase oil body, was anoxic with high concentrations of hydrocarbons, dissolved manganese and iron, and methane. In addition, nitrate and ammonia concentrations were slightly higher than in background water possibly because of nitrogen-containing compounds in the oil and/or infiltration of fertilizer used at the land surface to promote tree growth following the spill. In Zone 4, there was a transition from anoxic conditions to fully oxygenated conditions, with a corresponding rapid decrease in hydrocarbon concentrations as a result of aerobic biodegradation. Zone 5 consisted of oxygenated water downgradient from the oil body with slightly elevated concentrations of dissolved inorganic and organic constituents. The relatively stable extent of the plume, when compared to groundwater flow rates, led to the conclusion that migration of the plume was being limited by natural attenuation processes, including both aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation.

Temporal changes in the plume were observed by measuring dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved oxygen (DO), dissolved manganese (Mn^{2+}) and dissolved ferrous iron (Fe^{2+}), and methane (CH_4) concentrations in samples collected from water-table wells from 1986 to 1992 (Baedecker et al. 1993; Bennett et al. 1993; Eganhouse et al. 1993). DOC was split into two operationally defined fractions (Baedecker et al. 1993): volatile dissolved organic carbon (VDOC) and nonvolatile dissolved organic carbon (NVDOC). VDOC is composed primarily of benzene, alkylbenzenes, and low-molecular-weight alkanes and alicyclics, excluding methane. NVDOC is composed mainly of polysaccharides, humic and fulvic acids, low-molecular-weight organic acids, minor C_{15-28} alkanes, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (Eganhouse et al. 1993). Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of concentrations at a well located in the anoxic zone about 40-m
Figure 5. Subsurface geochemical zones identified at the north oil pool site (modified from Baedecker et al. 1993 and Delin et al. 1998). Zones are described in the accompanying text.

Figure 6. Observed (symbols) and simulated (lines) concentrations approximately 40-m downgradient from the center of the oil body, in the anoxic zone of the groundwater plume showing progression of terminal electron-accepting processes from aerobic degradation to manganese reduction, iron reduction, and methanogenesis: (A) volatile and nonvolatile dissolved organic carbon (VDOC and NVDOC, respectively); (B) dissolved oxygen, manganese (Mn$^{2+}$), iron (Fe$^{2+}$), and methane (modified from Essaid et al. 1995).

downgradient from the center of the oil body. VDOC and NVDOC concentrations reached relatively steady concentrations. Mn$^{2+}$ increased, peaking in 1987, and then decreased, suggesting that the manganese available for reduction was being depleted. Fe$^{2+}$ concentrations began to increase following the drop in Mn$^{2+}$ and peaked in 1990. Methane concentration began to increase at about the same time as Fe$^{2+}$ and leveled off in 1987. This sequence suggested that anaerobic (in addition to aerobic) biodegradation processes were limiting plume migration and expansion with sequential use of terminal electron acceptors that progressed from manganese reduction, to iron reduction, to methanogenesis. The trends in Fe$^{2+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, and CH$_4$ concentrations, and the isotopically heavier inorganic carbon, indicated that part of the plume became more reducing with time, and that the processes attenuating organic material were continuously evolving (Baedecker et al. 1993).

Further evidence of the importance of anaerobic biodegradation was obtained from anoxic laboratory microcosm experiments that showed benzene and alkyl-benzene degradation concurrent with increased aqueous Fe$^{2+}$ and Mn$^{2+}$ concentrations indicating hydrocarbon biodegradation coupled with Fe and Mn reduction (Baedecker et al. 1993). In addition, Cozzarelli et al. (1994) investigated the geochemical evolution of low-molecular-weight organic acids in groundwater downgradient from the oil body over a 5-year period (1986 to 1990). Organic acids represent metabolic intermediates of crude-oil biodegradation and are structurally related to hydrocarbon precursors (Cozzarelli et al. 1990, 1994; Thorn and Aiken 1998). The concentrations of organic acids increased as microbial alteration of hydrocarbons progressed. The organic-acid pool changed in composition and concentration as biodegradation processes shifted from iron reduction to methanogenesis. Laboratory microcosm experiments conducted by Cozzarelli et al. (1994) supported the hypothesis that organic acids observed in the groundwater originated from microbial biodegradation of aromatic hydrocarbons under anoxic conditions.

Additional geochemical evidence of anaerobic biodegradation of hydrocarbons was provided by methane isotopic composition and sediment-associated iron. Revesz et al. (1995) found that carbon and hydrogen isotopic ratios of CH$_4$, and carbon isotopic fractionation between CH$_4$ and DOC, supported the hypothesis of CH$_4$ production by anaerobic breakdown of acetate (fermentation) as opposed to production by CO$_2$ reduction. Furthermore, there appeared to be minimal oxidation of dissolved CH$_4$.
along the flow path downgradient from the oil body. Tuccillo et al. (1999) found that the average HCl-extractable ferric iron (Fe$^{3+}$) concentration in the sediments closest to the oil body was up to 30% less than background values as a result of Fe$^{3+}$ reduction to Fe$^{2+}$. Fe$^{2+}$ concentrations in sediments within the anoxic zone were as much as four times those in the background sediments, suggesting mineral incorporation of Fe$^{2+}$. This hypothesis was also supported by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) detection of authigenic ferroan calcite. At the transition zone from anoxic tooxic conditions there was a 70% increase in total extractable Fe, indicating reoxidation and precipitation of Fe mobilized from sediment in the anoxic plume. SEM confirmed abundant Fe$^{3+}$ oxyhydroxides at the anoxic/oxic boundary. Zachara et al. (2004), however, identified significant ion-exchangeable Fe$^{2+}$ in the sediments but relatively thin Fe-containing particle coatings on carbonate fragments suggesting minor precipitation of ferroan calcite in regions of the aquifer with elevated dissolved Fe$^{2+}$ concentrations. Further work is needed to elucidate the processes causing the complex cycling of iron driven by biodegradation and redox conditions.

As anaerobic biodegradation of DOC in the Bemidji plume became well documented, researchers began to compare and contrast the behavior of individual hydrocarbon components in the anoxic zone. Eganhouse et al. (1996) compared concentrations of a range of monoaromatic hydrocarbons in oil and groundwater samples collected within the north pool anoxic zone. Immediately downgradient from the oil body, certain aromatic hydrocarbons (such as benzene) were at aqueous concentrations near those expected of an oil-water system at equilibrium, and these concentrations exhibited relatively little variation over a 9-month period (8% to 20%). Other compounds (such as toluene) had aqueous concentrations significantly below the equilibrium-predicted value, and their concentrations showed considerably more temporal variation (20% to 130%). As the dissolved hydrocarbons moved through the anoxic zone of the groundwater plume, concentrations of more persistent compounds, such as benzene, decreased slowly, whereas concentrations of readily biodegradable compounds such as toluene decreased rapidly (Figure 7). This suggested that the volatile hydrocarbon composition of anoxic groundwater near the oil body was controlled by a balance between dissolution and removal rates, with only the most persistent compounds reaching equilibrium with the oil phase. The extent of downgradient transport of individual dissolved hydrocarbons through the anoxic zone was not due to differences in sorption, but was controlled by structure-specific biodegradation rates. Compounds more resistant to anaerobic biodegradation extended farther downgradient from the oil body.

Early work at Bemidji (Baedecker et al. 1993) concluded that the hydrocarbon plume had reached a relatively steady state. However, continued monitoring has documented changes in the extent of the anoxic plume caused by evolving redox conditions. In the mid-1990s, Murphy and Herkelrath (1996) developed a sample-freezing drive shoe designed to operate with a wire-line piston core barrel. This technique improved the ability to obtain cores with intact fluid and sediment distributions, facilitating centimeter-scale sampling of hydrocarbon concentrations (Cozzarelli et al. 2001) and microbial population distributions (Bekins et al. 2001). Cozzarelli et al. (2001) compared concentration distributions obtained from detailed sampling of porewater drained from aquifer cores with plume-scale concentrations determined by sampling from an observation well network along the centerline of the plume. The small-scale data showed that the hydrocarbon plume was growing slowly as sediment iron oxides were depleted and the aquifer evolved from iron reducing to methanogenic conditions. Some hydrocarbons, such as ortho-xylene, did not appear to be moving downgradient on the basis of observation well data, but actually were migrating in thin layers of the aquifer where iron oxides were depleted and methanogenic conditions existed. The plume-scale observation well data showed that the downgradient extent of the benzene plume did not change between 1992 and 1995 as shown by the location of the 0.05 mg/L BTEX concentration contours in Figure 8. However, during this period the zone of maximum concentrations of benzene spread within the anoxic plume. Thus, subtle concentration changes in the anoxic zone may indicate depletion of electron acceptors and the potential for future plume growth.

The slow growth of the Bemidji plume contrasts markedly with the rapid growth of another well-studied BTEX plume at Laurel Bay Exchange field site, Beaufort, South Carolina (Landmeyer et al. 1996). Chapelle et al. (2002) noted that the Laurel Bay aquifer sediments contained low concentrations of Fe$^{3+}$ and that the redox state of the contaminated aquifer evolved rapidly to methanogenic conditions. At both the Bemidji and Laurel Bay sites, biodegradation of benzene and ethylbenzene under methanogenic conditions was limited, resulting in migration of those compounds once sediment Fe$^{2+}$ was

![Figure 7. Groundwater concentrations of selected alkylbenzene compounds at the north pool, showing the effect of selective structure-dependent biodegradation of hydrocarbon compounds on persistence in the plume (modified from Eganhouse et al. 1996).](image-url)
Early studies of the inorganic geochemistry of the anoxic zone (Bennett and Siegel 1987; Bennett 1991; Hiebert and Bennett 1992; Bennett et al. 1993) observed SiO₂ concentrations that were an order of magnitude greater than expected equilibrium concentration with respect to quartz. This suggested that organic acid-SiO₂ complexes in the organic-rich anoxic zone were enhancing the dissolution of quartz and silicate minerals. SEM studies of sand grain surfaces in this zone showed etching of quartz and feldspar surfaces not observed on grain surfaces in the adjacent aerobic and uncontaminated zones. Hiebert and Bennett (1992) conducted in situ microcosm experiments in the anoxic plume to examine the effect of bacterial biodegradation processes on rock alteration. Their results suggested that the rate of dissolution of quartz and aluminosilicate minerals was greatly accelerated in the contaminated waters beneath the oil, probably due to the presence of surface-adhering bacteria and high concentrations of organic acids formed by the bacteria during hydrocarbon metabolism (Hiebert and Bennett 1992; Bennett et al. 1993). Expanded in situ microcosm studies of mineral surface colonization have shown that microorganisms tend to colonize surfaces that provide required electron acceptors and growth nutrients, such as iron present in goethite and phosphorescent present in apatite (Bennett et al. 2000; Roberts 2004; Rogers and Bennett 2004; Mauck and Roberts 2007).

Studies at Bemidji were among the first field efforts that documented microbial evidence of anaerobic degradation of hydrocarbon compounds (Chapelle 1999; Cozzarelli and Baehr 2003). Lovley et al. (1989) demonstrated that Fe³⁺ could be an important electron acceptor for microbial oxidation of aromatic compounds in anaerobic groundwater by isolating a pure culture of the Fe³⁺-reducing bacterium Geobacter metallireducens capable of obtaining energy for growth by oxidizing benzoate, toluene, phenol, or p-cresol, with Fe³⁺ as the sole electron acceptor. Culturing studies and molecular techniques for analyzing Fe³⁺-reducing populations in the anaerobic groundwater plume have shown that Geobacter species were enriched in sediments where poorly crystalline Fe³⁺ was available and biodegradation was fastest (Anderson et al. 1998; Rooney-Varga et al. 1999; Anderson and Lovley 1999; Lovley and Anderson 2000). Anderson and Lovley (2000) also showed that the alkane hexadecane was degraded under methanogenic conditions in Bemidji sediments.

Bekins et al. (1999) used the most probable number (MPN) method to characterize the spatial distribution (in water and sediment) of six physiologic types in the anaerobic portion of the hydrocarbon plume: aerobes, denitrifiers, iron reducers, heterotrophic fermenters, sulfate-reducers, and methanogens (Figure 9A). Iron reducers formed the bulk of the microbial population in the anoxic zone of the plume. Areas evolving from iron reducing to methanogenic conditions were clearly delineated based on microbial populations, and generally occupied 25% to 50% of the plume thickness. Lower microbial numbers were observed below the water table than in the

Microbiology of the Plume

Concurrent with studies documenting geochemical evidence of biodegradation were efforts to characterize the microbial populations and processes responsible for aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation of hydrocarbons, as well as enhanced mineral-water interactions. Studies at Bemidji have documented bacterial colonization on rock surfaces resulting in enhanced quartz (SiO₂) dissolution, identified bacteria responsible for iron reduction, and characterized the spatial and temporal distributions of microbial populations.

Figure 8. BTEX concentrations measured in wells (screened intervals shown as bars) in the groundwater plume for 1992 and 1995 showing that the extent of BTEX has remained relatively constant. However, the high concentration area in the core of the plume expanded as Fe³⁺ became depleted and conditions changed from iron reducing to methanogenic (from Cozzarelli et al. 2001).
unsaturated zone, suggesting that nutrient limitations may be limiting growth in the saturated zone. Finally, the data indicated that an average of 15% of the total population was suspended, rather than attached to the solid substrate.

Haack and Bekins (2000) emphasized the importance of hydrogeological conditions on the evolution of terminal electron-accepting process (TEAP) zones and microbial populations (Figure 9B). Bekins et al. (2001) analyzed the microbial populations together with permeability, pore-water chemistry, NAPL oil content, and extractable sediment iron in the anoxic plume. Microbial data defined zones that had progressed from iron-reduction to methanogenesis as Fe$^{3+}$ was depleted. These zones contained lower numbers of iron reducers, increased numbers of fermenters, and detectable methanogens. Methanogenic conditions existed both in the zone containing NAPL oil, and below the oil body in high permeability zones. High contaminant flux, either through local dissolution from the oil phase or increased advective transport through high permeability layers, played a key role in controlling first occurrence of methanogenic conditions. Other factors included the sediment iron content and proximity to the water table. Twenty years after the oil spill, a laterally continuous methanogenic zone had developed along a narrow horizon extending from the source area to 50 to 60 m downgradient of the oil body.
The studies of microbial populations at Bemidji helped confirm that microbially mediated reactions and anaerobic biodegradation were responsible for the natural attenuation of hydrocarbons and observed plume geochemistry. The distribution and evolution of populations in a hydrocarbon plume are influenced by sediment properties, hydrologic conditions, and availability of electron acceptors and growth nutrients.

The Unsaturated Zone Vapor Plume

Volatile hydrocarbon compounds and biodegradation end-products are transferred from the NAPL oil and groundwater plume to the gas phase in the unsaturated zone. Understanding the factors controlling gas phase hydrocarbon transport is important for evaluating mass loss during natural attenuation and has relevance to the use of soil gas analysis as a field screening tool for NAPL contamination. Many techniques have been used to characterize unsaturated zone gas transport and biodegradation at the Bemidji site.

Mercer and Cohen (1990) cautioned that soil gas analysis could provide misleading results because unsaturated zone hydrocarbon gas concentrations were very sensitive to subsurface heterogeneity. Baehr and Hult (1991) documented the influence of heterogeneity when conducting pneumatic pump tests at Bemidji to estimate air-phase permeability, air-filled porosity and diffusion constants. They were able to characterize a thin silt horizon that separated the unsaturated zone into an upper and lower zone, with a sharp contrast in air permeability and moisture content above and below the silt lens. They illustrated

Figure 10. Unsaturated zone methane gas concentrations showing the increase with time as the plume became more methanogenic: (A) 1985 (modified from Hult and Grabbe 1988); (B) 1997 (from Chaplin et al. 2000); and (C) 2003 (modified from Amos et al. 2005).
that there was little air flow (and consequently little gas transport) across this interface.

Observation of unsaturated zone gas concentrations (hydrocarbon, oxygen \([O_2]\), \(CO_2\), and \(CH_4\)) at the north oil pool in 1997 was used to identify three geochemical zones shown in Figure 5 (Delin et al. 1998). The outer Zone 6 had near atmospheric concentrations of \(O_2\). Zone 7, a transition zone, was defined by lower concentrations of \(O_2\) (10% to 20%), hydrocarbon concentrations less than 1 part per million (ppm), and higher concentrations of \(CO_2\) (0% to 10%) and \(CH_4\) (0% to 10%). The inner Zone 8, immediately above the oil body, had the lowest concentrations of \(O_2\) (0% to 2%), and contained the highest concentrations of \(CO_2\) (>10%), \(CH_4\) (>10%), and hydrocarbon (>1 ppm). Thus, the unsaturated zone vapor plume mirrored the saturated zone groundwater plume, suggesting a similar core of anaerobic degradation near the NAPL oil source. Hult and Grabbe (1988), Chaplin et al. (2002), and Amos et al. (2005) measured unsaturated zone \(CH_4\), \(CO_2\), and \(O_2\) gas concentrations in 1985, 1997, and 2003, respectively. Their work showed that the vapor-phase plume above the oil body and adjacent to the oil trapped in the unsaturated zone has progressively become more anaerobic, with increasing methane concentrations (Figure 10), affirming the conceptual model of a vapor plume evolving from iron reducing to methanogenic conditions. In addition, Chaplin et al. (2002) observed that the hydrocarbon gases detected in the unsaturated zone in 1985 consisted mainly of \(C_2\)-5 alkanes and smaller concentrations of aromatic compounds (benzene, cyclohexane, toluene, and methyl-cyclohexane). By 1997, hydrocarbon gas concentrations had decreased considerably and consisted mainly of \(C_2\)-5 alkanes and methane with smaller concentrations of aromatic compounds (benzene, alylbenezens, and toluene), suggesting that hydrocarbon loss by volatilization was decreasing with time, and that methanogenesis was increasing with time.

In addition to the volatilization of hydrocarbons from the oil phase, there is exchange of gases between the groundwater plume and the unsaturated zone. Revesz et al. (1995) observed that argon (Ar) and dissolved nitrogen (\(N_2\)) concentrations in the hydrocarbon plume were 25 times lower than background values and concluded that gas exsolution was removing dissolved \(CH_4\) and \(H_2\) gases from the groundwater. Isotopic evidence indicated that \(CH_4\) was partly oxidized to \(CO_2\) as it diffused upward through the unsaturated zone. Amos et al. (2005) used dissolved and vapor-phase gas data to study the processes controlling production, consumption and transport of methane in the subsurface. They found that regions of \(Ar\) and \(N_2\) depletion and enrichment in the unsaturated zone were indicative of methanogenic and methanotrophic zones, respectively, and that reaction-induced advection, in addition to gas phase diffusion, was an important gas transport process at the site. In the saturated zone, the concentrations of dissolved \(Ar\) and \(N_2\) were significantly lower in the methanogenic source region, implying that methane gas bubble formation and ebullition also removed the nonreactive \(Ar\) and \(N_2\) gases. The \(Ar\), \(N_2\), and \(CH_4\) gas concentrations returned to near background levels approximately 100-m downstream of the oil source, significantly less than the distance predicted by advection rates, suggesting that the physical processes acting to attenuate the \(Ar\) and \(N_2\) plumes must also be acting to attenuate the \(CH_4\) plume. Finally, Amos et al. (2005) observed a slight depletion of \(N_2\) relative to \(Ar\) near the oil body, suggesting nitrogen fixation by microbial activity.

Vapor concentrations in the unsaturated zone above the oil body have evolved with time due to volatile hydrocarbon depletion and TEAP progression to methanogenesis. Isotopes and inert gases have been shown to be useful markers for understanding the processes controlling gas transport and fate in the unsaturated zone.

**Hydrocarbon Fate Modeling**

Geochemical and transport models are effective tools for integrating field observations, testing hypotheses, determining the relative importance of simultaneously occurring processes, as well as quantifying reaction rates and system mass balance. The comprehensive, long-term field data set collected at Bemidji has provided an opportunity to test and refine modeling approaches. Efforts to model the fate of hydrocarbons in the Bemidji plume have become progressively more complex, providing increased insight into processes affecting the long-term fate of the groundwater and vapor plumes.

In the first modeling effort at the Bemidji site, Baedeker et al. (1993) used the geochemical mass balance model NETPATH (Plummer et al. 1991) to deduce geochemical reactions occurring as groundwater flowed along a 40-m path in the anaerobic zone. The major reactions needed to reproduce the observed field geochemistry were dissolution of manganese and iron oxides, precipitation of siderite and a ferroan calcite, oxidation and reduction of total dissolved organic carbon (TDOC), and outgassing of \(CH_4\) and \(CO_2\). These results confirmed the conceptual model developed for the anaerobic Bemidji plume and described in the section above on geochemical evolution of the plume.

Essaid et al. (1995) modeled the evolution of the groundwater hydrocarbon plume and sequential use of terminal electron acceptors using the multispecies solute-transport and biodegradation model BIOMOC (Essaid and Bekins 1997). Relatively complex representations of sequential biodegradation processes, including aerobic biodegradation, manganese reduction, iron reduction, and methanogenesis with microbial growth and decay of three populations (aerobes, Mn/Fe reducers, and methanogens), were represented by multiple Monod kinetics with nutrient limitation. Simultaneous growth of Mn/Fe reducers and methanogens had to be allowed in the model to match observed concentrations. The source of hydrocarbon was represented by two operationally defined degradable dissolved fractions, VDOC and NVDOC, which entered the aquifer with recharge in the vicinity of the oil body. Model parameter estimates were constrained by published
Compounds that underwent less anaerobic degradation of 51% for ethylbenzene to a high of 98% for toluene. 

To determine the extent resulting in plumes that extended into the aerobic zone of the aquifer. The calibrated model was used to examine evolution of BTEX composition in the NAPL oil source. The degree of removal of BTEX from oil was influenced by oil saturation and rates of dissolution and biodegradation. BTEX removal was greatest in the low oil saturation fringes of the oil body where the interaction between flowing water and oil was the greatest (Figure 12). As expected, dissolution from the oil was greater for compounds with large effective solubility, such as benzene. However, toluene, with less than half of the effective solubility of benzene, experienced almost the same amount of dissolution from the oil (Figure 12). The rapid biodegradation of dissolved toluene reduced water-phase toluene concentrations in contact with the oil, increasing the concentration gradient and enhancing dissolution. Loss from the oil body was minor for compounds having low solubility and small biodegradation rate (such as ethylbenzene). All BTEX compounds still had significant fractions remaining in the oil body after a simulation of 18 years of dissolution, potentially providing a long-term source of contamination.

Essaid et al. (2003) also explored an alternative iron-reduction conceptual model that modified the first-order anaerobic biodegradation process for benzene to be dependent on solid phase Fe$^{3+}$ concentration, decreasing as ferric iron was depleted. The iron-reduction model produced plume behavior that was similar to that observed by Cozzarelli et al. (2001) and Bekins et al. (2001). The overall extent of the benzene plume was similar for both the basic (described above) and iron-reduction models (Figure 13). However, the simulated high concentration zone in the center of the plume (near the oil body) migrated downgradient in the iron-reduction case, as was observed in the groundwater plume (Figure 8), illustrating that depletion of Fe$^{3+}$ in the anoxic zone could result in an increase in concentration with time.

Curtis (2003) developed a thermodynamically based reactive transport model with mineral dissolution and precipitation for geochemical conditions similar to those observed at Bemidji. He compared the common approach of simulating reactions of multiple TEAPs with an irreversible Monod rate law to reactive transport simulations where reactions were subject to the requirement that the Gibbs free energy of reaction ($\Delta G$) be less than zero (or a threshold value). The order of preference of TEAPs is commonly assumed to be aerobic biodegradation, denitrification, Mn reduction, Fe reduction, sulfate reduction, and finally methanogenesis. This order of preference is based on standard geochemical conditions that may be very different from field conditions. The Monod method involves use of empirical inhibition constants to achieve sequential TEAPs and estimation of many parameters. Curtis (2003) performed simulations using a single...
organics that was slowly and completely fermented to CO2 and H2. The hydrogen was then oxidized by the TEAPs with O2, FeOOH, SO4, and CO2 as the terminal electron acceptors. Simulations using the Monod approach forced reduction of both FeOOH and CO2 to proceed even when ΔG was positive, violating thermodynamics. This resulted in over prediction of FeOOH reduced to Fe2+ and large errors in pH. Curtis’ (2003) alternate approach required a minimum number of reaction parameters and honored the governing thermodynamic constraints. Using H2 as an intermediate was effective and efficient, allowing a fit to be obtained with only three reaction parameters. Applying this approach to Bemidji (Curtis et al. 1999) reproduced the observed pH buffering by methanogenesis, precipitation of authigenic mineral phases, parallel terminal electron acceptor use, and methane gas bubble formation.

Chaplin et al. (2002) determined unsaturated zone biodegradation mass removal rates by calibrating the gas transport model R-UNSAT (Lahvis and Bear 1997), using UCODE (Poeter and Hill 1998), to the observed O2, CO2, and CH4 gas-concentration data. Reaction stoichiometry was used to convert O2 and CO2 gas-flux estimates to rates of aerobic biodegradation and convert CH4 gas-flux estimates to rates of methanogenesis. Model results indicated that 3% of total volatile hydrocarbons diffusing upward from the floating oil were biodegraded in the bottom meter of the unsaturated zone in 1985. This increased to 52% by 1997, with methanogenesis responsible for approximately half of the removal. Chaplin et al. (2002)
concluded that volatilization was the primary mechanism for hydrocarbon removal in early stages of plume evolution, but that biodegradation became dominant in later stages as concentrations of volatile hydrocarbons in the oil decreased and microbial populations evolved.

Amos et al. (2005) provided field evidence that CH$_4$ and CO$_2$ production in the hydrocarbon plume formed gas bubbles, affecting groundwater chemistry and potentially solute transport. Amos and Mayer (2006) modified the unsaturated/saturated zone reactive transport code MIN3P (Mayer et al. 2002) to include the formation and collapse of gas bubbles in addition to kinetically controlled redox and mineral dissolution/precipitation reactions, equilibrium hydrolysis, aqueous complexation, ion exchange and surface complexation reactions. They examined processes related to gas bubbles and gas transport in the methanogenic hydrocarbon plume. Their simulations reproduced the observed depletion of the nonreactive gases N$_2$ and Ar where gas bubbles formed. They concluded that reduced permeability in the hydrocarbon source zone, caused by the formation of methane gas bubbles, and dissolution of low methane concentration bubbles entrapped during water-table fluctuations combine to reduce dissolved CH$_4$ concentrations in the anoxic plume.

Figure 12. Simulated percent of benzene, toluene, and ethylbenzene remaining in the oil phase (relative to the initial amount in the oil body) after 18 years of dissolution and biodegradation. Dashed contours represent oil saturation and gray lines represent flow paths (from Essaid et al. 2003).

Model development and application has been an important complement to the field analysis at Bemidji, affirming conceptual models developed from field and experimental observations. Models have progressively incorporated more complex processes and have provided a means to quantify mass removal and biodegradation rates. These modeling approaches have universal application to studies at other hydrocarbon contaminated sites.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

In summarizing the status of NAPL knowledge at the end of the 1980s, Mercer and Cohen (1990) identified many limitations in the research community’s understanding of subsurface NAPL behavior. Their recommendations for future research included: improved methods to measure in situ saturation; improved understanding of field constitutive relations (such as relative permeability functions); improved understanding of in situ volatilization and dissolution; studies of the influence of spatial variability on NAPL migration and recovery; and ongoing research at field sites to assess remediation strategies. They also pointed out that although many sophisticated models were available to simulate the flow of NAPL, they were mainly used in a conceptual mode because of the lack of chemical and site-specific data. Twenty-five years of study at the Bemidji crude-oil spill site has contributed significant knowledge in all of these areas.

Research at Bemidji has involved extensive investigations of multiphase flow and transport, volatilization, dissolution, geochemical interactions, microbial populations,
and biodegradation. The challenge of understanding and predicting the fate of hydrocarbons in the field is that these processes occur simultaneously, interact with one another, and are influenced by subsurface flow rates. For example, oil present in the pore space reduces water flow and consequently reduces hydrocarbon dissolution. The feedback between groundwater flow, dissolution, and biodegradation influences the hydrocarbon plume extent. Also, the amount of nutrient rich recharge can impact biodegradation rates. Research at the Bemidji site has involved detailed monitoring and interpretation of field observations coupled with laboratory experiments and numerical process-oriented models of varying complexity. This combined approach has been used to synthesize and integrate field observations and develop a comprehensive understanding of the long-term fate of oil in the subsurface.

Early observations of groundwater geochemistry at Bemidji were among the first to document the importance of anaerobic processes for hydrocarbon removal and plume migration control (Baedecker et al. 1993; Eganhouse et al. 1993; Bennett et al. 1993). Aerobic biodegradation was known to be an effective hydrocarbon removal process. However, detailed characterization (Cozzarelli et al. 1990, 1994) and modeling (Essaid et al. 1995, 2003) of the Bemidji hydrocarbon plume illustrated that significant removal of hydrocarbons was also occurring in the central anaerobic core of the plume. Sequential use of terminal electron acceptors was observed (Baedecker et al. 1993; Bekins et al. 1999), coupled with selective structure-dependent biodegradation of hydrocarbon compounds (Eganhouse et al. 1996). Anaerobic biodegradation evolved from manganese reduction to iron reduction as manganese oxides were depleted. Iron reduction was shown to be very effective at hydrocarbon removal. When Fe\textsuperscript{3+} became depleted, methanogenesis became the predominant anaerobic biodegradation process. Methanogenic biodegradation was not as effective at removing hydrocarbon compounds as iron reduction, and consequent increases in hydrocarbon concentrations were observed in the core of the plume (Bekins et al. 2001; Cozzarelli et al. 2001). Certain BTEX compounds (such as toluene and o-xylene) were readily biodegraded and were not transported great distances in the plume. Benzene and ethylbenzene were more persistent. These findings illustrated that removal processes evolve with time, and estimates of removal rates made early in the life of a hydrocarbon plume may not be representative of future removal rates due to exhaustion of electron acceptors and/or nutrients. This must be kept in mind when evaluating the efficacy of natural attenuation as a remediation alternative at contaminated sites (Bekins et al. 2005b).

Spatial variability of hydraulic properties was found to be an important control on NAPL fate. The glacial outwash deposits at the Bemidji site consist primarily of moderately to poorly sorted sandy gravel, gravelly sand, and sand with thin interbeds of fine sand and silt (Franzi 1988). The finer grained layers, although a small fraction of the subsurface deposits, have exerted an important influence on oil-phase flow. Observed and simulated oil-saturation distributions have illustrated that oil infiltration and redistribution are often controlled by grain-size heterogeneity due to its effect on pore size distributions and capillary phenomena (Hess et al. 1992; Essaid et al. 1993; Dillard et al. 1997). Where oil was entrapped above fine-grained layers that impeded downward movement, unsaturated zone oil saturations were still nearly 30\% 20 years after the spill. Oil distributions in the saturated zone showed that the shape of the oil body floating on the water table was complex, and not lens shaped as would be expected in a uniform porous medium. Multiphase modeling studies showed that heterogeneity had to be included to reproduce this complexity (Essaid et al. 1993; Dillard et al. 1997). Modeling studies also showed that the oil flow was hysteretic, with infiltration and drainage following different characteristic curves. However, when the presence of the fine-grained layers was well characterized and explicitly represented in the multiphase flow model, hysteretic behavior could be reproduced simply through the effect of heterogeneity, without hysteretic characteristic curves.

Heterogeneity in hydraulic conductivity also influenced subsurface vapor diffusion, water flow, and the progression of biodegradation. Unsaturated zone air pump tests in an uncontaminated area showed that a thin low-permeability horizon could isolate air flow above and below it (Baehr and Hult 1991). Further studies of vapor-phase concentration above the oil body revealed a fine-grained horizon above which oxygen concentrations increased rapidly and below which there was a sharp gradient in methane concentrations (Amos et al. 2005). In the saturated zone, increased flow and mass transport rates in more conductive zones led to more rapid depletion of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and more rapid evolution to methanogenic conditions (Haack and Bekins 2000; Bekins et al. 2001). Subsequently, BTEX compounds that degraded more slowly under methanogenic conditions were observed to increase in concentration and advance downgradient (Cozzarelli et al. 2001).

Considerable volumes of NAPL oil still remain in the subsurface despite 30 years of volatilization, dissolution, and biodegradation, and 5 years of pump-and-skim remediation (Herkelrath 1999; Enbridge Energy 2008). Concurrent with hydrocarbon plume evolution, the crude-oil source was evolving as hydrocarbon compounds degraded and dissolved at different rates (Landon 1993; Landon and Hult 1996; Eganhouse et al. 1996). Changes in the oil source are best described by examining two categories of hydrocarbon compounds: the relatively soluble aromatic fraction (including BTEX) and the relatively insoluble fraction (alkanes). For the soluble aromatic fraction, field data indicated that the upgradient part of the oil body underwent more dissolution than the downgradient end (Eganhouse et al. 1996). The inflow of relatively low hydrocarbon concentration groundwater created a concentration gradient across the oil-water interface driving dissolution of the soluble hydrocarbons. As water
flowed downgradient past the oil body, hydrocarbon concentration increased and dissolution decreased. Modeling of dissolution and biodegradation processes has illustrated that dissolution is greatest where oil saturations are lower because of the greater flow of water through these zones (Essaid et al. 2003). Models results also have also shown that compounds with high effective solubilities (such as benzene) and/or large biodegradation rates (such as toluene) were depleted in the oil body more than other hydrocarbon compounds. Biodegradation in the water phase reduced hydrocarbon concentrations adjacent to the oil body, and consequently enhanced dissolution. The model results suggested that considerable BTEX still remained in the oil body 18 years after the spill.

The degree of depletion of the insoluble alkane fraction in the oil body (degradation state) did not depend on oil saturation, indicating that it was not caused by dissolution but instead was a result of methanogenic oil biodegradation (Bekins et al. 2005a). Alkane depletion was much higher in the area below a local topographic low where focused flow (Delin and Herkelrath 1999, 2005) has resulted in increased groundwater recharge and nutrient transport. Vastly different observed degradation states for the same starting oil composition from a single spill event invalidates use of degradation state to estimate the timing of a spill (Bekins et al. 2005a). Vapor-phase data indicate that methanogenic biodegradation was occurring in the oil body by 1987 and is the dominant degradation process today (Hult and Grabbe 1988; Revesz et al. 1995; Chaplin et al. 2002; Amos et al. 2005). Under methanogenic conditions the longer chain n-alkanes and alkyl side chains are depleted first, creating a fingerprint which can mimic a lighter fuel. This phenomenon was also observed at a diesel spill site in Mandan, North Dakota (Hostettler et al. 2007, 2008). Fingerprinting techniques used to identify the starting composition of spilled product must account for this degradation pattern and be based on other components of hydrocarbon fuels.

Detailed information from the Bemidji site has made it possible to develop increasingly complex models of the fate and transport of hydrocarbons in the groundwater plume. Geochemical mass-balance modeling (Baedecker et al. 1993) supported the hypothesis of anaerobic biodegradation of hydrocarbons in conjunction with dissolution of manganese and iron oxides, and outgassing of CH4 and CO2. Modeling of multispecies transport with sequential biodegradation represented by Monod kinetics showed that anaerobic processes removed more than half of the dissolved BTEX, and that iron reduction and methanogenesis had to occur concurrently to match observed plume concentrations (Essaid et al. 1995). Subsequent modeling based on thermodynamic constraints proved that this could be happening in the field (Curtis 2003). Inverse modeling with simple first-order biodegradation rates reproduced the general features of the plume, but failed to capture the subtle changes in the plume as it evolved from primarily iron reducing to methanogenic conditions (Essaid et al. 2003). Incorporating a switch from iron reducing to methanogenic conditions after the depletion of Fe3+ produced a simulated plume that reproduced the observed downgradient migration of the central high hydrocarbon concentration zone (Essaid et al. 2003). Reactive transport modeling including the effects of gas bubble formation and collapse has shown that outgassing and oxidation of methane has been an important process, and that bubble formation has impeded water flow (Amos and Mayer 2006).

Natural attenuation has been demonstrated to be an effective remediation strategy for many spills (Wiedermeier et al. 1999). However, transport and fate of hydrocarbons in the subsurface is a spatially and temporally complex problem. The persistent nature of the oil-phase hydrocarbon source and the long time frame for natural attenuation observed at Bemidji is not unique. Long-term field monitoring and process-oriented modeling at Bemidji has illustrated that hydrocarbon fate is compound specific and continually evolving with time. Thus, a snap-shot study of a hydrocarbon plume may not provide information that is of relevance to the long-term behavior of the plume under natural attenuation. Natural and induced changes in the oil source, redox conditions, microbial populations, recharge and flow rates will result in changes in plume extent. Ongoing research at the Bemidji crude-oil spill site continues to focus on providing insights and methods that will help us to understand and predict the evolution and fate of subsurface hydrocarbon plumes.
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Use of Long-Term Monitoring Data to Evaluate Benzene, MTBE, and TBA Plume Behavior in Groundwater at Retail Gasoline Sites
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Abstract: Long-term groundwater monitoring data for 48 retail gasoline sites were analyzed to define the characteristics of affected groundwater plumes containing benzene, methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA). Results of this analysis were used to determine the observed range and statistical distribution of current plume lengths, plume stability conditions, constituent concentration trends and attenuation rates, and the remediation timeframe for this population of sites. The goal of this evaluation was to characterize plume behavior as observed across a variety of hydrogeologic settings, on the basis of detailed groundwater monitoring records, rather than to define the site-specific factors controlling plume behavior. The results indicate that MTBE plumes in groundwater underlying a majority of these underground storage tank sites that were monitored for five years or longer (1) have significantly diminished in concentration over time, (2) are comparable in length to benzene plumes, (3) are, like benzene plumes, principally stable or shrinking in size and concentration, and (4) are on track to achieve remedial goals within a timeframe comparable to or faster than that of benzene plumes. At these same sites, TBA plumes were found to be comparable to benzene and MTBE plumes in terms of plume length. However, whereas most TBA plumes are also stable or shrinking, the percentage of TBA plumes that are currently stable or shrinking (68%) is less than that for benzene plumes (95%) or MTBE plumes (90%), likely reflecting the temporary build-up of TBA concentrations in groundwater attributable to methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) biodegradation. Nevertheless, overall trends for TBA concentrations in groundwater indicate that TBA is attenuating at rates comparable to benzene and MTBE and can be expected to meet applicable remediation goals in a similar timeframe as the other gasoline constituents. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)EE.1943-7870.0000488. © 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Introduction

In the 1990s, detections of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) in the groundwater at petroleum storage tank sites and water supply wells generated considerable scientific and regulatory concern regarding the potential effect of this relatively new gasoline fuel additive on groundwater resources [USGS 1995; California Environmental Protection Agency (CEPA) 1999; USGS 2001]. In contrast to non-oxygenated gasoline fuel constituents, MTBE was known to be highly soluble in water, with low sorption coefficients, and was understood to be relatively recalcitrant to natural biological activity (Yeh and Novak 1991; Suflita and Mormile 1993; Hubbard et al. 1994; Mormile et al. 1994; Neilson 1994). As a result, some scientists predicted that, in comparison with non-MTBE gasoline, releases of MTBE-containing gasoline from underground storage tank (UST) sites would result in relatively long plumes of affected groundwater that would cause much longer-term effects on groundwater resources and drinking water supplies (Fogg et al. 1998; Odencrantz 1998; Weaver and Small 2002). These predictions were supported by the discovery of a few exceptionally long MTBE plumes extending thousands of feet down-gradient of the release point, such as in Long Island, New York (Weaver et al. 1996; Weaver et al. 1999).

However, studies evaluating actual field measurements of hundreds of MTBE plumes across the United States and abroad have found the true extent and duration of MTBE effects on groundwater to be much less than previously anticipated. Specifically, monitoring data for groundwater plumes at nearly 400 gasoline release sites in California (Happel et al. 1998; Shih et al. 2004), Texas (Mace and Choi 1998; Shorr and Rifai 2002; Rifai et al. 2003), South Carolina (Wilson et al. 2003), and Florida (Reid et al. 1999; Reisinger et al. 2000) show that MTBE plumes typically stabilize at relatively short lengths (< 200 ft), which are comparable to those of benzene plumes. Additionally, groundwater monitoring results from a total of 81 sites evaluated in Texas in 2002 (Shorr and Rifai 2002) and in Florida in 1999 (Reid et al. 1999) indicate that the majority of MTBE plumes (75%) are stable or decreasing in length. Furthermore, with regard to MTBE concentrations in individual monitoring wells, data from a total of 1628 monitoring wells in Texas (Rifai et al. 2003) and Connecticut (Stevens et al. 2006) indicate that MTBE concentrations in the groundwater are stable or decreasing over time in 74% of the wells evaluated. Research outside of the United States similarly reported the effects of MTBE...
on potable groundwater sources to be relatively limited on a regional scale. For example, in England and Wales, modeling analyses based on 3,000 groundwater samples from over 800 sites found that the potential plume dimensions for ether oxygenates, such as MTBE, did not pose a major threat to public water supplies (Environment Agency 2000). Additionally, a review of groundwater conditions at a number of sites with exceptionally large MTBE plumes discovered in the 1990s (Fogg et al. 1998; Odencrantz 1998; Weaver and Small 2002) indicate that the MTBE plume length and concentrations have diminished significantly over time (Environmental Assessment & Remediations (EAR) 2005; EAR 2011; New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) 2011).

Nevertheless, some of these studies indicate that their conclusions may be of limited applicability or certainty owing to the short duration of groundwater monitoring history analyzed for individual sites (< 1 to 3 years) and/or insufficient evaluation of the plume stability condition (Happel et al. 1998; Shih et al. 2004). Employing short-term data to predict long-term plume trends can entail uncertainty because (1) short-term groundwater monitoring data are more vulnerable to seasonal fluctuations and sampling variability; and (2) employing short-term monitoring records could underestimate the true rate of attenuation of compounds, such as MTBE, that require longer acclimation periods to undergo biodegradation. Similarly, characterization of the plume stability condition is important for understanding whether the current plume length represents the maximum area of effect or if further plume expansion could occur.

In addition, recent reports on complex groundwater plumes (e.g., detached and/or diving plumes), such as those located in the Long Island, New York area (Weaver and Wilson 2000; Nichols and Roth 2006), in California (Wilson et al. 2004), in Illinois (Wilson et al. 2005), and in dual-porosity aquifers such as the Cretaceous Chalk in the United Kingdom (Thornton et al. 2006), note the importance of adequate monitoring networks to achieve detailed horizontal and vertical delineation of groundwater plumes at typical UST sites. In the absence of adequate horizontal and vertical delineation, failure to identify detached plumes or diving plume conditions could result in misinterpretation of the groundwater conditions at UST sites, such as underestimation of actual plume lengths. This study evaluates hydrogeologic conditions at each site to identify those sites at which diving plumes may be of concern because of elevated recharge rates, vertical flow gradients, and/or absence of stratigraphic features serving to impede downward plume migration.

The present study attempts to improve the understanding of MTBE plume behavior by (1) evaluating a database of geographically diverse sites with long-term groundwater monitoring records and (2) employing a comprehensive analytical approach that includes evaluation of current plume stability (including the potential for detached and diving plume conditions), current plume length, temporal concentration trends in groundwater, and attenuation rates for MTBE at these sites. In addition to MTBE, the behavior of benzene and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) plumes in groundwater are evaluated and the long-term behavior of these three constituents in groundwater at these sites are compared. Benzene is used in this study as a representative component of non-MTBE fuel, for which the fate and transport characteristics in groundwater were well defined in prior studies, such as Weidemeier et al. 1999. TBA, an intermediate biodegradation product of MTBE, was shown to biodegrade in both aerobic and anaerobic environments (Zeeb and Weidemeier 2007). Evaluation of these three chemicals in groundwater at petroleum release sites is intended to characterize the behavior of MTBE relative to that of benzene, and the MTBE degradation product, TBA.

Methodology

This study was conducted using monitoring records from a database of 48 retail gasoline sites with historical detections of benzene and MTBE in groundwater. For this purpose, long-term monitoring records for UST sites, corresponding to sites with complete records for at least six monitoring wells for five years or more, were solicited from regulatory agencies, energy companies, and environmental consultants. Of an initial population of 54 sites, the number of sites found to meet the screening criteria was 48 for benzene, 48 for MTBE, and 38 for TBA. At each site meeting the minimum data requirements, plume behavior for each constituent was characterized by evaluating the current length, the current stability condition, the temporal concentration trends, the observed attenuation rates, and the timeframe necessary to achieve applicable remediation goals.

The groundwater remediation goals used to define the length of the affected groundwater plumes and evaluate the timeframe to achieve remediation endpoints are as follows: 5 μg/L for benzene, 10 μg/L for MTBE, and 12 μg/L for TBA. For benzene, the remediation goal corresponds to the federal maximum contaminant level (MCL) for drinking water (5 μg/L), (EPA 2009). For MTBE, the value corresponds to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) groundwater standard for MTBE (10 μg/L), (NYSDEC 2008) and for TBA, the value corresponds to the California drinking water action goal (12 μg/L) (RWQCB 2004). The reported laboratory detection limits for groundwater analyses at the 48 sites evaluated in this study were rarely above the concentration limits (benzene = 6%; MTBE = 9%; TBA = 14%), providing an appropriate level of sensitivity to evaluate current compliance with remediation goals.

The following section describes the site database used in this study and the methodology used to evaluate plume behavior at each site.

Database of Long-Term Groundwater Monitoring Records for UST Sites

Key characteristics of the groundwater monitoring database for the 48 sites included in this study are as follows:

- Geographic location: The sites are located in various states in the United States with different histories of MTBE use; specifically, 63% of the sites are in California, 19% in New Jersey 10% in Alaska, 6% in Oregon, and 2% in Nevada. A majority of the sites (82%) are located in California and New Jersey, two states that together, represented 45% of the total MTBE consumption in the United States in 2001 (Lidderdale 2003).
- Current site use: Of the 48 UST sites, 30 are active service stations and 18 are inactive stations or vacant lots with no further potential for releases of gasoline.
- Release history: Available information indicates that underground fuel storage tanks and dispensers were principal sources of release of leaded and/or unleaded gasoline at the 48 sites evaluated. More than 70% of the 48 sites have records of releases occurring after 1992 or are active service stations that handled MTBE reformulated gasoline (RFG) after 1992.
- Environmental effects: Non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) or sheen was reported in monitoring wells at 34 of the 48 sites. Groundwater impacts were reported to be limited to a shallow aquifer unit at a majority of the sites, with only 6% of the sites reporting effects to more than one aquifer zone.
Evaluation of Groundwater Plume Behavior

For each of the 48 sites in this study, the behavior of the affected groundwater plume was evaluated as follows:

1. Plume stability: The current plume stability condition was characterized by two methods: (1) comparing the maximum spatial extent of the groundwater plume observed historically with the spatial extent observed during the most recent sampling event at the site and (2) evaluating long-term concentration trends in the wells located at the downgradient edge of the plume using the Mann-Kendall statistical method, as described in the MAROS software system [Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence (AFCEE) 2000]. For each constituent, the plumes were then classified as shrinking, stable, expanding, no trend, or detached. Plume concentration trends were characterized using the Mann-Kendall statistical method, as described in Aziz et al. (2003), as follows: (1) an increasing trend refers to a Mann-Kendall result of increasing with a significance level > 90%; (2) a decreasing trend refers to a Mann-Kendall result of decreasing with a significance level > 90%; (3) a stable condition refers to a Mann-Kendall result of no trend at a significance level > 90% and with a coefficient of variation (COV) < 1 (indicating low degree of variability); and (4) no trend refers to a Mann-Kendall result of no trend but with a significance level < 90% and a high degree of variability (COV > 1). Using this approach, plume stability was evaluated for benzene at 42 sites, for MTBE at 41 sites, and for TBA at 34 sites.

2. Current measured and estimated plume length: Current plume lengths were determined either by (1) measuring the distance from the source location to the downgradient location meeting the remediation goal (i.e., a clean location), for those sites in which the existing monitoring well network included at least one clean downgradient well (designated as well-delineated plumes in this study); or (2) estimating the distance from the source to a clean downgradient location, using an empirical estimation method on the basis of the observed bulk attenuation rate (Newell et al. 2002), for those sites at which the current monitoring well network did not include a clean downgradient well. Plumes for which the lengths could not be either directly measured or estimated were designated as indeterminate.

The available data were sufficient to provide measurements of plume length for 26 benzene plumes, 28 MTBE plumes, and 19 TBA plumes. These well-delineated plumes were considered the more reliable measure of plume length and were consequently used to check the plume length estimation method used for plumes with less complete delineation. As shown in Fig. 1, the estimated plume lengths for the well-delineated plumes, derived using the bulk attenuation rate, show a reasonable correlation to the true measured plume lengths at these sites (slope = 1.2, $R^2 = 0.43$), with the error tending toward overestimation of the true plume length in most cases. On this basis, this calculation method was considered a conservative method for estimating the plume length for those sites with less complete delineation. Using this methodology, estimated plume lengths were derived for an additional eight sites for benzene, seven sites for MTBE, and three sites for TBA.

Indeterminate plume lengths were found at 19% of the benzene sites, 15% of the MTBE sites, and 35% of the TBA sites in this study. To account for the effect of these indeterminate lengths on the plume population statistics (specifically, the median plume length), as a highly conservative measure the indeterminate plumes were assumed to be equal to or longer than the longest measured or estimated plume length determined for each constituent.

Additionally, to ensure that the available monitoring data provided a reliable measure of true plume dimensions, at each site and for each constituent the possible occurrence of a diving plume was evaluated on the basis of available data for vertical delineation of the plume. This entailed review of groundwater test results from the deeper monitoring wells on each site to confirm that the plume did not extend downward beyond the depth of the monitoring network, resulting in possible mischaracterization of the true plume length. Furthermore, each site was evaluated using the EPA plume dive calculator (Weaver and Wilson 2000) to determine whether site-specific hydrogeologic conditions could result in downward displacement of the plume.

![Fig. 1. Correlation between estimated versus measured plume lengths at 30 UST sites with well-delineated MTBE, benzene, and TBA plumes](image)
sufficient to extend beyond the depth of the monitoring well network. Results of this analysis found none of the sites to pose a concern with regard to diving plumes. Stratigraphic features at each site may have played an important role in limiting plume dive in the groundwater underlying these sites (Wilson et al. 2005).

3. Current plume concentration trends: To evaluate the long-term temporal trends of constituent concentrations in groundwater at the 48 sites, monitoring data from individual wells that was sampled during eight or more sampling events, with detectable concentrations reported in four or more of these sampling events, were evaluated as follows:

(1) Concentration trends in individual wells: To assess the trend of concentration versus time within each well, monitoring data from individual wells were statistically evaluated using the Mann-Kendall method, as described in the MAROS software system (AFCEE 2000). Additionally, to minimize the effect of analytical variability and data censoring attributable to the detection limit, only wells in which individual constituents had historically been detected above 20 µg/L were evaluated for concentration trends. Of the 589 source wells and plume wells installed at the 48 sites, 288 wells (43 sites), 306 wells (42 sites), and 241 wells (34 sites) met these minimum criteria for benzene, MTBE, and TBA, respectively.

(2) Current versus historical compliance with applicable remediation goals: Monitoring data from individual wells that were sampled during at least one event after 2007 were evaluated for past and current compliance with the applicable remediation goals. In total, 218 wells (33 sites), 279 wells (34 sites), and 134 wells (22 sites) met these selection criteria for benzene, MTBE, and TBA, respectively.

(3) Changes in maximum groundwater concentrations at individual sites over time: Additionally, as a simple measure of the change in plume concentrations over time on a site-wide basis, the maximum historical concentration of each gasoline constituent detected in any well during the initial 20% of the monitoring history at a site was compared with the maximum concentration reported at any well during the most recent sampling event conducted at the site after 2007. At the 48 sites, maximum concentrations of gasoline constituents measured in groundwater ranged between 45 µg/L and 120,000 µg/L for benzene, between 23 µg/L and 1,700,000 µg/L for MTBE, and between 68 µg/L and 700,000 µg/L for TBA. Reduction in maximum groundwater concentrations over time were evaluated at 42 sites for benzene, 41 sites for MTBE, and 34 sites for TBA.

4. Point attenuation rates in individual wells and at sites: A first-order rate of attenuation of chemical concentrations in the groundwater aquifer was calculated for each source well and plume well that exhibited a stable or decreasing concentration trend by estimating the slope of the lognormal plot of concentration versus time [ln(C) versus t; point attenuation rate, as defined in Newell et al. (2002)] for benzene, MTBE, and TBA at each well.

5. Additional and total remediation timeframe: For the purpose of this study, the additional remediation timeframe corresponds to the estimated future period required from the date of the last monitoring episode for each site (typically 2009) until the maximum constituent concentration measured at the site is reduced to the applicable remediation goal. This additional timeframe for each site was calculated using the site-specific average point attenuation rates (see point 4 above) and the most recent maximum concentration for each constituent (Newell et al. 2002). The total remediation timeframe for each compound was calculated as the sum of (1) the duration of groundwater monitoring period following the first detection of the constituent at the site and (2) the maximum estimated additional remediation timeframe necessary to meet the applicable remediation goal for that constituent. Using this approach, additional and total remediation timeframes were evaluated at 37 sites for benzene, 31 sites for MTBE, and 15 sites for TBA.

MTBE-degrading microbes are understood to require longer acclimation periods than the microbes that degrade benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene (BTEX) constituents (Shah et al. 2009). Consequently, to avoid underestimating the true rate of biodegradation of MTBE in the groundwater, this evaluation included only those wells with long-term monitoring records (> 8 years) with detectable concentrations of gasoline constituents measured above the detection limit during four or more sampling events. Additionally, to ensure that the observed changes in the concentration were attributable to attenuation rather than an artifact of variable laboratory results or detection limits between sampling events, only those wells that exhibited concentrations above 200 µg/L for each gasoline constituent during the initial 20% of its monitoring history were used to calculate the point attenuation rate for that constituent. Using this approach, point attenuation rates were calculated for 187 wells (38 sites), 165 wells (30 sites), and 62 wells (16 sites) for benzene, MTBE, and TBA, respectively.

The “total remediation timeframe” for each compound was calculated as the sum of (1) the duration of groundwater monitoring period following the first detection of the constituent at the site and (2) the maximum estimated additional remediation timeframe necessary to meet the applicable remediation goal for that constituent. Using this approach, additional and total remediation timeframes were evaluated at 37 sites for benzene, 31 sites for MTBE, and 15 sites for TBA.

Results of Data Evaluation

Plume Stability

The results show that the vast majority of the benzene plumes (95%) and the MTBE plumes (90%) evaluated in this study are stable or diminishing in size (see Fig. 2). Less than 5% of benzene

![Fig. 2. Results of groundwater plume stability evaluation at individual sites](image-url)
plumes (2 of 42 sites) and MTBE plumes (2 of 41 sites) were observed to be expanding in size over time. MTBE plumes showed evidence of being detached from the original release area at a small number of sites (2 of 41 sites); however, comparison of the past and current dimensions of these detached MTBE plumes shows that the spatial extent of on-site and off-site groundwater impacts for these detached plumes is also diminishing in size. None of the 42 benzene plumes exhibited detached conditions.

For TBA, 68% of the plumes evaluated (23 of 34 sites) are currently stable or shrinking in size, whereas 26% (9 of 34 sites) were observed to be expanding in size over time. At the remaining two sites (6%), TBA was detected at higher concentrations in the plume wells than in the source wells, indicating a detached plume condition. The higher percentage of expanding TBA plumes (26%) compared with that of its parent compound MTBE (approx. 5%) suggests that, at some sites, biodegradation of MTBE has contributed to increased concentrations of TBA in the areas downgradient of the plume source area.

In summary, in terms of plume stability, MTBE plumes closely match the behavior of benzene plumes, with the vast majority of the MTBE plumes investigated (> 90%) being in a stable or diminishing condition. Additionally, preliminary evaluation of the MTBE footprint at the few sites with detached plumes shows that on-site and off-site groundwater impacts are now much smaller in size than in the past, thus suggesting that, similar to normal groundwater plumes, detached plumes also stabilize and attenuate over time and distance. Although a majority of the observed TBA plumes are also stable or diminishing (68%), the lower percentage relative to MTBE and benzene plumes likely reflects the temporary build-up of TBA concentrations in groundwater attributable to MTBE biodegradation. In general, TBA may persist within the portion of the plume where biodegradation of benzene, MTBE, and other gasoline constituents has depleted available electron acceptors, and then preferentially biodegrade in the downgradient portions of the plume, where higher concentrations of suitable electron acceptors are encountered.

**Current Measured and Estimated Plume Lengths**

For the purpose of this evaluation, plume lengths were (1) measured directly for well-delineated plumes, (2) estimated using a conservative empirical relationship, or (3) characterized as indeterminate on the basis of available data (see the discussion in the Methodology section above). Results of the plume length evaluation for each category of plume are provided below and in Fig. 3.

1. **Measured plume lengths for well-delineated plumes:** For sites with well-delineated plumes, the current median plume lengths, as measured by the monitoring well network, are 105 feet for benzene (26 sites), 75 feet for MTBE (28 sites), and 118 feet for TBA (19 sites) [see Fig. 3(a)]. The 90th percentile plume lengths for benzene, MTBE, and TBA at these same sites were 208 ft, 210 ft, and 226 ft, respectively. As a population, no statistically significant difference existed between MTBE plume lengths and benzene plume lengths at the same sites, as determined using the Student’s t-test (p = 0.69). The two MTBE plumes found to be detached from the source area exhibited plume lengths of 550 ft (with a maximum downgradient extent 700 ft from the original source zone) and 510 ft (with a maximum downgradient extent 885 ft from the original source zone).

2. **Estimated plume lengths:** For sites with stable or shrinking plumes at which the existing well network was not adequate to delineate the plume length but for which a bulk attenuation rate could be calculated (on the basis of a lnC versus distance plot), plume lengths were estimated using the method described in Newell et al. (2002) (see the discussion in the Methodology section above). For this population of sites, the current median estimated plume lengths are 354 feet for benzene (eight sites), 379 feet for MTBE (seven sites), and 371 feet for TBA (three sites) [see Fig. 3(b)].

3. **Measured and estimated plume lengths:** In combination, the current median plume lengths were measured or were estimated to be 125 feet for benzene (34 of 42 sites), 110 feet for MTBE (35 of 41 sites), and 145 feet for TBA (22 of 34 sites) [see Fig. 3(c)]. For this data set, the 90th percentile plume lengths for benzene, MTBE, and TBA are 356 ft, 454 ft, and 366 ft, respectively [see Fig. 3(b)].

4. **Measured, estimated and indeterminate plume lengths:** The plume length values presented above do not include indeterminate plumes, for which the plume lengths could not be measured or estimated on the basis of available data, corresponding to 19% of the benzene plumes (8 of 42), 15% of
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**Fig. 3.** Distribution of (a) measured plume lengths for well-delineated plumes; (b) measured and estimated plume lengths for all plumes
MTBE plumes (6 of 41), and 35% of TBA plumes (12 of 34) in our data set.

Given that these indeterminate plumes extended beyond the extent of the existing monitoring well networks, expecting that the average length of these plumes would exceed the average length of the plumes whose lengths were delineated or estimated is reasonable. Therefore, as a conservative measure, the median lengths of the full plume population, including the indeterminate plumes, were estimated using highly conservative assumptions that all of the indeterminate plumes are equal to or longer than the longest measured or estimated plume length. Given this assumption, the adjusted median plume lengths for the full population of measured, estimated, and indeterminate plumes are 171 feet for benzene, 140 feet for MTBE, and 235 feet for TBA. These values correspond to a very conservative high-end estimate of median plume lengths and may significantly overestimate the true median plume length for this population.

(5) Comparison of MTBE and benzene plume lengths: On a site-by-site basis, at the 33 sites at which both MTBE and benzene plumes were measured or estimated, the MTBE and benzene plumes are not statistically different on the basis of a Student's t-test analysis (assuming two-tail distribution and unequal variances between populations; p = 0.23). Fig. 4 provides a comparison of the MTBE and benzene plume lengths determined for these 33 sites. As shown, 70% of the MTBE and benzene plumes (23 of 33) are within +/− 100 feet in length, whereas only 12% of sites (4 of 33) contained plumes that differed by more than 200 feet (see Fig. 4).

In summary, for the sites in this study, the lengths of MTBE plumes are comparable to those of benzene plumes (adjusted median values of 140 feet for MTBE versus 171 feet for benzene for all plumes, and unadjusted 90th percentile plume lengths of 454 feet for MTBE versus 356 feet for benzene for measured and estimated plumes). TBA plume lengths are also comparable to those of MTBE plumes (adjusted medians of 235 feet for TBA versus 140 feet for MTBE for all plumes, and unadjusted 90th percentile plume lengths of 366 feet for TBA versus 454 feet for MTBE for measured and estimated plumes).

Note that the applicable MTBE remediation goal employed in this study (i.e., 10 µg/L) is more stringent than groundwater standards applied in some states in the United States, including California (primary MCL = 13 µg/L) [California Department of Public Health (CDPH) 2009] and New Jersey (MCL = 70 µg/L) [New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) 1997]. Consequently, the plume lengths presented in this paper represent a conservative overestimate of MTBE plume lengths subject to remedial action goals in those states.

Current Groundwater Concentrations and Concentration Trends

(1) Reductions in the maximum plume concentrations observed at each site: The monitoring records show that the maximum plume concentrations recorded within the initial 20% of the monitoring period decreased over time for 93, 90, and 74% of the benzene (40 sites), MTBE (38 sites), and TBA (26 sites) plumes evaluated in this study. Among these sites, the median reductions over time in the maximum historical groundwater concentration were 90%
for benzene, 99% for MTBE, and 69% for TBA [see Fig. 5(a)]. For those sites with shrinking or stable plumes, the percentage reductions in the maximum historical concentrations were slightly higher than for the full plume population, at 92% for benzene (40 sites), 99% for MTBE (37 sites), and 88% for TBA (23 sites). At sites with detached MTBE plumes (two sites) or TBA plumes (two sites), the concentration reduction was observed to be approximately 92% for MTBE and 81% for TBA.

(2) Concentration Trends in Individual Monitoring Wells: Evaluation of the concentration trends in individual monitoring wells found concentrations to be stable or diminishing over time for 90% of wells with detectable benzene and for 86% of wells with detectable MTBE [see Fig. 5(b)]. Less than 2% of the wells containing benzene and less than 4% of the wells containing MTBE exhibit increasing concentration trends. For TBA, 58% of individual wells show stable or diminishing concentration trends over time, whereas 13% of the wells exhibit increasing trends.

(3) Current versus historical compliance with applicable remediation goals:

All wells: The number of monitoring wells that meet the remediation goals for benzene and MTBE increased significantly over the monitoring periods [see Fig. 7(a)]. Specifically, the percentage of individual monitoring wells that meet the selected remediation goals (i.e., 5 µg/L for benzene and 10 µg/L for MTBE) increased from 10 to 48% for benzene and from 11 to 57% for MTBE, representing an approximate five-fold increase in compliance for each constituent. The percent of individual monitoring wells for which TBA meets the selected remediation goal (12 µg/L) also increased, but by a lesser margin than the other two constituents, increasing to 25% in the most recent sampling episodes compared with 16% historically, an approximate 60% increase. In general, the percentage of plume wells in compliance with the remediation goal is greater than those located in the source area, which is consistent with the commonly observed pattern of concentrations diminishing more rapidly in the downgradient portion of the plume, with measurable concentrations persisting for a longer period in the source area.

Site-wide evaluation: On a site-wide basis (i.e., in 100% of monitoring wells), 12% of the 43 sites affected by benzene, 24% of the 42 sites affected by MTBE, and 14% of the 35 sites affected with TBA presently meet the applicable remediation goal for all monitoring wells [see Fig. 6(b)]. Historically, none of these sites met the remediation goal on a site-wide basis for all monitoring wells.

In summary, during the monitoring period, the majority of sites investigated in this study manifested significant reductions in maximum plume concentrations for benzene, MTBE, and TBA (i.e., > 69% of sites for all three compounds). The median reduction observed in the maximum concentration in MTBE plumes (99%) exceeds that of benzene plumes (90%) for the full plume populations [see Fig. 5(a)]. Within individual monitoring wells, MTBE exhibits concentration trends comparable to those of benzene, with 86 to 90% of wells showing stable or diminishing concentrations over time. As a result, a much larger percentage of wells now comply with these remediation goals than was observed at the beginning of the monitoring period. Relative to benzene and MTBE plumes, a smaller percentage of TBA wells (58%) exhibit stable or diminishing concentrations, whereas a larger percentage indicate increasing concentrations (13%), which may reflect the temporary increase in TBA concentrations attributable to biodegradation of MTBE.

**Point Attenuation Rates in Individual Wells**

For wells exhibiting a trend of stable or diminishing concentrations over time, the data are amenable to calculation of a point attenuation rate (i.e., on the basis of C versus t) using the standard methods described in Newell et al. (2002). (Note that, in this paper, when concentrations are declining over time, the rate constant has a negative value; when concentrations are increasing over time, the rate constant is positive). The concentration attenuation rates observed in individual wells for the three gasoline constituents under study are as follows.

1. Point attenuation rates in individual wells: First-order point attenuation rates estimated for benzene in 188 wells (39 sites)
ranged from -5.8 per year to 0.52 per year, with a median value of -0.59 per year [see Fig. 7(a)]. For MTBE, first-order attenuation rates were estimated for 175 wells (33 sites) and were observed to range from -3.6 per year to 0.29 per year, with a median value of -0.63 per year. TBA degradation rates were estimated for 110 wells (21 sites) and ranged from -4.9 per year to 1.71 per year, with a median value of -0.52 per year.

(2) Median point attenuation rates in wells at each site: Site-wide attenuation rates obtained by calculating the median attenuation rate for individual wells at each site are shown in Fig. 8(b). Attenuation rates ranged between -0.12 and -2.9 per year (median = -0.65 per year) for benzene, -2.7 and 0.01 per year (median = -0.69 per year) for MTBE, and -2.94 and 0.025 per year (median = -0.63 per year) for TBA. These median attenuation values are comparable, but slightly faster (i.e., more negative), than the values determined for each chemical on the basis the full well population [see Fig. 7(a)].

In summary, concentration trends in individual wells and on a site-wide basis indicate that the point attenuation rates of benzene, MTBE, and TBA are similar.

**Overall Plume Attenuation Rates Based on Trend of Median and Maximum Concentrations among All Sites**

As an alternative measure of the relative behavior of benzene, MTBE, and TBA in groundwater, the overall concentration trend for each constituent among the full population of sites was characterized as the change in the median and maximum concentrations versus time among all sites, as shown on Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) and discussed below.

(1) Reduction in overall median concentration versus time for full site population: The median concentrations of benzene, MTBE, and TBA in groundwater for the full site population all decreased significantly over the past 10 years. As indicated in Fig. 8(a), the overall attenuation rates (C versus t) exhibited by these median concentration values over the past 10 years are -0.20 per year, -0.47 per year, and -0.27 per year for benzene, MTBE, and TBA, respectively, corresponding to half lives of 3.4, 1.5, and 2.5 years.

(2) Reduction in maximum concentration versus time for full site population: Similar to the median values, the maximum concentrations of benzene, MTBE, and TBA in groundwater for this site population also decreased significantly over the past 10 years.
As indicated in Fig. 8(b), the overall attenuation rates (C versus t) exhibited by these maximum concentration values over the past 10 years are –0.20 per year, –0.43 per year, and –0.29 per year for benzene, MTBE, and TBA, respectively, corresponding to half lives of 3.5, 1.6, and 2.4 years.

In summary, when evaluated on the basis of the full site population, both the median and maximum MTBE concentrations measured in groundwater are observed to decrease at a faster rate than the median and maximum concentrations of benzene. The faster attenuation rate observed for MTBE relative to benzene may reflect the effect of (1) the discontinued use of MTBE in the past decade, as a result of which unlike benzene, additional releases of MTBE cannot occur at active UST sites and/or (2) the much higher solubility of MTBE, compared with benzene, which can result in a more rapid rate of dissolution and depletion of MTBE from the source, eventually resulting in lower contributions of MTBE from the source to the plume, relative to benzene.

The median and maximum TBA concentrations observed for this site population are generally higher than either MTBE or benzene. In addition, TBA exhibits an overall average attenuation rate that is slower than MTBE. These observations are consistent with a temporary build-up of TBA, as a biodegradation product of MTBE, and limited biodegradation of TBA within the more concentrated portions of the plume in which electron acceptors were depleted by preferential biodegradation of BTEX and MTBE.

### Effect of Active Groundwater Remediation on Plume Attenuation Rates

To evaluate the influence of active remediation on plume concentration trends, attenuation rates at sites at which active groundwater remediation and/or LNAPL recovery were conducted were compared with attenuation rates at those sites that were managed by MNA only. Table 1 summarizes the median attenuation rates determined for sites classified as: (1) MNA only, (2) NAPL recovery only, (3) groundwater remedy only, or (4) groundwater remedy plus NAPL recovery, on the basis of whether such actions were conducted for any period of time in the site history.

Student’s t-tests (two-sided) comparing these four groups found that, for all three plume constituents, no statistically significant difference existed between the attenuation rates observed between (1) MNA-only sites versus groundwater remedy only sites (groups 1 and 3 in Table 1; p-value range for the three compounds = 0.10–0.43) or between (2) the combined population of MNA-only plus NAPL recovery only sites (groups 1 and 2 in Table 1) versus the combined population of groundwater remedy only and groundwater remediation with NAPL recovery sites (groups 3 and 4 in Table 1) (p-value range for the three compounds = 0.33–0.62). This analysis indicates that, for this set of sites, active groundwater remedies did not serve to measurably alter the rate of attenuation of plume concentrations versus time for the benzene, MTBE, or TBA. Rather, the fact that groundwater remedy only sites display attenuation rates comparable with those of MNA-only sites suggests that

### Table 1. Comparison of Attenuation Rates of Median Plume Concentration versus Time for Different Remedial Action Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groundwater remediation method</th>
<th>Benzene</th>
<th>MTBE</th>
<th>TBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Sites</td>
<td>Median attenuation rate (1/yr)</td>
<td>No. of sites</td>
<td>Median attenuation rate (1/yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) MNA only</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–0.20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) NAPL recovery only</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–0.13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Groundwater remedy only</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–0.27</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Groundwater remedy with NAPL recovery</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–0.09</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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natural attenuation is likely the dominant attenuation mechanism for this population of sites. This observation is supported by the overall trend of TBA and MTBE concentrations across the full population of sites (see point 5 above). The presence of TBA in groundwater at concentrations greater than MTBE similarly indicates that biodegradation of MTBE (i.e., conversion to TBA) is the dominant mass removal mechanism for MTBE and that this natural attenuation process is more significant than active remediation for this site population.

The finding that groundwater plumes at sites managed by MNA only versus sites managed by active groundwater remediation are comparable is consistent with prior investigations of large populations of BTEX plumes (benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylene), as reported in Newell and Connor (1998). Specifically, studies by Rice et al. (1995) of 208 BTEX plumes in California and by Mace et al. (1997) of 93 BTEX plumes in Texas found no statistical difference in plume lengths between active groundwater remediation sites and MNA only sites.

In summary, the attenuation rates of the median concentrations of the three plume constituents are equivalent for sites in which active groundwater remediation was conducted versus sites in which only MNA was applied. In the absence of more detailed information regarding the remediation activities at each of the sites in this study, particularly with regard to the mass of constituents removed or destroyed, and a comparison of plume conditions before and after the remedy, a degree of uncertainty in this analysis is recognized with respect to the effect of remediation on plume conditions. For example, remediation efforts that remove a significant portion of the source mass from the groundwater can certainly serve to reduce the maximum plume size and increase the rate of plume shrinkage. However, at face value, the similarity of the attenuation rates observed at actively remediated versus nonactively remediated sites suggests that natural attenuation of benzene, MTBE, and TBA may be the principal mechanism of mass removal for this population of plumes.

**Additional and Total Remediation Timeframe**

For sites with stable or shrinking plumes, which are amenable to calculation of point attenuation rates (C versus t), the average attenuation rates calculated for each site (see item 4b above) were used to calculate the additional time necessary for the site to meet the applicable groundwater remediation goal [see Fig. 9(a)]. The additional remediation timeframe was estimated to range from 0 to 43 years for benzene (median = 6.4 years for 36 sites), 0 to 28 years for MTBE (median = 4 years for 31 sites), and 2 to 18 years for TBA (median = 4.5 years for 15 sites).

For this same population of sites, the total remediation timeframe was determined as the sum of the additional remediation timeframe plus the number of years since monitoring first began on the site. The total remediation timeframe was estimated to range from 12 to 52 years for benzene (median = 24 years for 36 sites), 7 to 41 years for MTBE (median = 15 years for 31 sites), and 9 to 29 years for TBA (median = 17 years for 15 sites; see Fig. 9(b)). For sites with MTBE and/or benzene plumes, the combined total time-frame to reach applicable remediation goals is within the range 16 to 53 years, with a median timeframe of 28 years. For sites at which only benzene ever exceeded the applicable remediation goal (i.e., no exceedance for either MTBE or TBA), the total remediation timeframe was estimated to be from 14 to 52 years (median = 24 years; 7 sites).

In summary, evaluation of the additional and total timeframe required to achieve remediation goals again shows benzene and MTBE plumes to exhibit similar behavior. Note that the total remediation timeframes for benzene and/or MTBE plumes combined (range of 16 to 53 years, with a median timeframe of 28 years) are comparable to the total remediation timeframes for sites at which groundwater impacts are limited to the presence of benzene only, with no MTBE effects above the applicable remediation goal (range of 14 to 52 years, with a median of 24 years). These results indicate that MTBE plumes are not recalcitrant in comparison to benzene plumes; in contrast, they can be expected to attenuate within the same general timeframe. Indeed, as suggested by the data in this study, at many sites, MTBE plumes may be observed to reach remediation goals more quickly than the benzene plume.

**Comparison to Previous Studies**

Earlier studies predicted that, in comparison to non-MTBE gasoline, releases of MTBE-containing gasoline from UST sites would result in relatively long plumes and much longer-term effects on groundwater resources (Fogg et al. 1998; Odencrantz 1998; Weaver and Small 2002). However, the results of the evaluation of gasoline plume behavior at 48 sites located in diverse hydrogeologic settings across the nation indicate that at a majority of UST sites that were monitored for five or more years: (1) the MTBE concentrations in groundwater significantly diminished over time, (2) MTBE plume lengths and stability conditions are comparable to benzene plumes, and (3) MTBE plume attenuation is on track to achieve remedial goals within a timeframe comparable to or less than that of benzene plumes. These findings are consistent with other studies that examined monitoring data for large populations of UST sites across the nation and found that the spatial extent and duration of MTBE effects on groundwater resources is much less than previously anticipated (Mace and Choi 1998; Reid et al. 1999; Shorr and Rifai 2002; Rifai et al. 2003; Wilson et al. 2003; Shih et al. 2004; Stevens et al. 2006). Review of our specific findings with regard to those of previous studies is summarized in Table 2 and discussed in further detail below.

1. **Plume stability:** The percentage of stable or shrinking MTBE plumes at the 41 sites evaluated in this study (90%) is toward the upper end of the range of values (50 to 96%) published in previous studies for a total of 81 sites evaluated in Texas in 2002 (Shorr and Rifai 2002) and in Florida in 1999 (Reid et al. 1999). These results suggest that, given the longer monitoring periods that were the focus of the current study and the greater passage of time since the release, a larger percentage of MTBE plumes will attenuate to a stable or shrinking condition.

2. **Plume length:** The median MTBE plume length determined in this study (adjusted upper-end median of 140 feet) is on the lower end of the range of values (140 feet to 178 feet) reported in earlier studies (Mace and Choi 1998; Wilson et al. 2003; Reid et al. 1999). Again, this shorter median plume length may reflect the longer monitoring periods for the sites included in this study, which is consistent with continued attenuation of MTBE plume lengths over time.

3. **Point attenuation rate:** The median attenuation rate for MTBE in groundwater (~0.63 per year) reported for the sites included in this study is faster than the attenuation rate values published in previous studies (median of ~0.35 per year) for MTBE-affected sites undergoing natural attenuation only (Schirmer et al. 1999; Wilson and Kolhatkar 2002; Hansen et al. 2003; Rifai et al. 2003; EPA 2005). The faster MTBE attenuation rates observed in this study may reflect the effect of the longer monitoring period, which may provide a more accurate estimate for attenuation rates for compounds, such as MTBE, that entail longer periods for acclimation of the in situ bacterial population.
TBA plumes are stable or shrinking, the percentage of TBA plumes currently stable or shrinking (68%) is less than that for benzene plumes (95%) and MTBE plumes (90%), likely reflecting the temporary build-up of TBA concentrations in groundwater attributable to MTBE biodegradation. Nevertheless, overall trends for the median and maximum concentrations of TBA in groundwater at these sites indicate that TBA is attenuating at rates somewhat faster than benzene and can therefore be expected to diminish to applicable remediation goals in a similar timeframe as the other gasoline constituents.

In addition, given the discontinued use of MTBE as a fuel additive, additional releases of MTBE can no longer occur at active UST sites; therefore, in the absence of such additional source contributions, faster attenuation rates are likely to be observed within the population of existing MTBE plumes (Stevens 2006). Furthermore, the higher solubility of MTBE compared with benzene may contribute to more rapid dissolution and depletion of MTBE from the source, resulting in larger reductions in source contributions of MTBE to the plume over the long term.

**Conclusions**

This study addresses the characteristics of benzene, MTBE, and TBA plumes in groundwater for a population of 48 retail service station sites, specifically in terms of plume length, plume stability condition, concentration reduction trends over time, attenuation rates, and the timeframe within which natural attenuation achieved remedial goals for each constituent. The goal of this evaluation was to characterize plume behavior as observed across a variety of hydrogeologic settings on the basis of detailed groundwater monitoring records, rather than to define the site-specific factors controlling plume behavior. The groundwater monitoring data analyzed in this study confirm that, over the long term for this site population, the behavior of MTBE plumes in groundwater is similar to that of benzene plumes with respect to current plume lengths and plume stability trends. However, overall MTBE concentrations are decreasing more quickly than benzene, and may, on average, reach the applicable remediation goals more quickly than benzene plumes. The faster attenuation of MTBE plumes compared with benzene is consistent with the discontinued use of MTBE as a fuel additive.

TBA plumes were also found to be comparable to benzene and MTBE plumes in terms of plume length; however, whereas most TBA plumes are stable or shrinking, the percentage of TBA plumes currently stable or shrinking (68%) is less than that for benzene plumes (95%) and MTBE plumes (90%), likely reflecting the temporary build-up of TBA concentrations in groundwater attributable to MTBE biodegradation. Nevertheless, overall trends for the median and maximum concentrations of TBA in groundwater at these sites indicate that TBA is attenuating at rates somewhat faster than benzene and can therefore be expected to diminish to applicable remediation goals in a similar timeframe as the other gasoline constituents.
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**Table 2. MTBE Plume Characteristics Reported in the Current Study versus that Reported in Literature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTBE plume characteristic</th>
<th>Current study</th>
<th>Prior studies of data for multiple plumes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of sites</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>No. of sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of stable or shrinking plume</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plume length (feet)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Median = 140 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point attenuation rate (per year)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.6 to 0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table shows the adjusted median plume length for sites at which plume lengths were either measured, estimated, or considered indeterminate. Results reported from MNA-only sites.*
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Review Paper/Review of Quantitative Surveys of the Length and Stability of MTBE, TBA, and Benzene Plumes in Groundwater at UST Sites

by John A. Connor¹, Roopa Kamath², Kenneth L. Walker², and Thomas E. McHugh²

Abstract

Quantitative information regarding the length and stability condition of groundwater plumes of benzene, methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) has been compiled from thousands of underground storage tank (UST) sites in the United States where gasoline fuel releases have occurred. This paper presents a review and summary of 13 published scientific surveys, of which 10 address benzene and/or MTBE plumes only, and 3 address benzene, MTBE, and TBA plumes. These data show the observed lengths of benzene and MTBE plumes to be relatively consistent among various regions and hydrogeologic settings, with median lengths at a delineation limit of 10 µg/L falling into relatively narrow ranges from 101 to 185 feet for benzene and 110 to 178 feet for MTBE. The observed statistical distributions of MTBE and benzene plumes show the two plume types to be of comparable lengths, with 90th percentile MTBE plume lengths moderately exceeding benzene plume lengths by 16% at a 10-µg/L delineation limit (400 feet vs. 345 feet) and 25% at a 5-µg/L delineation limit (530 feet vs. 425 feet). Stability analyses for benzene and MTBE plumes found 94 and 93% of these plumes, respectively, to be in a nonexpanding condition, and over 91% of individual monitoring wells to exhibit nonincreasing concentration trends. Three published studies addressing TBA found TBA plumes to be of comparable length to MTBE and benzene plumes, with 86% of wells in one study showing nonincreasing concentration trends.

Introduction

Over the past two decades, thousands of underground storage tank (UST) sites across the United States have been investigated to assess the potential impacts of gasoline fuel leaks on the underlying soil and groundwater. This experience has generated extensive information regarding the nature and extent of groundwater plumes containing benzene, methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), and tert-butyl alcohol (TBA). In the 1990s, when regulations required that gasolines be blended with oxygenate additives like MTBE for more efficient combustion, some researchers predicted that, in the event of a gasoline release to groundwater, MTBE would form much longer groundwater plumes compared to benzene (Fogg et al. 1998; Odencrantz 1998; Weaver and Small 2002). These authors based their predictions upon considerations that (1) MTBE is more soluble and less sorptive than benzene and could therefore travel farther than benzene in groundwater, in the absence of other attenuation mechanisms; and (2) MTBE, unlike benzene, was suspected to be relatively resistant to biodegradation by native soil bacteria (Yeh and Novak 1991; Suflita and Mormile 1993; Mormile et al. 1994).

These predictions were initially supported by the discovery of a few exceptionally long MTBE plumes extending thousands of feet downgradient of the release...
point, such as in Long Island, New York (Weaver et al. 1996, 1999). In contrast to these few exceptionally long plumes, several studies conducted in the mid-1990s that compiled information from numerous UST sites found the measured lengths of benzene and MTBE plumes to be comparable (Happel et al. 1998; Mace and Choi 1998). However, some authors questioned whether these results were reliable, postulating that younger MTBE plumes could be continuing to expand while older benzene plumes might be stable or diminishing in size, and/or noting that proper delineation of plume lengths could be hampered by diverging plume conditions or other limitations (Happel et al. 1998; Mace and Choi 1998; Shih et al. 2004).

Subsequent scientific studies have improved our understanding of the lifecycle of contaminant plumes and the behavior of gasoline additives in groundwater. Specifically, field and laboratory investigations have found MTBE to biodegrade in groundwater under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Mackay et al. 2001, 2007; Wilson et al. 2002; Gray et al. 2002; McKelvie et al. 2007a). Published studies conducted from 1995 to 2013 have compiled field data from thousands of UST sites across the country, providing information on the measured lengths of MTBE and benzene plumes in groundwater and/or the observed plume stability condition (Rice et al. 1995; Buscheck et al. 1996; Mace et al. 1997; Happel et al. 1998; Reid et al. 1999; Reisinger et al. 2000; Shih and Rifai 2002; Wilson et al.; Rifai and Rixey 2004; Shih et al. 2004; Stevens et al. 2006; Tarr and Galonski 2007; Karnath et al. 2012). In addition, three studies have addressed the behavior of TBA plumes found in conjunction with MTBE gasoline releases (Shih et al. 2004; Karnath et al. 2012; McHugh et al. 2013).

Purpose of Review

In this paper, we have reviewed the results of 13 published studies of multiple plumes to characterize the statistical distribution of plume lengths, plume stability conditions, and concentration trends for benzene, MTBE, and TBA plumes at UST sites. These studies have applied a variety of technical criteria and methodologies to achieve a representative measurement of plume lengths and stability conditions at retail gasoline sites. In total, the studies provide quantitative data on over 550 MTBE plumes and over 1300 benzene plumes at retail gasoline sites in a variety of hydrogeologic settings.

This review paper updates prior publications that compiled information on large populations of benzene and MTBE plumes (Newell and Connor 1998) by incorporating the results of additional multi-plume studies conducted over the past 15 years. In addition, this study incorporates the results of three studies that have addressed TBA plume behavior in addition to benzene and MTBE (Shih et al. 2004; Karnath et al. 2012; McHugh et al. 2013). This paper describes the methodology employed to review and compile these data, presents statistical summaries of benzene, MTBE, and TBA plume characteristics, and addresses the significance and limitations of these data.

Compilation of the data from these 13 separate studies is intended to provide a more complete understanding of plume behavior across multiple regions, as well as summary statistics on the observed length and stability condition of these plumes. This review serves to compile information generated over two decades of scientific investigation so as to provide the reader the benefit of the accumulated knowledge and weight of evidence that could not be obtained from the individual studies on their own.

Compilation of Data from Published Studies

We have surveyed the published literature to identify prior studies that have compiled quantitative data on groundwater plume conditions at multiple UST sites in the United States. Table 1 lists 13 studies that provide quantitative information and statistical summaries regarding the lengths and/or stability conditions of benzene, MTBE, and/or TBA groundwater plumes. Appendix S1 includes summary data from each paper tabulated as the basis for this paper.

Technical Specifications of Quantitative Surveys of Plume Characteristics

Each of the studies compiled in this paper has employed one or more technical criteria to obtain a representative sampling of plume characteristics from among existing groundwater monitoring records at UST sites. Key considerations include the following:

1. Nature of Release. These studies provide information on plume conditions associated with gasoline fuel releases from UST systems, principally retail fuel marketing facilities. Plumes associated with other potential sources of release (pipelines, refineries, tank farms, truck spills, etc.) or materials (diesel fuel, bulk additives, etc.) were not included in these databases.

2. Survey of Multiple Site Locations. Each of the studies provides quantitative data on multiple benzene, MTBE, and/or TBA plumes. Individual studies on plume lengths include 22 to 289 sites per study. Studies on plume stability conditions include 34 to 271 sites per study, with one study addressing the overall plume concentration trends observed at over 4000 UST sites in California (McHugh et al. 2013).

3. Duration of Groundwater Monitoring History. A number of the studies selected sites with longer-term monitoring periods so as to establish plume trends with less uncertainty associated with seasonal fluctuations, sampling variability, and attenuation rates for compounds, such as MTBE, which have been observed to require longer acclimation periods for biodegradation. For those studies that specified minimum monitoring periods, the minimum monitoring periods required exceeded one year in duration, with most of the studies requiring three or more years.

4. Number of Groundwater Monitoring Points. For most of the studies reviewed, plume characterization was based upon a minimum number of three to eight monitoring points per site to define the plume length or
Table 1
Summary of Studies on Plume Length and Plume Stability Conditions Based upon Data from Multiple UST Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice et al. (1995)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>8 events; 6 wells</td>
<td>B (271 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>B (271 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buscheck et al. (1996)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>BTEX/Benzene (62 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>BTEX (119 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace et al. (1997)</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>6 wells</td>
<td>B (217 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>B (217 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happel et al. (1998)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1 sampling event; 8 wells</td>
<td>M (50 sites), B (50 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (43 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace et al. (1997)</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3 years; Minimum 3 wells with detections MTBE</td>
<td>M (36 sites), B (36 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (1074 wells), B (1206 wells)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid et al. (1999), Reisinger et al. (2000)</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3 years; Minimum 3 wells with detections MTBE</td>
<td>M (55 sites), B (34 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (45 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorr and Rifai (2002), Rifai and Ricey (2004)</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3 years; Minimum 6 wells; Minimum 3 years MTBE data</td>
<td>M (36 sites), B (36 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (36 sites), B (36 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson (2003)</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>M (212 sites), BTEX (212 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (96 sites), B (94 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shih et al. (2004)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1 year; sufficient wells; proper lab QA/QC</td>
<td>M (96 sites), B (95 sites)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>M (96 sites), B (94 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens et al. (2006)</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4 years; activeUST; no NAPL; consistent monitoring program</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (83 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarr and Galonski (2007)</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M detections</td>
<td>M (35 sites), B (34 sites), TBA (86 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (78 sites), B (42 sites), TBA (86 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamath et al. (2012)</td>
<td>CA, NJ, AK, OR, NV</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Min. 6 wells</td>
<td>M (35 sites), B (34 sites), TBA (22 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>M (41 sites), B (42 sites), TBA (34 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McHugh et al. (2013)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>&gt;4000</td>
<td>2001 to 2011</td>
<td>M (573 sites), B (1320 sites), TBA (108 sites)</td>
<td>474 sites</td>
<td>M (238 sites), B (680 sites), TBA (120 sites)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE); B = Benzene; BTEX = Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes; TBA = tert-butyl alcohol; NR = not reported; — = not analyzed; NAPL = nonaqueous phase liquid; QA/QC = quality assurance/quality control; UST = underground storage tank.

1 Buscheck et al. (1996) reported the percentage of sites with BTEX plume lengths less than 50 feet, between 50 and 100 feet, between 100 and 200 feet, and greater than 200 feet. The terms BTEX and benzene appear to be used interchangeably within this study.

2 Mace et al. (1997) also presented benzene plume lengths data, and these data were used to compare with MTBE; Mace et al. (1997) benzene plume length results are not presented in this paper to prevent double-counting the same dataset.

3 Benzene plume lengths were estimated based on a 1-µg/L contour limit, inconsistent with the other studies, and therefore could not be used for weighted mean calculations in our paper.

4 Mace and Chen (1998) estimated plume lengths at 99 sites, but 10 of these sites had plume lengths of 0 feet.

5 Mace and Choi (1998) estimated plume behavior (i.e., plume stability) over time at 39 sites based on plume lengths measured at three different events but did not present the full results of their analysis, and their incomplete results are not analyzed in this paper.

6 Shih et al. (2004) only presented the number of wells with near zero or decreasing trends, and their plume stability results are not aggregated in this paper because relative percentages of wells in each trend category were not specified.

7 Shih et al. (2004) aggregated the plume length data set before statistical analysis of plume stability and concluded that while the plume length decreased for MTBE and increased for benzene and TBA, these results were not statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval.
stability condition, with most of these studies requiring six or more monitoring points. The actual number of monitoring wells employed at most sites exceeded this minimum specification, with reported average numbers of monitoring points ranging from approximately 4 to 17 per site.

Methodologies for Characterization of Plume Length

The studies reviewed for this paper evaluated plume length based upon a site-by-site evaluation of groundwater monitoring data. Plume lengths were determined based upon measured site data by either of two methods: (1) hand-contouring of the measured concentrations on a scaled map of the sampling locations to the designated concentration limit, or (2) using an empirical or analytical method to estimate the plume length when the existing monitoring well network did not extend downgradient to the specified plume delineation limit. We refer the reader to the individual studies for method particulars.

The prior studies have employed a variety of concentration limits for the purpose of delineating plume length. In our review, based upon consideration of the action levels employed under many state regulatory programs in the United States, we have focused on MTBE and benzene plumes that have been delineated to a 5 or 10 µg/L (micrograms per liter) concentration limit. For benzene, many state agencies employ a 5 µg/L action level (corresponding to the Federal Primary Maximum Contaminant Level [MCL] for benzene in drinking water) for remediation of groundwater that is considered a potential drinking water source. MTBE action levels are generally higher and more variable among state agencies, with levels as low as 5 µg/L applied in California (Secondary MCL for MTBE; CDPH 2006). Evaluation of the plumes delineated to concentration limits of 5 or 10 µg/L provides a conservative basis for characterization of plumes subject to remedial action, as a number of states employ less stringent groundwater cleanup criteria, particularly for MTBE. TBA plumes were evaluated at a 10 µg/L (Shih et al. 2004) and 12 µg/L (Kamath et al. 2012) limit, consistent with California’s drinking water notification level of 12 µg/L. Although these contour limits were not identical, the two datasets were combined in this study at an assumed level of 10 µg/L to increase the number of TBA sites, which have been evaluated in far fewer studies than either benzene or MTBE.

Methodologies for Classification of Plume Stability Conditions

As defined in prior publications (Rice et al. 1995; Newell and Connor 1998; ASTM 2010), the stability condition of an affected groundwater plume can be characterized according to the following stages (Figure 1):

1. Expanding Plume: The plume length and/or concentrations are increasing over time. Commonly observed immediately after the spill material reaches the groundwater and the dissolved chemicals are transported by moving groundwater.

2. Stable/No Trend Plume: The plume length and/or concentrations are not changing over time, indicating that the rate at which the dissolved chemical mass is entering the groundwater is balanced by natural attenuation mechanisms, such as dilution, dispersion, sorption, and biodegradation. “Stable” and “No Trend” were considered equivalent designations in a number of the studies. For those papers that distinguished between stable and no trend plumes, both designations indicate the plume concentration to be neither decreasing nor increasing with time; however, the “No Trend” designation entails a higher amplitude of variation (i.e., higher coefficient of variation) than the “Stable” designation.

3. Shrinking Plume: The plume length and/or concentrations are diminishing over time, indicating that the rate of mass release from the source area has reduced to the extent that the attenuation factors remove and disperse mass faster than it is entering the groundwater system.

4. Non-Detect or Exhausted Plume: In some cases, the affected groundwater zone may diminish to nondetectable levels in the groundwater, while at other sites, the process may slow or terminate in an “exhausted” condition, with trace concentrations of gasoline components remaining near the original source location.

At a given site, measurements can be conducted to determine if a plume is in an expanding, stable, shrinking, or exhausted condition (ASTM 2010). The plume stability condition can be characterized either on the trend of the plume length over time or the trend of plume concentrations over time in individual monitoring wells.

In the various studies identified on Table 1, the stability of the plume length over time was determined either by: (1) evaluating plume contour maps at different times to determine changes in the length of the plume, or (2) conducting statistical trend analyses on the concentrations measured at monitoring wells, typically located at the downgradient toe of the plume. For the purpose of analysis of plume concentration trends over time, various visual and statistical methods were employed to categorize trends as increasing, decreasing, or stable; we refer the reader to the individual studies for method particulars.

While the reports used a variety of methods to characterize plume stability, the similarity of their results points to the consistency of MTBE, benzene, and TBA plume behavior across the various published studies and supports aggregating these results, as done in our study.

Statistical Review of Published Studies

To facilitate comparison of the typical lengths of MTBE, benzene, and TBA plumes at UST sites, overall median and 90th percentile plume lengths have been estimated as the weighted mean of the median and 90th percentile values reported in the individual studies. This calculation is based upon the understanding that, for sufficiently large datasets, order statistics, such as the median and 90th percentile values, are normally
distributed, even if the underlying populations are not normally distributed. A weighted mean, based on the number of samples, has been employed to reduce the influence of smaller sample populations, which may exhibit greater variability in order statistics than larger sample populations. In other words, studies with more sites were weighted more heavily than studies with fewer sites. Similarly, the weighted mean approach was utilized to combine the results of the plume stability and concentration trend analyses.

The McHugh et al. (2013) study considered over 4000 UST sites to evaluate the overall trends of the maximum concentrations of MTBE, TBA, and benzene in groundwater over time. They did not address site-specific plume length or stability conditions, but provided important information regarding the net change in chemical concentrations over time in groundwater across these sites. Given the large number of sites they evaluated compared to the other published studies we reviewed, these results were not combined into the concentration trend summary statistics because they would overwhelm the weighted mean calculations; however, the results of McHugh et al. (2013) are compared with the summary statistics in this paper.

Limitations of These Studies

The authors of the various studies have identified possible limitations in their databases and, when feasible, have employed steps to mitigate the effects of these limitations on their findings. For example, a number of the studies note that, at many UST sites, the affected groundwater plumes are not fully delineated due to access restrictions or other limitations on the number and placement of groundwater sampling points. In addition, some authors note that, if the plume stability condition is not considered, comparison of older, stable plume lengths to younger, expanding plumes could be misleading, as the expanding plumes will not have achieved full length. Some authors also suggest that differences in MTBE and benzene plume lengths could reflect the effect of variable site conditions if the MTBE and benzene plumes are from different sites with distinctly different distributions of key attenuation parameters.

These limitations have been addressed by the authors of the 13 plume studies in a variety of manners. In some studies, plume lengths have been evaluated only for plumes with full delineation, based on a specified minimum number of monitoring points. In other studies, the maximum downgradient extent of the plume has been estimated based upon extrapolation of measured monitoring points, using the method described by Freeze and Cherry (1979) or Newell et al. (2002). Kamath et al. (2012) found this plume length estimation method to provide a reasonably conservative match to measured plume lengths on sites where both measurement and estimation methods were applied. Furthermore, six of the 10 studies that evaluate plume length compare benzene and MTBE plumes lengths from the same sites under the same hydrogeologic conditions.

In addition, 11 of the 13 studies have addressed the stability condition of the plumes, providing a basis for determining whether variations in plume age and associated stability condition (e.g., young expanding plume vs. older shrinking plume) could account for observed differences in the lengths of MTBE and benzene plumes. The vast majority of both benzene and MTBE plumes were found to be in a nonexpanding condition, showing that the concern of young versus old plumes is not a factor for plume length. The McHugh et al. (2013) study relied upon the maximum annual concentration of each plume constituent as a conservative basis to track plume concentration trends over time, based upon the consideration that the maximum concentration is likely near the source and therefore less likely to be affected by the extent of plume delineation or the change in the number of monitoring wells over time.

Findings of Previous Studies

Evaluation of Plume Lengths: MTBE, Benzene, and TBA

Statistical Distribution of MTBE, Benzene, and TBA Plume Lengths

As identified in Table 1, 10 of the 13 published studies address benzene and MTBE plume lengths, providing data on a total of 391 and 132 sites for MTBE plumes at 10
and 5 µg/L delineation limits, respectively, and 826 and 165 sites for benzene plumes at 10 and 5 µg/L delineation limits, respectively. Two published studies also estimated plume lengths for TBA at a total of 108 sites (see Table S1 for tabulated values). Figure 2A and 2B provides side-by-side comparisons of the reported lengths of benzene and MTBE plumes from each of the 13 studies that evaluated plumes at a 5 and 10 µg/L plume delineation limit. Figure 3A and 3B summarize the weighted mean plume dimensions for MTBE, benzene, and TBA at delineation limits of 10 and 5 µg/L, respectively.

**Consistency of MTBE and Benzene Plume Lengths Among Various Studies**

The distributions of plume lengths shown in Figure 2 are relatively consistent among studies conducted in a variety of regions in the United States. For example, for plumes delineated to a 10 µg/L concentration limit (see Figure 2A), the median lengths of benzene plumes (826 sites) fall within the range of 101 to 185 feet, while the median lengths of MTBE plumes (391 sites) fall within a slightly narrower range of 110 to 178 feet (Table S1). Similarly, at this same delineation limit, the 90th percentile plume lengths range from 386 to 454 feet for MTBE (336 sites) and 261 to 480 feet for benzene (772 sites; Table S1).

The relatively narrow range of these plume length statistics across hundreds of UST sites suggests that plume lengths are consistent across a broad range of hydrogeologic settings and conditions. This observation is in agreement with prior studies that have found factors such as groundwater hydraulic conductivity and site lithology to be poor predictors of plume length among large numbers of plumes (Reid et al. 1999; Mace et al. 1997; Newell and Connor 1998; Shorr and Rifai 2002; Wilson 2003).

**Comparable Lengths of MTBE and Benzene Plumes**

The lengths of the benzene and MTBE plumes reported in the various studies are relatively comparable at both the median and 90th percentile levels, as illustrated by the weighted means of plume length statistics shown in Figure 3. The 90th percentile statistic is of particular interest in this regard as it incorporates the vast majority (90%) of gasoline plumes for which these data have been compiled. At a 10 µg/L delineation limit, the 90th percentile MTBE and benzene plume lengths are 400 feet (336 sites) and 345 feet (772 sites), respectively, showing MTBE plume lengths to be only 16% greater than those of benzene plumes (Figure 3A; Table S1).

At a delineation limit of 5 µg/L, the MTBE and benzene plume lengths are still found to be comparable, although with a moderately more pronounced difference; the 90th percentile MTBE (only evaluated in the Shih et al. 2004 study) and benzene plume lengths are 530 feet (96 sites) and 425 feet (165 sites), respectively, showing MTBE plumes to be 25% longer than benzene plumes (Figure 3B; Table S1). In general, the benzene plume lengths reported in the various studies are consistent with the study by Buscheck et al. (1996) that evaluated 62 UST sites in California and found that 85% of benzene plumes were less than 200 feet long. The Buscheck et al. (1996) study presented a range of plume lengths rather than a statistical distribution and thus could not be directly included in our statistical summary.

In absolute terms, the difference in these MTBE and benzene plume lengths ranges from only 55 to 105 feet (for 90th percentile plume lengths at the 10 and 5 µg/L delineation limits, respectively). The similar plume behavior of benzene and MTBE may reflect their biodegradation characteristics, as both compounds are biodegraded in aerobic groundwater and in most anaerobic geochemical settings.

**Exceptionally Long Plumes**

The maximum MTBE plume lengths identified in the studies addressed in this review paper generally fall in the range of 1000 to 1700 feet (see Figure 2). However, other publications have reported longer MTBE plumes (e.g., greater than 2000 feet) at individual UST sites (Weaver et al. 1996, 1999; ESTCP 2003; Thuma et al. 2001; McKelvie et al. 2007b). Consequently, while it is recognized that such exceptionally long MTBE plumes do exist, the small number of such plumes is consistent with the statistical distribution observed in the 13 studies, where MTBE plumes greater than 1400 feet in length correspond to less than 1% of the plume population. Incorporation of this small number of exceptionally long MTBE plumes into the data sets addressed in our review would not affect the weighted means of the median and 90th percentile plume lengths presented on Figure 3.

**Lengths of TBA Plumes Compared to MTBE and Benzene Plumes**

Two studies addressed the behavior of TBA plumes in addition to benzene and MTBE (Kamath et al. 2012; Shih et al. 2004) for a total of 108 sites. The weighted mean results from these studies (Figure 3A) indicate that the 90th percentile TBA plume length (420 feet at 10 µg/L; Table S1) is 5% greater than the 90th percentile MTBE plume determined from these and other studies. Similarly, the median TBA plume from the two studies at 10 µg/L is 15% longer than the median MTBE plume determined from a larger number of studies. However, the two studies that addressed TBA (Shih et al. 2004; Kamath et al. 2012) found TBA plume lengths to be comparable to benzene and MTBE plume lengths, with TBA plume lengths falling in between benzene and MTBE plume lengths. Shih et al. (2004) calculated 90th percentile values of the benzene, MTBE, and TBA plume lengths to be 341, 531, and 433 feet, respectively. Kamath et al. (2012) calculated the 90th percentile values of the measured and estimated plume lengths for benzene, MTBE, and TBA to be 356, 454, and 366 feet, respectively. Taken together, the aggregated results and individual studies suggest that TBA plume lengths are similar to MTBE and benzene plumes.
Evaluation of Plume Stability Conditions: MTBE, Benzene, and TBA

Stability Condition of Plume Lengths Over Time

Five studies have evaluated the stability of plume length over time for a combined 122 sites for MTBE plumes, 566 sites for benzene plumes, and 34 sites for TBA plumes (Reid et al. 1999; Reisinger et al. 2000; Karnath et al. 2012; Shorr and Rifai 2002; Rice et al. 1995; Mace et al. 1997). For each stability category, we have computed a weighted mean of the percentage of sites falling into that category. Table S2 reports these weighted mean values, as well as the values reported in each study, rounded to the nearest whole number for consistency.

Figure 4 compares the combined plume length trend distributions for MTBE, benzene, and TBA. These studies consistently found that the vast majority of both MTBE and benzene plume lengths are not increasing in length over time. For MTBE plumes, the percent of plume lengths found to be stable, no trend, decreasing, or...
exhausted ranges from 90 to 96% among three studies, with the weighted mean percentage of plumes that are nonincreasing equal to 93%. Similarly, for benzene plumes, among four studies, the percent of plume lengths found to be stable, no trend, decreasing, or exhausted ranges from 92 to 97%, with the weighted mean percentage of plumes found to be nonincreasing equal to 94%. The overall percentages of plume lengths observed to be increasing over time is 6% for both MTBE plumes and benzene plumes.

The study by Karnath et al. (2012) specifically addressed the presence of detached MTBE plumes, that is, displacement of the plume mass downgradient from the original source point. They found this condition to occur at only 5% of MTBE sites (2 of 41 sites). Furthermore, these detached plumes were observed to be decreasing in area over time (Kamath et al. 2012). For the purposes of our analysis, the detached plumes were not considered as either increasing or nonincreasing.

Figure 4 also displays the trend distributions for TBA, as determined by Kamath et al. (2012). These data show that the majority of TBA plumes (68%) are stable or shrinking in length, while 26% are increasing. The percentage of nonincreasing plumes for TBA is lower than for benzene and MTBE (94 and 93%, respectively, are not increasing in length), which may reflect the temporary build-up of TBA concentrations in groundwater following biodegradation of MTBE (Kamath et al. 2012).

**Concentration Trends in Individual Monitoring Wells Over Time**

Seven studies have evaluated concentration trends of benzene and MTBE in individual wells over time (Mace and Choi 1998; Stevens et al. 2006; Tarr and Galonski 2007; Kamath et al. 2012; Buscheck et al. 1996; Rice et al. 1995; Mace et al. 1997), for a combined 938 wells for MTBE and 905 wells for benzene. Kamath et al. (2012) evaluated TBA concentration trends over time in 241 wells. Figure 5 shows the concentration trend distributions for MTBE, benzene, and TBA, with the percentage of plumes falling into each stability category calculated as weighted means among the seven

---

**Figure 3.** Weighted means of median lengths and 90th percentile lengths of MTBE, TBA, and benzene plumes. (A) Weighted means of plume lengths defined by 10 μg/L concentration limit. (B) Weighted means of plume lengths defined by 5 μg/L concentration limit. Lengths are estimated as the weighted mean of median and 90th percentile plume length values reported in various scientific surveys, rounded to the nearest 5 feet, for plumes delineated to a 10 μg/L concentration limit and 5 μg/L concentration limit. Data have been compiled for MTBE, benzene, and TBA plumes in groundwater underlying UST sites across the nation (see Table S1 for studies used to compile these summary lengths).
Figure 4. Comparison of plume length stability conditions for MTBE, benzene, and TBA plumes at UST sites. Data have been compiled for MTBE, benzene, and TBA plumes in groundwater underlying UST sites across the nation (see Table S2 for studies used to compile these stability percentages).

In addition to these studies, McHugh et al. (2013) evaluated overall plume concentration trends for MTBE, benzene, and TBA for over 4000 sites in California. The McHugh study addressed the net change in the maximum plume concentrations at each site but did not characterize the plume stability condition per se in the same manner as the other studies; consequently, the weighted means shown on Figure 5 do not include the McHugh et al. (2013) results.

Figure 5 compares the combined distributions of well concentration trends for MTBE (938 wells), benzene (905 wells), and TBA (241 wells). As shown, MTBE and benzene again exhibit similar distributions, with the vast majority of wells showing nonincreasing concentrations over time for both MTBE (91%) and benzene (92%). However, unlike the plume length distribution, a higher percentage of wells exhibit decreasing concentrations for benzene (63%) than for MTBE (45%). Nevertheless, the combined percentage of stable, decreasing, or no trend wells is again comparable for the two compounds, corresponding to 80% of wells for MTBE and 84% of wells for benzene.

Evaluation of TBA concentration trends by Kamath et al. (2012) found stability condition distributions to be roughly comparable to those of benzene and MTBE, with 86% of the wells demonstrating nonincreasing trends. The moderately higher percentage of wells with increasing TBA concentration trends (14%, compared to 9% and 8% for MTBE and benzene, respectively) may reflect the production of TBA as a by-product of MTBE biodegradation, resulting in temporary replenishment of TBA concentrations until the MTBE source is depleted. Under this scenario, TBA concentrations in turn decrease as the MTBE source mass diminishes and the TBA itself is biodegraded.

Two studies specifically addressed MTBE plume conditions before and after the end of MTBE use as a gasoline additive in Connecticut (Stevens et al. 2006) and New Hampshire (Tarr and Galonski 2007). In both studies, in the 2 years following termination of MTBE use, the percentage of monitoring wells displaying a decreasing MTBE concentration trend was observed to increase. In Connecticut, Stevens et al. (2006) found that 93% of the 83 monitoring wells evaluated showed decreasing concentrations of MTBE 2 years after termination of MTBE use. By pooling the monitoring wells across 22 sites, they also determined that 55% of the sites showed a statistically significant decrease in MTBE concentrations between pre- and post-ban data (90th confidence level); only 5% (1 site) showed a statistically significant increase in MTBE concentrations. A similar study of 78 wells in New Hampshire (Tarr and Galonski 2007) reported that, after termination of MTBE use, 85% of monitoring wells exhibited decreasing concentrations, compared to decreasing concentrations at 68% of monitoring wells.
prior to the termination of MTBE use in gasoline. These studies demonstrated the decrease in MTBE concentrations with time following termination of MTBE use in these states.

McHugh et al. (2013) compiled data from over 4000 UST sites from the California GeoTracker database to evaluate the overall trends of benzene, MTBE, and TBA concentrations in groundwater over time. These monitoring data showed a large decrease in the groundwater concentrations of gasoline constituents over the period of 2001 to 2011 (85% decrease for benzene, 96% for MTBE, and 87% for TBA), measured as the change in the median of the maximum site concentrations over time. In addition, records of the sites for which continuous monitoring records were available for the full 10-year period (benzene: 1128 sites; MTBE: 1109 sites; TBA: 816 sites) showed benzene and MTBE levels to decrease continuously over this time period, while the maximum concentrations of TBA increased moderately over the period of 2001 to 2004 and then decreased from 2005 to 2011. The study found that the temporary build-up and subsequent decrease of TBA concentrations could be closely matched by a sequential first-order degradation model, which accounted for the generation of TBA as a product of MTBE degradation, followed by the biodegradation of the TBA itself (McHugh et al. 2013).

Conclusions

In this paper, we have combined the results of 13 previously published studies that surveyed the length and stability condition of affected groundwater plumes associated with releases of gasoline fuels from USTs at numerous service station facilities. These studies combined have addressed over 500 plumes for MTBE, over 1300 plumes for benzene, and 108 plumes for TBA, plus evaluation of concentration trends of all three gasoline constituents over a 10-year period for over 4000 UST sites in California. Employing a variety of approaches, these studies arrive at similar findings with regard to plume length and stability, which suggests that, in combination, these data and the related statistical parameters presented in this review paper provide a reliable characterization of benzene, MTBA, and TBA plume behavior at the majority of UST sites across the United States. Key findings regarding the statistical distribution of plume lengths and plume stability conditions at UST sites include the following:

1. Comparison of MTBE and Benzene Plumes. The plume delineation studies show MTBE and benzene plumes to be of comparable length at most sites. For example, at a 10 µg/L delineation limit, the 90th percentile MTBE and benzene plume lengths are 400 feet (336 sites) and 345 feet (772 sites), respectively, a relative difference of 16%. Similarly, at a 5 µg/L delineation limit, the 90th percentile MTBE and benzene plume lengths are
530 feet (96 sites) and 425 feet (165 sites), respectively, a relative difference of 25%, although these values should be considered tentative due to smaller numbers of wells and only one study for MTBE. The vast majority of wells for both MTBE (91%) and benzene (92%) exhibit nonincreasing concentrations over time (i.e., stable, no trend, decreasing, or exhausted), and plume lengths also are predominantly nonincreasing over time for MTBE (93%) and benzene (94%). Consequently, reported plume lengths for benzene and MTBE are likely indicative of their maximum future lengths, as the plumes are generally not increasing in size and concentration.

2. TBA Plumes Compared to MTBE and Benzene Plumes. TBA plumes have been found to be of comparable length to benzene and MTBE plumes, with the majority of TBA plumes also nonexpanding (68%), although at a lower percentage than observed for MTBE or benzene plumes (Kamath et al. 2012). At over 4000 sites evaluated, TBA concentration trends over time showed an initial increase, followed by a decreasing concentration at rates comparable to those observed for MTBE and benzene (McHugh et al. 2013).

3. Consistency Among Various Studies: The various plume studies, conducted in different geographic regions and in a variety of hydrogeologic regimes, have found plume length statistics to fall into a relatively narrow range, suggesting that hydrogeologic conditions may be less important than other factors (such as the spill volume and biodegradation effects) in defining plume behavior, as has been observed in these and other studies (Reid et al. 1999; Mace et al. 1997; Newell and Connor 1998; Shorr and Rifai 2002; Wilson 2003). Rather, the similar biodegradation characteristics of MTBE and benzene, both of which are degradable in aerobic and most anaerobic geochemical settings, may be responsible for the comparable dimensions and stability conditions of these plumes.

Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article:

Appendix S1. Review of Quantitative Surveys of the Length and Stability of MTBE, TBA, and Benzene Plumes in Groundwater at UST Sites.

Table S1. Statistical plume length data from the literature for MTBE, benzene, and TBA

Table S2. Plume stability results for MTBE, benzene, and TBA

Table S3. Concentration trend results for MTBE, benzene, and TBA

Table S4. Results from Stevens et al. (2006) analysis
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent studies of over 600 groundwater contamination sites throughout the U.S. provide important information regarding the fate and transport of petroleum hydrocarbons in the subsurface. This API research summary examines the findings of four independent research studies and addresses several key technical issues regarding the assessment and remediation of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene) plumes. On-going research regarding MTBE plume characteristics will be addressed in a future bulletin as data become available.

Key Finding: Most BTEX groundwater plumes are less than 200 ft in length and are in a STABLE or SHRINKING condition.

THE FOUR STUDIES

This bulletin summarizes information from four separate multi-site plume studies. Each study involved detailed analysis of data from a large number of sites (primarily underground storage tank facilities) to identify the key characteristics of groundwater contaminant plumes caused by petroleum hydrocarbon releases. Two comprehensive studies (California and Texas) evaluated how dissolved petroleum hydrocarbon plumes change over time.

In all four studies, detailed technical information regarding groundwater flow parameters and plume characteristics for each site were compiled from technical reports or questionnaires completed by site hydrogeologists or engineers. In combination, the four studies define the typical features of a dissolved hydrocarbon plume based on a cumulative database of 604 sites.

This API bulletin reviews the general methodology and principal conclusions of each study and uses these findings to answer several important questions related to the assessment and remediation of groundwater impacts associated with petroleum releases.

Technical Issues Regarding Dissolved BTEX in Groundwater:

- Typical plume length
- Persistence over time
- Effect of remediation
- Key factors in plume length
- Plume stability condition
- BTEX vs. other contaminants
- Drinking water impacts

Hydrogeologic Database for Ground-Water Modeling (Newell et al., 1990)

- plume length
- comparison to other plumes

California Leaking Underground Fuel Tank (LUFT) Historical Case Analysis (Rice et al., 1995)

- plume length
- temporal trends
- impact of remediation
- drinking water impact

Extent, Mass, and Duration of Hydrocarbon Plumes from Leaking Petroleum Storage Tank Sites in Texas (Mace et al., 1997)

- plume length
- temporal trends
- impact of remediation

Florida RBCA Planning Study (Groundwater Services, Inc., 1997)

- plume length
- impact of remediation
THE FOUR STUDIES (Cont'd)

California Leaking Underground Fuel Tank (LUFT) Historical Case Analysis


APPROACH: This study, also referred to as the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Study, involved compilation and analysis of a detailed electronic database for 271 LUFT sites. Groundwater flow gradients and the average length and concentration of benzene plume were characterized on the basis of static water level data and groundwater time-series sampling records.

KEY RESULTS: Plume lengths "change slowly and stabilize at relatively short distances from the FHC (fuel hydrocarbon) release site" (60% of sites less than 255 ft). The median plume length was 101 ft for one of the two methods of calculation (see the following page). Plume lengths tend to change slowly with time, while average plume concentrations decline more rapidly. Hydrogeologic parameters (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, gradient) appear to have little relationship to plume length. Finally, "while active remediation may help reduce plume benzene concentrations, significant reductions in benzene concentrations can occur over time, even without active remediation."

Extent, Mass, and Duration of Hydrocarbon Plumes from Leaking Petroleum Storage Tank Sites in Texas


APPROACH: The Texas Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) evaluated groundwater impacts from fuel hydrocarbon releases at 217 sites in Texas. Groundwater plume lengths and concentration trends were analyzed in a manner similar to the California study (see Rice et al., above). In addition, hydraulic gradient and groundwater flow directions were characterized for various hydrogeologic and climatic regions of Texas.

KEY RESULTS: Most benzene plumes (75%) are less than 250 ft long and have either stabilized or are decreasing in length and concentration. The median plume length was 181 ft. Only 14% are increasing in concentration, and only 3% are increasing in length. The length of a benzene plume cannot be predicted on the basis of either site hydrogeology or previous remediation activities. Benzene plume characteristics are not statistically different between sites where groundwater remediation activities have or have not been implemented, although the authors state that these activities should "logically shorten the time required to decrease plume length and concentration."

Florida RBCA Planning Study


APPROACH: The Florida RBCA (Risk-Based Corrective Action) Planning Study involved collection and analysis of groundwater data from 117 leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites distributed throughout 33 counties in Florida. Using these data, the report addresses the cost significance of various policy decisions related to development of the Florida RBCA regulations. For use in this bulletin, the plume maps and detailed site questionnaires compiled for 74 sites were reanalyzed to define typical plume properties.

KEY RESULTS: The median plume lengths observed among these Florida LUST sites is 90 ft based on available benzene and BTEX data. The shorter plume lengths observed in this database may be related to the varying detection limits used for plume delineation. For plumes delineated to a 50 ppb benzene limit (51 sites), median plume length was 90 ft, compared to 120 ft for plumes delineated to 1 ppb benzene (21 sites). In addition, 51% of the Florida database sites are currently or had previously been subject to groundwater remediation efforts.

A Hydrogeologic Database for Ground-Water Modeling


APPROACH: Hydrogeologic and chemical information from 400 site investigations across the U.S. was obtained in a national survey of National Ground Water Association members conducted in 1989. This 400-site database (available in spreadsheet form from the API Information Specialist, ehs@apil.org) includes groundwater plume dimensions for a broad range of groundwater contaminants, including 42 service station BTEX sites, 40 non-service station BTEX sites, 78 chlorinated ethene sites, 25 non-ethene solvent sites, and 21 inorganic sites. For use in this bulletin, these data were reanalyzed to define typical plume properties for each chemical class.

KEY RESULTS: The 42 service station sites show a median benzene/BTEX plume length of 213 ft. This database includes a higher percentage of longer plumes, with six BTEX plume lengths greater than 900 ft. On average, however, BTEX plumes are significantly smaller than the other chemical classes reported in this study, as discussed later in this Bulletin.
WHAT IS THE LIMIT OF MIGRATION OF DISSOLVED PETROLEUM HYDROCARBON PLUMES?

COMBINED RESULTS FROM FOUR STUDIES:
PERCENTAGE OF PLUMES OF DIFFERENT LENGTHS (604 SITES)

**SUMMARY POINT:** Approximately 75% of Petroleum Hydrocarbon Plumes Are Under 200 ft.

![Graph showing percentage of plumes of different lengths](image)

**INDIVIDUAL STUDY RESULTS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
<th>TEXAS</th>
<th>FLORIDA</th>
<th>HGDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL SITES</td>
<td>271 Sites</td>
<td>217 Sites</td>
<td>74 Sites</td>
<td>42 Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMARY - ALL SITES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Length:</td>
<td>3020 ft</td>
<td>Max 1713 ft</td>
<td>Max 1619 ft</td>
<td>Max 600 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th Percentile:</td>
<td>319 ft</td>
<td>90th % 255 ft</td>
<td>90th % 382 ft</td>
<td>90th % 211 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Length:</td>
<td>132 ft</td>
<td>75 % 146 ft</td>
<td>75 % 250 ft</td>
<td>MEDIAN 99 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th Percentile:</td>
<td>80 ft</td>
<td>25th % 66 ft</td>
<td>25th % 137 ft</td>
<td>Min 60 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Length:</td>
<td>8 ft</td>
<td>Min 8 ft</td>
<td>Min 54 ft</td>
<td>Min 12 ft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **LOCATION OF SITES:**
  - CALIFORNIA
    - BENZENE
  - TEXAS
    - BENZENE
  - FLORIDA
    - BENZENE, BTEX
  - ENTIRE U.S.
    - MOSTLY BENZENE. BTEX CONSTITUENTS

- **Plume constituent(s):**
  - CALIFORNIA: Benzene
  - TEXAS: Benzene
  - FLORIDA: Benzene, BTEX
  - ENTIRE U.S.: Mostly benzene. BTEX constituents

- **Plume Delineation Limit:**
  - CALIFORNIA: 10 ppb
  - TEXAS: 10 ppb
  - FLORIDA: 1 - 50 ppb

- **Types of Sites:**
  - CALIFORNIA: UST sites with affected groundwater. No fractured rock sites.
  - TEXAS: UST sites with affected groundwater. Includes limestone aquifers.
  - FLORIDA: UST sites with affected groundwater.
  - ENTIRE U.S.: UST sites at service stations located in various hydrogeologic settings.

- **Method For Determining Plume Length:**
  - CALIFORNIA: Modeled: Length extrapolated from 2-D transport models fit to site monitoring data. Reported results for exponential and error-function equations (summary statistics above from error function).
  - TEXAS: Modeled: Length extrapolated from 2-D GW transport model fit to site monitoring data. Used exponential equation only.
  - FLORIDA: Measured: Length derived from site plume maps. Data analyzed as part of this bulletin.
  - ENTIRE U.S.: Reported: Plume lengths reported by site consultants in survey questionnaires. Data analyzed as part of this bulletin.

- **Sites w/ Soil Vapor Extract:**
  - Not reported
  - Sites w/ GW Pump & Treat
    - Not reported
    - 105 of 479 (22%)
    - 92 of 479 sites (19%)
    - 22 of 479 sites (5%)
  - Sites w/ GW Sparging
    - Not reported
    - 32 of 74 sites (43%)
    - 6 of 74 sites (8%)

*(note different #s of sites reported)*
HOW MANY PETROLEUM PLUMES ARE SHRINKING? STABLE? EXPANDING?

APPROACH

Both the California and the Texas studies (Rice et al., 1995; Mace et al., 1997) analyzed changes over time in the length and average concentration of dissolved hydrocarbon plumes. For the California study, these evaluations were conducted on a subset of sites having at least 6 wells and 8 sampling episodes extending over multiple years. Typical monitoring records for the Texas study ranged from 4 to 7 years as shown in data from two typical sites to the right.

Plume stability trends were determined as follows:

Plume Length Trend: For each sampling episode, the plume length from the source to the 10 ppb concentration point was extrapolated using a 2-D groundwater transport model calibrated to the site monitoring data. Length vs. time was plotted for each site to define change over time.

Plume Concentration Trend: For each sampling episode, the average benzene concentration in the plume area was estimated using Delauney triangulation (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989), an area-weighted averaging procedure involving subdivision of the plume area into triangular segments defined by adjacent wells. Average concentration vs. time was plotted for each site to define change over time.

These methods do not account for plume spreading beyond the area described by the monitoring well array. However, both studies found this approach to be sufficiently robust to accurately characterize plume trends over time.

KEY RESULTS

Based on the observed trends, the studies grouped the plumes into four categories:

- **Expanding**: Residual source present. Mass flux of contaminants exceeds assimilative capacity of aquifer.
- **Stable**: Insignificant changes. Active or passive remediation processes are controlling plume length.
- **Shrinking**: Residual source nearly exhausted, and active or passive remediation processes significantly reducing plume mass.
- **Exhausted**: Average plume concentration very low (e.g., 1 ppb) and unchanging over time. Final stages of source zone dissolution over a relatively small area at a site.

As shown in the conceptual plume lifecycle figures below, of the nearly 500 sites addressed by this analysis, nearly 75% were found to be in either a stable or shrinking condition, based on analyses of both plume length and concentration. Plume concentrations were predominantly shrinking (47 to 59%), whereas lengths were frequently stable (42 to 61%). These results suggest that dissolved hydrocarbon plumes tend to reduce more rapidly in concentration than in length. Similar results were observed in a plume study performed by Buscheck et al. (1996), where 67% of 119 plumes in northern California were found to be stable/shrinking in length, and 91% had stable/diminishing concentrations.

Figures adapted from Rice et al., 1996.
HOW LONG WILL BTEX PLUMES PERSIST?

CALIFORNIA & TEXAS STUDIES: 90% Attenuation of Average Concentration of Shrinking Plumes

For those plumes characterized as shrinking (see page 4), both the California and Texas studies (Rice et al., 1995; Mace et al., 1997) included an evaluation of the time required for the average plume concentration to reduce by 90%. The rates of change calculated for each data set are shown in the table to the right.

Note that, in these analyses, the average concentration term corresponds to an area-weighted average BTEX concentration derived using the Delauney triangulation method for each groundwater sampling episode. Consequently, trends in this concentration term should be representative of the total plume mass. Data from the California and Texas studies show that, once a dissolved BTEX plume begins to shrink (a condition observed at roughly 50 - 60% of the LUST sites in these studies), the rate of decline in plume mass is relatively rapid. Based on the median rate of mass reduction reported in these studies, for a shrinking plume, only 5 to 10 years are required for the average plume BTEX concentration to drop from an initial level of 1 ppm down to 1 ppb. (This assumes a first order decay model applies over three orders of magnitude of concentration reduction.) At this point, the plume reaches an exhausted condition, which may represent low levels of BTEX persisting in source-area wells for an extended time period thereafter.

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF REMEDIATION ON BTEX PLUMES?

Three of the four studies evaluated the performance of remediation efforts in reducing or controlling petroleum hydrocarbon plumes. Based on a review of large site populations, the studies consistently draw a conclusion that runs counter to expectations: soil and groundwater remediation efforts did not result in smaller BTEX plumes.

QUOTES

[Map of California]

"While active remediation may help reduce plume benzene concentrations, significant reductions in benzene concentrations can occur with time, even without active remediation." (pg. EX-2)

"At low concentration sites, pump and treat increases the probability of having a negative average benzene concentration trend by roughly a factor of two, while it has essentially no impact on probability at high concentration sites." (pg. 13)

"An analysis of plume length categories shows that none of the remediation treatment variables have a significant impact on the relative frequencies of the different categories." (pg. 13)

[Map of Texas]

"The use of active ground-water remediation has not yet resulted in a lower median plume length at LPST sites throughout the state where corrective action is under way. This does not mean that remediation does not improve ground-water conditions at individual sites, but that when all LPST sites are reviewed, plume lengths at sites with remediation do not appear different from plume lengths at sites without remediation." (pg. 34)

"This probably means that significant spills occur before being detected and that most plumes are in place and in equilibrium before active remediation takes effect." (pg. 34)

"We found no difference in plume length between different remediation techniques and sites with no remedial action." (pg. 33)

[Map of Florida]

"Of the 117 sites included in this study, affected soils have been previously removed at 28 sites. For these 28 sites, the estimated median groundwater source mass is approximately 34% lower than the median groundwater source mass where overlying soils have not yet been removed. These data suggest that, while soil removal actions have started to reduce groundwater impacts, a significant percentage of the contaminant source (66%) remains in place in the saturated, water-bearing unit." (pg. 21)

"Soil removal would not significantly affect groundwater remediation requirements." (pg. 21)
WHAT ARE THE FACTORS THAT CONTROL BTEX PLUME LENGTH?

TEXAS AND CALIFORNIA STUDIES

The California and Texas studies attempted to correlate plume length with various hydrogeologic factors. In both studies, plumes were segregated into two subsets (shallow vs. deep) and correlation coefficients were calculated for plume length vs. a range of site parameters. Results of these analyses are summarized below.

RESULTS: TEXAS STUDY

The Texas study (Mace et al., 1997) concluded that plume length could not be predicted by the following variables:

- Depth to water
- Hydraulic gradient
- % Organic Carbon in water-bearing zone
- Thickness of sweep (smear) zone
- Hydrogeologic setting (in unconsolidated media)
- Previous remediation activities (see page 5)

The authors concluded that "hydrogeologic site characteristics and site activities considered in this study do not explain the variation in average plume length or plume mass and concentration."

The report identifies other factors, such as the amount of spilled fuel and natural biodegradation rate, as having a greater influence than hydrogeology or previous remediation activities.

RESULTS: CALIFORNIA STUDY

The California study (Rice et al., 1995) concluded that plume length was not correlated to:

- Groundwater depth
- Saturated thickness
- Free product thickness
- Hydraulic gradient
- Number of site layers
- Previous remediation activities (see page 5)

The authors concluded that "individual or combinations of other hydrogeologic variables have little apparent relationship to plume characteristics. Correlations among a variety of hydrogeologic variables and plume length show no indications of interaction. Transport indices that in theory should affect plume length, such as groundwater flow velocity, show no correlation."

They attributed the lack of correlation to the presence of controlling but not measured variables (such as source mass and biodegradation rate), scatter in the hydrogeologic data, and cyclical change in hydrogeologic variables that causes a delayed effect on plume length, and general site complexity wherein each site has a unique set of controlling variables.

These studies suggest that the size of the release is probably one of the key variables that controls plume length. Larger sources (in terms of mass, width, and affected soil volume) mean that more dissolved-phase constituents are transferred to groundwater, creating longer dissolved phase plumes.

HOW MUCH GROUND WATER IS AFFECTED BY BTEX PLUMES?

An upper-range estimate of the total volume of groundwater resources impacted by releases from LUST sites can be obtained using a calculation method described in the California study (Rice et al., 1995). In this method, the 95th percentile BTEX plume volume observed in the California study (i.e., 0.7 acre ft. or 230,000 gallons) is multiplied by the total number of reported LUST sites to obtain a total affected groundwater volume. Dividing this value by the total groundwater basin storage capacity provides an estimate of the percentage of resources impacted by LUST sites. Results for both California and the U.S. are provided below. Note that LUST sites usually affect shallow water table aquifers not typically used for public supply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTEX Plume Volume (95%)</th>
<th>No. of LUST Sites</th>
<th>Total BTEX GW Volume</th>
<th>Total GW Resource Volume</th>
<th>% Total GW Resource Impacted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7 acre-ft.</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>7000 acre-ft</td>
<td>1.3 billion acre-ft</td>
<td>0.0005 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 acre-ft. (U.S. EPA, 1988)</td>
<td>358,000</td>
<td>250,000 acre-ft</td>
<td>614.3 billion acre-ft</td>
<td>0.000004 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 of 8
The HGDB Study (Newell et al., 1990) provides plume length data for a variety of contaminants, including BTEX, chlorinated solvents, and brine releases. This chart shows plume widths and lengths as reported by HGDB respondents. As shown, BTEX plumes are much smaller than other types of plumes. Likely causes for this difference include: i) the smaller source zone area associated with BTEX releases from LUST sites, and ii) the more bio-degradable nature of BTEX constituents relative to the other contaminants. Note that other studies are in progress to characterize other types of plumes (e.g., Happel et al., 1998; Mace, 1998; Newell et al., 1998).
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Abstract

This article describes various statistical analyses of plume-length data to evaluate the hypothesis that the presence of ethanol in gasoline may hinder the natural attenuation of hydrocarbon releases. Plume dimensions were determined for gasoline-contaminated sites to evaluate the effect of ethanol on benzene and toluene plume lengths. Data from 217 sites in Iowa (without ethanol; set 1) were compared to data from 29 sites in Kansas that were contaminated by ethanol-amended gasoline (10% ethanol by volume; set 2). The data were log-normally distributed, with mean benzene plume lengths (± standard deviation) of 193 ± 135 feet for set 1 and 263 ± 103 feet for set 2 (36% longer). The median lengths were 156 feet and 263 feet (69% longer), respectively. Mean toluene plume lengths were 185 ± 13 feet for set 1 and 211 ± 99 feet for set 2 (14% longer), and the median lengths were 158 feet and 219 feet (39% longer), respectively. Thus, ethanol-containing BTEX plumes were significantly longer for benzene (p < 0.05), but not for toluene. A Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that toluene plumes were generally shorter than benzene plumes, which suggests that toluene was attenuated to a greater extent than benzene. This trend was more pronounced for set 2 (with ethanol), which may reflect that benzene attenuation is more sensitive to the depletion of electron acceptors caused by ethanol degradation. These results support the hypothesis that the presence of ethanol in gasoline can lead to longer benzene plumes. The importance of this effect, however, is probably site-specific, largely depending on the release scenario and the available electron acceptor pool.

Introduction

The use of ethanol as a gasoline additive is likely to increase in the near future as a substitute for the oxygenate MMT (Powers et al. 2001a, 2001b). Regulatory renewable fuel requirements will also lead to additional ethanol use. Therefore, it is important to understand how ethanol affects the fate and transport of hydrocarbons in ground water. Previous laboratory studies have shown that the presence of ethanol could have undesirable effects on the biodegradation of BTEX (i.e., benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and ortho-, para-, and meta-xylene). Specifically, ethanol is often degraded preferentially and contributes to the depletion of nutrients and electron acceptors (e.g., O2) that would otherwise be available to support BTEX biodegradation (Corseuil et al. 1998; da Silva and Alvarez 2002; Ruiz Aguilar et al. 2002). In addition, high ethanol concentrations (>10%), which could occur initially at the source, could also enhance BTEX solubility and decrease sorption-related retardation, enhancing hydrocarbon migration (da Silva and Alvarez 2002; Powers et al. 2001b; Rao et al. 1990). These findings suggest that ethanol may hinder BTEX natural attenuation, which could result in longer BTEX plumes and a greater risk of exposure. Nevertheless, little is known about the magnitude and significance of this potential plume elongation effect.

Plume dimensions and stability are important parameters to characterize for risk management because they determine the area of influence and the potential duration of exposure. Several investigators have developed mathematical models for predicting the effect of ethanol (added to gasoline at 10% by volume) on BTEX plume length (Table 1). These screening models predict that ethanol would increase the maximum BTEX plume length (i.e., when steady state is reached) by anywhere from ~10% to 150%. Whereas these models provide valuable insight into the potential ground water impacts of ethanol in gasoline, they are based on simplifying and influential assumptions and have not yet been validated with field data. Therefore, there is a need for empirical evaluations of the effect of ethanol on BTEX plume length.

This article describes statistical analyses of plume-length data to evaluate the general hypothesis that the presence of ethanol in gasoline hinders the natural attenuation of hydrocarbons, resulting in longer BTEX plumes compared to rea-
Table 1
Modeling Efforts to Assess the Effect of Ethanol on Benzene Plume Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Conceptual Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heernann and Powers (1996)</td>
<td>2-D transport from a pool of gasoline. Focus on cosolvency and interface mass transfer. Biodegradation not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcom Pirnie Inc. (1998)</td>
<td>Steady-State, 2-D transport from a gasoline pool. First-order decay of benzene when ( C_{benz} \leq 3 \text{ mg L}^{-1} ). First-order decay of ethanol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNab et al. (1999)</td>
<td>3-D aqueous transport. Continuous slow release of gasoline (up to 3 gpd) to a growing NAPL pool at the water table. First-order decay of ethanol and benzene. Benzene degradation rate constant defined by inverse correlation to BOD conc. at the source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molson et al. (2002)</td>
<td>3-D transport from a gasoline source at the water table at a residual saturation. Aerobic decay with O(_2) as the sole electron acceptor quantified by Monod kinetics. Microbial growth incorporated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ular-gasoline releases. This article also addresses the likelihood that ethanol would hinder the natural attenuation of benzene to a greater extent than toluene due to differences in their biodegradability under the strictly anaerobic conditions induced by ethanol.

Methodology

Plume Data

Two sets of ground water data were collected from about 600 gasoline-contaminated sites. One of the data sets (set 1) was obtained from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Underground Storage Tanks Section (IDNR TIER-2 database). This database contained no information about the presence of ethanol; thus, the data were screened to exclude sites with suspected contamination by ethanol-amended gasoline. A review of site investigation reports and telephone surveys were conducted for this purpose. Many of the set 1 sites were also discarded because of insufficient data to plot the required plume contours (e.g., plumes not bracketed by downgradient wells) or because contamination resulted from multiple sources (e.g., overlapping plumes). Therefore, only 217 Iowa sites (contaminated with regular gasoline) were included in set 1. The other data set (set 2) was obtained from the Kansas Department of the Environment and Health (KDEH), and corresponded to 29 sites contaminated with gasohol (i.e., gasoline with 10% ethanol by volume). Site investigation reports did not show salient differences between the two data sets regarding release and response scenario (e.g., amount released, age of spill, or remedial activities). None of these sites reported MTBE contamination. In addition, MTBE is unlikely to affect BTEX or ethanol degradation in contaminated aquifers (da Silva and Alvarez 2002; Deeb et al. 2001; Ruiz-Aguilar et al. 2002). Thus, MTBE was not a factor in this study.

Determination of Plume Lengths

Benzene and toluene plume lengths were determined by contouring data from monitoring wells (which were typically separated by about 100 feet), using a computer algorithm based on Hardy's multiquadric method for plotting two-dimensional concentration contours (Saunderson 1994). This algorithm was incorporated into the Iowa RBCA TIER2 Interpolation Program version 2.17, which interfaces with the IDNR TIER-2 database. This approach eliminated subjectivity associated with drawing the plumes by hand. Selected computer-generated plumes were compared to the corresponding hand-drawn plumes for validation purposes. Plume lengths were then measured as the longest distance between the identified source and the 5 \( \mu g/L \) contour, which corresponds to the drinking water standard for benzene.

Statistical Analyses

Plume length data were imported into Minitab (version 13.1, State College, Pennsylvania), which was used to calculate population statistics for each data set. These statistics included the population mean, standard deviation, median, maximum, and minimum. Distribution analyses were performed using the Anderson-Darling test for log-normality at the 95% significance level (Freedman et al. 1998). A Kruskal-Wallis test was also performed to determine whether BTEX plumes were significantly longer in set 2 (with ethanol) than in set 1 (without ethanol). This nonparametric test, which ranks plume lengths from low to high and then analyzes the ranks (Lehmann 1975), is very robust to test differences in population medians (Johnson and Mizoguchi 1978). Two-sample
Student's t-tests (Freedman et al. 1998) were also performed to determine if average benzene and toluene plume lengths were significantly different between the two data sets. Finally, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to test if benzene plumes were generally longer than toluene plumes, and to determine if this trend was statistically significant.

Results and Discussion

Plume length data were log-normally distributed (p = 0.275 for benzene and 0.394 for toluene) according to an Anderson-Darling test. The cumulative distribution of the plume lengths shows that benzene plumes were generally longer for set 2 (with ethanol) than for set 1 (without ethanol) (Figure 1a). For example, 92% of benzene plumes in set 2 were longer than 150 feet, compared to only 74% for set 1. The same trend was observed for plumes longer than 250 feet. In this case, 69% of benzene plumes in set 2 were longer than 250 feet, compared to 45% for set 1. However, none of the 29 plumes in set 2 was longer than 500 feet, compared to 12% of the 217 plumes in set 1. This trend reversal reflects that set 1 was a much larger data set and contained both the smallest and largest plumes. Note that these longer plumes are statistical outliers, as determined by the Tukey method (Tukey 1977; Figure 2). Similar results were observed for toluene, although the apparent elongation effect of ethanol was not as pronounced (Figure 1b).

Box plots corroborated that BTEX plumes with ethanol (set 2) were generally longer than those from set 1, without ethanol (Figure 2). A Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the median length of benzene plumes was significantly longer for set 2 than for set 1 (263 versus 156 ft; p < 0.001; Figure 3). On the other hand, the difference for toluene plumes was not statistically significant (219 versus 158 feet; p = 0.073). Note that the median length for benzene and toluene plumes without ethanol is within 15% of that reported by Newell and Connor (1998) (i.e., 132 feet). This value was obtained from a compilation of four surveys (Groundwater Services 1997; Mace et al. 1997; Rice et al. 1995; Newell and Connor 1990), covering a total of 604 sites presumably contaminated with gasoline without ethanol.
Table 2
Summary Statistics for Benzene and Toluene Plume Length Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Set 1 (no EtOH)</th>
<th>Set 2 (with EtOH)</th>
<th>Set 1 (no EtOH)</th>
<th>Set 2 (with EtOH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>Number of sites</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum (ft)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (ft)</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum (ft)</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (ft) ± Std.</td>
<td>193 ± 135</td>
<td>263 ± 103</td>
<td>185 ± 131</td>
<td>211 ± 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data were significantly different (p < 0.05) as determined by a two-sample student’s t-test.

Table 3
Predominant Lithologic Characteristics of the Sites Considered in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Percent of Sites Where Material was Dominant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set 1 (no ethanol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shale</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data available</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Benzene Plume Length Statistics, Segregated by Dominant Type of Aquifer Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aquifer Material</th>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Average (ft)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1 (no ethanol, Iowa)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data available</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2 (with ethanol, Kansas)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shale</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No data available</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For a given set, differences between categories were not significantly different.

Figure 3. Median length of set 1 (Iowa data, without ethanol) versus set 2 plumes (Kansas data, with ethanol). The difference was significantly different for benzene (p < 0.001), but not for toluene (p = 0.073), as established by a Kruskal–Wallis test.

Table 2 summarizes the central tendencies of benzene and toluene plume lengths. The average length of BTEX plumes with ethanol was higher than the corresponding value without ethanol (by 36% or 70 feet for benzene, and by 17% or 26 feet for toluene). Similar to the Kruskal-Wallis test, two-sample student’s t-tests showed that these differences were statistically significant for benzene (p = 0.002) but not for toluene (p = 0.243). Whereas an increase of 70 feet in the average length of benzene plumes is statistically significant, this does not imply that the corresponding increase in public health risk will also be significant.

Benzene plumes were generally longer than toluene plumes, and this difference was more pronounced for the data set with ethanol (set 2). Specifically, the average benzene plume was 20% longer than the average toluene plume for set 2, compared to a 4% difference for the data set without ethanol (set 1). A Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that both of these differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05), which suggests that the potential elongating effect of ethanol could be more pronounced for benzene than for toluene (Figure 3). Benzene, which is the most toxic of the BTEX compounds, is relatively recalcitrant under the anaerobic conditions exacerbated by an ethanol-driven consumption of electron acceptors (Corseuil et al. 1998; Heider et al. 1998). Toluene is more frequently reported to degrade under anaerobic conditions. The methyl group in toluene is electrophilic and facilitates nucleophilic attack by water (Alvarez and Vogel 1995) or by anaerobic catabolic enzymes such as benzyl succinate synthase (Heider et al. 1998). This facilitates the initiation of degradation without the action of an oxygen requiring oxygenase enzyme. The higher biodegradability of toluene and its higher tendency than benzene to be retarded by sorption (Alvarez et al. 1998) are conducive to shorter plumes.

As is commonly the case for many epidemiological studies, it should be pointed out that the inferences of our statistical analysis are constrained by other factors besides the presence of ethanol that could influence plume length. Although Iowa and Kansas have a similar geologic history, unaccounted confounding factors include hydrogeologic and geochemical characteristics that control the rates of advection,
dilution, sorption, volatilization, and biodegradation, as well as site heterogeneity and the release and response scenarios. Unfortunately, logistical and cost constraints often preclude the quantification of these processes at gasoline-contaminated sites. Therefore, these factors could not be included in our statistical analysis, with the exception of considering borehole data that permitted the categorization of the sites according to the dominant type of aquifer material (Table 3). These data suggest that a slightly higher percentage of sites in set 1 were less permeable than in set 2 (i.e., 46% vs. 33% were clay-rich and 19% vs. 24% were sandy). Although plumes were generally longer in sandy than in clay-rich aquifers, the standard deviations for a given lithologic category were relatively large, as illustrated for benzene plumes (Table 4). Therefore, the dominant type of aquifer material did not have a statistically significant effect on plume length. This finding is consistent with previous plume studies (Rice et al. 1995; Mace et al. 1997). This does not mean that the type of aquifer material (and its associated permeability and sorption capacity) does not affect plume length. Rather, it implies that other factors that were not quantified could be more influential.

In spite of the many potentially confounding factors associated with field data, it should be recognized that (1) such confounding factors were likely randomized by the relatively large data set considered; (2) Kansas plumes were longer even though temperatures tend to be slightly warmer in Kansas than in Iowa, which is conducive to faster biodegradation; and (3) the results of the statistical analysis show a strong consistency of association with experimental and modeling results and with biologically plausible explanations discussed previously. Therefore, this work supports the hypothesis that the presence of ethanol in gasoline can lead to longer benzene plumes. These results should provide a basis for further field studies involving controlled gasohol releases to improve our gasohol-release risk assessment capabilities.

Conclusion

This study investigated the potential magnitude and significance of BTEX plume elongation by the presence of ethanol in gasoline. There was a statistically significant difference in mean benzene plume lengths between gasohole- versus gasohol-contaminated sites. The mean toluene plume lengths were not significantly different. Ethanol apparently hinders the biodegradation of benzene to a greater extent than toluene because benzene is less degradable under strictly anaerobic conditions that are exacerbated by the depletion of electron acceptors during ethanol degradation. The significance of this effect, however, is probably site-specific, largely depending on the release scenario and the available electron acceptor pool.
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The environmental behavior of fuel oxygenates (other than methyl tert-butyl ether [MTBE]) is poorly understood because few data have been systematically collected and analyzed. This study evaluated the potential for groundwater resource contamination by fuel hydrocarbons (FHCs) and oxygenates (e.g., tert-butyl alcohol [TBA], tert-amyl methyl ether [TAME], diisopropyl ether [DIPE], ethyl tert-butyl ether [ETBE], and MTBE) by examining their occurrence, distribution, and spatial extent in groundwater beneath leaking underground fuel tanks (LUFT) facilities, focusing on data collected from over 7000 monitoring wells in 868 LUFT sites from the greater Los Angeles, CA, region. Excluding the composite measure total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPHg), TBA has the greatest site maximum (geometric mean) groundwater concentration among the study analytes; therefore, its presence needs to be confirmed at LUFT sites so that specific cleanup strategies can be developed. The alternative ether oxygenates (DIPE, TAME, and ETBE) are less likely to be detected in groundwater beneath LUFT facilities in the area of California studied and when detected are present at lower dissolved concentrations than MTBE, benzene, or TBA. Groundwater plume length was used as an initial indicator of the threat of contamination to drinking water resources. Approximately 500 LUFT sites were randomly selected and analyzed. The results demonstrate MTBE to pose the greatest problem, followed by TBA and benzene. The alternative ether oxygenates were relatively localized and indicated lesser potential for groundwater resource contamination. However, all indications suggest the alternative ether oxygenates would pose groundwater contamination threats similar to MTBE if their scale of usage is expanded. Plume length data suggest that in the absence of a completely new design and construction of the underground storage tank (UST) system, an effective management strategy may involve placing greater emphasis on UST program for ensuring adequate enforcement and compliance with existing UST regulations.

1. Introduction

The production and use of fuel oxygenates, particularly methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), have increased dramatically since the early 1990s as a consequence to federal and state regulations designed to improve air quality. The 1990 Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments mandated the use of winter oxygenated gasoline to reduce carbon monoxide and ozone-forming hydrocarbon emissions in carbon monoxide and ozone nonattainment regions, respectively (1). In theory, the federal oxyfuel and RFG requirements do not specify a particular oxygenate, and gasoline refineries have several oxygenate options, including ethers (e.g., MTBE, diisopropyl ether [DIPE], ethyl tert-butyl ether [ETBE], tert-amyl methyl ether [TAME]) and alcohols (e.g., ethanol or tert-butyl alcohol [TBA]). In practice, however, MTBE has emerged as the dominant oxygenate in oxyfuel and RFG due to its lower cost and favorable transfer and blending characteristics (2). Currently, MTBE accounts for 85% of all oxygenates used in the United States or roughly 15 billion L year⁻¹ (3). While ethanol accounts for about 7% of the United States oxygenated fuel supply, ethanol is generally not used outside of the Midwest (4).

Fuel oxygenates can be accidentally introduced to subsurface environments during the refining, distribution, and storage of oxygenated fuels. Spills and leaks of oxygenate-containing gasoline pose a greater risk to groundwater resources as compared to that caused by other petroleum constituents (e.g., monoaromatics such as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and total xylenes [BTEX]). Comparing to other petroleum constituents, fuel oxygenates are significantly more water soluble and are not adsorbed as readily to soil particles (see Table S1, Supporting Information), allowing them to travel farther and faster in groundwater (4–9). In addition, owing in part to their molecular structure, ether oxygenates including MTBE have been shown to resist biodegradation (7–11). The persistence and mobility of MTBE in subsurface environment, combined with its relative quantity in oxyfuel and RFG as compared to other gasoline constituents, have contributed to its dominant presence and frequent detection in groundwater plumes (4) and community water systems (CWS) (12). The relatively low odor threshold of MTBE renders many of these drinking water supplies with even low-level MTBE contamination to be unusable (13).

Concerns about potential groundwater contamination from MTBE have led several states to consider or enact MTBE bans (4). Unless the oxygenate requirements are removed through modification of the CAA, state- and federal-level bans of MTBE mean refineries must replace MTBE with another oxygenate. As a result, interest in the use and the environmental fate and transport of alternative oxygenates has increased significantly (14). However, to date, the state of knowledge is still quite limited for oxygenates DIPE, ETBE, TAME, and TBA (which together make up a total of up to 8% of United States oxygenates market). There are virtually no data on the environmental behavior of these other oxygenates (15), due primarily to difficulties in delineating their extent in the environment, lack of systematic analytical procedures for their determination as a group, and lack of regulatory requirement for their analysis. The extent and magnitude of...
oxygenate contamination (other than MTBE) in the United States remains unknown. It is imperative that the environmental impacts of alternative oxygenates be properly assessed, since limited evidence available suggests they would pose groundwater contamination threats similar to MTBE (4), if used in similar percent by volume amounts.

This paper characterizes the potential for groundwater contamination of fuel hydrocarbons (FHCs) and oxygenates by examining their occurrence, distribution, and extent at leaking underground fuel tank (LUFT) sites. Specifically, data on the frequency of detection, maximum concentration, and contaminant plume length in groundwater of FHCs and oxygenates at LUFT sites in the greater Los Angeles region are presented. Contaminant plume length is the primary measure in this research because it reflects the potential of the contaminant to impact receptors. Secondary analysis of the correlation among FHC and oxygenate plume lengths and concentrations and time series analysis of contaminant plume length are also presented. In addition, this paper addresses the role of fuel oxygenates in influencing the behavior of FHC plumes at LUFT sites. Analysis of these data provides information on the current extent/magnitude of impacts and groundwater resources caused by fuel releases and addresses the fate and transport of released gasoline constituents, and provides a basis for making preliminary predictions on the implications of the expected shift to alternative oxygenates as MTBE is phased out, or reduced, in gasoline.

The approach utilized is to treat LUFT sites as statistical populations (i). LUFT sites are particularly important because they represent major point sources of gasoline constituents and the leading cause of FHC and oxygenate groundwater contamination. According to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA) Safe Drinking Water Information System, some 385,000 known releases of gasoline have already occurred at LUFT sites nationally (i) and approximately 35% of the CWs wells have one or more LUFT sites within a 1-km radius of the well (5). This paper focuses California, specifically the Los Angeles region, as California’s large consumption of fuel oxygenates makes the state an important environmental indicator for the national impacts of oxygenates. In fact, California’s consumption of MTBE accounts for approximately one-fourth of global MTBE consumption (4) and some 6700 MTBE LUFT sites are located within 0.8-km radius of CWs wells in the state (i6). Los Angeles, which comprises about 28% of the population in California (i7), exemplifies a typical RFG-program participating metropolitan area.

2. Experimental Section

2.1.1. Characterization of Contaminant Spatial Extent at LUFT Sites. Groundwater plume length for a given contaminant is defined as the distance from the source area to the farthest edge of the plume at a predetermined concentration contour. In this paper, the dissolved plume length in groundwater for FHC (benzene), oxygenates (MTBE, DPE, ETBE, TAME, and TBA), and total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPHc) were investigated. TPHc is a useful indicator of the presence and magnitude of gasoline contamination and includes C6-C12 compounds. Dissolved concentration contours were defined to 5 μg L⁻¹ for benzene and ether oxygenates to 10 μg L⁻¹ for TBA, and to 100 μg L⁻¹ for TPHc, taking into account both uniformity across different analytes as well as their method detection limits (MDLs). For each site, analytical data from groundwater monitoring wells, estimates of average groundwater gradient directions, and best professional judgment in extrapolating the most downgradient well contaminant concentrations to the respective predetermined concentration contours were used to contour the groundwater plume for estimating spatial extent. Other investigations (i, i6, i8) have applied similar methods for characterizing plume length.

Clearly, plume length as defined is two-dimensional. The lack of depth-specific data and other site-specific knowledge across the population of LUFT sites investigated in this paper preclude evaluation of plume transport in the vertical direction. In areas of significant recharge, this can bias the measurements toward shorter plumes, since a typical monitoring well screened across the water table may fail to detect the leading edge of the plume as it is deflected downward in response to the infiltration of recharge from above. Further, fluctuating flow directions as well as errors in their determination can result in monitoring well network configurations that create additional biases in plume length measurement. Despite these shortcomings, plume length remains an important indicator of the spatial extent of solute plumes and, in this paper, reflects the potential/relative potential of the FHCs and oxygenates to impact receptors.

2.1.2. Site Selection and Sampling Protocol for Contaminant Plume Length Study. From a list of over 1100 active LUFT facilities in the greater Los Angeles region, 500 facilities were randomly selected for site evaluation. Facilities qualified for inclusion in the plume length study if (a) sufficient groundwater monitoring data were available to define the contaminant plume lengths, (b) groundwater monitoring data covered at least the time period from 3rd quarter 2000 to 2nd quarter 2001, (c) at least one of the five fuel oxygenates of interest (MTBE, TBA, DPE, ETBE, and TAME) was used or detected at the site, (d) at least one of the FHCs (TPHe and benzene) was used or detected at the site, and (e) site analytical data met California Regional Water Quality Control Board—Los Angeles Region’s (CRWQCB-LA) laboratory quality assurance testing requirements (18).

To investigate the influence of oxygenates on FHC plume length at LUFT sites, a distinct “FHC-only” population of LUFT facilities was identified for comparison. From the same list of LUFT facilities referenced above, 700 facilities were randomly selected for site evaluation. The “FHC-only” population was selected based on identical facility inclusion criteria as above, with the exception that none of the five oxygenates of interest was used or detected at the site (as demonstrated by soil and groundwater historical data). For TPHc and benzene, only for 53 and 52 facilities, respectively, were plume lengths able to be estimated after examination of all 700 randomly selected sites.

2.2. Occurrence and Distribution of FHCs and Oxygenates at LUFT Sites. To investigate the occurrence/distribution of FHCs and oxygenates, data from LUFT sites were analyzed to determine the frequency of detection of FHCs and oxygenates at LUFT sites, their maximum site concentrations, and the correlation among these gasoline constituents. As part of the recent regulatory requirements adopted by the California State Water Resources Control Board, responsible parties for LUFT sites were required to submit laboratory analytical data and reports to the state Geotracker Internet Database in the Electronic Deliverable Format (EDF). From a list of over 1100 active LUFT facilities in the greater Los Angeles region, over 850 facilities had submitted their laboratory analytical data and reports in EDF, which ensured the data that were transmitted were of known quality and met all laboratory testing requirements specified by the regulatory agency (section 2.4). The resulting EDF from these facilities uniformly analyzed, at a minimum, FHC (BTEx), oxygenates (MTBE, DIPE, ETBE, TAME, and TBA) and TPHc. An extensive data analysis was conducted of the electronic data and hardcopy reports from these facilities. For the time period between January and March of 2002, a total of over 7200 monitoring wells were sampled for these facilities.

2.3. Site Setting and Representativeness. To determine whether the LUFT sites selected for this study were repre-
sentative of the majority of LUFT sites in California, statistical analyses of site hydrogeology and contaminant impact were conducted in manner similar to Happel et al. (1) and reported in detail in text and figures in the Supporting Information.

2.4. Analytical Methods. The analysis of oxygenates as a group using conventional analytical procedures designed for petroleum hydrocarbons has been shown to be problematic (1, 20). USEPA Method 8020/21B, a protocol routinely employed for the analysis of LUFT samples, was unfit for monitoring of TBA and frequently yielded false-positive and inaccurate results when ether oxygenates were monitored in aqueous samples containing high TPHc concentrations (>1000 µg L⁻¹). In contrast, Halden et al. (20) demonstrated that USEPA Method 8260B (gas chromatography/mass spectrometry) was a robust protocol for oxygenates over a wide range of TPHc background concentrations. To ensure that appropriate protocols for the analysis of oxygenates were utilized, only those groundwater samples from LUFT sites that had been analyzed for BTEX and ether and alcohol oxygenates using USEPA Method 8260B were used for this study. TPHc was analyzed using USEPA Method 8015 nonaromatic, nonhalogenated chromatograph procedure. Laboratory MDLs for TPHc, BTEX, TBA, and ether oxygenates were set at 100, 1, 10, and 2 µg L⁻¹, respectively.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Occurrence and Distribution of FHCs and Oxygenates at LUFT Sites. To determine the frequency of detection of FHCs and oxygenates at LUFT sites, their maximum site concentrations, and the correlation among these gasoline constituents, groundwater monitoring data from over 7200 monitoring wells in EDF were analyzed from 868 LUFT sites in the greater Los Angeles region. At a reporting limit of 100, 1, 10, and 2 µg L⁻¹ for TPHc, benzene, TBA, and ether oxygenates, respectively, 96% of the EDF-LUFT sites contained at least one FHC or oxygenate, 92% contained at least two analyzed compounds, 60% contained at least four compounds, and 1.5% contained all seven FHC and oxygenate compounds. TPHc was the analyte most frequently detected at 91.8% of EDF-LUFT study sites, followed by MTBE and benzene at 82.7% and 82.5%, TBA at 61.1%, and the alternative ether oxygenates DIPE, TAME, and ETBE at 23.7%, 18.3%, and 8.9%, respectively.

The site maximum analyte concentration (SMAC) was a good indicator of the source analyte concentration or strength in groundwater. SMAC was determined for each of the seven FHCs and oxygenates at individual EDF-LUFT study sites. Figure 1 depicts a comparison of the SMAC cumulative distributions. The results indicate that, excluding the composite measure TPHc, TBA has the greatest site maximum concentrations, followed by MTBE/benzene and DIPE, TAME, and ETBE. The mean, geometric mean, median, and other relevant measures are displayed in Table 1 for LUFT sites with detectable levels of analyte. The log-normality of the data sets, confirmed by graphical tools and more quantitative measures (e.g., coefficient of variation, the Shapiro-Wilk Test (21), and skewness), necessitated a natural log data transformation before computation of the t-test (21–

![Figure 1. Plot of cumulative percentile of site maximum concentration for FHCs (TPHc and benzene) and oxygenates (MTBE, TBA, DIPE, ETBE, and TAME).](image)

**TABLE 1. Summary Statistics on LUFT Site Maximum Analyte Concentrations and Site Analyte Detection Frequencies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>MTBE</th>
<th>TPHc</th>
<th>benzene</th>
<th>DIPE</th>
<th>ETBE</th>
<th>TAME</th>
<th>TBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum (µg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum (µg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.6 x 10⁵</td>
<td>9.98 x 10⁶</td>
<td>4.2 x 10⁷</td>
<td>4.700</td>
<td>7.500</td>
<td>12.000</td>
<td>4.4 x 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (µg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>15.000</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (µg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>44 840</td>
<td>3 783 500</td>
<td>83 750</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>30 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-mean (µg L⁻¹)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>11 400</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1 730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUFT sites with detected analyte (%)</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyte site detection frequency (%)</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: g-mean denotes geometric mean.*
Contaminant groundwater plume length is influenced by factors such as hydrogeologic characteristics, matrix chemical interactions, source strength, biodegradation, and intrinsic properties of the chemical of interest. Under steady-state conditions, the differences in plume length among the FHCs and oxygenates at a particular site may be attributed primarily to differences in source strength and degradability of the contaminant. The lower source strengths of alternative ether oxygenates (DIPE, ETBE, and TAME) (Figure 1) as compared to MTBE, TBA, or FHCs may have contributed in large part to the observed localization of these plumes. In contrast, since the FHCs have source strengths of similar magnitudes to MTBE and TBA, the differences in plume length among the FHCs and oxygenates are attributed to factors such as hydrogeologic characteristics, matrix chemical interactions, source strength, biodegradation, and intrinsic properties of the chemical of interest.

3.2. Characterization of Contaminant Spatial Extent at L U F T Sites. Contaminant plume length was used as an initial indicator of the threat of contamination to drinking water sources by contaminants present in shallow groundwater at L U F T sites and was estimated according to procedures in section 2.1.1. Figure 2 presents FHC and oxygenate plume lengths in terms of cumulative percentile. The results indicate that among the FHCs and oxygenates, MTBE has the greatest plume length, followed by TBA/TPHc, benzene, and the alternative oxygenates DIPE, TAME, and ETBE. The difference in plume length is clearly distinguishable, as in the case of MTBE versus FHC and MTBE versus other oxygenates. In contrast, pairwise comparisons between TBA/TPHc, benzene/DIPE, and TAME/ETBE cumulative distributions indicate that for these pairs, the variation in plume length is difficult to distinguish as demonstrated by the overlapping cumulative percentile curves.

The statistical significance of the plume length differences among the FHC and oxygenate groups was examined using the two-sample t-test (after log-transformation). The log-normality of the data sets indicates that the geometric mean and the median are better descriptors of the LUFT plume population. Table 2 summarizes the data. Among the FHC and oxygenates, MTBE has the greatest geometric mean plume length at 83 m, followed by TPHc/TBA at 64 and 63 m, benzene/DIPE at 51 and 50 m, and TAME/ETBE at 36 and 34 m. The student t-test verified statistically significant (α = 0.05, Bon. p < 0.05) differences for pairwise comparisons between MTBE and TBA to DIPE, ETBE, and TAME as well as comparisons between MTBE and TBA, benzene, and TBA and benzene. In contrast, pairwise comparisons of DIPE, ETBE, and TAME to one another as well as benzene to DIPE or ETBE were not.

Contaminant groundwater plume length is influenced by factors such as hydrogeologic characteristics, matrix chemical interactions, source strength, biodegradation, and intrinsic properties of the chemical of interest. Under steady-state conditions, the differences in plume length among the FHCs and oxygenates at a particular site may be attributed primarily to differences in source strength and degradability of the contaminant. The lower source strengths of alternative ether oxygenates (DIPE, ETBE, and TAME) (Figure 1) as compared to MTBE, TBA, or FHCs may have contributed in large part to the observed localization of these plumes. In contrast, since the FHCs have source strengths of similar magnitudes as compared to MTBE and TBA (Figure 1), it is likely the significantly greater biodegradability of the FHCs (TPHc and benzene) relative to TBA and ether oxygenates favored the more restricted plume migrations from the source areas as compared to MTBE and TBA plumes.

FIGURE 2. Plot of plume length cumulative percentile for FHCs (TPHc and benzene) and oxygenates (MTBE, TBA, DIPE, ETBE, and TAME). Note: benzene, ether oxygenate, TBA, and TPHc plume lengths were defined to 5, 5, 10, and 100 μg L⁻¹ dissolved concentration contours, respectively.
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time are likely to be the result of decreasing source strength
or absence of oxygenates). an attempt was made to adjust
for other differences between the population of
LUFT sites that differ only in one respect (e.g., the presence
and benzene, the overlapping CP curves suggest the changes in plume
length over this time period are not discernible—either the
plume lengths are stable or the time period examined is not
sufficient for changes to develop and/or be detected. In
contrast, comparison of the CP curves for the alternative
oxygenates ETBE, TAME, and TBA indicates a somewhat
discernible trend of increasing plume lengths over the 1-year
period. This trend is most apparent in the case of TBA, where
the plume length increase over 1 year is ~6%. Decreases in
contaminant plume length beneath LUFT study sites over
time are likely to be the result of decreasing source strength
from ongoing source removal and cleanup as well as
biodegradation. Increases in contaminant plume length over
time, on the other hand, may be due to a variety of factors.
The more recent release of gasoline formulations containing
significantly greater quantities of oxygenates may not have
afforded sufficient time for oxygenate plumes to reach
maximum plume configurations. As for TBA, since it is also
a degradation product of MTBE, it is possible that as the
MTBE plume farther away from the source area continues
to degrade into TBA at concentrations above detection limit;
these changes in TBA concentration would be detected by the
peripheral monitoring network and thus result in
increases in plume length contour.
To assess whether the plume length differences that
develop over time were statistically significant, paired t-tests
were performed (after log-transformation) for each FHC and
oxygenate compound. The results indicate that after 1 year,
one of the plume length differences that occurred during this
period was significant at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) (Table 3).
Rice et al. (29) conducted a trend analysis for benzene
plume lengths with time and determined that approximately
60% of the sites studied contained no significant temporal
trends, while 32% and 8% of the sites have decreasing and
increasing temporal trends, respectively. While the vast
majority of benzene and TPHc plumes are apparently stable
(1, 29), it remains to be seen whether oxygenate plumes have
reached steady state. The different release histories of these
compounds can be a factor in interpreting the plume length
results. If the oxygenate plumes have not reached steady
state, then the observed plume length results may not be
indicative of future plume lengths. Time-series analysis of
plume length data presented in this paper does lend some
support to the stability of the plumes, FHC or oxygenate.
However, substantially longer time-series analyses are needed
to verify this assumption.

3.4. Impact of Fuel Oxygenates on FHC Plume Lengths.
Several laboratory, modeling, and small-scale case studies
have been conducted to investigate the impact of ethanol on
FHC plumes (26–28). It has been demonstrated that high
concentrations of ethanol have the potential to increase the
spatial extent of FHC plumes primarily through (1) the
reduction in the biotransformation rates of FHC attributed
to a reduction of available electron-acceptor species that
participate in biogeochemical oxidation/reduction reactions
(27) and (2) increases in the solubility of FHCs through a
cosolvency effect (20). To investigate whether the presence
of fuel oxygenates other than ethanol can influence the
mobility and spatial extents of FHC in a similar manner, two
distinct populations of LUFT sites were identified. One
population was composed of LUFT sites where oxygenates
had been used or detected, versus another where none of
the five oxygenates of interest had been used or detected
(see section 2.1.2 for site selection/protocol). Figure 3
compares the FHC plume lengths at "FHCs only" versus at
"FHCs and oxygenates" LUFT sites. A student t-test (after
log-transformation) was used to test the significance of
variations in TPHc and benzene plume lengths between the
two populations of LUFT sites. The results indicate that TPHc
and benzene plumes are significantly (at \( \alpha = 0.1 \)) longer
(+20–30%) in the presence of oxygenates.

By comparing FHC (TPHc and benzene) plume lengths
at LUFT sites that differ only in one respect (e.g., the presence
or absence of oxygenates), an attempt was made to adjust
for other differences between the population of LUFT sites.
However, the presence or absence of oxygenates at LUFT
sites may itself be indicative of the relative age of the spill.
Not until the passage of 1990s CAA mandating the use of
RFG or oxyfuel has the addition of oxygenate been so
widespread and at such a dramatic scale. Consequently, LUFT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>MTBE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TPHc (100 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>benzene (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>DIPE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>ETBE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TAME (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TBA (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean (m)</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean (m)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-mean (m)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: g-mean denotes geometric mean.

**TABLE 3. Change in Analyte Groundwater Plume Length over Time (1 year)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyte</th>
<th>MTBE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TPHc (100 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>benzene (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>DIPE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>ETBE (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TAME (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
<th>TBA (10 μg L⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case (n)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-mean change (m)</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-mean (m)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: negative g-mean change indicates that the plume length for the selected analyte decreased over time, while positive g-mean change indicates the opposite.
sites contaminated with both FHCs and oxygenates tend to have at least one or more recent fuel release(s). Conversely, LUFT sites impacted by only FHCs tend to have more aged source zones created by older spills from gasoline without oxygenate additives. Differences in the age of the spill can influence the length of FHC plumes since LUFT sites with more aged source zones also tend to have plumes that, relative to plumes at newer source zones, are stabilized or shrinking. Future work is needed to determine whether the increase in the FHC spatial extent is caused by the presence of oxygenates (e.g., through the mechanism of competition for electron acceptor species or the cosolvency effect) or is merely an artifact created by the inherent differences in the age of the spill resulting from the study design of separating LUFT sites into discrete populations ('FHCs-only' versus 'FHCs and oxygenates').

4. Implications
The site detection frequencies and maximum groundwater concentrations for TBA, MTBE, and benzene were elevated. While the groundwater samples beneath LUFT sites across the states frequently are analyzed for a suite of FHC (e.g., BTEX) and some oxygenate (e.g., MTBE) compounds, the analysis for other oxygenates in most states has seldom been performed. Site groundwater concentrations and plume length data indicate TBA contamination at a scale similar to MTBE. In addition, due to its physical/chemical properties, TBA is often the regulatory driver for treatment considerations at LUFT sites. Therefore, the presence of TBA needs to be confirmed at gasoline-impacted sites, and if confirmed, a specific cleanup strategy needs to be developed that accounts for its presence along with any other FHC or oxygenate compounds that are present. In contrast to benzene, MTBE, and TBA, the site detection frequencies and maximum groundwater concentrations for alternative ether oxygenate DIPE, ETBE, and TAME beneath LUFT facilities were low. Plume length comparisons also indicate these alternative ether oxygenates to be localized relative to MTBE, TBA, or FHCs. Even though data from this study suggests that current risk from the alternative ether oxygenates to groundwater resources at LUFT sites should be minimal, caution should be applied against over-interpretation of the data in anticipating the consequences of possible scale-up in usage of these compounds. An appropriate parallel may be found in the progression of the MTBE problem. Prior to the 1990s, when MTBE was used primarily as an octane booster, it made up only 1–3% by volume of some gasoline. It was only after the scale of MTBE usage escalated in response to the 1990s CAA Amendments that the environmental consequences associated with its use became apparent. All indications (e.g., physical/chemical characteristics such as high solubilities and low biodegradabilities (relative to FHCs)) suggest that the alternative ethers would pose groundwater contamination threats similar to MTBE if their scales of usage were expanded.

With the staggering number of LUFT facilities located in close proximity to community drinking water sources, LUFT sites represent major point sources of gasoline constituents and the leading cause of FHC and oxygenate groundwater contamination. There is little doubt that a large proportion of underground storage tank (UST) systems at gasoline stations leak, and that is apparently true even for upgraded, double-tank systems. The number of leaks indicates that the problem is primarily in the design of the system, which arises from real estate limitations, fire defense considerations, and a defense against accidents and vandalism (29). In the absence of completely new design and construction of the system that emphasizes detection, repair, and containment, an effective management strategy may involve placing greater emphasis on a UST program for ensuring adequate enforcement and compliance with existing UST regulations. In California, existing UST regulations require, specifically, the upgrading of USTs and the institution of leak detection systems. The plume lengths data indicate that under a well-managed UST program, with prompt detection and cleanup of source contaminants associated with failed UST systems, FHC and oxygenate plume lengths in the hundreds of meters were quite rare. The overwhelming majority of plumes associated with release(s) from LUFT facilities were relatively "localized". For instance, an examination of plume lengths of alternative ether oxygenate DIPE, ETBE, and TAME found 90% of the plumes were less than 100 m from the source area. Even in the case of MTBE, 90% of the MTBE plumes were observed to be less than 165 m. The adequate compliance with existing UST regulations may decrease the prob-
ability of future leakage and allow for prompt response and cleanup of possible sources. This scenario could provide adequate safeguard against widespread and catastrophic impact of FHC and oxygenate plumes on groundwater sources since under these conditions the FHC and oxygenate plumes are likely to be localized.
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Leukemia Risk Associated With Low-Level Benzene Exposure

Deborah C. Glass,* Christopher N. Gray,† Damien J. Jolley,‡ Carl Gibbons,§ Malcolm R. Sim,* Lin Fritschi,§ Geoffrey G. Adams,§ John A. Bisby,§ and Richard Manuell

Background: Men who were part of an Australian petroleum industry cohort had previously been found to have an excess of lympho-hematopoietic cancer. Occupational benzene exposure is a possible cause of this excess.

Methods: We conducted a case-control study of lympho-hematopoietic cancer nested within the existing cohort study to examine the role of benzene exposure. Cases identified between 1981 and 1999 (N = 79) were age-matched to 5 control subjects from the cohort. We estimated each subject's benzene exposure using occupational histories, local site-specific information, and an algorithm using Australian petroleum industry monitoring data.

Results: Matched analyses showed that the risk of leukemia was increased at cumulative exposures above 2 ppm-years and with intensity of exposure of highest exposed job over 0.8 ppm. Risk increased with higher exposures; for the 13 case-sets with greater intensity of exposure of highest exposed job over 8 ppm-years cumulative exposure, the odds ratio was 11.3 (95% confidence interval = 2.85-45.1). The risk of leukemia was not associated with start date or duration of employment. The association with type of workplace was explained by cumulative exposure. There is limited evidence that short-term high exposures carry more risk than the same amount of exposure spread over a longer period. The risks for acute nonlymphocytic leukemia and chronic lymphocytic leukemia were raised for the highest exposed workers. No association was found between non-Hodgkin lymphoma or multiple myeloma and benzene exposure, nor between tobacco or alcohol consumption and any of the cancers.

Conclusions: We found an excess risk of leukemia associated with cumulative benzene exposures and benzene exposure intensities that were considerably lower than reported in previous studies. No evidence was found of a threshold cumulative exposure below which there was no risk.

Key Words: benzene, occupational exposure, leukemia, lymphoma, multiple myeloma, petroleum industry

(Epidemiology 2003;14: 569-577)

Benzoic is present in crude oil, at most stages of petroleum production and distribution, and is a component of gasoline fuels, typically less than 3%. It is also a byproduct of combustion of fuels and other materials such as tobacco, wood, and coal. Benzene is present in indoor environments from activities such as cooking and heating, and it is ubiquitous in urban air at low concentrations. Nonsmokers living in an urban environment are typically exposed to average benzene concentrations in the order of 0.005 ppm.1

Benzene is classified as a group 1 human carcinogen by the International Agency for Research on Cancer,2 and there is general agreement that benzene can cause leukemia in highly exposed individuals.3 The extent of the risk of leukemia with exposure to low concentrations of benzene (less than 10 ppm) has been debated.3-11 This debate has centered on 2 issues: whether the exposures were underestimated in previous epidemiologic studies and what model should be used to extrapolate the risk to lower concentrations of benzene, including whether there is a threshold exposure below which there is no risk.

In addition, there is debate about which subtypes of leukemia are associated with benzene exposure. Some but not all authorities consider that acute nonlymphocytic leukemias or, more specifically, acute myeloid leukemia, are the only subtypes clearly associated with benzene exposure.3,8,9,12,13 Benzene has also been associated with increased risk of
multiple myeloma,\textsuperscript{3,14,15} although this too is disputed.\textsuperscript{9,16} A review of 308,000 benzene-exposed workers from 26 cohorts in 5 countries found no increased rate of non-Hodgkin lymphoma.\textsuperscript{17} In the U.K., the occupational exposure limit for benzene (maximum exposure limit) is 3 ppm as an 8-hour time-weighted average.\textsuperscript{18} This was introduced in 2000 as the first part of a phased reduction to 1 ppm in 2003 in accordance with the Carcinogens Directive of the Council of the European Union.\textsuperscript{19} The current American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists' threshold limit value for benzene is 0.5 ppm.\textsuperscript{20}

A prospective cohort study of all-cause mortality and cancer incidence in the Australian petroleum industry, known as Health Watch, was established in 1980 at the University of Melbourne for the Australian Institute of Petroleum. In 1999 the study was transferred to the University of Adelaide. The cohort consists of all employees except head office staff and those employed at Australian sites with fewer than 10 employees. Employees in the industry have been surveyed at approximately 5-year intervals using an interviewer-administered job and health questionnaire. This questionnaire obtained information on jobs and tasks, on possible confounding variables (including smoking and alcohol), and on specific health outcomes. The first survey was conducted from 1981-1983 and resulted in an original cohort of 10,979 men and 626 women. More subjects were recruited in the second and subsequent surveys. Approximately 95% of eligible employees in the industry have participated in Health Watch surveys. Employees were recruited into the Health Watch cohort after having served 5 years in the petroleum industry, and they remain in the cohort for life. Copies of death certificates are obtained and cancer incidence is validated through state cancer registries and the treating doctor. Cancer registration in Australia is a legal requirement of pathology laboratories and hospitals. In 1998 the cohort comprised 15,732 men and 1178 women.

Men in the cohort have been shown to have increases in the standardized incidence ratios for leukemia of 2.0 (95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.3-2.9) and for multiple myeloma of 1.9 (95% CI = 1.0-3.3).\textsuperscript{1} We designed a case-control study to assess the association between lympho-hematopoietic cancers and occupational benzene exposure among men in the cohort. We report the exposure-response relationships for lympho-hematopoietic cancers, including the subtypes of leukemia, and benzene exposure based on matched analyses.

METHODS

This case-control study is nested within the Health Watch cohort. We estimated the occupational exposure to benzene of the cases and control subjects, drawing on the subject's entire job history and using measured exposures for a wide range of tasks in the petroleum industry.

Cases were defined as men in the Health Watch cohort who reported a newly diagnosed lympho-hematopoietic cancer to Health Watch (either by himself or by his family) that was confirmed by pathology report, cancer registration, letter from a medical practitioner, or death certificate. Registry cases who had not self-reported to Health Watch could be included under the terms of the ethics committee approval only if the man had been lost to follow up or had died.

Seventy-nine cohort members met the definition of lympho-hematopoietic cancer cases. They were identified by searching the cancer registries and through self-report to Health Watch. One man was found in the cancer registry, but under the terms of the ethics approval he could not be a case because he had not self-reported the disease and was not deceased or lost to contact.

All documentation on the cases was reviewed by the investigators and cases were assigned to International Classification of Diseases groupings according to the highest level of evidence (Table 1). For 9 cases with uncertain histology the documentation was reviewed by a hematologist who classified cases using the French-American-British system.\textsuperscript{22}

We selected 5 male control subjects for each case. Control subjects were selected randomly from a list of all cohort members who were eligible at the time of diagnosis and matched by year of birth. As a result of the random selection, 5 workers were used as control subjects for more than 1 case, 4 of whom were used in 2 case-control sets and 1 in 3 sets. Thus, the total number of control subjects was 395. One worker selected as a control subject subsequently became a case; this subject was retained as a control subject because he was not diagnosed at the time of selection. As a control subject, his exposure was truncated at the time of the matched-case diagnosis (as with all control subjects). As a case his exposure was estimated up to the time of his diagnosis.

Each subject's smoking, alcohol, and job history had been collected as part of the Health Watch cohort surveillance.\textsuperscript{21} For employees interviewed in either the first or second Health Watch surveys in 1981-1983 and 1986-1987, detailed information had been collected only on their current job and jobs held in the previous 5 years. During the third Health Watch survey in 1991-1993, full job histories were obtained for all current employees interviewed. For those Health Watch members no longer employed in the petroleum industry, lists of jobs held in the industry were obtained during the annual health check mail-out in 1994. The lists included job titles, company, site, area of work and dates, but no details of individual tasks or products handled. The job histories were cross-checked with company personnel records. In those instances in which discrepancies were found, the more detailed record (usually the subject's) was used.
**TABLE 1. Type of Cancer by Highest Level of Evidence for the Diagnosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Lympho-hematopoietic Cancer</th>
<th>ICD-9 Code</th>
<th>Highest Level of Evidence</th>
<th>Cancer Registry (N = 14)</th>
<th>Death Certificate (N = 9)</th>
<th>Total No. (N = 79)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin lymphoma</td>
<td>200, 202</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple myeloma</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>204-208</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic lymphocytic leukemia</td>
<td>204.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic myeloid leukemia</td>
<td>205.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute lymphocytic leukemia</td>
<td>204.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute nonlymphocytic leukemia*</td>
<td>205.0, 208.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other leukemia*</td>
<td>202.4, 204.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This group includes 9 acute myeloid leukemias and 2 acute undifferentiated leukemias.

The 3 “other” leukemias were a hairy cell leukemia and 2 unspecified lymphocytic leukemias. ICD-9, World Health Organization International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision.

Cases were not themselves interviewed about their tasks, because this information might have been subject to recall bias. Instead, we interviewed contemporaries at the site who were familiar with the requirements of the job. These surrogate respondents provided information on the tasks that each subject would have performed for each job he had recorded in the job history, the technology used at that time, and products handled. Current and past employees were interviewed, and the interviews were structured using standard questionnaires for each job type based on those developed for previous petroleum industry epidemiologic studies. The interviewers had no knowledge of the names and health status of the subjects.

We calculated the benzene exposure of each individual using a task-based algorithm involving the subject’s occupational history; previously measured exposures for particular tasks in the Australian petroleum industry; and task-, site-, and period-specific data. This exposure model was similar to those used in some other petroleum industry epidemiologic studies but more detailed in that it was task-based and applied to each individual’s job history. This provided an estimate of cumulative exposure to benzene in parts per million-years (ppm-years) for each subject. The subjects were divided into geometric exposure groups. The exposure estimation process is described more fully elsewhere.

We used the following additional exposure metrics to test the association with risk of leukemia, with and without adjustment for cumulative exposure:

1. Start date: Subjects were divided into 3 groups by their start date in the industry: pre-1965, 1965-1975, and post-1975.
2. Duration of employment: The duration of employment (in participating companies) was defined as the difference between the earliest start date and the latest finish date for each subject, truncated by date of diagnosis. We calculated quintiles of duration with cut-points approximately every 7 years.
3. Whether most of the career was spent as an office worker or as a blue collar worker.
4. Site of longest-held job and highest-exposed job: Each site where a subject worked was allocated to a site type. The period of time and associated exposure for each subject was then allocated to that site type. If a subject worked in the office at a refinery or a distribution terminal, he was included as an office worker rather than being assigned to a site type.
5. Intensity of exposure: We calculated the average exposure intensity (cumulative benzene exposure estimate divided by duration of employment) in ppm for each job. We divided the subjects into geometric exposure intensity groups based on their highest exposed job.
6. Subjects with exposure to benzene concentrate: We identified those subjects who had handled benzene concentrate that is 100% benzene or BTX (benzene-toluene-xylene, which is principally an aromatic fraction derived from coke oven operations, containing approximately 70% benzene).

All odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals are from matched analyses.

The study was carried out with the clearance of Monash University Standing Committee on Ethics in Research Involving Humans, and the Ethics Committees from Melbourne.
and Adelaide Universities. All subjects signed a consent form to allow access to their job histories, and cases consented to our contacting their treating doctor for diagnostic details.

RESULTS

The cases and control subjects were well matched demographically (Table 2). They were similar with regard to alcohol consumption and country of birth. Control subjects were slightly more likely than the cases to be exsmokers. The risk of leukemia was not associated with smoking; odds ratios (ORs) were 0.55 (95% CI = 0.18-1.32) for previous smokers and 1.28 (95% CI = 0.52-3.14) for current smokers compared with never-smokers. We estimated the OR for leukemia associated with smoking score (pack-years) and alcohol score (standard drink-years) both as continuous measures. The OR per 100 pack-years was 0.98 (95% CI = 0.80-1.19) and per 1000 drink-years was 0.78 (95% CI = 0.52-1.16).

The ages of the cases at the date of case diagnosis ranged from 26-79 years with a mean of 54 years (Table 2). The mean duration of employment, prior to diagnosis, was 20.4 years (standard deviation, 9.0 y), and ranged from 4.3-43 years. A control subject, employed for only 4.3 years at the time of diagnosis of the case to which he was matched, had satisfied the cohort criteria of being employed in the industry for 5 years or more.

Cases had, on average, a higher lifetime cumulative exposure than control subjects, and a greater proportion of cases were in higher exposure categories (Table 3). The subjects were grouped by cumulative exposure (ppm-years) into 6 geometric groups, and conditional logistic regression (case-matched) was used to calculate stratum-specific ORs (Table 4). No increase in risk for non-Hodgkin lymphoma/multiple myeloma was found with increasing exposure to benzene. However, the ORs for leukemia were found to be elevated for 3 of the 5 exposure groups compared with the lowest (≤1 ppm-years) as illustrated in Figure 1. The highest exposure group (>16 ppm-years) contained 7 of 33 leukemia cases, but only 3 of their 165 matched control subjects. For the 2 highest exposure categories combined (13 case-sets with >8 ppm-years cumulative exposure), the OR was 11.3 (95% CI = 2.85-45.1).

In a comparable study in the U.K. petroleum industry, a cut-point of 4.79 ppm-years was used in the analysis. For comparison purposes we analyzed our data using the same cut-point and obtained an OR of 2.51 (95% CI = 1.1-5.7).

The OR associated with cumulative exposure as a continuous measure was 1.65 (95% CI = 1.25-2.17), which is consistent with an increase of 65% for each doubling of mean cumulative exposure.

There was no association between leukemia (with or without adjustment for cumulative benzene exposure) and date of starting work in industry or duration of employment (Table 5). Blue collar workers had a 3-fold risk of leukemia compared with office workers, but this risk disappeared when adjustment was made for cumulative benzene exposure (data not shown). Subjects who had worked longest at an airport had nearly 4 times the risk of leukemia compared with terminal workers but this result was based on small numbers. This finding did not change after adjustment for cumulative

<p>| TABLE 2. Lifestyle and Demographic Characteristics of the Cases and Control Subjects |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control Subjects (N = 395)</th>
<th>All Cases (N = 79)</th>
<th>Leukemia (N = 33)</th>
<th>NHL/MM (N = 46)</th>
<th>MM (N = 15)</th>
<th>NHL (N = 31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years; mean (range)</td>
<td>54 (26–76)</td>
<td>54 (26–79)</td>
<td>52 (34–71)</td>
<td>54 (26–75)</td>
<td>55 (39–75)</td>
<td>54 (26–70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco; no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never smoked</td>
<td>125 (32)</td>
<td>28 (35)</td>
<td>11 (33)</td>
<td>17 (37)</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
<td>9 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous smoker</td>
<td>166 (42)</td>
<td>21 (27)</td>
<td>8 (24)</td>
<td>13 (28)</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoker</td>
<td>103 (26)</td>
<td>30 (38)</td>
<td>14 (42)</td>
<td>16 (35)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>15 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol; no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never drank</td>
<td>79 (20)</td>
<td>16 (20)</td>
<td>7 (21)</td>
<td>9 (20)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>8 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous drinker</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current drinker</td>
<td>305 (77)</td>
<td>61 (77)</td>
<td>25 (76)</td>
<td>36 (78)</td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
<td>22 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of birth; no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>259 (66)</td>
<td>56 (71)</td>
<td>25 (76)</td>
<td>31 (67)</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
<td>21 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>75 (19)</td>
<td>14 (18)</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>10 (22)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>60 (15)</td>
<td>9 (11)</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One control did not record smoking data.
NHL/MM, combined non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma; MM, multiple myeloma; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
TABLE 3. Cases and Control Subjects Grouped by Exposure to Benzene Expressed as Cumulative Exposure (ppm-years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control Subjects (N = 395)</th>
<th>All Cases (N = 79)</th>
<th>Leukemia (N = 33)</th>
<th>NHL/MM (N = 46)</th>
<th>MM (N = 15)</th>
<th>NHL (N = 31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean and range of cumulative exposure (ppm-years)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.01–57.3)</td>
<td>7.27 (0.01–52.7)</td>
<td>10.63 (0.09–52.7)</td>
<td>4.85 (0.01–23.4)</td>
<td>4.73 (0.17–23.4)</td>
<td>4.91 (0.01–21.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative exposure (ppm-years); no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤1</td>
<td>138 (35)</td>
<td>18 (23)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>15 (33)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>11 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1–2</td>
<td>56 (14)</td>
<td>12 (15)</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2–4</td>
<td>67 (17)</td>
<td>16 (20)</td>
<td>8 (24)</td>
<td>8 (17)</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4–8</td>
<td>64 (16)</td>
<td>12 (18)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>9 (20)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;8–16</td>
<td>53 (13)</td>
<td>11 (14)</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;16</td>
<td>17 (4)</td>
<td>10 (13)</td>
<td>7 (21)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NHL/MM, combined non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma; MM, multiple myeloma; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma.

benzene exposure. Similar results were found for those whose highest benzene-exposed job was at an airport.

There was a strong association between leukemia risk and exposure to benzene concentrate that was somewhat reduced when cumulative exposure was controlled for. That is, exposure to benzene concentrate resulted in a higher risk of leukemia than exposure to the same amount of benzene encountered in a more dilute form such as in gasoline.

The proportion of subjects whose highest exposed job was in high-intensity exposure categories was greater for cases than control subjects (Table 5). Exposure intensity in the highest exposed job was strongly related to leukemia risk, with the increase starting at around 0.8-1.6 ppm and with those in the highest exposure category being nearly 20 times more likely to develop leukemia than those who were unexposed. Adjusting for cumulative exposure removed the association between high-intensity exposure and leukemia. However, exposure intensity and cumulative exposure are highly correlated, and goodness-of-fit statistics and the stepwise conditional logistic regression algorithm did not provide unequivocal evidence that would distinguish between the relative contributions of cumulative exposure and exposure intensity to leukemia risk.

The ORs were also calculated by using conditional logistic regression for the leukemia subtypes acute nonlymphocytic leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, and chronic myeloid leukemia (Table 6); such calculations were not possible for acute

TABLE 4. Association of Leukemia and Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma/Multiple Myeloma by Benzene Exposure Group, From Conditional Logistic Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative Lifetime Benzene Exposure (ppm-years)</th>
<th>Leukemia OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>NHL/MM OR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤1*</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1–2</td>
<td>3.9 (0.9–17.1)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.4–2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2–4</td>
<td>6.1 (1.4–26.0)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.5–3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4–8</td>
<td>2.4 (0.4–13.6)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.5–3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;8–16</td>
<td>5.9 (1.3–27.0)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.3–2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;16</td>
<td>98.2 (8.8–1090)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.3–4.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reference category.

NHL/MM, combined non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

FIGURE 1. Leukemia and Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma/Multiple Myeloma (NHL/MM) odds ratios by geometric benzene exposure groups (ppm-years) displayed at the midpoint of the exposure group. (Circles indicate odds ratios; vertical lines depict confidence intervals.)
TABLE 5. Distribution of Exposure Variables for Leukemia Cases and Control Subjects and Results of Matched Analyses of the Risk of Leukemia Using These Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure Characteristic</th>
<th>Cases (N = 33)</th>
<th>Control Subjects (N = 165)</th>
<th>Odds Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Adjusted Odds Ratio* (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start date in industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 1965</td>
<td>15 (45)</td>
<td>63 (38)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1975</td>
<td>12 (36)</td>
<td>60 (36)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.2-1.9)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.3-3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 or later</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>42 (25)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.1-1.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.2-4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of employment truncated at date of diagnosis (y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤11</td>
<td>15 (19)</td>
<td>77 (19)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;11-17</td>
<td>18 (23)</td>
<td>83 (21)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.4-4.0)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.2-2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;17-22.5</td>
<td>12 (15)</td>
<td>81 (21)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.4-5.5)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.3-5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;22.5-29</td>
<td>16 (20)</td>
<td>80 (20)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.2-4.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.1-1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;29-43</td>
<td>18 (23)</td>
<td>74 (19)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.4-6.8)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.1-2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to benzene concentrate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28 (84)</td>
<td>163 (99)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 (16)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>12.5 (2.4-64)</td>
<td>6.3 (1.1-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure intensity group based on highest benzene-exposed job (ppm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤0.1</td>
<td>5 (15)</td>
<td>65 (39)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.1-0.2</td>
<td>9 (27)</td>
<td>26 (16)</td>
<td>3.9 (1.2-12.6)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.3-4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.2-0.4</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>25 (15)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.5-9.4)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.1-3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.4-0.8</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>11 (7)</td>
<td>6.6 (1.7-25.7)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.1-6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.8-1.6</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>31 (19)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.4-6.7)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.0-2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1.6-3.2</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
<td>5.6 (1.0-31.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.0-6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3.2</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>20.4 (1.6-270)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.1-38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted for cumulative benzene exposure.
†Reference category.
CI, confidence interval.

lymphocytic leukemia because there were only 2 cases. Because there were relatively few cases of the leukemia subtypes, it was necessary to combine the 3 lowest exposure groups and the 2 highest exposure groups. The ORs in the combined higher exposure group were raised relative to the combined lower exposure group for both chronic lymphocytic leukemia and acute nonlymphocytic leukemia.

**DISCUSSION**

These data provide strong evidence for an association between previous benzene exposure in the Australian petroleum industry and an increased risk of leukemia. However, we did not find an association of benzene with multiple myeloma or non-Hodgkin lymphoma, which is consistent with previous findings.9,16,17

In our data, leukemia seems to be associated with lower cumulative exposures than has been observed in other studies. The estimated cumulative exposures were generally similar to those reported for other petroleum industry studies, except that the most highly exposed subjects in our study had cumulative exposures of less than 60 ppm-years, whereas those in other studies were as high as 220 ppm-years.27,28

TABLE 6. Association of Leukemia Subtype With Cumulative Benzene Exposure From Conditional Logistic Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leukemia Subtype</th>
<th>Cumulative Lifetime Benzene Exposure (ppm-years)</th>
<th>ANLL (N = 11)</th>
<th>CLL (N = 11)</th>
<th>CML (N = 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤4*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4-8</td>
<td>0.52 (0.05-5.0)</td>
<td>2.76 (0.42-18.1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;8</td>
<td>7.17 (1.27-40.4)</td>
<td>4.52 (0.89-22.9)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.08-9.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reference category.
ANLL, acute nonlymphocytic; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia.
It has been suggested that there might be no increased risk at cumulative exposures below 200 ppm-years or intensity of less than 20-60 ppm. In a recent large cohort study of Chinese workers, the relative risk for all hematologic neoplasms was 2.2 (95% CI = 1.1-4.2) for workers exposed to benzene at estimated average levels of less than 10 ppm. Over a working lifetime this could amount to a cumulative exposure of up to several hundred ppm-years. In our study, the risk of leukemia was increased at all cumulative exposures above 1 ppm-year, with a strong exposure-response relationship. There was no evidence of a threshold.

Leukemia risk in the highest exposure category was 98 (95% CI = 8.8-1090). Combining the 2 highest cumulative exposure groups resulted in an OR of 11.3 (95% CI = 2.85-45.1). This is considerably higher than that observed in a similar petroleum industry study, which found an OR of 2.11 (95% CI = 0.01-138) for leukemia for those in the highest quartile of exposure (8-220 ppm-years). In a similar study, the leukemia OR was 2.13 (95% CI = 0.90-5.03) for those in the highest quintile of exposure (>4.79 ppm-years). In our study, the matched OR for those exposed to greater than 4.79 ppm-years was similar at 2.51 (95% CI = 1.1-5.7). We found a positive association of benzene exposure with both acute nonlymphocytic leukemia and chronic lymphocytic leukemia. An association between acute nonlymphocytic leukemia and benzene exposure has only been reported previously associated with exposures above 200 ppm-years. In a U.K. petroleum industry study, the risk of acute myeloid and monocytic leukemia did not increase with cumulative exposure when analyzed as a continuous variable. However, when categorized into discrete ranges, an odds ratio of 2.8 (95% CI = 0.8-9.4) was found for a cumulative exposure of 4.5-45 ppm-years.

There are a number of possible confounders, including tobacco and alcohol consumption and exposure to other chemicals and radiation. Tobacco and alcohol were not confounding factors in our data. Workers in the petroleum industry are exposed to a wide range of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons found in or derived from crude oil, ranging from natural gas (methane) to bitumen. Known carcinogenic exposures include sunlight, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, asbestos, and possibly other insulating materials. A few, mainly older, workers have had exposure to paint, and some workers in the lubricating oils operations had exposure to white spirit (Stoddard Solvents), methyl ethyl ketone, and toluene. The subjects include some laboratory workers who have had exposure to a number of laboratory reagents.

In 1996, a comprehensive review of risk factors for leukemia concluded that the only confirmed occupational risk factors were exposure to benzene, radiation, and some retroviruses. There is some inconsistent evidence for leukemogenic potential from some pesticides, styrene and butadiene manufacturing, and ethylene oxide. We consider it unlikely that subjects in this study were occupationally exposed to retroviruses or these other agents. Some workers employed in the petroleum extraction, refining, and distribution industries might have used x-ray machines in laboratories or pipe surveys, but the sources are thought to have been well shielded.

The present study has a number of strengths and weaknesses. The diagnoses of the cases were well established. However, the study was based on a relatively small number of lymphohematopoietic cancer cases, including 33 leukemia of which there were only 11 acute nonlymphocytic leukemias and only 11 chronic lymphocytic leukemias. This limits the power of the study to detect excess risks for leukemia subgroups, particularly when we stratified the subjects by exposure.

The cases were individually age-matched to control subjects, and both were drawn from the same prospective cohort of workers in the Australian petroleum industry. The cohort has been followed for 20 years with serial identification of jobs, smoking habits, and health status. Only 10 of the 474 subjects (2%) had incomplete job histories. Relatively few subjects in the cohort (6%) have been lost to follow up, and vital status was confirmed every 5 years; thus we are confident that the control subjects were selected from an appropriate risk set.

We estimated the subjects’ exposure to benzene quantitatively, on an individual basis, with an algorithm based on a substantial body of exposure data from the Australian petroleum industry. The exposure assessment method was validated, but there are always uncertainties and unknown sources of variation in retrospective exposure assessments. Between-worker variation in exposure measurements, resulting from personal factors such as individual work practice, was not included in the exposure assessment reported here. There was also uncertainty about exposures before 1975 because jobs have changed over the years, but the available exposure data used in the algorithm postdated this period. However, the Health Watch cohort is relatively recent compared with other similar studies in which jobs held before 1920 were assessed. Most of the subjects in our case-control study started work after 1965; the earliest start date was 1941. This means that jobs have changed less in our study, and for most jobs we were able to identify changes by interviewing contemporary coworkers. These individuals did not have to recall far distant exposure conditions so their uncertainty was reduced.

For 33 cases, including 13 leukemia cases, the complete job history was obtained after lymphohematopoietic cancer diagnosis. These cases provided information after diagnosis, about jobs held before 1975, thus introducing some potential for recall bias. These subjects’ job histories were constructed from the information gathered during the Health Watch surveys and from company records. This was then sent to the
subject for cross-checking. However, the high degree of agreement with the company records suggests that the self-reported job histories were reasonably accurate and that possible recall bias was low. For the remaining 46 cases, either the complete job history was obtained before diagnosis or only the company job history was used because, for example, the case died before the complete job history collection.

All smoking and drinking data were collected before individual diagnoses, thereby avoiding a potential cause of recall bias.

The benzene exposure assessments were carried out without any knowledge of the names and health status of the subjects to reduce observer bias. Detailed information on the circumstances of the exposure was provided, usually by contemporary work colleagues of the cases and control subjects. Some of the site interviewees might have been able to identify the subjects but were instructed not to reveal their names or health status to the interviewer. This could have given rise to some recall bias, because more effort might have been applied to recalling the tasks with benzene exposure for some of the cases because the connection between benzene exposure and lympho-hematopoietic cancer is widely known within the industry. However, it is unlikely that the employees would distinguish between the risk from benzene exposure of different cancers (leukemia compared with multiple myeloma or non-Hodgkin lymphoma). Our finding of increased risk specifically for leukemia but not for multiple myeloma or non-Hodgkin lymphoma suggests that recall and observer biases do not affect our main results.

It is unlikely that the baseline comparison group was incorrectly defined because this was a nested case-control study with the control subjects selected from the cohort matched by age. However, misclassification of only a few cases from the baseline group into higher exposure groups could markedly distort the exposure-response relation. Although the lowest exposed group contained many office workers, there is no strong socioeconomic gradient for risk of leukemia and the analysis of smoking suggested that this was not a confounding exposure. If there was a strong bias in the exposure estimates leading to differential misclassification, this should have affected the results for multiple myeloma and non-Hodgkin lymphoma as well; the questionnaire respondents would have been unlikely to draw a distinction between one form of hematopoietic cancer or another. The fact that no association was found between multiple myeloma and benzene exposure suggests that such bias, if present, was small. We cannot rule out the possibility that some bias was introduced in gathering the occupational histories, although such an effect would presumably be small. If such bias occurred, it could not explain the association between leukemia and benzene exposure that was found, but might have exaggerated the exposure-risk relationship and hidden a low-exposure threshold.

In summary, these data demonstrate a strong association between benzene exposure and the risk of acute and chronic leukemia. No association was found between benzene and non-Hodgkin lymphoma or multiple myeloma, or between any of the cancers and tobacco or alcohol consumption. The excess risk of leukemia was associated with lower cumulative exposures and lower exposure intensity than have been observed in other studies. We found no evidence of a threshold cumulative exposure below which there is no risk.
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Reference: Keystone XL Project
Risk Analysis

Request:
DOS recently received a copy of a report that questions the validity of the risk analysis for the proposed Keystone XL Project that is summarized in the Section 3.13 of the supplemental draft EIS and included, in part, in Appendix P to the draft EIS. The undated report, Analysis of Frequency, Magnitude and Consequence of Worst-Case Spills From the Proposed Keystone XL Pipeline, was prepared by John Stansbury, Ph.D., P.E. DOS requests that Keystone provide a response to that report, indicating whether or not the author has accurately portrayed the Keystone risk analysis, whether or not the author has made valid assumptions regarding the analysis of risk included in the report, and any other responses that would assist DOS in comparing the information in the report to the risk analysis submitted by Keystone. Please include in your response any clarification to the existing risk assessment that may be required to adequately address valid concerns (if any) raised in the Stansbury report.

Response Part A:
An initial response to the Stansbury Report was previously provided to DOS. That response is repeated below. It is supplemented with the information in Response Part B.

The Stansbury/Friends of the Earth Report (Stansbury Report) attempts to build on a foundation of inaccurate assumptions that lead to greatly exaggerated estimates of releases of oil and consequences. This is simply the latest case of opportunistic fear-mongering, dressed up as an academic study.

The Keystone Pipeline system is subject to comprehensive pipeline safety regulation under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). As the recent State Department Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) recognizes, PHMSA is responsible for protecting the American public and the environment by ensuring the safe and secure movement of hazardous materials to industry and consumers by all transportation modes, including pipelines. To protect the public and environmental resources, Keystone is required to construct, operate, maintain, inspect, and monitor the pipeline in compliance with the PHMSA regulations at 49 CFR Part 195, as well as relevant industry standards and codes. These regulations specify pipeline material and qualification standards, minimum design requirements, required measures to protect the pipeline from internal, external corrosion, and many other aspects of safe operation.

Above and beyond the PHMSA regulations, Keystone has agreed to comply with 57 additional Special Conditions developed by PHMSA for the Keystone XL Project. Keystone has agreed to
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incorporate these conditions into its design and construction, and its manual for operations, maintenance, and emergencies required by 49 CFR 195.402. These 57 Special Conditions are attached as Appendix C to the SDEIS.

PHMSA and the State Department took these 57 Special Conditions into account in the SDEIS. It is significant to note the finding in the SDEIS with respect to these conditions:

Incorporation of those conditions would result in a Project that would have a degree of safety over any other typically constructed domestic oil pipeline system under current code and a degree of safety along the entire length of the pipeline system similar to that which is required in High Consequence Areas (HCAs) as defined in 49 CFR 195.450. (SDEIS p. 2-9)

Based on an initial review, below are some of the major mistakes and misrepresentations in the Stansbury Report.

1. Stansbury Report Mistake: “River crossings are especially vulnerable,” going on to describe “the pipeline is more susceptible to corrosion because it is below ground and pressures are relatively high.”

The Facts: Keystone XL Pipeline is not vulnerable at river crossings; document referenced in report does not suggest it is.

Background: The Summary report states (p. 2) that that “River crossings are especially vulnerable,” going on to describe that here “the pipeline is more susceptible to corrosion because it is below ground and pressures are relatively high.”

In the corresponding section of Professor Stansbury’s full report, headed “Most Likely Spill Locations” (p. 6), the author states that adjacent to rivers, “the pipeline is susceptible to high rates of corrosion because it is below ground (DNV, 2006).” (Note that there is no reference in this section of the report to the additional claim in the Summary that at river crossings “pressures are relatively high.”)

Nowhere in the 2006 DNV document cited is there any suggestion that buried pipe at river crossings is more vulnerable to corrosion than any other portion of the buried pipeline. Nor is there any support for the statement in the summary about relative operating pressure at river crossings increasing susceptibility to corrosion.

The only statement in the DNV report remotely related to this unfounded assertion is this: “The Keystone Pipeline is being designed to consist entirely of below ground pipe except within Pump Station fence lines. Sections of the pipeline below ground were considered to be more likely to incur corrosion than above ground sections.”

Further, the statement in the DNV report was made within a section that highlights special measures Keystone will employ to eliminate risk of external corrosion. Keystone employs an approach to corrosion protection that has virtually eliminated failure due to external corrosion in the 30-plus years it has been in use. It includes fusion bond epoxy coating (FBE) coupled with active cathodic protection, which places a small current on the pipe preventing loss of metal due to corrosion. Keystone also will be inspected more frequently than standard regulations require, to ensure the effectiveness of this system.
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Relative to other failure modes at river crossings, such as flooding or increased river flows scouring the river bottom or banks and exposing the pipe and making it vulnerable to damage or breakage, Keystone will utilize the horizontal directional drill (HDD) crossing method that places the pipe 25 feet or more below the river bottom at locations where scour is considered a potential threat. Other measures at river crossings further reduce the likelihood of failure. For instance, each of the river crossings mentioned in the report (Yellowstone, Missouri, Platte) will be installed using the HDD method and will utilize heavy-walled pipe with sacrificial abrasion-resistant coating applied over the FBE to further ensure the protective capability of the coating. These measures make these locations among the least likely for a release on the entire pipeline.

2. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report incorrectly asserts that TransCanada ignored 23% of statistical pipeline failures (pp. 1, 4).

The Facts: TransCanada’s analysis accurately represents historical data and does not overlook 23% of incidents as claimed.

Background: The report incorrectly asserts that TransCanada ignored 23% of statistical pipeline failures (pp. 1, 4). In part because the PHMSA data does not identify the cause for 23% of pipeline incidents, TransCanada used a more detailed assessment of causes of historical pipeline incidents, evaluating Keystone against each of these threats to establish an accurate risk profile. The applicable threats to the pipeline were determined using established pipeline industry standards ASME B31.8S and API 1160. This fact was noted within the DNV report itself:

“It should be noted that the factors are similar but not identical to the U.S. Department of Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) categories of failure (e.g., third party harm).” (DNV 2006, p. 3)


In calculating how much oil might be released from a pipeline after it is secured and isolated, the author claims TransCanada “arbitrarily assigned a drain-down factor” for the pipeline (p. 9). Not noted, however, is that TransCanada’s methodology reflects not TransCanada’s judgment but rather the results of an independent assessment by the California Fire Marshal in its role as a regulator in California. The report is well known and respected among pipeline regulators and risk assessors. After labeling use of the California Fire Marshal figure for retained volume “arbitrary,” it is ironic that the author goes on to say the factor “is likely too high” and cuts it in half with no further justification.

4. Stansbury Report Mistake: TransCanada’s adjustment to risk factors are arbitrary and improper.

The Facts: TransCanada adjustments to risk factors are consistent with industry experience.
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Background: The Summary report states that “TransCanada arbitrarily and improperly adjusted spill factors” (p. 1). The full report written by Professor Stansbury is less strident, suggesting the adjustments are “probably not appropriate” (p. 4).

The majority of pipeline infrastructure in North America was constructed many decades ago at a time when the materials, coating systems, and ongoing inspection capabilities that will be used for Keystone XL were not available. Studies show the benefits of these technologies in reducing pipeline incidents. For instance (as described in para. #1 above), the corrosion protection Keystone uses has virtually eliminated external corrosion as a cause of failure. Approximately two thirds of the pipelines in the US were constructed prior to 1970. It is therefore entirely appropriate to use an incident frequency for Keystone XL that is derived from pipelines of its class. To do otherwise would be like trying to estimate the gas mileage of a 2011 model car by using the average gas mileage of all cars built since the 1920s.

This is corroborated by observations included in the SDEIS, including:

“...it is likely that both incident frequency analyses tend to overestimate the likely spill frequency of the proposed Project since both analyses rely on data that include incidents on older pipelines that would not be operated under the Project-specific Special Conditions developed by PHMSA and incorporated into the design, construction, operations, and maintenance plans for the proposed Project.” (SDEIS, p. 3-98)

Examples of measures taken by TransCanada to reduce risk on Keystone include:

- **External corrosion** – Keystone employs an approach to corrosion protection that has virtually eliminated failure due to external corrosion in the 30-plus years it has been in use. It includes fusion bond epoxy coating and active cathodic protection, which places a small current on the pipe preventing loss of metal due to corrosion. Keystone has agreed to a special regulatory condition requiring the pipeline to be internally inspected with an instrumented device that monitors the pipe wall for anomalies. Any wall degradation due to corrosion would be detected and addressed prior to failure. (These requirements are covered by several PHMSA Special Conditions, including #9, 10, 11, 33, 35-39, 42, 53.)

- **External impact** – Keystone will be buried at a deeper depth to minimize risk of external impact. In addition, pipe walls will exhibit greater puncture resistance and fracture control properties. Keystone will take additional steps to minimize risk of accidental excavation damage. (Required by PHMSA Special Conditions #7, 19, 40, 41, 48, 53, 54).

- **Internal corrosion** – Limit sediment and water content of oil shipped to 0.5%. Run cleaning tools twice per year in the first year and as necessary based on integrity analysis. Implement a crude oil monitoring and sampling program to ensure products transported meet specifications. Perform internal inspections at increased frequency. (Required by PHMSA Special Conditions #33, 34, 42, 53)

- **Mechanical defect** – enhanced material requirements and QA/QC program as described in PHMSA Special Conditions #1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 22.

5. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report erroneously relies on disproven assumptions on corrosivity of oil to be shipped.
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The Facts: Independent analysis of oil sands derived crude oils has conclusively demonstrated that, below 450 degrees Fahrenheit, these oils are not corrosive to steel.

Background: The Stansbury Report states Keystone is subject to higher failure rates due to corrosivity of oil to be shipped (p. 5). Independent analysis of oil sands derived crude oils has conclusively demonstrated that, below 450 degrees Fahrenheit, these oils are not corrosive to steel. The maximum operating temperature anywhere in the pipeline is 150 degrees. (Supplemental Draft EIS, Keystone XL, p. 3-112.) A recent independent assessment of crude oil quality by the firm Crude Quality Inc., including corrosion potential, has been completed and provided to the U.S. Department of State supporting these findings.

Keystone XL will ship a wide variety of crude oil types including conventional oil, shale oil, partially upgraded synthetic oil and oil sands derived bitumen blends. None of these crude types create a risk of destroying the pipeline from within and causing leaks. Furthermore these products have shipped and are currently being shipped across to the US via other cross-border pipelines from Canada. It would be an uneconomic business proposition to spend $13 billion dollars constructing a pipeline system that would be destroyed by the product it transported.

6. Stansbury Report Mistake: The erroneously states that abrasive sediment in the crude oil will cause higher failure rates

The Facts: The oil that will be shipped on Keystone XL “shall have no physical or chemical characteristics” that would damage or harm the pipeline.

Background: Report states Keystone is subject to higher failure rates due to abrasive sediment (p. 5). However, as clarified in the SDEIS, oil transported by Keystone must meet strict limits for sediment and water. (SDEIS, p. 3-116)

Special Condition 34 (see Appendix C of this SDEIS) addresses the sediment and water content of the crude oil that would be transported by the proposed Project and states the following:

“Internal Corrosion: Keystone shall limit basic sediment and water (BS&W) to 0.5% by volume and report BS&W testing results to PHMSA in the annual report.”

The FERC-approved tariff for transport of oil on the Keystone Pipeline system also requires that all oil to be shipped:

“shall have no physical or chemical characteristics that may render such Petroleum not readily transportable by Carrier or that may materially affect the quality of other Petroleum transported by Carrier or that may otherwise cause disadvantage or harm to Carrier or the Pipeline System, or otherwise impair Carrier’s ability to provide service on the Pipeline System.” (SDEIS, Pp. 3-116.)

7. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report erroneously states bitumen will sink, therefore “posing significant threat” to water resources.

The Facts: The gravity of crude oils that Keystone XL would transport are less than the specific gravity of water.
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Background: The report states bitumen will sink “posing significant threat” (p. 19). This issue was addressed in the SDEIS, which includes the following summary statement: “the specific gravity of the crude oils that would be transported on the proposed pipeline ranges from about 0.85 to about 0.93, less than the specific gravity of water. These crude oils, therefore, tend to float on water...” (SDEIS, p. 3-104)

8. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report suggests that TransCanada will cut back on monitoring and maintenance activities, causing increased risk in out years (p. 5).

The Facts: Contrary to a suggestion in the Stansbury Report, monitoring and maintenance activities are a required condition of operation.

Background: The report suggests that TransCanada will cut back on monitoring and maintenance activities, causing increased risk in out years (p. 5). However, the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations requires many of these monitoring and maintenance activities as a condition of operation. TransCanada has voluntarily committed to 57 additional safety conditions that include other enhanced monitoring and maintenance activities as additional conditions of continued operation. For instance, in order to continue to operate the pipeline, TransCanada must perform in-line inspection with a smart pig, conduct corrosion surveys, and perform valve inspections at specified frequencies – these are not discretionary. Additionally, TransCanada must meet requirements to patrol the pipeline every two weeks.

In addition to regulatory requirements, continuing to invest in the safety of the pipeline makes sense from a business perspective. Paying for increased maintenance is built into TransCanada’s contracts with its shippers such that variable integrity spending costs are flowed through to the shippers. Additionally, the FERC rate allows the uncommitted toll to rise at a greater than inflation rate which allows for recovery of maintenance costs. There is therefore no financial incentive for TransCanada to cut back on monitoring and maintenance and a substantial financial penalty associated with leaks in the form of fines, cleanup costs, lawsuits and reputational damage. It is therefore not reasonable to suggest that TransCanada or another owner would increase their liability in order to reduce an expense that is flowed through to the customers.

9. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report tries to suggest that because shutdown on another pipeline took longer, that increased time should be the new assumption on shutdown time (pp. 7-8).

The Facts: Keystone time to shutdown has been accurately reflected in the risk analysis and is consistent with Keystone’s record.

Background: The Stansbury Report tries to suggest that because shutdown on another pipeline took longer, that increased time should be the new assumption on shutdown time (pp. 7-8). However, the author does not address the differences in system design and operating characteristics (including single phase flow in Keystone) that make it unlikely that Keystone operators would experience difficulty detecting a leak. Nor does he address industry information sharing nor the workings of the regulatory regime, both of which serve to make it unlikely that operational errors are repeated.
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Additionally, Keystone has established its own operating record that demonstrates prompt reaction time to any indication of an operational abnormality. These response records align with the shut down times conveyed in Keystone’s risk assessment report.

10. Stansbury Report Mistake: Report suggests that enough oil to fill a dozen Olympic-sized swimming pools would go unnoticed in Nebraska (pp. 8-9).

The Facts: The report’s calculation of spill volume for “small” leak not credible because it ignores leak detection methodologies designed to detect low rate or seepage releases.

Background: In assessing worst-case “small” leak, the Stansbury Report suggests that enough oil to fill a dozen Olympic-sized swimming pools would go unnoticed in Nebraska (pp. 8-9). The estimate ignores leak detection methodologies designed to detect low rate or seepage releases.

As described below, Keystone will utilize a state-of-the-art integrated leak detection system. Real-time computerized systems can detect spills as low as 1.5 percent of throughput. In addition to surveillance and public reporting, Keystone will implement a non-real time mass balance procedure that can detect spills below 1.5 percent of throughput.

Data from actual pipeline spills demonstrate that substantial leaks do not go undetected for long periods of time. Further, those spills that are not detected within the first 48 hours are typically relatively small. PHMSA records (2001 through 2009) indicate that the majority of spills are 3 barrels or less, regardless of detection time. These data also indicate that the majority of spills are detected within 2 hours, with 99 percent of spills detected within 7 days. Of those spills not detected within the first 48 hours, the majority of spills were 15 barrels or less. In summary, large spills do not remain undetected for substantial periods of time.

The pipeline will be monitored 24 hours a day, 365 days a year from the Operations Control Center (OCC) using a sophisticated Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. Keystone will utilize multiple leak detection methods and systems that are overlapping in nature and progress through a series of leak detection thresholds. The leak detection methods are as follows:

- Remote monitoring performed by the OCC Operator 24/7, which consists of monitoring pressure and flow data received from pump stations and valve sites fed back to the OCC by the Keystone SCADA system. Remote monitoring is typically able to detect leaks down to approximately 25 to 30 percent of the pipeline flow rate.
- Software-based volume balance systems that monitor receipt and delivery volumes. These systems are typically able to detect leaks down to approximately 5 percent of the pipeline flow rate.
- Computational Pipeline Monitoring or model-based leak detection systems that break the pipeline into smaller segments and monitor each of these segments on a mass balance basis. These systems are typically capable of detecting leaks down to a level of approximately 1.5 to 2 percent of pipeline flow rate.
- Computer-based, non-real time accumulated gain/(loss) volume trending to assist in identifying low rate or seepage releases below the 1.5 to 2 percent by volume detection thresholds.
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• Direct observation methods, which include aerial patrols, ground patrols, and public and landowner awareness programs that are designed to encourage and facilitate the reporting of suspected leaks and events that may suggest a threat to the integrity of the pipeline.

The leak detection system will be configured in a manner capable of sending an alarm to the OCC operators through the SCADA system and also will provide the OCC operators with a comprehensive assortment of display screens for incident analysis and investigation. In addition, there will be a redundant, stand-by OCC to be used in case of emergency.

Keystone also will have an Emergency Response Program (ERP) in place to respond to incidents. The ERP contains comprehensive manuals, detailed training plans, equipment requirements, resources plans, auditing, change management and continuous improvement processes. The Integrity Management Program (IMP) (49 CFR Part 195) and ERP will ensure Keystone will operate the pipeline in an environmentally responsible manner.

11. Stansbury Report Mistake: The report relies on old claims that the emergency response plan for the Keystone pipeline is “woefully inadequate”

The Facts: Contrary to assumptions in the Stansbury Report, the Emergency Response capability for Keystone XL will meet or exceed requirements.

Background: The Stansbury Report relies on old claims that the emergency response plan for the Keystone pipeline is “woefully inadequate” (p. 3). This accusation was one of the items reviewed in detail in the SDEIS.

“DOS and PHMSA have reviewed these hypothetical spill response scenarios prepared by Keystone and would also review a final ERP to be prepared by Keystone prior to startup of the proposed pipeline...Based on its review of the hypothetical spill response scenarios, DOS considers Keystone’s response planning appropriate and consistent with accepted industry practice.” (SDEIS, p. 3-122)


The Facts: The exaggerated claims in the report do not match any oil-spill experience; furthermore, benzene concentration in heavy oils Keystone will ship will be comparable to other heavy oils shipped in the U.S. and will generally be lower than benzene concentrations in lighter crudes and in refined products such as gasoline.

Background: Benzene concentration in heavy oils Keystone will ship will be comparable to other heavy oils shipped in the U.S. and will generally be lower than benzene concentrations in lighter crudes and in refined products such as gasoline.

Exaggerated descriptions of the physical extent of benzene in the Stansbury Report do not match any oil-spill experience. The report does not account for emergency response containment and cleanup. Examination of field data collected from large spills into rivers typically finds that concentrations of petroleum products become undetectable in a relatively short distance. For example, following a 10,000 barrel release in 2007 from the Coffeerville Refinery in Kansas into
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the Verdigris River, the EPA found no detectable concentrations of petroleum products 20 miles downstream at the closest municipal water intake.


The Facts: TransCanada reflected the results of industry studies regarding failure rates of pipe-related equipment, reducing by half the anticipated number of failures caused by material defect.

Background: TransCanada assumed that its pipeline would be constructed so well that it would have only half as many spills as the other pipelines in service. Not true. Rather, TransCanada reflected the results of industry studies regarding failure rates of pipe-related equipment, reducing by half the anticipated number of failures caused by material defect. As discussed in item #4 above, measures that help achieve this performance are among the Special Conditions to which TransCanada has committed.

Here is the statement from the TransCanada report: “A 50% reduction in the DOT leak frequency was applied to the entire pipeline because the U.S. portion of Keystone will consist of entirely new materials and be constructed to meet current standards and requirements.” [DNV section 4.1.13, page 13] The statement occurs in a section of the DNV report describing risk of mechanical defect. Other risk factors are adjusted differently for above-ground and below-ground pipe for instance.


The Facts: None of the pump stations releases involved pipeline.

Background: As of June 1, 2011 the Keystone pipeline has experienced fourteen (14) unplanned releases within pump/valve station facility sites, averaging 5-10 barrels each. None of these incidents have involved the pipeline itself. In two cases, nearby adjacent property was affected by spray. Otherwise, the incidents were contained within our pump station facility. Equipment has been replaced or repaired. In all cases, Keystone's operation personnel immediately isolate all releases and clean up and remediation efforts are employed to mitigate any effects to the environment.

TransCanada meets or exceeds all notification and reporting requirements to all state and federal agencies. In many of these cases, reporting to regulatory agencies was not required due to the very small volume of these spills. TransCanada has taken a transparent approach to proactively report all spills to federal and state regulatory agencies regardless of volume. Pipelines are the safest method of transporting the oil that must be moved throughout North America everyday.
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Response Part B:

Mr. Stansbury’s document referenced above (the “Stansbury document”) does not accurately portray the Keystone XL risk analysis nor has the author made valid assumptions regarding the analysis of the risk included in the report. The discussion below responds to a number of the points in the Stansbury document.

1. The expected frequency of spills from the Keystone XL pipeline reported by TransCanada (DNV, 2006) was evaluated. (Stansbury document at p. 1)


2. The worst-case spill volume at the Hardisty Pumping Station was understated. (Stansbury document at pp. 1-2).

The Hardisty Pump Station in Alberta Canada is irrelevant to the risk assessment for the US segments of the Keystone XL pipeline Project. Moreover, Stansbury’s worst case spill estimates are based on incorrect assumptions, as discussed below.

3. The primary difference between Stansbury’s worst-case spill estimate and TransCanada’s estimate is that TransCanada used 19 minutes as the expected time to shut down pumps and close valves (TransCanada states that it expects the time to be 11.5 minutes for the Keystone XL pipeline). Since a very similar pipeline recently experienced a spill (the Enbridge spill), and the time to finally shut down the pipeline was approximately 12 hours, and during those 12 hours the pipeline pumps were operated for at least 2 hours, the assumption of 19 minutes or 11.5 minutes is not appropriate for the shut-down time for the worst-case spill analysis. Therefore, worst-case spill volumes are likely to be significantly larger than those estimated by TransCanada. (Stansbury document at p. 2).

Keystone has calculated the worst case discharge for the Keystone XL pipeline in accordance with 49 CFR §194.105. The Stansbury document suggests that, because shutdown on another pipeline took longer, that increased time should be used as the shut down time assumption for the Keystone XL Pipeline. Enbridge’s pipeline was constructed in 1969, while Keystone XL Pipeline would be constructed in 2013 and would meet or exceed current regulatory standards. Stansbury does not take into account that the Keystone XL pipeline is instrumented at every mainline valve and has new, state-of-the-art leak detection and operator training systems that make it unlikely that Keystone operators would experience difficulty detecting a leak. Nor does he address industry information sharing or the workings of the regulatory regime, both of which serve to make it unlikely that alleged operational errors on one system are repeated on another system.

In addition, Stansbury does not take into account the fact that worst case discharge is determined using a large leak that would be instantaneously detected by the leak detection system resulting
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in immediate initiation of shut down procedures. Nonetheless, in determining its worst case discharge, Keystone conservatively assumed a 10 minute leak confirmation period, plus nine minutes for pump shut down, plus a 3 minute valve closure time, for a total of 22 minutes. While detection of a smaller leak may require additional confirmation time, the small volumes released would not approach worst case discharge amounts. For example, Keystone has experienced small leaks at pumping stations on the Keystone system which resulted in releases that were a fraction of the estimated worst case discharge volumes. Despite being small, these leaks were identified by the sophisticated leak detection system employed on the pipeline and appropriate shut down and isolation measures were initiated. It is incorrect to assume that there could be a small leak that remained undetected for an extended period of time, as suggested by the Stansbury document (see item 15).

4. The worst-case spill volumes from the Keystone XL pipeline for the Missouri, Yellowstone, and Platte River crossings were estimated by Stansbury to be 122,867 Bbl, 165,416 Bbl, and 140,950 Bbl, respectively. In addition, this analysis estimated the worst-case spill for a subsurface release to groundwater in the Sandhills region of Nebraska to be 189,000 Bbl (7.9 million gallons). (Stansbury document at p. 2)

The results of the risk assessment for the Keystone XL pipeline are conservative as the largest spill on record from PHMSA records January 1986-May 2011 for large diameter hazardous liquid pipelines is 40,500 bbl of which 39,800 bbl was recovered. This occurred in 1991 on a 1967 vintage pipeline. Spills greater than 10,000 barrels are uncommon, occurring in less than 0.5 percent of all pipeline spills. Moreover, these estimates are based on incorrect assumptions regarding shut down times as outlined in response #3.

5. The benzene released by the worst-case spill to groundwater in the Sandhills region of Nebraska would be sufficient to contaminate 4.9 billion gallons of water at concentrations exceeding the safe drinking water levels. This water could form a plume 40 feet thick by 500 feet wide by 15 miles long. (Stansbury document at p. 2).

This claim is unsupported and disproven by field studies throughout the US. The groundwater study (Newell and Connor 1998) summarized the results of four nationwide studies looking at groundwater plumes from petroleum hydrocarbon contamination. The results show that movement of petroleum hydrocarbons is very limited, moving 312 feet or less in 90 percent of the cases. The longest plume was approximately 3,000 feet in length. Therefore, if groundwater became contaminated, any plume would be expected to result in highly localized effects. Importantly, these limits tend to be independent of the rate of groundwater flow. In contrast, chemicals used in some industries and in agriculture, such as commercial solvents, such as PCE and TCE (tetrachloroethylene and trichloroethylene) and pesticides, have much greater mobility and environmental persistence when compared to oil and its constituents.

6. Among numerous toxic chemicals that would be released in a spill, the benzene (a human carcinogen) released from the worst-case spill into a major river (e.g., Missouri River) could contaminate enough water to form a plume that could extend more than 450 miles. (Stansbury document at p. 2).
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This claim is unsubstantiated and unsupported by actual field data nor does it account for containment and cleanup efforts by the operator that limit downstream movement. For example, reference is made to a 2007 spill in Coffeville, Kansas that released 10,000 barrels of crude oil that entered the flooded Verdigris River. EPA samples reported concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons to be below threshold limits at the first sampling point, located 12 downstream miles of the spill. In 2010, an Enbridge 30-inch pipeline ruptured, spilling 19,500 barrels of oil into the Kalamazoo River system. EPA reports that contamination has been documented in localized areas within 30 miles of the spill’s origin. These case studies demonstrate that actual contamination is much less than implied by the Stansbury document.

7. In estimating spill frequency, TransCanada ignored historical data for spills from “other causes,” which represents 23 percent of historical pipeline spills (Stansbury document at pp. 1, 4).

In its failure frequency analysis, Keystone determined the threats that are actually applicable to the Keystone XL Pipeline by using the combination of variables in the Time Dependant, Stable and Time Independent categories listed in API 1160\(^1\) Section 8.7 and ASME B31.8S\(^2\). Keystone then used the PHMSA data for the categories of incidents that are associated with these applicable threats. The data for “other causes” was not used because it consists of offshore pipeline, offshore platform, tankage, tankage piping and terminal incidents data that are not applicable to the Keystone XL Pipeline. Keystone did however consider spills at pumping and metering facilities in its analysis of the PHMSA data.

8. In estimating spill frequency, TransCanada assumed that its pipeline would be constructed so well that it would have only half as many spills as the other pipelines in service. The modification of historical pipeline incident data to account for modern pipeline materials and methods is “probably” overstated for this pipeline. (Stansbury document at pp. 1, 46)

The modification for modern materials and methods is fully appropriate. Based on the PHMSA incident database January 1, 1986 through May 31, 2011, there are two (2) reported pipeline incidents on crude oil pipelines manufactured with high strength steel (grade X70 or higher) due to pipeline material and methods. This first incident was due to external corrosion and occurred in 1998 on a 1985 vintage pipeline. The second pipeline incident occurred on small diameter (24inches or less). This incident was due to electric flash resistance (ERW) pipe seam failure and occurred in 2007 on a 1998 vintage pipeline. As Keystone is a large diameter pipeline, its method of joining is double submerged arc welding (DSAW) and not ERW. Furthermore,

---

\(^1\) Section 8.7. In any risk assessment method, the likelihood is estimated using a combination of variables in categories such as the following: external corrosion, internal corrosion, third party damage, ground movement, design and materials, system operations

\(^2\) ASME B31.8 S “Managing System Integrity of Gas Pipelines” classifies threats to pipelines in terms of “Time Dependant”, “Stable” and “Time Independent” categories. Time Dependant Threats include: External Corrosion; Internal Corrosion; and, Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC); Stable Threats include: Manufacturing Defects; Welding / Fabrication Related; and, Equipment Failure; and, Time Independent Threats include: Third Party / Mechanical Damage; Incorrect Operations, and Weather and Outside Force (Geotechnical)
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Keystone will protect the pipeline from external corrosion using fusion bond epoxy (FBE) and a cathodic protection (CP) system. The combination of FBE and CP has proven effective over TransCanada’s 30+ years of operation. Keystone implements 24 hour surveillance during pipe manufacturing and coating. Lastly, Keystone has implemented nine (9) specific material related conditions and will implement thirteen (13) construction method related conditions set forth in the PHMSA Special Condition Appendix C, over and above current regulations, which would ensure that Keystone is the safest pipeline built in North America, thereby minimizing any potential for spills resulting from materials and construction methods.

In order to establish the particular incident threats that would apply to the Keystone XL pipeline during its operational life, three key points were considered:

- Keystone XL is a new construction project, developed with the benefit of TransCanada’s more than 50 years of pipeline construction and operating experience;
- The pipeline will be constructed and operated in accordance with comprehensive regulatory guidelines (49 CFR Part 195) and pipeline design standards (ASME B31.4), and;
- At the time the risk assessment was prepared, Keystone had applied to PHMSA for a Special Permit to allow it to design, construct and operate the pipeline up to 80% of the steel pipeline’s specified minimum yield strength (SMYS). The Special Permit application provided that Keystone would comply with a number of pipeline integrity conditions over and above the applicable PHMSA regulations and industry standards. This included the 51 conditions from the Special Permit 2006-26617 issued by PHMSA to TransCanada for the Keystone Pipeline Project in April 2007. Keystone included these conditions in the base design of the Keystone XL Project and recognized their impact in modifying historic failure frequency data in preparing the Risk Assessment. Subsequent to the completion and submittal of the Keystone XL Project Pipeline Risk Assessment and Environmental Consequence Analysis in April 2009, Keystone withdrew the Special Permit Application. Nonetheless, PHMSA ultimately developed and recommend that Keystone adopt 57 conditions over and above the applicable regulations and industry standards and in some cases exceeding the requirements of the 51 conditions listed in the Keystone Special Permit 2006-26617. Keystone agreed to adopt these conditions, which are set forth in Appendix C of the Supplemental Draft EIS. Accordingly, the design assumptions underlying the failure frequency modifications remain conservative.

Taking these factors into consideration, the applicable threats were determined using both the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) B31.8S Managing System Integrity of Gas Pipelines and American Petroleum Institute (API) 1160 Managing System Integrity of Hazardous Liquid Pipelines as guidance. These standards outline processes for pipeline operators which can be used to assess risks and make decisions about risks in operating pipelines in order to reduce both the number of incidents and the adverse effects of errors and incidents. Moreover, in view of Keystone’s adoption of additional conditions beyond those taken into account during preparation of the Risk Assessment, the modifications to historic failure frequency data reflected in the 2009 Risk Assessment are actually even more conservative.
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9. Keystone will operate the pipeline at higher temperatures and pressures and the crude oil that will be transported through the Keystone XL pipeline will be more corrosive than the conventional crude oil transported in existing pipelines, which tends to increase failure frequency. The diluted bitumen to be transported through the Keystone XL Pipeline will be significantly more corrosive and abrasive than conventional crude oil. (Stansbury document at pp.1, 4-5).

Keystone has withdrawn its application to operate up to 80% SMYS thereby reducing its throughput and operating pressure. PHMSA Special Condition 15 provides that “under no circumstances may the pump station discharge temperatures exceed 150° Fahrenheit (°F) without sufficient justification that Keystone’s long-term operating tests show that the pipe coating will withstand the higher operating temperature for long term operations, and approval from the appropriate PHMSA region(s).”

The potential for internal corrosion (IC) to develop during transportation of oil sands derived crude oils due to sediment and solids is considered low. The following factors support the conclusion that the risk of corrosion from sediments and solids is low:

- Keystone’s tariff specifications group sediments/solids with water content. The tariff contains a restriction of 0.5% solids and water by volume.
- “Solids and water” is comprised mostly of water, with solids typically at 5% of the solids/water content (reference www.crudemonitor.ca)
- Keystone will utilize a number of operating measures that will minimize solids in the pipeline:
  - periodic cleaning
  - turbulent flow operating regime
  - sediments are benign at the pipeline’s proposed operating temperature (not to exceed 150°F per PHMSA Special Condition 15)

PHMSA Special Condition 34 requires Keystone to limit basic sediment and water (BS&W) to 0.5% by volume and report BS&W testing results to PHMSA annually. Keystone must run cleaning pigs twice in the first year and as necessary in succeeding years based on the analysis of oil constituents, liquid test results, and weight loss coupons in corrosion threat areas. At a minimum, in years after the first year, Keystone must run cleaning pigs once per year, at intervals not to exceed 15 months. Liquids collected during the pig runs, including BS&W, must be sampled, collected, and analyzed and internal corrosion plans must be developed, based on lab test results. This mitigation plan will be incorporated in the Keystone XL Integrity Management Plan and must be reviewed at least quarterly based upon crude oil quality. Keystone will also monitor and implement adjustments for the presence of deleterious crude oil stream constituents as per the PHMSA Special Conditions.

Furthermore, an independent analysis performed by Crude Quality Inc of oil sands derived crude oils has conclusively demonstrated that, below 450 degrees Fahrenheit, the oil sand crude oils are not corrosive to steel.\(^3\)

In addition, the Energy Resources Conservation Board of Alberta issued a statement on February

---

\(^3\) CAPP Response to US DOS re Keystone XL
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stating “the ERCB can identify only three spills resulting from internal corrosion between 1990 and 2005 (and only eight from 1975 to 2010) [for Alberta pipelines]. The resulting average failure frequency for the grouping of crude oil pipelines from 1990 to 2005 is thus 0.03 per 1000 km per year. This is significantly lower than the U.S. rate quoted in [a recent Natural Resources Defense Council] study of 0.08 per 1000 km per year.” The ERCB stated further that:

Analysis of pipeline failure statistics in Alberta has not identified any significant differences in failure frequency between pipelines handling conventional crude versus pipelines carrying crude bitumen, crude oil or synthetic crude oil. Diluent by nature is a lower viscosity, higher-vapour pressure solvent. It could then be considered to be more “volatile” in its natural state, as it consists of lighter end hydrocarbons. However, when blended with bitumen, the resulting blend is a “new” product consisting of thinned bitumen that more closely resembles conventional crude products. Once mixed with diluent, DilBit should behave in much the same manner as other crude oils of similar characteristics. In conventional oils sands processing, sulphur is removed during processing, as well as water (which is a primary concern in regards to corrosivity). The tariff specification for the Keystone XL project, for example, is virtually the same in regards to water content and solids contents as that specified for other heavy oil pipelines, thus there is no reason to expect this product to behave in any substantially different way than other oil pipelines. It should also be noted that pipelines in Alberta have never been safer. In 2009, Alberta posted a record-low pipeline failure rate of 1.7 pipeline failures per 1,000 km of pipeline (considering all substances), bettering the previous record-low of 2.1 set in both 2008 and 2007.”

10. Although pipeline technology has improved, new pipelines are subject to proportionately higher stress as companies use this improved technology to maximize pumping rates through increases in operational temperatures and pressures, rather than to increase safety margins. (Stansbury document at p.5)

Keystone XL pipeline is design in accordance with 49 CFR §195.106 and ASME B31.4. The federal regulation limits the pipeline’s operating stress to no more than 72% of the pipeline steel material’s specified minimum yield strength. Operating temperature is addressed in Item 9 above.

11. TransCanada relies on “soft” technological improvements which require an ongoing commitment to monitoring and maintenance resources and which should not be assumed to be constant over the projected service life of the pipeline, and are

---

4 ERCB ADDRESSES STATEMENTS IN NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL PIPELINE SAFETY REPORT February 16, 2011
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subject to an ongoing risk of error in judgment during operations. (Stansbury document at p.5).

The PHMSA regulations at 49 CFR Part 195 require many of these monitoring and maintenance activities as a condition of operation. Keystone has voluntarily committed to 57 additional safety conditions that include other enhanced monitoring and maintenance activities as additional conditions of continued operation. For instance, in order to continue to operate the pipeline, Keystone must perform in-line inspections, conduct corrosion and depth of cover surveys, and perform valve inspections at specified frequencies – these are not discretionary. Additionally, Keystone must patrol the pipeline 26 times per year, at intervals not to exceed three weeks.

In addition to regulatory requirements, continuing to invest in the safety of the pipeline makes sense from a business perspective. Paying for increased maintenance is built into Keystone’s contracts with its shippers such that variable integrity spending costs are flowed through to the shippers. Additionally, the FERC rate allows the uncommitted toll to rise at a greater than inflation rate which allows for recovery of maintenance costs. There is therefore no financial incentive for Keystone to cut back on monitoring and maintenance and a substantial financial penalty associated with leaks in the form of fines, cleanup costs, lawsuits and reputational damage. It is therefore not reasonable to suggest that Keystone or another owner would increase their liability in order to reduce an expense that is flowed through to the shippers.

12. The TransCanada spill frequency estimation consistently stated the frequency of spills in terms of spills per year per mile. This is a misleading way to state the risk or frequency of pipeline spills. Spill frequency estimates averaged per mile can be useful; e.g., for extrapolating frequency data across varying pipeline lengths. However, stating the spill frequency averaged per mile obfuscates the proper value to consider; i.e., the frequency of a spill somewhere along the length of the pipeline. (Stansbury document at p. 5).

Keystone was transparent in its use of statistics, including where and how they were derived, how they were applied, and by expressing the potential risk in a variety of ways to promote greater understanding and clarity to a broad audience. Spill frequencies are expressed several ways throughout the document to facilitate comparison with other pipelines and modes of transport, and to promote project-specific understanding. As suggested, spill frequencies expressed as an average per mile facilitates comparison with pipelines of various lengths and to national averages, which are also expressed in this normalize expression of risk. Within the same sentence of expressing the average risk value in terms of incidents/per mile*year (page 3-2), risk was immediately expressed in terms of risk for the whole pipeline over a 10-year period and as an occurrence interval for any single mile of pipe. This provides decision-makers multiple opportunities to understand spill risk and how it applies to the project as a whole as well as to an individual’s piece of property. The risk assessment addresses risk specifically to the project as a whole and by pipeline segment (Table 3-1), providing an estimate of the number of spills that could occur over a ten-year period. The risk assessment also uses the spill frequency and historical spill volume data to estimate the potential frequency of different sizes of spills (Table 3-2). In Section 4 of the risk assessment, these same statistics are used to generate estimates of spill frequency and spill volumes in high consequence areas.
13. Likely failure points include welds, valve connections, and pumping stations. A vulnerable location of special interest along the pipeline system is near the side of a major stream where the pipeline is underground but at a relatively shallow depth. (Stansbury document at p. 6)

Keystone is required to conduct non-destructive examination of 100% of the pipeline and pump station welds, in addition to a hydrostatic pressure test. (PHMSA Special Conditions 5, 8, 20, 22). Furthermore, below-ground mainline valve connections are welded, hydrostatically tested and capable of inspection by an in-line inspection tool. Pump station infrastructure undergoes regular maintenance and inspection, piping and equipment is contained within property boundaries which are contained by berms.

The Keystone XL pipeline is designed with a minimum depth of cover of 5 feet below the bottom of waterbodies including rivers, creeks, streams, ditches and drains for a depth normally maintained over a distance of 15 feet on each side of the waterbody measured from the top of the defined stream channel. The depth of cover may be modified by Keystone based on site specific conditions and in accordance with PHMSA Special Condition 19. The Project’s depth of cover meets or exceeds the federal requirements noted in 49 CFR 195.248 of 48 inches for inland bodies of water with a width of at least 100 feet from high water mark to high water mark (for normal excavation, 18 inches for rock excavation) and PHMSA Special Condition 19 on depth of cover. Furthermore, major rivers will be crossed employing the horizontal directional drill (HDD) method, whereby the pipe is installed at a minimum of 25 feet below the river bottom there by eliminating the potential for scour to affect the pipeline’s integrity. HDD crossings also utilize pipe with a wall thickness of 0.748 inch and abrasion resistant coating applied over top of the FBE coating.

14. An independent assessment of TransCanada’s emergency response plans for the previously built Keystone pipeline was done by Plains Justice (Blackburn, 2010). This document clearly shows that the emergency response plan for the Keystone pipeline is woefully inadequate. Considering that the proposed Keystone XL pipeline will cross much more remote areas (e.g., central Montana, Sandhills region of Nebraska) than was crossed by the Keystone pipeline, there is little reason to believe that the emergency response plan for Keystone XL will be adequate. (Stansbury document at p. 3).

Keystone is required to submit its emergency response plan for the Keystone XL Pipeline to PHMSA prior to commencing operations for review and approval. As contrasted with Mr. Blackburn, a lawyer, PHMSA has the professional and technical expertise necessary to perform an independent and competent evaluation of the adequacy of the emergency response plan. Significantly, as part of the State Department’s review of the project, Keystone was required to present its approach to oil spill response under specific hypothetical spill scenarios to DOS and PHMSA. Based on review of Keystone’s response to those scenarios, the SDEIS found that Keystone’s spill response planning “is appropriate and consistent with accepted industry practice” (SDEIS p. 3-122). Moreover, PHMSA has already approved the emergency response plan for the Keystone Pipeline, which will serve as the model for the Keystone XL plan.
15. Slow leaks could go undetected for long periods of time (e.g., up to 90 days). (Stansbury document at p. 7).

While it is theoretically possible for a very small leak to go undetected for 90 days, data from actual pipeline spills demonstrate that substantial leaks do not go undetected for long periods of time. Further, those spills that are not detected within the first 48 hours are typically relatively small. PHMSA records (2001 through 2009) indicate that the majority of spills are detected within 2 hours, with 99 percent of spills detected within 7 days. Additionally given that leak occurrence is effectively random in time, if a patrol interval is fixed and equal to 14 days, then the time between leak occurrence and leak detection by patrol will range between zero days and 14 days, and it can be shown through modelling that the average time between occurrence and detection will be equal to one-half of the patrol interval (i.e., 7 days). Furthermore, in the context of a risk assessment, where the consequences are weighted by probability of occurrence, the average time is the most appropriate value.

16. Stansbury assumes a shut-down time of 2 hours for the worst case spill for a large leak (Stansbury document at p. 8).

See response to Item number 3.

17. Given the difficulty for operators to distinguish between an actual leak and other pressure fluctuations, the shut-down time for the worst case volume calculation should not be considered to be less than 30 minutes for a leak greater than 50 percent of the pumping rate. This would allow for 4 alarms (5 minutes apart) to be evaluated by operators and a 5th alarm to cause the decision to shut down. In addition, the time to shut down the systems (pumps and valves) would require another 5 minutes. The assumption that the decision to shut the pipeline down can be made after a single alarm, as is suggested by TransCanada (ERP, 2009) is unreasonable considering the difficulty in distinguishing between a leak and a pressure anomaly. (Stansbury report at p. 8).

As noted in Item 3, Keystone allows for a 10 minute trouble shoot period to confirm if the alarm is a pressure fluctuation or an actual leak. This time period was incorporated into Keystone XL’s worst case discharge calculation in addition to the pump shut down time and valve closure time. Keystone’s OCC procedures require immediate shut down of the pipeline upon expiry of the trouble shoot period. Stansbury’s assumption of four alarms, five minutes apart, bears no relationship to Keystone operating policies and procedures.

18. TransCanada arbitrarily assigned a drain-down factor of 0.6 for the Keystone XL pipeline. Stansbury report at p. 9).

Keystone’s methodology incorporates the results of an independent assessment by the California Fire Marshal in its role as a regulator in California. The report is well known and respected among pipeline industry, regulators and risk assessors.

19. Stansbury assumes a discovery and shut-down time of 14 days, which corresponds to the time between pipeline inspections. Stansbury document at p. 20).
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Stansbury’s estimates for these major river crossings are grossly overstated. Based on actual elevation profile, spill calculation inputs and hydraulic engineering data the worst case discharges for these three rivers is less than 20 percent of the volumes stated by Stansbury.


Please refer to the Keystone XL Project Pipeline Risk Assessment and Environmental Consequence Analysis in April 2009.
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